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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

This is a study about space (and time) as a dimension of the
human social experience.

Certain contexts of organized and patterned

social experience will be examined and contrasted in the attempt to
gain perspective into some of the interactional/comraunicational
aspects of such experience.

This study represents an attempt to

examine religion-centered behavior in the light of recent revisions
of social communicational theory and method.
As a nurse working in hospitals and a family therapist
working in private homes in a variety of ethnic neighborhoods, I
became increasingly sensitive to the impact of human scheduling.

As

I tried to make sense of the effects of these schedules within and by
means of which clinicians and their clients (and the familiars of
both) operated, I recognized that my training had been insufficient
to give me understanding.

As a graduate student in Communications, I

became fascinated with the possibility of utilizing emerging social
communicational theory and descriptive methodologies in an effort to
decipher what seemed to me to be a space-time or time-space code.
(See Chapter Two.)

Rather than encumber the reader with the

background and some of the cogent particulars of this theory, it is
included here as Appendix I.
Having worked with Gardner and Wexler (1973) in the analysis

1
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of the structural organization and usage patterning of a hospital
waiting room, I wanted a less deceptively familiar surrounding for
the pursuit of these analyses.

Because much of what happens in a

hospital seems ritualistic, I was drawn to study rituals.

This led

me to the recognition that such social action could possibly be
better studied in a more explicitly ritualistic environment.

The

contrast between sacred and secular, long areas of content for social
theorists, seemed appropriate for this investigation.

Chapter Three

deals with the development of a methodology applicable to this
problem.

My own experience in a Slovak Roman Catholic church offered

a good field for description and analysis.

However, its

over-familiarity led me to a contrast within the same community with
a different ethnic tradition.

Chapters Five and Six were designed to

direct the reader's attention first to a generalized doctrinal
history relevant to the two churches and then, in more detail, into
the organization of church architecture and space utilization.

In

Chapter Seven, I deal with my attempt to analyze and compare the
behavior I was able to abstract from the two locales.

The data

delineated in this procedure proved too thin to satisfy my carefully
checked conclusions about the differences of these two version of a
Roman Catholic theme.

I was led by this deficiency into the larger

parish and into the homes representative of the Irish-American and
Slovak-American parishioners.
In a sense, then, this is a thesis about the use of a method
which when carefully employed leaves bare the frailties of the a^
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priori definitional method of territory-scheduling analysis.

The

theory, method and research led me out of the church back into time
and out into the parish.

This is a qualitative, descriptive

analysis, and is a guidepost rather than a solution.
Within the field of communication, concern for the contextual
integration of the formulation, transmission, and reception of
messages has only recently led to a focus upon communicatively
instrumental space.

As Chappie (1970:176) observed, the work of such

pioneers as Hall, Sommers, and Byers notwithstanding a decade ago,
few communicationists have investigated spatial behavior to determine
its "potential of facilitating or inhibiting specific patterns of
interaction."
Paradoxically, the study of spatial behavior as an integral
component of social communication structure seems to have been
curtailed by the spatial framing conventions of social science
research.

Often in communication research, data (1) about the

spatial relations among usual participants or (2) about the location
of participants in physical space and time are treated as separate
background phenomena or as unexplainable (for the most part,
irrelevant) features of the interaction being studied.

A different

type of isolation of spatial data occurs in territorial research.

In

most of the early studies of territoriality, social space was either
confounded with or treated independently from physical and
phenomenological space.*

As a result of these research conventions,

changing spatial relationships among participants and enviromental
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features have usually been studied independently of patterns of
lexical and kinesic communication, under such overlapping rubrics as
"territoriality," "personal space," or "proxemics."
of taxonomic conventions has resulted.

A proliferation

Dichotomies between

biological and social spacing (personal and interpersonal space),
restricted and shared locations (private and public space), and
animate and inanimate spatial relationships (proxemics and
environmentics) all shape these taxonomic systems.

This growing

glossary of interpenetrating concepts within mutually exclusive
systems of spatial terminology is coincidental withthe

absence of a

commmon language of discourse for relating ideas about spatial
behavior to patterns of linguistic and kinesic activity and, perhaps,
of more importance, to either social or communicational frameworks.
The adaptation to space is such a fundamental and largely
out-of-awareness (or, at least, non-recall) part of learning to
interact with others, that its study has been largely pre-empted by
those disciplines which make an a priori distinction between innate
and socially learned behavior.

Directly or by implication, such

studies differentiate between the purely social and the ostensibly
biologically determined.

Genetic presumptions formthe bases for a

corresponding division between subsystems of communication and the
subsequent disciplinary split in fields of study.
Birdwhistell (1970) has warned that such an a priori
dichotomization between types of units and subsystems of
communication poses a formidable obstacle to attempts to fully
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operationalize the field of communication inquiry.

To a large

extent, our knowledge of the total structure of face-to-face
interaction has been limited by research models positing subsystems
which explicitly isolate the study of spatial communication behavior
from other aspects of communication behavior.
This study of spatial communciation employs a social process
model for communication research to avoid the a priori
compartmentalization of systems based on presumed levels of reality.
Communication is here treated as continuous and multimodal, and
heuristically is viewed as a system of interrelated infra-systems.
Within this framework, it is assumed the abstracted spatial behavior
can be isolated for investigation from the infra-systems of
linguistic and kinesic behavior in a manner which can be accommodated
to the eventual reintegration of these heuristic divisions.
In this study, spatial behavior is self-consciously isolated
as an aspect of communication structure rather than implicitly
presumed to be a distinct type of communication behavior.

Here we

are moving beyond the articulatory level of spatial description which
may treat units as studiable in either a social or a
physical-biological space.

The focus is upon interrelated components

of a social system which is by definition socially coded.
It is my intention to study that behavior which contributes
to the code, as in the case of language as communication where the
student of communication is concerned with the codes, and not with
the sounds of speech per se.
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A number of investigators have viewed the regular spatial
aspects of behavior as a coded system.

Birdwhistell (1970:41) has

characterized interpersonal space variations during interaction as
investigable, in part, as extensions of kinesic activity but, in
themselves, as manifestations of coded selection.

2

Kendon has

observed that this type of spatial behavior, which he labels
participant spacing, may be only one of several body motion codes
operating in an interaction.
The patterning of movement in relation to speech that
Birdwhistell describes (kinesics) may be one of them. The
patterned system that Scheflen (1964,1965) has described
might be regarded as another. The system of kinomorphs and
kinomorphic constructions that Birdwhistell refers to may be
yet another .................................
Each of these codes has emerged in response to a somewhat
different demand made by the interactional situation, and it
presumably will be found to have properties tailored to
match. The principles by which one of these is organized
will not necessarily be generalizable to another. The codes,
it should be noted, are probably best thought of as separate
only in the analytic sense. In practice, they are
inter-related in highly complex ways, which are far from
being understood (Kendon 1977:224).
To say that a structural method is going to be employed here
does not promise to exhaustively analyze any communicational string,
sequence, or scene.

To focus in an exhaustive manner upon segments

of spatial behavior on the micro level of analysis as components of
several interacting infracommunicationally coded systems —

such as

the linguistic, the kinesic, and the paralinguistic infra-systems —
would be an overambitious research endeavor for a dissertation and/or
3
for a single researcher.

This project has been designed to

establish a more manageable focus for investigation.

The project has
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been designed to treat the spatial aspects of behavior in an
interaction situation as codified system.
In that the consideration of socio-spatial behavior as a
heuristic "infra-system" here involves more than one channel of
communication, this is a departure from most previous research of
infracommunicational patterning.

This study presumes that behavior

related to the senses might be spatially coded and must be included
in an analysis of the structural units of, in this case, a sacred
spatial infra-system.

Whether the particular patterns of the

socio-spatial behavior to be described are eventually subsumed in a
comprehensive kinesiologic frame or viewed as components of still
other (single channel) infracommunication systems, spatial behavior
must be systematically described in a manner which will facilitate
cross-channel analysis and eventual re-integration.

It would do

damage to the method to prejudge the role of "spatial" behavior in
the full panoply of social meanings.

It would be methodologically

retrogressive to free ourselves from the verbocentric analysis of
communication only to become the victim of spatiocentrism.
The designation of a (type of) situation as a "unit" of
investigation in this project is an organizing strategy adopted from
the context analysis method for research.

The use of this strategy

in social communication research follows from Birdwhistell's (1970)
assumption that the research established social context or situation
is to be regarded, at this level of research, as the defined domain
of organization for infracommunicational system of behavior.

By
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segmenting the ongoing stream of behavior into heuristic units, each
linked to each other and, when possible, all such units, an
investigator may validly build more encompassing segments of
infra-structure and thus establish the place of integrated
infracommunicational systems in the larger system(s).

Applying this

strategy in the current investigation, delimited patterns of spatial
behavior in a specific type of context may be analyzed as a codified
system and, thus, a partial of the overall system of communication
operative in this context.
Adapting the natural history strategy for focusing upon a
manageable context and a limited body of data, this project focuses
upon interaction in a architecturally defined field for microcultural
analysis.

4

Although entry into the data is made at the level of etic

events more commonly associated with community ethnographies, this
study limits its focus to one type of social situation, "the sacred,"
as it has been coded by two ethnic Catholic parishes in both
"religious" and "secular" settings.

The technical (almost rigid) set

of rules which order and organize sacred space will be shown to be
made flexible by organized (but not necessarily recognized or
verbalized) custom.
One methodological task here involves the structural
description of a single type of socially learned and negotiated
context (Birdwhistell) and frame (Goffman) —
two distinct ethnic parishes.

'sacred space' —

in

Building upon previous microanalytic

findings in linguistics, paralinguistics, and kinesics, this project
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provides the groundwork necessary for an abstraction of the sacred
codes for macrospatial behavior in contrasting ethnic parishes by
describing various patterns of selection observed in a full range of
'sacred situations' in each parish.

Behavioral observations and

reported interview data are employed to substantiate or cast doubt
upon the literature reinforcing organization of doctrine,
architecture and human regulated activity.
This study is built upon a theoretical and research tradition
which led into the microcultural analysis of communication.

Inherent

in the model for research employed here are three basic interlocking
assumptions about the investigability of the communication process.
The first maintains that the primary condition of social
communication involves a demonstrably interdependent group of human
beings with a learned and shared system of intermembral behavior.
The second utilizes this social communication definition in focusing
attention upon the patterning of contextual information both as a
governor of communicative behavior and as communication behavior
itself.

The third follows from this social communication definition

and focus: the central direction of this investigation is upon
patterns of communicational behavior rather than upon particular
messages.
For almost a century, students of culture, society, and
communication have utilized a conception of an ongoing,
self-maintaining social process.

The process has been characterized

by Margaret Mead (1951:74) as a socially patterned system.

Within a
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social system,
...the newborn child or adult receives, perpetuates, and
stimulates behavior in others in terms of an entire cultural
tradition, so that the method of child rearing, the presence
of a particular literary tradition, the nature of public and
domestic architecture, the religious beliefs, the political
system, all are conditions within which a given personality
develops.
A variety of research traditions describing themselves as
"structural" have evolved relative to the basic notion of a social
system.

Often the differences among structural approaches have been

a matter of emphasis.

In general, however, these approaches either

have stressed relatively stable forms of social organization or have
been concerned with shifting, changing aspects of cultural
relationships.^

For the purposes of this study, ’culture' will be

characterized as the generalizations made by the observer concerning
the regular and regulated social activities of individual members of
society (Birdwhistell, personal communication).

Culture, as

described here, does not require presumptions about what is going on
in peoples' heads.
While the methodology employed in the behavioral analysis in
the current study is strongly influenced by the techniques used by
Birdwhistell and the descriptive linguists who are indebted to
Bloomfield and Sapir and, thus, to de Saussure, it is the French
sociologists who lay the groundwork for the social realist position
which provides the rationale for the current research.
The roots of the structural approach to the study of society
and, by extension, to the studty of culture and communication may be
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traced in a large part to the French tradition of sociology.

St.

Simon and Comte pioneered the emphasis upon society and social forms
in contradistinction to individual or inherited emphases.

Durkheim,

in his Rules of the Sociological Method (1938, 1966) and in Suicide
(1951), brought these ideas to maturity.

Some authorities find in

his writings the groundwork for what later became known as a
structural approach to the study of language and culture.

As did

Boas, Lowie, and Sumner in America, Durkheim wished to study social
processes distinct from individual action and from individual will.
Applying his version of the scientific method to the study of
"collective behavior," Durkheim maintained that the comprehension of
individual consciousness cannot illuminate social consciousness.
Although the individual may serve as an informant about cultural
processes, individual reports do not provide mirrors of social
knowledge.^

Adapted by students employing descriptive analysis of

speech and other communication behavior, this insight foreshadowed a
basic premise of their approach: knowledge is stored in social
behavior, speech being only one type of social behavior.
For Durkheim, the unit of analysis of collective behavior was
a phenomemon or process shared by members of society (Catlin
1938:29).

Each unit of analysis was considered an integral component

of a larger dynamic system and was labeled a "social fact" (Nisbet
1966:221).

Each social fact was considered to be "a group condition

repeated in the individual because imposed on him.

It (was) to be

found in each part because it exists in the whole, rather than in the
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whole because it exists in its parts" (Durkheim 1966:9).
A methodological advantage of the establishment of a system
of social facts lies in its provision for the possibility of the
isolation and description of heuristically discrete units of social
structure.

Durkheim's final structural descriptions avoided closed

definitions which would stipulate the essential nature of ideal
phenomena.

Instead, these social definitions provided for

empirically developed distinctions in specific fields of phenomena.^
This exploratory study of spatial structure focuses upon a
type of context having perhaps the most explicit and closed technical
definition in an attempt to illustrate an extreme contrast between
doctrinal prescriptives and out-of-awareness rules for interaction —
each of which govern a particular spate of behavior.

The sacred has

been selected as the field of exploration offering a distinction
between explicit and out-of-awareness rules for social interaction.
"The sacred" is a concept central to Durkheim's system of
social facts.

It has not been an easy concept to control.

Various

conceptions of the sacred as applied to social behavior have led to
scientific debate for almost a century.

Earlier researchers had

viewed the sacred as unapproachable and impenetrable —
unsuitable (heterodox) as a subject for empirical study.

and as such,
Until

Durkheim and Weber, studies concerning the sacred focused upon the
symbolism of artifacts or upon historical changes in liturgical
dogma.®
As a point of entree in the attempt to investigate this
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phenomenon as behavior performance, Durkheim considered the sacred to
be whatever a particular society deemed it to be (1903).

By

beginning with reported designations of the sacred, Durkheim was able
to incorporate often disparate sacred beliefs and behavior along with
sacred rites into a system of social facts.

Treated as units of a

social system, particular social facts concerning the sacred held
meaning only with reference to other social facts.

Applying these

assumptions to a social communication framework for investigation
permits the establishment of a social context definition of the
sacred.
The strategy for arriving at an initial operational
definition of 'sacred space' for this project is based upon
Durkheim's dialectical proposition that sentiments in Western thought
may be seen to hold within themselves their own opposites.

Moving

from this premise, Durkheim and Mauss (1903) tied logically
dichotomous categories such as "sacred” and "profane" to social
categories for organizing behavior.

Viewed in this way, the

sacred/profane perspective provides a first order boundary assumption
for organizing research into socio-spatial behavior.
The profane has been defined simply as the absence of sacred
status.
All (phenomena) are profane that do not 'stick out' as
sacred. The routines of everyday life are profane unless, so
to speak, proven otherwise, in which later case they are
conceived of as being infused in some way or another with
sacred power (as in sacred work, for instance). Even in such
cases, however, the sacred quality attributed to ordinary
events of life itself retains its extraordinary character, a
character that is typically reaffirmed through a variety of
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rituals and the loss of which is tantamount to
secularization, this is, to a conception of the events in
question as nothing but profane. The dichotomization of
reality into sacred and profane spheres, however related, is
intrinsic to the religious enterprise. As such, it is
obviously important for any analysis of religious (phenomena)
(Berger 1967:26).
Although all that is not sacred may be considered profane, the term
is usually employed to designate that which is not sacred which has
made contact with that which is sacred.
Applying this dualistic premise to frames for sacred and
nonsacred behavior, ethnographers have mapped a sacred and a secular
sphere of activities in the lives of religious people. For members of
a religious community, sacred space is presumed to be
"distinguishable from the profane precisely because the one may not
be brought into contact with the other" (Eliade 1957, 1959:20).
The application of related assumptions in ethnographic
literature which most parallels those employed in the current study
is provided by Miner (1939).

Miner, a student of Redfield, was

greatly influenced by Radcliffe-Brown. His description of a
French-Canadian parish is based upon the presumption that everyone in
the parish lived in both a sacred and secular sphere, even if they
did not allude to this directly in speech behavior. As was true for
Pike (1964), Miner made no presumptions about native awareness of
emic structure.

He did not assume that conceptual distinctions

between the sacred and profane were formulated inside the heads of
parishioners.

Instead, he observed that among the French-Canadian

parishioners he studied,
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...incidents in (the) stream of events can be singled out and
designated as sacred or secular, but such a designation is
not part of the native's own conceptualization of life.
Nevertheless, the distinction is significant as a basis for
structural consideration of the social life of the parish.
The sacred ideas and acts are those which are so surrounded
with strong sentiments of attachment that they may not be
subjected to rational scrutiny (p. 91).
In an attempt to derive basic categories of thought from the
structuring of social relations, Durkheim and early anthropologists
and sociologists set out to relate society's system of classification
to its system of social organization.

The contemporary investigator

proceeds with Durkheim's social mapping with some trepidation, no
longer looking for a one-to-one correlation between nominal
9
categories and patterns of behavior.

The current plurality of

ethnic traditions and Weltanschauungen makes the present investigator
even less inclined to have absolute confidence in the exclusive
application of Durkheim's theory to contemporary social research.
However, Durkheim*s social realism approach and particularly his
conception of the sacred can be useful if they can be tested in a
behavioral field.
To gain some perspective on variations in ordering the sacred
incident to a particular cultural tradition,^ this investigation
incorporates an ethnic Catholic contrast.

A precedent for the study

of the sacred using a contrast method of discovery has been set by
Redfield in his ethnography of the Yucatan.

Like Durkheim, Redfield

characterized religious practices as expressions of social structure
(1956:29).

However, Redfield preferred to take the search for the

sacred frames for behavior beyond the "ritually guarded portals" of
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formally organized religion (1941:353).

In his effort to discover

folk as well as formal Catholic sacred practices, Redfield employed
Becker's construct of an ideal "sacred society" as a point of
contrast for his own concept of a "folk society" (1947:293).**
Redfield studied the historical process of cultural change in
the Yucatan in Mexico by observing four contemporary cultural
situations, each more rural community located a bit more distally
from an urban center.

His strategy for investigation transformed

these spatial arrangements into a typological temporal sequence of
cultural change (Stocking 1976:19).
A distinction between folk and formal religious practices is
relevant to the design considerations of the current study, also.
However, the concept of folk religion which appears most germane in
this study concerning ethnic American Catholicism is that developed
by Yoder (1974).

Yoder views "folk religion" as distinct from

organized, primitive, popular-level, and sectarian religions.

In his

schema, "folk religion exists in a complex society in relation to and
in tension with organized religion(s) of that society" (1974:11).

By

tension, Yoder appears to refer to the maintenance of folk traditions
and beliefs in conflict with basic tenets of formal religious
doctrine.
Yoder's distinction between "folk" and "formal" recalls the
model for microcultural analysis outlined by Trager and Hall (Hall
1956).

The key to their method was to isolate from cultural systems

data which could be treated analogously to language.

They described
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microanalysis as differentiating among three classes of events: sets,
isolates, and patterns.

Each of the three classes of events, in

turn, was seen to occur in three types of contexts: the formal,
informal and technical.

Formal, in this tripartite microanalytic

schema (and in the dichotomous schema devised by Yoder) may be viewed
as equivalent to the traditional.

The formal or traditional is that

which is equated with human nature by members of the society being
investigated.

In contrast, informal or folk culture is that which

remains largely out of awareness of members of the society yet has
delineable rules or ’'patterns” governing it.

Technical culture, in

complete contradistinction to formal, is both highly explicit and in
full awareness of members of the society.

Religious practices may be

seen to occur in all three types of contexts.
For this reason, the current study employs two distinct
American Catholic traditions to provide informal or folk contrasts
with both the formal and technical religious practices of Roman
Catholicism.

It will not employ conceptual schemes developed for the

study of the sacred by Turner (1967:50) or by Ducey (1977:6) which
generalize the spatial distinctions between folk and orthodox
traditions described by Redfield.

12

Here the formal, informal and

technical are investigated within contrasting ethnic systems of
tradition in a single urban center.

Neither ethnic group studied is

considered a priori nearer to an ideal (American or universal)
Catholic tradition nor closer in proximity to a center of orthodoxy.
Rather, each is treated with reference to its own more formal,
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technical and folk (or informal) interpretations of pan-Catholic
dogma and prescribed behavior: in the present, in the recent past in
America, and in the more distant past (and more traditional present)
in rural Ireland and Czechoslovakia.
In the organization of my research and, particularly, in
trying to think through a procedure which would permit me to try to
examine so-called "secular" and "sacred" behavior in modern social
communicational terms, I turned to the work of the descriptive
linguists and ethnographers, and their descendants who worked to
develop descriptive discipline and taxonomic rigor in the
investigation of communication behavior.

Much of this material is

more technical than seems appropriate for its inclusion here.

It is

placed in Appendix I, for the reader concerned with such
methodological matters.
The primary goal of the current study is the definition of
sacred versus profane, or non-sacred, situational contexts.

I wished

to discover which combinations of site and sequence (or occasions),
participant relationships, and patterns of behavior are treated as
sacred by either or both an Irish and a Slovak American congregation.
At this level of structural analysis, the primary concern is with the
integrational aspect of the socio-spatial communication process —
those spatial relationships which:

(1) maintain the operation of the

system; (2) regulate the interactional process; (3) provide
cross-referencing ’meaning1; and (4) relate a particular sacred
behavioral context to larger contexts of which the interaction in
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question is but a special situation (Birdwhistell 1970:86-87).
It is a primary assumption of this study that an
understanding of parish codes for sacred behavior must begin with an
awareness of the situational contexts which act to select and
emphasize behavior from the larger culture.

A familiarity with the

range of parish contexts for "religious" and "secular" events
provided some examples of sacred/profane boundary transgressions
which would have been unavailable in a church-centered observational
study in which the field was limited to physical spaces usually
associated with the sacred.

13

In addition to observing regularly occurring sequences of
church-based religious ritual (and non-sacred maintenance activity),
I sought examples of behavior usually considered sacred occurring
within secular contexts.

Pike (1971:83-84) emphasized the importance

of both kinds of data by suggesting that hearing secular music in a
slot usually reserved for the sacred, or sacred music in a secular
activity, such as a beer commercial, might be considered equally
sacrilegious or profane.

An impressive example from literature is

provided by the biographer, Nicholson (1973:226):
It was Christmas Eve, 1933. I was sixteen. I came early to
the dining room, switched on the radio, and listened to the
bells of Bethlehem, which were being broadcast live by the
BBC for the first time. I leaned casually against the
mantlepiece, munching a banana. My mother came in. 'What’s
that?' she asked. 'Oh, it's only the bells of Bethlehem,' I
replied. It was the word 'only,' my stance, the banana, that
cumulatively shocked her. How could her son be so
indifferent? She rushed from the room, in tears, and it took
an hour for my father to persuade her to return.
In this study, I am attempting to organize a rationale for
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viewing sacred and secular in behaviorally descriptive terms made
possible by advances in social communication theory and method.

The

goal here is to relate certain elements of a spatio-behavior code for
the sacred to occurrences of behavioral sequences within changing
ethnic traditions which aid in maintaining the distinction between
the sacred and profane.

In a sense, the goal is to tease certain

technical prescriptions for the sacred from the formal and informal
actual practices of the two contrasting ethnic parishes.
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REFERENCES

The recognition of the duality of physical and possible
space was coincidental with the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry.
Until the development of relativity theory, physicists had tended to
assume that the axioms of geometry were the self-evident bases for
the description of nature (Reichenbach 1964). The former tradition,
however, has continued to dominate territorial research until quite
recently.
2

McBride (1968) characterizes conversational interaction as a
"double event." Like Birdwhistell, he distinguishes the (primary)
integrational aspect of the event from the (secondary) aspect fitted
into the former. Unlike Birdwhistell, however, he subsumes only
verbal material into the secondary aspect.

3
This type of focus was established by an interdisciplinary
team only after several years qf concerted effort in The Natural
History ofan Interview (McQuown 1971).
^ Goffman uses the term "embodied messages" to deal with
some of the issues coincident with this type of communication
process:
When one speaks of experiencing someone else with one's
naked senses, one usually implies the reception of embodied
messages. This linkage of naked senses on one side and
embodied transmission on the other provides one of the
crucial communication conditions of face-to-face interaction.
Under this condition any message that an individual sends is
likely to be qualified and modified by such additional
information that others glean from him simultaneously, often
unbeknownst to him; further, a very large number of brief
messages may be sent (1963:15).
^ A succinct distinction between these structural approaches
is provided by Bateson in Naven (1965:26):
...in the two disciplines, the sociological and the cultural,
we shall to a great extent by studying the same phenomena,
but looking at them from two different points of view. In
the study of cultural structure we shall see clans and
kinship terminology as shorthand references to details of
behavior, while in the study of social structure we shall see
these groupings as segments in the anatomy of the community,
as a part of the mechanism by which the community is
integrated and organized.
Bateson defined culture as "a collective term for the coherent
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'logical1 scheme which may be constructed by the scientist, fitting
together the various premises of the culture" (p.25) In the study of
cultural structure, he treated the details of behavior as units,
linked together to characterize the "eidos" of the culture. This
method contrasts sharply with that applied in the study of social
structure in which human individuals are treated as units and linked
together into various types of groups.

0
Mannheim provides a characterization of social knowledge
compatible with Durkheim's system definition: "Knowledge is from the
very beginning a co-operative process of group life, in which
everyone unfolds his knowledge within the framework of a common fate,
a common activity, and the overcoming of common difficulties (in
which, however, each have a different share)" (1936:29)
^ I am not here taking a protagonistic or antagonistic
position regarding the "structuralist" arguments surrounding
Levi-Strauss. Rather, I am using the term in its generic sense.
O

Weber and Durkheim are both considered ancestors of the
"structural-functional" school, but Weber was primarily interested in
religion as a source of the dynamics of social change and Durkheim,
as reinforcement of the stability of evolution (see Parson's
introduction to Weber, 1922, 1956:xxxiii).

q

The linguistic categories...are absolutes which admit no
compromise. They correspond roughly to favorite
categorizations in the real world, and it is widely held that
every community subdivides the phenomena in the real world
according to the categories of its language, rather than the
reverse. But the correspondence between the discrete
categories of the language and the continuous phenomena of
the real world is not and cannot be precise (Joos 1966:351).
^ "Structure" and "tradition" are closely related terms.
However tradition incorporates the diachronic or historical, along
with the synchronic relations of a structural investigation. When
stripped of the diachronic, tradition refers to given facts (or facts
given as premises) and is thus useable as a synonym for cultural
system (Bateson 1965:24).
^ Becker (1950) began with a contrast of the sacred and
secular present in the dichotomies of Tonnies (Gesellschaft and
Gemeinschaft) and of Durkheim (mechanical and organic social
organization). Redfield posited a ideal-typical folk society to
contrast with (Becker's) "sacred society" to investigate the changing
social structure of the Yucatan.

12

While it is true that Ducey's American-examples confirmed
his hypothesis that more formal ritual is more sharply
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compartmentalized in terras of roles of performers and physical space,
Frake's (1969) study of the Subanum indicated that in this society,
physical structures and conventional roles alone served to
compartmentalize religious practices. In the Subanum society, the
dichotomy between the sacred and the profane was maintained by a
different combination of patterns or conventions. A related problem
with Ducey's divisions is that they disallow the investigation of
formal and informal behavior patterns within the same religious
ritual.
13

My use of the terms "religious" and "secular" context most
closely correspond with Trager and Hall's (Hall 1956) distinction
between the "formal" and the "informal." These researchers traced
the occurrences of three classes of events (isolate, sets, and
patterns) in three types of contexts (formal, traditional; informal,
out of awareness; and technical, highly explicit). (Hall 1956:2).
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS SPATIAL RESEARCH

The available literature presenting the present state of
knowledge about the organization of space provides a scant measure of
the effort which has gone into the investigation of these phenomena.
Social space has been exceedingly difficult to study.

This is

illustrated by the following overview organized to demonstrate some
of the problems incurred by varying and often contradictory
approaches.

Past reviewers have generally grouped studies according

to the varying criteria used by researchers
segmentation of the stream of behavior.

tQ .

deal with the

Individual or social

behavior has been located, isolated and broken up for study by
various scholars using phenomenological (Piaget 1956, 1970),
morphological (Mehrabian 1976, Watson 1972), functional (Sarles
1970), situational (Lofland 1973), and causal criteria (Altman 1970,
Barker 1968, Calhoun 1962, Sommer 1959).

For the purposes of this

study, however, a contrast among types of spatial studies based upon
larger systems of analysis seems both relevant and more productive.
To make these disparate studies more relevant to communicational
research I have organized the review of selected literature to deal
with (1) territorial, (2) ecological, and (3) social systems
approaches to research.
be exhaustive.

This literature review does not pretend to

Rather, it is designed to provide perspective on
24
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certain problems faced by the investigator who is centrally concerned
with the communicative "function” of spatial organization.
My review includes a limited sample from the growing
literature, selected to illustrate trends, particular problematic
inconsistancies, and with some discussion, implications for needed
research and for the current project.

The type of segmentation

employed by past researchers seems consistent with the particular
criteria preferences of individual researchers and differs from study
to study.

The primary concern of much previous research has been the

development of search techniques, and the variations in approach and
results thus indicators of interest range rather than reliability.

Territory
Students of animal behavior have often been unclear as to
whether their distinctions between environment and ecology were
meaningful.

In the description of animal behavior this unclarity has

contributed to the conceptual difficulties which reappear in the
study of human territoriality and space-related behavior.

The

concept "territory,” for example, as used by social biologists and
comparative psychologists, has been characterized as a bounded area
which is marked, used, and defended by members of a species (Sommer
1959).

Carpenter, from a different perspective, disagrees.

He

points out that a divergence is apparent in the literature on
vertebrate territoriality which sees spatial utilization as either
(1) a more static, geographical phenomenon (described above) or (2) a
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behavioral phenomenon (Carpenter 1958).

This is clear in the

evolutionary notion of "ritual” which has been closely associated
with the more static environmental or geographical conceptualization
of territoriality.

From this biological perspective, ritual is

viewed as adaptive, repetitive behavior characteristic of a whole
species (Leach 1965:333) regardless of surrounding conditions.
Carpenter has recommended that an integration of the
behavioral and the enviromental notions be included in the concept of
territoriality.

He prefers to conceive of territoriality as a

spatio-behavioral system and has proposed the regional charting of a
behavioral system.

He argued that the drawing of a

"perceptual-cognitive map" may more accurately represent territorial
behavior than a simple geographic mapping of species jurisdiction.
For example, drawing upon Bonner's review of the literature on seals,
he charted the behavioral domians of animals within this species
according to the ages and functional statuses of species members.
The territories of seal-breeding grounds are a complex
mosaic, structured in relation to the kinds of animals,
their age and sex, and different kinds of behavior
appropriate to individuals and subgroups of the colony.
There are the 'hauling grounds' and 'breeding grounds.'
There are the places where 'bachelors' cluster and areas
where pups play. Cows are attracted to cows. The mosaic is
indeed complex but it has a functional order. Without this
spatial order or territoriality the reproduction processes
of the seals would be chaotic (1958:238).
Unfortunately for the present study, Carpenter's system for
mapping the interaction of activity patterns of groups of seals
within the physical environment sets up a new dichotomy, now within
the realm of behavior.

Carpenter viewed territorial behavior as
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somehow interacting with social behavior.

Because his notion of a

behavioral system defined territorial behavior as biogenic and
ideologically distinct from social behavior, he effectively vitiated
any socio-structural definition of spatial behavior.

Carpenter did

not view territorial behavior as investigable as an aspect of social
behavior.

Within his system of description, a '’territory" was viewed

as a time-limited individual or group possession —
marked-for-a-time

place impenetrable by others.

a
Carpenter's

assumptions precluded the consideration of a spatio-temporal context
as a socially coded space to which appropriate behavior provided or
excluded entree.
By and large, the study of human territoriality has
incorporated similar reductionist assumptions which preclude
descriptive social structural perspectives. Ethology, descendent in
large part from and still strongly influenced by Darwin's The
Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals (1872), has had increasing
influence in shaping the resurgent biologically deterministic (or
particularistic) views of human nature and human habits.
a powerful influence upon ways of studying them.

It has had

Natural history

studies have suggested new parallels in social organization,
development, territoriality, and rhythmicity between animals and
humans (Sarles 1970:150).

At times analogues in behavior of animals

and humans are translated as homolcgues.

Concerned about the

implications of animal studies for the investigation of spatial
behavior in humans, Altman (1970) did an informal "content analysis"
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of various conceptualizations of territoriality as evidenced by the
research conclusions of ethologists.

As had Carpenter, he found a

common reference to a place or geographic area, within which
characteristic species' behaviors are displayed for relatively
enduring, not necessarily permanent, periods of time.

At some level

in all of these operational definitions, human behavior was tied to
primary and secondary motivational states of the individual or group
(p.8).

Review of the literature is persuasive that an inconsistent

use of biogenic, sociogenic, and more recently psychogenic systems of
analysis has confounded the implications of the research findings
concerning territoriality.
(including Sommer

A number of students of human behavior

1969, Mehrabian 1976, LaBarre 1954) have followed

Carpenter's lead and attempted to separate human spatial behavior
(seen as biogenic or psychogenic) from social behavior.

Other

investigators (such as Hall 1959, 1969, 1974 and Chappie 1970),
trained in physical anthropology and archeology, seem almost equally
biologically deterministic as they permit an interest in anatomical
evolution to dominate their studies of spatial behavior.
Among studies by this latter group, even those claiming
social units of analysis for the study of spatial behavior have
incorporated ostensibly biological givens.

For example, we might

turn to the groundbreaking work in proxemics by Hall, one of the
first to emphasize cultural differences in individual perception and
use of microspace.

As his student DeLong (1971) pointed out, Hall's

texts do not specify how the continuum of behavior is transformed
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into varying selected sets of discrete points by members of cultures
who have learned to use their senses differently.
social model for

In his ostensibly

human spatial behavior, Hall (1966) based his

original system of classification of intimate, personal, social, and
public transactional space upon Heidiger's description of pre-set
interspecies distance responses in animals.

Hall is explicit in his

statement that his bio-basic system of notation for spatial behavior
is rooted in the physiology of the human organism (1963:1007).
of the proxemics —

All

the unconscious coding of micro-space,

interpersonal distances, and spatial organization in designed
environments —
coding system.'*

is presumed to be quantitatively calculable via this
Ultimately, it had been hoped that Hall’s ranges (or

a revised version designed for architectural purposes by Kennedy)
might be seen to vary proportionately with a list of co-occurring
environmental variables (Chappie 1970:53).

The presumed congruence

of a geometric grid with a socio-biological system of spatial
behavior seems basic to these schemata*
Understandably, divisions within spatial systems of
classification may be traced to disciplinary premises and concerns.
From a psychological perspective, Sommer employs a dichotomous system
of classification, distinguishing between proximate environment
("personal space" plus more distant space) and the macro-environment
(everything outside an individual's presence).

In contrast the

system employed by Hall (1963:463) is tripartite: (1) fixed-feature
space, materially fixed features of the environment; (2)
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semi-fixed-feature space, including partially movable features of the
(inanimate) environment; and (3) dynamic space, concerned with
people's use of micro-space in everyday encounters.

Hall's student,

Watson (1972) attempted to blend the first two systems to focus upon
the quantities of space involved;

(1) macro-space, which includes

the placement of buildings and streets, as well as the ways in which
people relate to the countryside; (2) meso-space, which is concerned
with structural arrangements of architectural units and moveable
features within these units; and (3) micro-space, which includes the
immediate part of Sommer's proximate environment and is concerned
with how humans structure space, how individuals relate physically to
others, and what is communicated by physical relationships.
Some of the most vocal antagonists of a socio-biological
position have been the designer-engineers concerned with landscape
analysis or planning (Gans 1961; Gutman 1966; Izumi 1965; Ittelson,
Rivlin, Proshansky 1970).

A number have discovered that a question

of "enough space" or distance is always to be measured "in terms of
the constraints, values, and priorities of each particular situation
and population" (Perin 1970:183) —

a position reminiscent of

Durkheim*s (1938, 1966:1-2) concern for systematically relating
social data with particular places and coercive group relationships.
Proxemic behavior is seen empirically as a matter of relationship
among patterns of behavior, "cultural anticipations," and features of
the situational context.

And the ongoing social evaluation of

spatial relationships continually interacts with distancing behavior.
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Relating in space...
...is neutral and not much of a goal when you realize how
many ways of relating there are. Proximity, for example, can
mean conflict or intimacy between people, and even though a
particular society may value intimacy over conflict, there is
no basis for valuing proximity over distance in psychological
terms alone (Perin 1970:37).
Influenced by Birdwhistell, Scheflen has redefined
territorial concepts making them compatible with Durkheim's system of
social facts and (by logical extension) with a social process model
for communication.

As Scheflen pointed out, territorial behavior is

not an empirically distinct type of behavior but a wav of looking at
behavior.

From a social perspective for viewing territories, all

social behavior may be seen as potentially utilizable to maintain or
change the social definitions of spaces or events.

Within a social

system of reference, a territory may be characterized as a quantum of
space defined for a time by some kind of social behavior (Scheflen
1976:6).

Communicationally, a social territory might thus be defined

as a situational context for socially framed communication events —
a social space for what Goffman calls "situated events" (1963:21).
For Goffman (1963), the second person upon a scene transforms
everything done by himself/herself and by everyone already there into
a "situated activity."

A merely situated activity would occur

anyway; it is in situations, not of situations.

The situated aspect

of the interaction is that part of the activity that could not occur
outside the situation.

For Scheflen, on the other hand, the activity

of a solitary individual might be included in his definition of a
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social

territory.

In the current study, I am using an immediate

interaction observational field, describing only (Goffman's) situated
activity (which is transformed from solitary performance sometimes
solely by the presence of the investigator).

However, I do not make

an a priori distinction between merely-situated and situated activity
in my investigation of reported behavior such as solitary prayer.
With reference to the current study, certain spatial locations are
presumed to be assigned sacred roles under certain conditions at
certain times.

Both the sacred activity and the contextual placement

of the sacred activity are treated in this study as a matter of
social assignment (as per Ashcraft and Scheflen 1976B:163)
Eco-System
The conception of the nature of units of behavior has, from
the point of view adopted here, dominated research into social space.
Writers from Darwin's time on, insofar as I have been able to
discover, tacitly accepted a universalistic position concerning the
natural existence of units of analysis (Sebeok 1972).

In modern

times, ethologists have led the way in attempts to construct
definitive ethograms of species specific behavior.

These categories

list elemental units which, at the genetic level, are presumed to be
discretely present, as are the "fixed-action patterns" of Tinbergen
and Lorenz (Mair 1975:3) and the bio-basic proxemic patterns
described by Hall.
More recently, the search for universals within communication
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systems has been linked by Sebeok to earlier assumptions about the
"psychic unity of mankind."

Sebeok describes current preoccupation

with a search for universals as a quest not for genetic forms but for
the fundamental laws which are seen to govern human behavior.

2

In an

effort to avoid the nature/nuture controversy, yet maintain a dualist
position regarding behavioral patterning, investigators have posited
a (Chomskian) deep and surface structure or a (Humboltian) inner and
outer form (Sebeok 1972).
Viewed from the biogenic perspective of Sebeok and most
semioticians, zoosemiotic and anthroposemiotic systems of
communication are seen as natural sequels of evolutionary stages.
For example, digital codes are presumed to be cultural and
anthroposemiotic.

Ostensibly, made up exclusively of binary (off/on)

units, these socially learned codes are seen as more recent
developmental accomplishments of humans.

Included among

anthroposemiotic are systems like languages.

In contrast,

zoosemiotic codes are believed to be analogic and shared with other
animals.

Models for these analogic systems presume natural internal

states corresponding with external expressions which afford a
continuous range of intervals and intensities.

"Nonverbal systems"

described by Ekman (1964) and Argyle (1965) might be included among
the zoosemiotic.

And from the literature on spatial behavior,

concepts of "body buffer zones" (Horowitz, Duff, Stratton 1964;
Nesbitt, Steven 1974:105), "personal space" (Aiello, Cooper 1972;
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Castell 1970; Evans, Howard 1973; Felipe, Sommer 1966; Fry, Willis
1971: Sommer 1959, 1974) and "interpersonal distances" (Burgoon,
Jones 1976; Heshka, Nelson 1972; Sundstrom, Altman 1976) are examples
which also assume the analogic intervals of universals.
Researchers with a sociogenic bias argue that the
semiotician*s universals or "end products of evolutionary series"
(Sebeok 1968) provide only a range of physiological constraints for
potential/communication behavior.

In contrast to the universalists,

social anthropologists customarily view ritual, to select one
context, as part of a social process.

From a social perspective,

ritualized behavior is seen as occasional behavior by participating
members of a single culture and not as a direct expression of the
genetic endowment of the entire species (Leach 1958:333-334).

As

Birdwhistell observed,
...the social performance of a given member of society is by
definition incomplete; task accomplishment is dependent upon
continuation, coordination, parallel or complementary,
individual or subgroup behavior. These are rarely
ritualized, mechanical, conjoint performances. Flexiblity
and adaptablity demand continuous and reliable feedback,
contributions and corrections between the performing
membership; and this is never apart from the capacities and
behavior of performers (1968:25).
Given this sociogenic perspective even statistically significant
inter-observer agreement regarding self-descriptive basic units of
"expression" of communication may be regarded as only a "measure of
culturally coordinated decision-making" (Mair 1975:3).
Somewhere between the semiotic and social communicational
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positions concerning the genesis of communication behavior are the
assumptions of those who may be described as symbolic
interactionists.

Goffman's work is included in this latter group.

An example may be drawn from the application of some early spatial
formulations made by Goffman.
"niche” to move

He adapted the ecological concept of

the focus of regional interactions from the static

possession of particular spatial configurations toward social
organization patterns (Minoff 1972:15-16).

The impact of this

strategy may be demonstrated by comparing the differences between the
spatial territory and the relational niche.

As employed by most

early ethologists, a territory designated a physical space occupied
by members of a species over time; this concept was illustrated by
Carpenter's mapping of the behaviorial domains of seals described in
the previous section.

In contrast to that more static notion of

territorial space, a niche designates a particular space-time.
Interactionists have employed this concept to define the "functional
role" of an organism in a behavioral setting, analogous to a set of
relationships in a bio-basic eco-system.
Helpful as this change to a behavioral focus has been in
assessing social relationships during interaction, some applications
of this strategy in spatial research have introduced new
methodological problems,

A case in point is Barker's segmentation of

behavior in a "behavior setting" into (experiential) ecological
"episodes."

In practice, Barker found that minimal units of
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segmentation of the ongoing stream of behavior based upon reported
"environmental input” were problematic as structural units.

These

"molar behavioral units," such as "eating an ice cream cone" and
"shopping for toothpaste," often overlapped in time and space, and
the mere presence of such units was admittedly a poor predictor of
subsequent units.

For these reasons, Barker concluded that the

"reality and nature of behavior settings as eco-behavioral units do
not reside in the psychological processes of inhabitants, but in the
circuitry that inter-connects behavior settings, inhabitants, and
other behavior setting components" (1968:174).

In other words,

informant and observer descriptions of behavioral acts or units of
segmentation should be treated as data, not evidence.

And such data

should be seen in relationship with other features and descriptions
of the situational context.

Stated communicationally, this insight

implies that a social definition of...
...meaning is not immanent in particular symbols, words,
sentences, or acts of whatever duration but in the behavior
elicited by the presence or absence of such behavior in
particular contexts. The derivation and comprehension of
social meaning rests equally upon the comprehension of the
code and the context which selects from the possibilities
provided by the code structure (Birdwhistell 1968:25).
As Barker's eco-behavioral classificatory system indicated, a
number of relational niches may coexist within the same physical
space at different laminates, introducing a framing problem also
inherent in role theory (as exemplified in this connection by Ruesch
and Kees):
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...any one person may fulfill multiple roles at the same time
— roles defined in terms of age, sex, occupation, family
position, citizenship — and may shift through a number of
such transient roles as those of pedestrian, passenger,
spectator, or consumer. The cues sought out and fixed upon
are also determined not only by the subjective needs and
expectations, but by the total context of the situation.
(1972:66)
From a social perspective, a role is contextually defined.
A role is not just a fixed set of behaviors performed by a
single individual. The activities which humans perform in
fulfilling the demands of a particular role function within a
set of contexts, the most visible of which would be the
immediate context of the situation. The role we call
mothering, for instance, should be considered as a system of
behaviors played out in a particular situation. In any
introductory sociology textbook, students are led to believe
that mothering as a role functions as a result of a series of
trait lists, offered by an author. Within a territorial
framework, however, the role of mother, or what we are here
calling mothering, is not a list of activities, but instead
particular behaviors which occur within particular
spatial-temporal contexts. That is, in seeing behavior as
territorial we notice that certain locations will be assigned
to certain roles under certain conditions at certain times
(Ashcraft and Scheflen 1976:163).
The examples from Barker and from Ruesch and Kees make it
clear that a niche defining an eco-system relationship can neither be
equated with nor divorced from its larger situational context in the
study of the full range of its manifestations.

As Goffman has

observed, a situated event may appear to dominate a particular
behavior setting for a time, but even when no situated event seems to
dominate a particular setting, some pattern is ongoing (1963).

Our

task in socio-spatial research is to determine which relational
niches coexisting in the same physical space at different laminates
define the social frame for interaction and which may occasionally
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co-occur with segments of framing behavior without disrupting the
frame or contributing to a definition of it.

Individual members of

society as members of society occupy multiple niches, both

2
physiographic and social (Birdwhistell 1968;25).

It is obvious that

to account for the variability appearing in any hierarchy of niches
or contexts, the investigator must attempt to anchor observed niches,
behaviorally and socially.

Such anchoring helps maintain the

perspective of the investigator.
Goffman (1959:106) has provided an important directive in
terms of this task by pointing out the necessity for searching for a
behaviorally fostered "definition of the situation" saturating each
"space-time manifold" or region.

But again, as Ashcraft and Scheflen

(1976B:163) remind us, the total context definition of a situation
also takes note that "...certain spatial locations will be assigned
to certain roles under certain conditions at certain times" and that
a particular type of context definition (such as the sacred) may
prevail under a full range of conditions.

Social-Spatial System
Much of the previous research described in the past two
sections has heuristically separated the background environment from
behavioral configurations which are included in a multi-laminal
concept of context.

Researchers unhappy with the limitations of

either the early territorial or eco-system approaches have attempted
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to remedy the problems incurred by this division by additively
reuniting the two familiar (locational and behavioral) concepts.

For

example, DeLong (1970) has proposed a new field of study to
complement proxemic analyses.

This new field, environmentics,

overlays an adapted proxemic grid upon designed space.
In developing environmentics, DeLong first applied a proxemic
system of analysis in the investigation of spatial behavior of an
institutionalized geriatric population.

In this geriatric setting,

DeLong found it necessary to modify the ostensibly bio-basic
transactional distancing formula proposed earlier by Hall.

In

describing patterns, he collapsed Hall's "intimate” and "personal"
transactional sets into one.

He could find no apparent differences

between Hall's two sets on the basis of sensory involvement among the
older people he observed.

In other words, DeLong's findings

suggested that even if participant spacing in transactions were
bio-basic to the entire species of homo sapiens as Hall proposed, the
physiologic baseline may change through time with aging.

For

example, as the acuteness of foveal vision dims with age, peripheral
vision might be substituted for frequent fovial fixations during
"intimate" and "personal" conversations.

This was presumed to be the

case in the institutional setting studied, since the elderly were
found more frequently to relate with others in both "intimate" and
"personal" transactions in a side-by-side (or corner) orientation
rather than a vis-a-vis.
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Though promising, such considerations deserve further study.
It seems more likely that with some ethnic groups or in a different
type of physical setting, habitual cultural patterns of orientation
might persist even with physical changes in the acuity of foveal
vision.

It may also be the case that other features of the geriatric

setting contributed to DeLong's findings, as well.

Furniture

arrangements, lighting, acoustics, temperature (control), and air
currents (ventilation control) may all have contributed to the
patterns of interaction described by DeLong.
These reservations notwithstanding, the observational
analyses presented by DeLong suggest a promising system of contextual
contrast.

DeLong described his system as a syntactical code for

environments.

In practice, environmentics appears to provide the

rudiments of a social description of a complex of interacting social
contexts.

The taxonomy of contexts developed from his observational

data was based upon topological relations betweeen particular
patterns of behavior and specific physical settings.

Using the

familiar analogies of "house," "porch," and "street," DeLong
described the changing patterns of social interaction he discovered:
The new social area was immediately adjacent to six private
rooms. The previous social area was located at the end of
the corridor. If we think of private rooms as houses, the
semi-private:semi-publlie areas as the porch, and the
corridor as the street, the new syntax was House-Porch—
Street. Previously the syntax had been House-Street-Porch.
The new social area was clearly perceived to be
semi-private:semi-public, and the residents recognized that
this space was not for all residents but only for those
occupying the adjoining private rooms. To reiterate, when
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there were no private spaces, residents established personal
domains in the corridor. When there was a private space but
no semi-private:semi-public space, residents used the
corridor as a social space. And when both private and
semi-private:semi-public spaces were available, the corridor
became characteristically public space for the first time
(pp. 84-85).
Though DeLong's "etic" categories seem premature, his system
of contextual categorization appears to reflect the "emic" (Pike
1964:55) patterns of social organization of the community he studied.
When any of the three types of spaces were lacking, the ostensible
"functions" of the others changed.

For the three types to have been

"perceived" to exist, it seemed that they must have been in a
particular topological relationship with each other.

Structurally

speaking, this finding suggests that (1) the repeated ordering of
discrete types of social spaces (or frames) from a continuum is
correlated with (2) the observed topological relationships of usual
or recurring programs of behavior in contiguous physical spaces.

For

a physical space to be designated as "social" for the older person of
this study, there needed "to be a link with spaces considered
personal and public" (p. 84).

Unfortunately for the present

investigation, DeLong provides little description of the behavioral
relationships correlated with his classifications.
The significance of topological relationships among
transactions occurring in contiguous physical spaces has become a
concern to Goffman.

He has expanded upon topological contrast

insights (such as those developed by DeLong) in Frame Analysis
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(1974).

Goffman’s emphasis upon the importance of an interface or

"rim" between the behavior being framed and the external world in
which the behavioral world is anchored (Gamson 1975:605) is most
germane to the selection of a site for the current study of sacred
space.

In a study such as the present one, the paradoxical and

social nature of the spatial rim connecting the sacred with the
profane offers a promising field for Goffman's observation.

As is

disclosed in detail below, the physical features and decor of the rim
are behavior and are subject to social selection, as, of course, are
the other items and patterns of behavior performed in this region.
Goffman’s concept of framing is less directly adaptable to
the investigation of sacred space.

Goffman characterizes "frames" as

(1) definitions of experience built up in accordance with principles
of organization of social events and as (2) the experience of events
by individuals.

By the latter, he refers to the participants’

subjective involvement in events.

Goffman operationalizes the

framing process to include such of those basic elements of the
situation as he —
identify (Custon

the observer and cultural participant —
1977).

can

His heuristic strategy admittedly biases

his findings in the direction of a unitary exposition of the "current
situation."
A chief concern of the present project deals with the
relationship between belief systems, customs, rituals, and spatial
framing.

The interest here is in the discovery of the means by which
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social conventions are established rather than in the search for
apparent consensus regarding the definition of a situation.

Frame

descriptions in this investigation aim at a correlation between
contextually anchored patterns of behavior and native terminology for
describing frames.

"Behavior" may be viewed as any isolatable,

variable event if that variation is detectable in the act of
measurement.

Behavior is the activity of any event.

A distinction

is made in this study between reported and inferred rules for framing
activity or interaction behavior.
Such a distinction has been encouraged by such divergent
scholars as Redfield and Hall.

Redfield warned against the use of

the concept of an ecological system to subsume social space.

Unlike

the ecological system of the naturalist, social space is not a
"natural" environment experienced similarly by all individuals.
The environment of men is not only artifactual; it is mental.
In towns and cities men build their environments into the
very houses and streets so that land and weather are pushed
outside the system. And in every community,...what most
importantly surrounds and influences people are traditions,
sentiments, norms, and aspirations that make up a common
mental life (underlining mine, Redfield 1956:29-30).
In a comparable manner, Hall opposed the use of categorical, i.e.,
framing generalizations as conclusive data.

In the Handbook of

Proxemic Research (1974), he cautioned against a semiotic treatment
of proxemic units as "sensory signs" —

an approach which he says

often produces descriptions in which one sense is dominant (and
definitive).

Rather, he prefers that the investigator develop an
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inventory of (1) conscious proxemic "signs” having "recognized
meaning" and (2) consciously recognized places as an adjunct to other
proxemic data (Ibid.:20).

The sole use of a territorial, an

ecological, or an interactional approach for describing socio-spatial
behavior may not necessarily correlate with ways in which various
classes of members of a particular ethnic community would describe
and use their descriptions to integrate spatial organization in a
variety of conditions.

For this reason, it is desirable, whenever

possible, to establish the shape of sacred space under a exhaustive
range of ethnographic conditions.
The design here envisions the investigation of sacred space
by means of a behavioral examination of a mentifactual dichotomy —
the sacred/profane or sacred/secular.^

Here reported and observed

frame breaks and boundaries will be described and analyzed to develop
an abstracted behavioral description of the shape of sacred space.
Sacred space will be operationally defined as a punctaform present, a
structural abstraction which includes the description of combinations
of contextual features seen to integrate interaction in a social
moment.
In a sense, the literature referred to above covers fields of
behavior seemingly peripheral to that with which the present research
is concerned.

More often than not apparent overlap between

conceptions dealt with above and in my own work is a matter of
terminology rather than an expression of common assumption base.
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* Hall's was the first attempt to develop both a systematic
and comprehensive scheme for the description of spatial relationships
from a multi-channel perspective. However, his static notational
system excludes: (1) all spatial frames other than whole body
orientations to each other, at a single point in time; and (2)
information about the length, duration, and rhythm of movement in
relation to other frames of reference (Minoff 1972:22). Although his
analyses do deal with distance, they do not include the influence of
the angle of orientation upon interaction (Kendon 1977:184).
2

Unlike the transformational grammarian who seeks to
discover unchanging syntactitcal rules for combining formal units
(independent of a focus upon content), the organic structuralist
looks for both changing units and patterns of structure and their
particular contexts of occurrence (Leach 1965:333-334). Some recent
spatial studies have begun treating ritual as analogous to formal
language, overlooking significant patterned variations in performance
by particular classes of participants — performance variations
analogous to those occurring in speech behavior.
3
Unfortunately, the term niche has also been used in ecology
in more than one sense. "Functionally, it has been defined as the
role of a species in a community. Spatially, it has been considered
the distributional relation of a species to a range of habitats. And
biologically, it has been related to tolerance limits in relation to
environmental variables" (Makarewicz and Likens 1975:1000).
^ Birdwhistell (1968:5) distinguished between functional and
structural definitions of culture by contrasting Redfield's concepts
with those of a systems approach:
On the one hand, there are those definitions which see
culture as the more or less organized sum of the products of
man's social creativity as manifest in assemblages of
"artifacts and mentifacts" from particular societies. On the
other hand, culture is used in quite a different way by those
who view culture as the systems or structures of patterned
adaptations, the life ways of human societies. The first
definition stresses assemblages of products, the second
patterns of behavior (the products being only one
manifestation of behavior).
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Chapter 3
METHOD

Method and theory are necessarily interdependent in a
structurally and situationally descriptive study such as this.

The

communication events described below are, depending upon inspection
conditions, physical as well as social events.

The selection of a

field for spatial observation has been determined both by the problem
and by the methodology judged appropriate for this situation.

The

methodology, of course, rests upon theoretical preconceptions and
itself limits the selection of an observational field.

Clearly the

use of so-called qualitative methods in the investigation of the
strange, the unknown familiar, involves operations which feature a
search for methods appropriate to that situation.

The term

'•fieldwork’' means more than merely observing ''outside the
laboratory"; it includes all of the relevant observations of search,
location, and investigation.
The following is a report of the preliminary background
readings, observations, and the tentative decisions involved in the
process of problem definition.

These preliminary operations made

clear the stance I was to take in ray later research procedures.
Although this stage of investigation was designed as pre-research
procedure, valuable and relevant data were gleaned from a
self-reflexive presentation of the evolving methodological process.
46",::
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As pointed out previously, two orders of literature were used
for this dissertation: that detailed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2,
which put the problem into perspective and that referred to below
which is part of the investigation itself.

The work cited here in

Chapter 3 both shapes and adds substance to the collection of the
ethnographic data.
Selection of a Field for Observation. My preliminary concern
in this research was in discovering reliable methods for the
isolation, description and investigation of socially coded space
utilization.

My reading early led me to recognize that since from

the point of view of the theory I employed, space and time were only
heuristically separable, I could have started with time
considerations and moved toward space.
Had this study been primarily concerned with timing
considerations, a television station or railroad terminal stressing
scheduling coordination might have provided a suitable observational
field.

But since the research focus here is upon the social

communicational aspects of spatial contexts or spatial framing, the
selection of a type of physical setting commonly associated with a
distinct pattern of spatial behavior and regular participants was
sought.

My preliminary reading led me to the conclusion that the

decision of earlier writers concerning the sharp contrast between
"sacred" and "profane" situations would help focus my general
interest in social space.'*'

The use of sacred behavior in a church

seemed appropriate for these considerations.

"Church," as used here,
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is not merely a building.

At the most manifest level, the term

"church" refers to both (1) the building used for Christian worship
2
and (2) the religious community of Christians.
The choice of a church as a primary observational field was
most influenced by Eliade (1959) concerning the passage between the
sacred and the profane.
To exemplify the nonhomogeneity of space as experienced by
religious man, we may turn to any religion. We will choose
an example that is accessible to everyone — a church in a
modern city. For the believer, the church shares in a
different space from the street in which it stands. The door
that opens on the interior of the church actually signifies a
solution in continuity. The threshold that separates the two
spaces also indicates the distance between the two modes of
being, the profane and the religious. The threshold is the
limit, the boundary, the frontier that distinguishes and
opposes the two worlds — and at the same time the
paradoxical place where these two worlds communicate, where
passage from the profane to the sacred becomes possible (pp.
24-25).
The portal has been utilized traditionally in graphic art to
3
indicate the transformation from sacred to profane.

This convention

is suggestive of a social correlate for framing behavior in Roman
Catholic churches.

As the touch of the doorpost mezuzah at the

dwelling entrance marks the Jewish person, the blessing with "holy
water"

at the church nave portal marks the Roman Catholic.
Although the exact origin of the fonts is disputed,
nevertheless the holy water stoups are certainly counterparts
of the baptismal font. As the Christian enters the church,
he signs himself with the sign of the cross with holy water
as a renewal of his baptism. This use of blessed water
should help to maintain in the Christian the spirit of
baptism, in which, through the instrumentality of water, God
cleansed the person from original sin and adorned him with
sanctifying grace (Liturgical Conference 1965:65).
In addition to symbolically marking the Catholic as a
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Christian, the blessing with holy water at the portal of any Roman
Catholic church upon entering and exiting may bracket the sacred,
marking the transition from a profane to a sacred frame for
interaction.

Unlike the Hopi village, which is said to be

symbollically opened and closed at any point on its boundary, sacred
space is not symbolically entered or exited with each passage through
the portal of a Roman Catholic church.

Every exit or entrance to a

Roman Catholic church is not equivalently charged.
here is sacred, not the entering person.

Note that the act

For example, the individual

who blesses upon entrance may exit through any portal without an act
of sacred "decompression" (Birdwhistell's term).
Past observations that Catholics sometimes do not perform a
self-blessing upon entering or exiting a church suggests that (1)
interactions other than the sacred may transpire in a Roman Catholic
church and that (2) markers other than a self-blessing with holy
water may be used to bracket sacred interactions.

Examples of the

first possibility are provided by most maintenance activities.
Maintenance workers who frequently pass between the nave and the
vestibule routinely (or in the case of non-Catholic workers, always)
omit self-blessing at portal fonts.

Their cleaning and repairing

activities within the nave are not bracketed as "sacred."

An example

of an alternative bracketing behavior is provided by the seasonal
unavailability of "holy water."

Holy water is removed from church

fonts from Good Friday until Easter.

Participants at church services

during this interim may bless themselves out of habit upon entering
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the church, but not with holy water.

Also some participants do not

always bless themselves with holy water, even at portals where and
when it is available (especially when entrances are crowded and
services are about to begin).
In light of these exceptions to the self-blessing with holy
water routine, I elected to treat the passage across the threshold
from the vestibule to the nave as a potential social boundary for the
sacred/profane.

To establish an initial perspective for observing

boundary conditions, I first focused on vestibule behavior to
discover the "change point" (Pike 1964:245) marking the spatial
transition from a profane to a sacred frame for interaction.

As in a

recent dissertation on the paralinguistic framing of televised
speeches (Carey 1976), the preliminary observations for this project
focused upon propinquitous "out-of-frame" and "in-frame" behavior.
The spatial marker employed here was at first felt to be analogous to
the sync-slate employed by Carey to mark the presumed temporal
transition from technically unmonitored to monitored frame behavior.
In both studies, prior familiarity with the designated type of
setting (a television studio and a church) led to the selection of a
particular physical location for more controlled observations.
Several studies supported this plan to begin searching for
boundary conditions by observing in an entranceway.

Hallways and

entranceways provide "edges" (Lynch 1960) where the boundaries of
social regions appear to overlap.

In these "transitional areas"

(Rosengren and DeVault 1970; Lynch 1972), the appropriateness of a
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single social frame for interaction seems less certain.

This type of

physical location in a church may also provide a "back region"
(Minoff after Goffman 1972:10) for the nave —

a region adjacent to

the nave where behavior contradictory to the sacred may be performed,
in the full knowledge of the performers that such activity is not
sacred.

In such areas, "avoidance rituals" and "remedial

interactions" (Goffman 1959:106) seem most likely to occur.

Although

I had put in hundreds of hours in Catholic churches, the discovery of
the social work required to keep distinct these regional divisions
within the larger physical space came as a surprise to me.
These initial observations (along with topical literature
surveys) guided and substantiated my interview process and
contributed to the decision to report observational and interview
data to support or cast doubt upon findings reported in the
literature.
Preliminary Site Explorations.

A review of relevant

literature began with a study by Funchion (1973) of sacred space in
both an urban and suburban Catholic church in the Philadelphia area.
Funchion observed a slowing of gait by the members of the laity prior
to entry to the churches he studied.

In addition, he noted a number

of "checking behaviors" which occurred just outside the doors of both
churches.

These macro-behaviors included much nose blowing, throat

clearing, and the adjustment of clothing.

Many conversations and

"tie-signs" (Goffman’s term) were discovered to have been dropped
abruptly outside the boundaries of "sacred space," as well (p.3).
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My own preliminary explorations began with a review of
religious etiquette (Broderick 1956; Fenner 1962) and with direct
observations of macro-kinesic behavior in a church.

Exploratory

observations indicated that a variety of kinds of "sacred" boundary
behavior described by Funchion are not in themselves exclusively
sacred. They may be observed to precede entry into many other
face-to-face social situations.

Some may even be observed prior to

the lifting of the receiver of a ringing telephone.
Goffman (1959:65) warned that
...we are accustomed to assuming that the rules of decorum
that prevail in sacred establishments, such as churches, will
be much different from the ones that prevail in everyday
places of work. We ought not to assume from this that the
standards in sacred places are more numerous and more strict
than those we find in work establishments. While in church a
woman may be permitted to sit, daydream, and even doze.
However, as a salesperson on the floor of a dress shop, she
may be required to stand, keep alert, refrain from chewing
gum, keep a fixed smile on her face even when not talking to
anyone, and wear clothes she can ill afford.
Even in my earliest observations it was clear that more
detailed descriptions of church entry behavior were needed to provide
contrast with entry behavior by the same participants in other types
of social situations.

Direct observations were begun in a familiar

church setting in my hometown in upstate New York. It was hoped that
prior familiarity with both the setting and the regular participants
would facilitate movement into rituals

4

and facilitate preliminary

but nonetheless definitive correlations between previously
established ’classes' of participants and programs of behavior.^

In

this church, I, too, observed many pieces of entry behavior described
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by Funchion.

Yet from the beginning it was clear that the behavior

he abstracted was not universal in Roman Catholic churches.

In my

own observations, the sites of occurrences for specific patterns of
behavior differed from those reported in the Philadelphia study and
sequences of behavior appeared to vary tremendously with participant
status, time of day, and date in the church calendar year.

At this

point it seemed clear that social context and ostensibly special
spatial contexts could prove important for the analysis of that range
of behavior covered by the rubric of sacred.

The descriptive method

calls for isolation, description, and contrast analysis of events.
The strong Slovak identification of the parish at which I was working
seemed clearly influential in the shaping of ritual behavior, the
structure and behavior of status groups, and the ordering of calendar
observances.

Recognizing the potential for ethnic variation in

sacred boundary behavior, I elected to include in the design for this
project a contrast between patterns of two ethnic congregations
rather than a contrast between folk and urban parishes (Redfield) or
between less ethnically determinate parishes located in a city and a
suburb (Funchion).

Greeley's (1959) description of far-reaching

class and life style contrasts between city and suburban American
Catholic parishes supported my decision to limit the contrast between
churches to ethnicity and to avoid an urban/suburban contrast at this
time.
Selection of an Ethnographic Present.

Religious patterns

have been described as frames for perception as well as behavior —
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as screens through which experience is interpreted as well as guides
for behavior (Geertz 1968:98).

The disparity between the

observations of Funchion and myself in Roman Catholic churches
indicated the possibility of locational differences within churches
of the temporal and spatial placement of particular behavior patterns
in Catholic ritual.
potential contrast —

A study by Mathias (1974) suggested another
an interpretive contrast between two groups

sharing common ritual practices.
Mathias compared the funeral practices of Italians in
Philadelphia and in Sicily.
custom —

He demonstrated that a shared funeral

such as the practice of displaying a floral arrangement in

the form of a face of a clock —
two Italian Catholic groups.

was interpreted differently by the

In Italy, where the more orthodox view

of death as a new beginning has endured, the clock represented the
hour of rebirth.

In the South Philadelphia neighborhood of

immigrants from Sicily, where a less conservative view of death as
the end of life has been gradually accepted, the floral arrangement
was reported to indicate the cessation of the movement of the hands
of time for the deceased.
As did Redfield (1941) in his study of the sacred in the
Yucatan, Mathias here employed a topological contrast in the physical
location of Italian communities to study variations in adherence to
traditional customs and lore.

In both these studies, the "historical

process of cultural change" was approached through the observation of
"contemporary cultural situations whose spatial arrangements could be
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transformed into a typological temporal sequence" (Stocking 1976:19).
In other words, Sicily and the larger cities of the Yucatan were
presumed more traditional in their Catholicism than communities
outside these centers of orthodoxy.
In the current study, a literature survey supported my
presumption that little would be gained for my particular purposes by
methods which reconstruct the history of American Catholicism to
establish a "traditional" model against which change is to be
measured.

Viewed as an "institutional style" (Scheflen 1973), a

Catholic world view includes both behavior and belief —

a Catholic

eidos descriptively centers around the problem of behavior and an
g
ethos,
around the problem of belief. However, as is the case with
institutional

guides for action, there is often

a disparity between

what the official institution acknowledges and recommends (technical)
and what various groups of Catholics actually believe and do (formal
and informal) in particular ethnic parishes (Fichter 1960).
Contrasting ethnic practices have been demonstrated in the
literature depicting Roman Catholicism in America.

Distinctions

associated with larger cultural patterns were noted by Dolan
(1975:79-80) in his descriptions of the religious practices of New
York City’s Irish and German Catholics from 1815-1865.

He found that

although...
...according to Catholic theology the Mass celebrated in the
Irish and
German parishes wasidentical
— priests recited
the words of the same liturgy in Latin, and their movements
about the altars were the same, the Germans had more
elaborate ceremonies. Irish ceremonies were less elaborate
and more 'low-keyed.’ ’Solemn simplicity characterized their
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attitude; only on special occasions did they feature
liturgical extravagences.' In contrast, the Germans
incorporated German music and colorful processions with
banners for various organizations.
Personal experience with Slovak traditions made me confident that an
equally strong contrast might have been made between Irish and Slovak
ceremonies.
For these reasons, in the current project each American
Catholic parish is investigated with reference to its own ethnic
history of change and to its particular deviation from practices
reportedly carried on (currently or in the past) in the "old
country."

The ethnographic present —

is not used.

"the American Catholic church"

Instead, the ethnographic presents of two ethnic

Catholic groups are employed to give depth to the observational
present.

This contrast demonstrates that the Roman rubric for the

sacred is sufficiently flexible to allow for ethnic variants and for
social change —

within certain not yet ascertainable limits.

Ethnic Contrast Selection.

Since my own background is Slovak

Catholic and I grew up in a mixed ethnic Catholic community, it
seemed expedient to use my familiarity with pan-Catholic etiquette
and ritual and with Slovak folk customs and beliefs to investigate
sacred frames.

I hoped to employ this membership knowledge of Slovak

Catholicism in a disciplined way.

Anthropologists have traditionally

utilized obvious differences in context and performance of sacred
behavior by contrasting similar but differing groups for the purposes
of gaining perspective.

The isolation and contrast technique has

proved efficacious in reducing ethnocentric presupposition concerning
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cultural forces.

The Irish-American church impressionistically

offered the necessary contrast to Slovak conventions.

Having lived

(for most of my childhood) inan Easten European sector of an
American community, I (and myfriends and kindred) had found the
Irish American churches "strange."

To use they seemed to be the most

distant and strikingly different Roman Catholic parishes with which
we were familiar.
The selection of a Catholic ethnic contrast was supported by
extensive accounts of the ethnic history of American Catholicism.^
While it has been accepted bymost scholars that American Catholicism
provides a central core of belief and ritual for its members, it has
also been recognized that the American church has maintained a
structural segmentation influential in preserving the communal (and
separate) nature of many ethnic practices (Gordon 1964:239).
Clearly, the dynamics of the multi-cultural character of the history
of American society makes it difficult to assess the nature of either
the directions or degrees of influence of institutions such as the
Catholic Church and the varied economic and cultural practices of its
membership (see Fichter 1961:12), yet a number of studies have shown
pertinent relationships between ethnic social organizational patterns
and American Catholicism (Barton 1975, Bodnar 1973, Clark 1973, Dolan
1975, Greeley 1976, Fichter 1954, 1961).8
Fichter (1961:12) singles out the Irish from among the
Catholic ethnic goups as providing a definitive contrast with the
remainder.

Of particular relevance here with regard to Irish
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specialization is his finding that, although the de jure social unit
of the American Catholic church has always been the "territorial
parish," the de facto social unit has remained the "nationality
parish."

An exception to this national parish rule was the Irish

Catholic.

Parishes dominated by the Irish and served by Irish clergy

have never been officially designated as national parishes, since the
raison d ’etre for national parishes was ostensibly language diversity
and the Irish immigrant spoke an English vernacular that more easily
became American (Gordon 1964:198).
In addition to sharing a common language with native
Americans, Irish immigrants arrived in this country earlier than
other Catholic groups.^

To this combination of historical facts has

been attributed, in part, the greater socio-economic mobility and
prominence of Irish among the clerical hierarchy in America (Gordon
1964:198).
By the outbreak of the Civil War more than 80% of American
Catholics were Irish, and the church derived its identity
from the Irish laity that provided financial support as well
as from the clergy that gradually assumed its leadership.
Although today fewer than 20% of American Catholics are of
Irish descent, still the Irish wield a power and an influence
in the affairs and conduct of the church that greatly excee^
their percentage in the total population (Yetman 1976:360).
Contrasted with the Irish, the Slovak rate of acculturation
and upward mobility has been much slower.

Ethnic historians describe

<

a "thicker," more traditionally bound Slovak culture.

Slovak

immigrants share a long tradition of opposition to forced
acculturation (Magayarization) in Austro-Hungary (Barton 1975:69).
By contrast, the Irish are described by Clark (1973) as "survivors of
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a (British) conquest that eradicated much of their indigenous
culture."

Ostensibly, "the simplified cultural outlook" of the Irish

immigrants "prepared them to confront American conditions with a
relatively plastic view, unencumbered by preferences and biases based
on language, a learned class, or extensive cultural strictures"
(Clark 1973:91).12
A number of studies have emphasized the persistence of
contrasts among Catholic ethnic groups in America, including those
groups which have been in this country for several generations.
These studies were cited by Gordon (1964) in support of his claim for
a "melting pots" theory of assimilation.

This cultural pluralism

theory characterizes ethnics as "structurally enclosed" even when, as
in the case of the Irish, overwhelmingly acculturated into the
American class system of life.
Although the Irish are currently one of the two most
financially successful ethnic groups in this country, their
primary-level social relationships have helped to ensure their
structural enclosure.

13

It has always been the case that Irish-

American Roman Catholics have not attended nationality segregated
churches, yet many of the more mobile and affluent Irish remain
members of language defined Catholic parishes

14

and continue to marry

other Irish Catholics.
Ethnic historians curious about the influence of patterns of
migration have challenged the tendency to tie the maintenance of
ethnic communities solely with "territorial parishes" of non-English
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speaking ethnics.

The type of migration experienced by a cultural

group has been correlated with the rapidity of progress through the
acculturation process.

15

This process has been examined in great detail by Barton
(1969).

Building upon Gordon's theory of cultural pluralism. Barton

borrowed the two anthropological concepts: (1) acculturation —
change in cultural patterns; and (2) assimilation —

a

entrance into

primary-level association with members of the charter society.

These

concepts were related by Barton (1969:6) in the following three
hypotheses.

First, acculturation is likely to be the first type of

accommodation to occur after a group's arrival.

Second,

acculturation may take place even when noassimilation occurs at any
other level.

And third, once entrance into primary-group association

or structural assimilation has gone forward, all other types of
accommodation follow.
It is generally accepted that regional, class, and ethnic
patterns of body behavior learned in childhood often persist
throughout life (Hall and Hall 1971).

Some body movement patterns of

ethnic Americans have been found to persist long after changes in
many other cultural patterns have occurred (Lomax 1968).^

Scheflen

(1973:95) observed that some out-of-awareness patterns of behavior,
such as kinesic and spacing patterns, tend to persist into the second
and third generations of mono-culture European-Americans,^long after
these descendants have acculturated in many pattterns of dress,
custom, and language —

patterns of acculturation often associated in
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the literature with class membership.
Earlier, Efron (1941) had noted the persistence of ethnic
patterns of communication behavior in his Gesture and Environment.
Though changes in body motion styles and proxemic patterns were
discovered among immigrants and their children through time with
assimilation, a reversion to older patterns was also observed by
Efron (1972) in situations with ethnically similar participants or in
contexts having certain topics of conversation.

18

To check on the interaction of language use, sacred topics,
and ethnically similar participants, in 1976, with the permission of
the pastor, I videotaped two services in the Slovak church, one
conducted in English and the other conducted in Slovak.

19

In

reviewing these tapes, I found no gross examples of differences in
spatial behavior patterns during the two services except in the
kinesic patterning accompanying speech and in listening behavior.

ETHNOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES
RESEARCH PROTOCOL
The design for this study of social frames for sacred
interaction is descriptive, structuralist, and in spirit,
ethnographic.

As research proceeded, the project goal has remained a

microcultural description of "sacred space."

It seemed likely that

only by an initial delineation of the behavioral patterns
characteristic of such space(s) could I hope to designate sacred
space as distinct from non-sacred space.

On the macro-behavioral
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level of context analysis employed in the current study, this problem
centers around the question of constellations of (types of)
participants, patterns of behavior, physical (time-space) locales,
and the features of settings treated as sacred by members of
particular status relationships in a Slovak-American and an
Irish-American parish.

The project is designed to abstract and

investigate ethnic similarities and differences in communicaton
patterns describable as "sacred."
To achieve the initial goals of this study, the data include:
(1) context controlled observations in and about the two parish
churchs; (2) observations in the homes and other social gathering
places of members of the two congregations; (3) interviews with lay
and religious members of the congregations; and (4) research of
archival records as well as historical and ethnographic literature in
the attempt to establish traditional conventions and patterns of
structural change in the two churches.
The project was designed to be carried out by a single
individual employing no assistants or paid subjects.

Macro-kinesic

and spatial notations were made from memory of direct observations
checked in part by the review of videotaped services.
observations guided and substantiated interviews.

These

Although these

tapes were not used for microanalysis, they did provide a memory aid
in the later recall of features of the setting and of the sequence of
events occurring between the time of participant entry and exit from
the church.
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Observational and interview procedures grew out of
exploratory investigations.

Each procedures outlined next will be

presented in greater detail in sections dealing with pertinent data.
Site Selection.

Investigation of the migration and

settlement patterns of the Irish and Slovaks

20

supported my decision

to conduct this study in the same small city in upstate New York in
which preliminary observations had been made.

Churches providing the

desired ethnic contrast within the same city and within a similar
socio-economic class were sought to reduce the amount of contextual
information requiring literature survey and cross-disciplinary
(macrospatial to microspatial) translations.
For the purpose of this design, an "ethnic group" is defined
as Weber (1961:305) defined it —

a human collectivity based on an

assumption of common origin, real or imagined.
was used in 1953 by David Reisman.

The term "ethnicity"

The popularization of this word

was accompanied by the expansion of the term "ethnic group" from
"minority and marginal subgroups at the edge of society —

groups

expected to assimilate, to disappear, to continue as survivals,
exotic or troublesome —
Moynihan 1975:1-5).

to major elements of society" (Glazer and

"Ethnic" is not a closed technical term.

Margaret Mead, for example, has suggested that "version of culture"
be used for patterned activity of a group rather than
"sub-culture."^1

However, as a descriptive, rather than a technical

term, ethnic and ethnicity here refer to the group*s consciousness of
national background.
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The Slovak and Irish parishes selected for investigation both
are churches of the Archdiocese of a western New York area and both
are served by Diocesan priests.

22

Parishioners of each church are

described by their respective pastors as predominately working to
middle class.

(These pastoral impressions were supported by my own

observations of dwelling space and interview data on education,
occupation, and life style.)

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ethnographic Literature.

The :Slovaks, either as a cultural

group within larger national organizations in Europe, or as migrants
to America, have received little attention from American social
scientists.

Neither the Culture at a Distance studies, the

anthropological Area Files, nor more modern community studies provide
much relevant insight into Slovak-American cultural history.

Little

from the available (English) literature on Slovak culture added to my
knowledge of historical spatial patterns of this group.
However, one ethnography of the neighboring Hungarians
suggested some possible contrasts as well as parallels to Slovak
practices.

It may, if we use it with care, contribute to our general

perspective on Slovak affairs.

The Hungarians are a national group

which attempted to dominate Slovak culture.

An ethnography of Proper

Peasants by Fel and Hofer (1969) included a detailed analysis of
Sunday behavior in a Hungarian peasant village which revealed "How
the People of Atany See Their Own Society."

This description of
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Hungarian religious patterns employed a Durkheimian characterization
of behavior as a reflection of the abstracted social structure of the
congregation.

Festive church attire was symbolic in color and style

of age, rank, and family status.

Family members dressed for church

in the order of their sequence of departure.

On the way to church,

individual family members joined other members of the congregation
who shared a similar (age, sex, and income) status.

Each of these

status-homogeneous groups congregated together before and after
services, in a space recognized as its own by the rest of the
congregation.

And within the church, these same status divisions

were maintained by the designations of pews.

(Here topological

relationships among groups remained the same through the years,
though the individual participants and the size of the physical space
required by the particular status-groups changed with age, familial
relationship, and economic status changes of individual members.)
Interestingly,
...this order of seats was not prescribed by the church.
Backed by higher church authorities, ministers tried to
reform it several times..., but the congregation maintained
the old custom (p. 68).
Thus, folk or informal cultural patterns of spatial behavior
interact with technical Catholic doctrine and formal religious
practices to constitute patterns of spatial behavior related
structurally to all three.

Such a well defined status hierarchy and

sexual segregation seems alien to modern Slovak-American practices.
However, this Hungarian pattern does bear a striking resemblance to
some patterns reported to have continued until very recently in
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Slovakia and to the relatively recent historical pattern documented
in rural Ireland in the 1930's by Arensberg and Kimball (1937, 1940).
Throughout Slovakia, traditional styles of "Sunday" clothing
served to identify the sex, age, marital status, and village of the
wearer.

However, only differences in the quality of materials and

workmanship (in embroidery, for example) in these garments indicated
economic status differences.

No evidence for a spatial pattern

similar to that of the Hungarians was found in the literature or
reported by informants, but one ethnographic report did indicate a
historical pattern of congregating outside the church after services
and suggests the possible social significance for this practice.
From the 15th century on the (Slovak Catholic) church forbade
its followers to congregate in the cemetery around the church
after services. It is obvious that attending services very
often served the worshippers as a welcome opportunity for
amusement. Many reports speak about empty churches and
crowds gathered around the church. Maybe there was a lot of
protest against the power of the church and the forced
recatholization of the serfs (Fojtik and Skalnikova
1973:13-14).
Unlike the Hungarian and Slovakian peasants, the Irish did
not wear traditional costumes that differentiated social and economic
status or that were distinctive of a particular village.

However,

Irish patterns of spatial segregation among various status groups
described by Arensberg and Kimbal bear a striking resemblance to
those described for the Hungarians by Fel and Hofer.
When the whole population of a county district is on the
move on Sunday, the groupings are especially noteworthy.
There are the occasional family groups driving in the
jauntycar, but generally the older men walk in a group of
their own, the older women in another. The young men walk by
themselves and the young women by themselves. On Sunday
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afternoons the young men can be seen at the nearest crossroad
standing together in groups of ten to thirty, while the older
men keep more to their houses or visit one another. Before
mass, when the weather permits, the men congregate outside
the church and do not move in until all the women have
entered and the priest has arrived. As the groups stand
outside waiting for the mass to begin and gossiping back and
forth, the older men stand off together and the young men
keep to themselves. In wakes, weddings, christenings, the
same age groups are observed (Arensberg and Kimbal
1968:126-127).
The authors could cite no formal prescriptions for such behavior.
Instead they found that ...
...the conduct rather springs from divisions of the family
and the solidarity of the individuals occupying similar
status as these forces operate in everyday life. It is
evident how close a connection exists between age grading and
marital status (Arensberg and Kimbal 1968:126-127).
Unfortunately, little research has been published about
church-related behavior of ethnic groups in America beyond the
immigrant status.
The Census Bureau now provides data only on the foreign born,
and tells us nothing about the second, third, and
fourth-generation Americans. If one looks under ’Ethnicity'
in the indices of the behavorial science journals, one can
find articles under Eskimos and Navaho, about tribes in
Africa and New Guinea, even occasionally about black-white
relationships, but precious little else. Ethnic questions
are not routinely included in survey questionnaires, and for
all the wild assertions about ethnic voting patterns (based
usually on the foreign-born percentages of the Census tract
data), national samples of political behavior rarely break
down the American religious groups into their various ethnic
components (Greeley 1975:177-178)
Examples from European ethnohistory indicate that, in recent
peasant history at least, the determination of patterns of behavior
instrumental in framing sacred space would require some basis of
contrast between secular and religious organizational patterns and
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folk and more formal religious conventions (and technical systems of
interpretation).

For this reason, I have treated the ethnic parishes

of this study as loose "worlds that transcend space" (Lofland
1971).

23

Though a primary behavioral focus has been congregational,

specifically in the form of sacred-profane boundary behavior and
stages of religious ritual in the respective churches, behavior of
Irish-American and Slovak-American parish members in their homes and
at social gatherings other than in the church proper were also
observed.

This strategy has been employed since the actual physical

territories of many ethnic parishes overlap in geographical space.
Ethnic Catholic churches may be grouped a few blocks ap art and
parishioners of one church often live alongside members of the
neighboring parish.

And in the case of territorial parishes attended

by the Irish, the territorial boundaries often include the churches
and homes of Protestants.
Archival Records. The Code of Canon Law and Roman Ritual
prescribes five official books for each parish church:• Registers of
Baptisms, Confirmations, Marriages, and Deaths and a parish census
book which contains records of family names, residences, ages and the
"spiritual condition" of parishioners (Collins 1945:275).

None of

these records may be made available to members of the laity.

Other

diocesan records are also not open to inspection without special
permission and guided use.
When asked for information about the history and current
composition of his church, each pastor offered to make available for
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my use various types of records other than the five official books.
Financial records of the Slovak parish provided a yearly list of
parishioners.

These lists of names provided information about

ethnicity and size of families throughout the years.
60% of the parishioners are Slovak-American.

Today more than

This figure was arrived

at by itemizing the number of Slovak surnames and conservatively
estimating that at least one half of the wives of Slovak men in the
parish are also Slovak.

The Irish pastor did not provide comparable

financial records, however an inspection of the parish bulletin made
it clear that Irish names predominated.

The pastor confirmed my

impressionistic estimate that most of his parishioners are of Irish
descent.
Historical and social organizational data were obtained, in
part, from church histories, bulletins, notices, church scrapbooks,
photographs, church publications, and the financial reports just
mentioned.

Another contrast in the accessibility of a particular

type of document was provided by parish histories.

All churches in

the diocese had recently been requested to update their parish
histories.

The Slovak church history had never been completed and

the only copy had been lent to a parishioner who had recently moved
to another city when a desired job opportunity materialized.
Although the pastor attempted to retrieve this document through the
help of the parents of the former parishioner, it was not available
for my use during the period of fieldwork.

Reportedly, it would have

been of little value to me, since most of the traditions of the
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church had been passed on to the new pastor "by word of mouth" from
his predecessor.

This information was passed on to me in like

manner, and I was permitted to browse through all the archival
material stored in a basement closet in the rectory.

There I found

architectural plans for church structures and additions which
provided information about the dates of construction, materials used,
and the dimensions of parish structures.

In contrast, the Irish

pastor provided me with a copy of a history which has been regularly
supplemented by each succeeding pastor of the parish.
permitted to borrow this official copy to reproduce it.

I was
I was also

shown photographs of past parishioners and other memorabilia and
provided with a running description of these artifacts and their
significance.

INTERVIEW PROCEDURES
Consistent with the rules of decorum in Catholic parishes, I
first obtained an informed consent (in May 1976) from the pastor whom
I presumed was the ’gatekeeper' of the Slovak church.

He agreed that

I could conduct this study in his parish and offered to act as a
liasion with parishioners, local clergy, and the archdiocese
officials.

After several months of participating in the services and

social activities of the Slovak parish, I requested and received from
the pastor a letter of introduction to other local pastors.
The following June (1977), I presented a copy of this letter
to the pastor of the Irish church which I hoped to include in this
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study.

This church had been selected when preliminary observations

in several local Irish churches indicated that it appeared to be the
"most self-consciously Irish parish in the city," as the pastor of
the Slovak church had suggested.

When permission was secured from

the Irish pastor, I began attending services regularly in this second
church.

The pastors and parishioners formally interviewed were

informed of my presence at parish functions as an 'observer.'

The

multi-service calendar of the two churches made it possible to attend
both regularly each week.

Except when videotaping from the balcony

of the Slovak church, I attempted to behave as any other participant
of my status in the ongoing events.
Parishioners. Since my interest was in changing patterns of a
dynamic system of sacred communication in each parish, I sought
foreign-born and native informants to provide both a historical and a
contemporary perspective on parish life in Central City and in the
"old country."

I elected first to contact older informants who could

provide some historical background information and who could give me
introductions to younger family members and to other parishioners.
Preferring to reduce, insofar as possible, the influence of clerical
authority or my own bias on the initial process of selecting
informants, I began by requesting a list of three of the oldest
parishioners from each pastor.

From this core group, I was able to

establish most of my other contacts.

This procedure was successful

in providing knowledge of parish social networks.

It also gave me

contact with members of several generations of most families.
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For the most part, I followed through on my original plan to
contact both members of families of three or four generations which
had a least one foreign-born, living family member,^ and individuals
who had recently emigrated from or traveled in Ireland or
Czechoslovakia.

I had planned to interview as many as one hundred

members of each congregation in order to contact people of a variety
of ages and status groups and to locate at least one member of each
parish organization and acknowledged social group.

This stipulation

proved unnecessary for the methodology I employed presented me with
information complementary to the minimal micro- and primarily
macro-analytic observations I was making.

The interviews served both

to supplement and modify (or channel) my observations and vice versa.
Priests.

In addition to parishioner interviews, a series of

interviews with each pastor were conducted.
provided an interesting contrast.

The two men themselves

They are about the same age.

The

Irish pastor, in his early fifties, grew up in the parish
neighborhood, received advanced theological preparation, and had
served in several capacities around the country, including a
chaplaincy at a western women's college.

The pastor of the Slovak

church, in his late forties, is Polish.

His family migrated to the

city from the family farm when he was a teenager.

His mother still

attends the Polish church less than a block away from the Slovak
church.

While serving as an assistant to the pastor at this Slovak

church during the 1950's, this priest was required by the Slovak
Monsignor to become proficient enough in the Slovak language to
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preach sermons and "hear confessions" in Slovak.
became knowledgeable about Slovak folk customs.

He was curious and
All of his religious

service has been in the local diocese, where his positions have
ranged from that of hospital chaplain to that of local parish priest.
Though both men are diocesan priests, their religious social
experience has been quite different.

However, as the Irish pastor

explained, ostensibly, a member of the laity would "have to look very
close to see the differences."

He observed that within the diocesan

community there are ethnic conclaves.

Often clerical parties hosted

by priests of Eastern European descent, for instance, exclude members
of other nationalities.
Nuns.

Since the schools owned by both parishes are no longer

serving parish children and the nuns now residing in parish-owned
convents are no longer employed to serve only the local congregation,
I did not interview any "parish nuns" about the historical
background.

The methodological decision not to locate and interview

former parish nuns for each church may have been unfortunate, even
though at the time it seemed expedient.

I suspect now that important

historical information may have been unavailable to me because I
chose not to search for former teachers from the parish schools.
I did not ignore the nuns.

I did attend adult Christian

education ("Confraternity of Christian Doctrine" or "CCD") classes
conducted by one of a group of four nuns now residing in the Slovak
convent.

I also observed the participation of all of the

street-clothed nuns now renting both parish convents during weekly
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religious services.
The pastor of the Slovak church employs one of the nuns
housed in his parish convent to teach the church's CCD classes,
unlike the Irish pastor who prefers to instruct both the children and
adults of his parish himself.

The Irish pastor officiates at one

mass each Sunday designated as a "children's mass" and gives
instructions using sacred props during a 'time out' from the usual
service.

The pastor of the Slovak church acknowledged that the nuns

"probably do a better job of teaching" than he could, since "they
have advanced preparation in education."

He sees his role as pastor

as a minister to the spiritual and social service needs of his
parishioners.

He has been attempting to organize a parish-wide youth

and adult visiting program for the elderly and home-bound and a
number of other local service-oriented organizations.
Findings of ethnic historians echo the contrasting patterns
discovered in these two parishes.
Biever found that the overwhelming majority of
Irish-Americans in the early 1960's still denied the
legitimacy of Church involvement in social concerns and
social reforms. He argued that Irish-American social
conservatism was a function of the strong individualistic and
fundamentalist orientation of the Irish — clergy and laity
alike — toward the role of their Church; and the Irish
firmly believed that social reform and the transformation of
the world were not legitimate functions of the Church.
Instead the Church and its representatives should stand as
arbiters of the personal morality of its constituency. This
conservative stance permeated not only the Church but also
the Irish-dominated system of Catholic parochial schools
(Yetraan 1976:361).
Sextons.

Interviews were conducted with the sextons of each

parish regarding their responsiblities and the handling of 'sacred
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props1 by members of the laity.

I learned from these men much about

the process of "setting up the altars" and "making ready" the
churches for the Mass and for other services.
Historians and Anthropologists.

Interviews with social

historians from Ireland and Czechoslovakia provided material about
life in the "old country" and about traditional customs and idiomatic
expressions not available in the literature.

25

I was introduced to

Eastern European films by Antonin Liehm of the Slavic Languages
Department at the University of Pennsylvania.

I had the benefit of

his ongoing translations and running commentary during the viewing of
old (and very rare) Hungarian and Czechoslovakian films depicting the
folk culture and protraying popular myths (such as the myth of
Janosek, the Slovak "Robin Hood") during a translation taping session
at the Museum of Modern Art Film Archive in New York City.

Other

ethnographic films of Slovakia and Hungary were viewed and discussed
at the Second Margaret Mead Film Festival at the Museum of Natural
History in New York City.
Films on Czech and Slovak cultural patterns from the Culture
at a Distance archives at Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute
and resources at the Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies were also
surveyed.

Much valuable recent ethnographic work of fellow members

of the Ethnic Studies Association and the Slovak Studies Association
was also consulted.

An especially helpful resource was the director

of the Balch Institute, Dr. M. M. Stolarik.

Popular literature,

including short stories, novels, and biographies of American and
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European Slovaks and Irish were surveyed, employing the "culture at a
distance" technique of treating them as cultural artifacts from which
implicit attitudes and values could be derived.

All of this

historical and cultural material provided a conceptual framework
which has influenced both the data collection and analysis.
More recently, an interview with Professor Conrad Arensberg
at Columbia University provided clarification of some of my own
Irish-American data and an introduction to the work of Scheper-Hughes
(1979) on current conditions in rural Ireland.
Interview Context. I met with informants whenever and
wherever they preferred.

A record was kept of the scheduling and

privacy negotiations for each meeting.

Discussions occurred at a

Senior Citizen lounge, at a corner grocery store, in local religious
classes, at an archdiocese conference, and at various parish (or
individual family) social events.
conducted in or about family homes.

However, scheduled interviews were
An exception was a luncheon

interview near the place of employment of an Irish informant (about
20 miles from Central City).

Another exception was the series of

interviews with the church pastors, which began in the respective
rectories but which often, as the discussions progressed, included
tours of church property.
Rarely were interviews conducted in privacy with a single
individual.

During most group interviews, a primary informant or his

or her relative did much of the talking.

But children, a spouse, a

parent, or some other relative or friend often introduced contrasting
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descriptions or provided support for a statement made by an
interviewee.

Often (especially Slovak) family members reported in

tandem, each elaborating upon or clarifying previous statements of
the other(s).

Through the process of repeated return visits to

particular family homes, meeting with different combinations of
family members and their guests at various times during the day and
evening, I became familiar with household routines.

I was also

included in impromptu celebrations, such as the gathering of members
of four generations of a family immediately upon the announcement of
the birth of the first great-grandson of an Irish-American woman whom
I had been interviewing.

From these experiences, I gained some

first-hand knowledge of the larger social occasions of which sacred
ceremonies such as baptism are a part.
In addition to one-hour cassette recordings of interviews
with over 100 people and hand-written transcripts of 40 other
interviews,
each.

26

a record was kept of several contextual features for

Together with the time and location of each interview,

movement in and through physical locales was noted.

Records were

kept of participants present and their respective locations before,
during and after the more formal portions of each interview.

Notice

was taken of the type and quantity of food or drink proffered (when,
where and by whom) and of other forms of 'hospitality.1
Pertinent demographic data was also elicited from each family
member contacted.

Face sheets of social data, derived from both

interviews and observations, included: ages, kinship relations,
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household membership, date and place of birth, age of arrival in the
community and the country, and group affiliations in the church
social organizations.

Descriptions of the homes, 'shrine areas,' and

household routines of two or more generations of each family were
made whenever possible.

Often a tour (of particular sections) of a

home was prompted by an inquiry about family photographs or religious
icons.
Most interviews were conducted during the summers of 1976,
1977, and 1978.

A striking contrast in scheduling negotiations and

interview contexts of members of the two congregations gradually
became apparent.

When scheduling appointments with Slovak families

via the telephone, most often I was offered a spate of time preceding
or following an activity (presumedly shared in labeling and clock
timing).

I was asked to "come any time after breakfast" or "after

supper" or "before dinner" (Hall's "informal style"; Joos' "casual
style" 1967:23; Bernstein's "restricted" code 1964).

In contrast,

Irish informants most often enquired either "Can you come over right
now?" or "Can you come on (a specific date and time)?" (Hall's
"formal style"; Joos* "consultative style" 1967:23; Bernstein's
"elabotated" code 1964).
Almost every interview with Slovak parishioners occurred
outdoors, in a side or back yard or on a front or side porch.
Proxemic researchers consider such areas to be

"semi-public and

semi-private" (DeLong 1970) and might logically conclude that
meetings outdoors kept me from more private interior spaces. However,
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knowledge of Slovak life style patterns suggests an alternative
explanation.

In warm weather, Slovak parishioners who own property

spend much "leisure" and "gardening" time outdoors.

27

During my

visits with Slovak families, I was included in their daily routines
for outdoor time.

Often family members continued with their ongoing

activities during my visits. Men worked in the garden or mowed the
lawn as I visited with their wives, seated on lawn chairs or at a
handcrafted picnic table.

While the women (or children) went into

the house to g&t out nourishments, the men gave me tours of their
gardens or sat down with me, "taking a break" from their chores. Even
the pastor of the Slovak church gave me a garden tour.

Tours of

homes often followed Slovak interviews outdoors.
Almost no

visit with a Slovak informant excluded the

proffering of .food or drink early in our time together.
and the sampling of food continued throughout each visit.

Talk about
Only

Slovak families offered alcoholic beverages. (One exception was the
Irish wife of a Slovak husband who offered the choice between beer or
lemonade, indicating that her husband was having beer but she
preferred lemonade to "cool off" after gardening.

The only other

exceptions to this Irish pattern were a luncheon interview at a
restaurant and the Irish family celebration upon learning of the
birth of a son —

a celebration which included the woman who had been

previously interviewed at the restaurant and who provided entree to
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her extended family.

On both occasions, I was offered wine.)

Features of Slovak interviews provide an interesting contrast
with regularities established during Irish interviews.

All

interviews with Irish informants occurred indoors.

Most often I was

invited into a "parlor” or "family sitting room."

But with older and

infirm Irish women and with one younger women who had lived in the
United States only 10 years, I was "set down" in the kitchen.

Almost

never was food or drink offered during the first hour except when the
interview began in the kitchen.

The majority of visits to Irish

homes included no refreshments.

And when refreshments other than

soft drinks or water were served, they were routinely taken in the
kitchen.
Interview Schedule. A signed informed consent form was
obtained preceding each interview.

Each informant was assured that

all personal data were to be employed in the final report for this
project in a manner which would insure anonymity.

A representative

ethnic name has been substituted for the actual name of each
individual (and church).

This naming strategy for individuals was

devised to indicate family relationships and to attribute multiple
quotes to a single source.

The names used for the city, regional

sectors, and the county are equally fictitious.
No formal battery of questions concerning sacred behavior was
posed to each interviewee.
Because religious perception, the actual employment of
sacred symbols to activate faith, takes place in special
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settings and in particular rituals, it is clear that it is
extremely difficult to get phenomenologically accurate
descriptions of religious experience. When anthropologists
(or anyone else who takes an empirical approach to the
subject) talk to people about their religion — which, of
course, no matter how much sheer observation we carry out or
how many thoughtful treatises we read, we must do if we are
to understand anything at all — it is almost invariably in a
setting about as far removed from the properly religious as
it is possible to get. We talk to them in their homes, or in
the morning after the ceremony, or at least while they are
possibly watching a ritual. Rarely, if ever, can we get them
when they are really involved in worship. There is, in fact,
a contradiction in the mere supposition of doing so; for
talking to an anthropologist or sociologist or psychologist
about one’s religious experience is quite incompatible with
actually at the moment undergoing them. Worship and analysis
are simply impossible to carry out together, for the one
involves being thoroughly involved, caught up, absorbed in
one's experience, in what one is living through, while the
other involves standing back and, with a certain detachment,
looking at it (Geertz 1968:108).
Questions about the changing liturgy and spatial orientations
were posed to interviewees.

A list of interview topics which evolved

through the course of the study was used as a memory aid during early
interviews.

Rarely were all of these topics covered in a single hour

session or with an individual informant.

FIELD OBSERVATIONS
Margaret Mead (1933:7) advised that very different field
methods are appropriate for the study of calendrical and episodic
religions.

28

Ostensibly, the structure of a calendrical religion

should become apparent if the observer follows through the prescribed
round of sacred practices with the assistance of a competent
informant.

This procedure was followed through more regularly in the
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Slovak church.

The Slovak parish provided ray primary observational

field; and data collection in the Irish parish was utilized to
provide potential contrast.

Data from the Irish priest (who had

formerly been a local parishioner) was heavily used to broaden my
appreciation of practices in the Irish parish.
Field observations began in the two churches.

I experienced

the sacred time-space frame with a wide range of lay and religious
co-participants, assuming numerous roles.

At religious services, the

number of participants varied from three to over one thousand.
Observational Stance. During church services, the status of
'unknown observer' seemed most advisable.

This status allowed an

unobtrusive participation in religious rituals and church-related
activities which sharpened my awareness of the rules governing my own
performance in a variety of status relationships, participant
constellations, and cluster formations.

Moving through the sequence

of ritual events as a participant also helped to sensitize me to the
temporal changes in framing described by Pike (1971:81);
...the non-coordinated activity of the congregation after
church is dismissed — the lack of integration and lack of
co-terminal etic segments in the action of members, choir,
preacher, and song leader — let the observer see when
'church is out.' On the other hand, the relevant, joint,
integrated activity show that church is in progress.
The nature of the use of the church setting for time-bound,
scheduled events allowed me to return between services to wander
about freely, in order to examine and chart features of the physical
setting and to interact with others present for reasons other than
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participation in a religious service.

Included in all of these

observationists was the recording of speech behavior, patterns of
labeling, and through-time use of space.
Observational Control.

Planned observations included various

combinations of contextual features (of sacred interactions) found by
the context analysts to influence the form of behavior in a
transaction: ecological conditions, social conditions, social
relationships and social organization, status of the participants,
and culture (Scheflen 1973:337).

My own breakdown of these

contextual conditions include (1) physical location (space and time);
(2) participant constellations (group membership and cluster
formations); (3) behavior; and (4) cultural regularities (and
reported expectations).

Parish monthly missalettes provided an

outline of the sequence of events in each ritual and technical
directions regarding the division of labor of participants.

29

To observe the full range of combinations of these contextual
features required a broader focus than the initial portal
sacred-profane transition.

It required an investigation of more than

just sacred transactions in the two churches.

Operationally, this

plan required 'controlled observations' of: (1) sacred and (2)
profane patterns of behavior, performed by (3) a variety of status
constellations of (4) Irish-American and (5) Slovak-American
parishioners, (6) inside and (7) outside the boundaries of (8) an
Irish and (9) a Slovak Catholic church and (10) inside and (11)
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outside the temporal frames of larger patterns of (12) sacred and
(13) secular ceremonies or events.

For example, a contrast of

extended family gatherings of the two groups indicates that
comparable constellations of participants are present during
different types of occasions.

For instance, participant clusters

which form during the three day Slovak wedding may be viewed as
comparable to those which form during an Irish family reunion.

The

Irish-Americans interviewed reportedly routinely exclude children and
’’distant relatives” from their weddings. Family reunions, often
those which celebrate a fortieth or fiftieth anniversary seem to be
the only occasions during which all the children and infrequently
seen relatives share food and several hours of recreation together.
Slovak-American informants, on the other hand, indicated that they
have extended family reunions ”to get the whole family together” when
no one in the family "is ready to get married, yet" and "everyone is
still too healthy for a funeral."

Gatherings of the complete

extended family which include members of all ages occur far less
frequently among the Irish-Americans interviewed.
Context Analysis. The proposed schedule for controlled
observations required the adaptation of the context control method of
comparative analysis.

Context analysis, as originally designed,

includes a microanalysis of filmed behavior in ’comparable’ contexts.
In this exploratory study, however, filmed microanalysis is suspended
for future study.

A didactic film on family interactions in a public
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context by Birdwhistell and Van Vlack (Microcultural Incidents in Ten
Zoos), however, illustrates the application of the context control
method for the analysis of both micro- and more macro-behavior,
cross-culturally.

In the presentation of research footage in this

film, zoos of various nations provide "comparable" physical
conditions for "feeding" and "showing" the animals by various family
group constellations.
In the current study, observations of macro-behavior patterns
were made in analogously controlled conditions in various locations
in each church and in the wider parish community.

In each type of

'comparable1 location investigated in the two parishes, three kinds
of contexts were held (relatively) stable while observations of
variations were made in a fourth.

To discover potential ethnic

contrasts in parish practices, for example, I observed (1) roughly
analogous confirmation services (2) performed in comparable physical
spaces one week apart in both the Slovak and Irish churches (3) by
central participants of relatively comparable age, familial, and
economic status (and in the case of the officiating assistant
archbishop, identical status and person) who (4) employed a number of
patterns of behavior unique to each parish.
In a similar manner, contrasts were made for each naturally
occurring contextual combination of features.

For example, I later

observed the same Irish parishioners outside the church proper and
the Slovak parishioners in the church basement (at an informal
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reception during which refreshments were served) greeting the
assistant archbishop and conversing with each other.
By investigating roughly analogous transactions among
participants of roughly equivalent position while under comparable
physical conditions I have found behavioral patterns which appear
incident to ethnic traditions.

And by observing similar patterns of

behavior performed by both ethnic groups under comparable physical
and social sacred conditions, I have discovered patterns associated
with Roman Catholicism which do not appear to vary significantly
across these two ethnic parishes.

In a similar way, by observing the

same participants engaged in non-sacred behavior, such as greeting
each other in secular and religious buildings, I was able to identify
the influence of sacred patterns of transaction on interactions in
contiguous physical (spatial and temporal) locations.

SUMMARY
It has been demonstrated that background readings and
observations helped to shape the definition of my research problem.
Knowledge of historical divisions in American Catholicism supported
my decision to contrast the sacred and secular communication patterns
of two ethnic parishes —

a lowe?r middle class Irish-American and

Slovak-American parish in the same city in upstate New York.
Archival, interview, and observational procedures were described and
tested.

Preliminary data gathered via these procedures confirmed the
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REFERENCES

^1 had done preliminary investigations of space with Carol
Gardner and Martin Wexler in a hospital waiting room (Lynch, Gardner,
Wexler 1973).

2

Ecclesia, a Greek word which gives the French their word
eglise, was originally applied to the assembly of freeborn
citizens of the polis. The same term was used for the Jewish
congregation, when the scriptures were translated from Hebrew
for the Greek-speaking, Hellenized Jews of Alexandria.
Later, ecclesia described the Christian community. The very
word can serve to remind us that Christianity, as both
doctrine and edifice, began as a Jewish sect and grew to
power in a Hellenistic world ruled by Rome (Mirsky 1965:135).
In churches of the Romanesque and Gothic periods, the stones were
reported to symbolize the faithful; the cement that bound them,
Christian charity; the columns, the apostles; and the cornerstone,
Christ (Wallis 1973:226).
3
As with most sacred images, the portal has been used as a
symbol for the sacred and the profane...but the simple fact
of its persistence is testimony to its unyielding power.
Behind the multiplicity of specific meanings attributed to
the door, the portal remains the symbol of transformation and
translation (Goldman 1966:22).
4
Familiarity with the general patterns of events, it was
hoped, would free the observer to focus upon actual performance.
"Knowing what should happen next, one can still attend to the way in
which it happens" (Hymes 1974:58). For this reason, even though the
observer must be vigilant concerning preconceptions, familiar rituals
may be informative.
Class' is a personal gloss for a typology derived from
descriptive data by the investigator.
£
In his ethnographic analyses, Bateson (1958) carefully
attributed statements about "cultural structure" to the ethnographer.
He employed the phrase as a "collective term for the coherent
’logical* system which may be constructed by the scientist, fitting
together the various premises of the culture" (p. 218). By eidos, he
meant the standardization of the cognitive aspects of the personality
of individuals and its expression in cultural behavior. A cultural
ethos, in contrast, was described as a standardization of attitudes
toward satisfactions and dissatisfactions (p. 220).
^Opportunely, as I was starting my literature search on
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ethnicity and American Catholicism, St. Joseph's College in
Philadelphia hosted a bicentennial series of symposia focusing upon
the issue of "Churches and Ethnic Communities in a*1 American City."
Each symposia was devoted to the history of a particular ethnic
group. Repeatedly throughout the series, talks by renowned ethnic
scholars underlined the unique role of the Roman Catholic church in
maintaining ethnic identification. Represented among these scholars
were Dennis Clark, John Duff, and Joseph O'Grady discussing the
Irish, and Michael Novak, Joseph Barton, and M. Mark Stolarik
speaking about Slovaks and Czechs. A collection of selected symposia
papers entitled Immigrants and Religion in Urban America (Miller and
Marzik 1977) was subsequently published.
g
Greeley (1976) proposed that "it is probably likely that for
many, at least in the present state of acculturation, religion is
more important than ethnicity as a means of social definition and
social support...." However, he admitted that "religion and
ethnicity are so intertwined in the United States that it is
extremely difficult to separate them." Sorting out this relationship
was envisioned as a major challenge facing social theorists concerned
with ethnicity (p. 14). Providing a description of contrasting
ethnic religious practices seems to offer the most promising initial
step toward this goal.
9
Although it had been predicted that the third generation
ethnics would leave the church, many have drifted back to religious
practices, ostensibly seeking social identity. For this reason,
Greeley (1959) has labeled the second generation parishes
"transitional" and the third generation as "national." He considered
the former to be instrumental in helping parishioners in the
transition from the "old neighborhood" to the suburbs. These
generational types of ethnic parishes were seen to differ also in the
time required for building the traditional parish plant (school,
hall, church, convent, rectory, and perhaps a social center). City
parishes averaged 20 years for the completion of building projects,
while suburban churches averaged only five (pp. 61-62). According to
Greeley's criteria, the churches selected for investigation in this
study are "city parishes."
^Immigration historians generally cite three major waves of
immigration during the 19th century. The first wave (1815-1860) of
about 5 million came primarily from the British Isles, Germany,
Scandanavia, Switzerland and Holland. The second (1860-1890) brought
10 million more from the same native lands. The third (1890-1914)
and largest wave of 15 million introduced large numbers from
Austro-Hungary, Italy, Russia, Greece, Rumania and Turkey to the
American scene (Jones 1960:179).
"^58% or 268 of the 464 bishops appointed in the American
Catholic Church from 1789 to 1935 were the sons of Irish fathers.
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This figure may underestimate the actual number of Irish bishops,
since many others may have had Irish mothers. For many years, the
Irish also maintained leadership in many Catholic lay organizations,
such as the Knights of Columbus, the Catholic Daughters of America,
and the National Catholic Welfare Conference (Yetman 1976:360).
Recent statistics indicate that of the Catholic population, 35% of
the clergy and 50% of the hierarchy are Irish (Smith 1976:93).

12

"Acculturation" has been characterized by Redfield, Linton,
and Herskovits (1936:149) as comprehending...
...those phenomena which result when groups of individuals
having different cultures come into continuous first-hand
contact, with subsequent changes in the original cultural
patterns of either or both groups.
These authors distinguished three results of acculturation: (1)
acceptance, with the loss of older cultural heritage; (2) adaptation,
with the combining of original and foreign traits into a historic
mosaic; and (3) reaction, with the development of
contra-acculturation movements. Clark's characterization of the
Irish and Barton's description of the Slovaks place these two groups
on opposite ends of this continuum of acculturation patterns, as
defined by Redfield, et.al.
13
Moore (1968:20) distinguished between two opposing views
linking ethnicity to the social class system. Warner and Srole
(1945:283) perceived social class mobility of ethnics as destruction
of ethnic attachments: "Our class system functions for a large
proportion of ethnics to destroy the ethnic subsystems and to
increase assimilation..." Gordon (1964) offered the alternative
suggestion that occupational mobility requires acculturation but not
the loss of identity or social relationships with the ethnic group.
From Gordon’s perspective,
...what Warner and Srole conceptualized as the social class
system of American society becomes just one among many — the
WASP's, which coexists with those of the major ethnic and
religious groups (Moore 1968:20).
14
If there is no sign of an appreciable exodus of the Irish
from the American church — even though now they (might be judged as)
in the final stages of the acculturation process — there are still
some fascinating signs of a modification in the relationship between
the well-to-do Irish and their church. First of all, there has been
a precipitous decline in recruitment to the priesthood and the
sisterhood in the American church. What is not so generally well
known is that this decline is limited almost entirely to the Irish.
Other ethnic groups, the Italian and Poles, for example, are probably
contributing larger numbers of religious 'vocations' than they ever
have done in the past (Greeley 1975:142-143).
^Barton (1969:69) found that the migration patterns of three
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ethnic groups in Cleveland had an important impact on the development
of ethnic communities and the relative rate of assimilation. He
discovered that around the turn of the century, when the influx of
immigrants from Eastern Europe was at its peak, Slovaks migrated in
"minor district streams." In their settlements in Cleveland, these
Slovak immigrants strove to maximize national and religious ties. In
communities in Slovakia and in the United States, the quality of
relationships between people was idealized as being most important.
This quality is captured in the Slovak phrase "sweetness of life."
The tradition of community-centered involvement was traced to
isolated mountain villages in Slovakia, where the natural terrain
resulted in local pockets of democratic self-rule.
Both Irish and Slovak informants reported migrating in
district streams, meeting other members of their formal communities
or counties in this country. However, the pattern seemed more
prevalent with Slovak informants. Most Irish informants also
mentioned migrating while single and unattached. This was less often
the case with Slovak informants.
^Boas (1927) attributed the perserverance of certain "motor
habits" to the resistance to change associated with the effort
involved in unlearning and relearning. He indicated that although an
absolute stability does not exist, there is an individual resistance
to sudden change (1955:148-149). It appears that some patterns of
behavior are more resistant to change or require a different temporal
schedule for adaptation than others.
■^"Mono-cultural European-Americans" fit Barton's category of
non-structurally assimilated groups. The persistance of some
micro-cultural patterns among "mono-cultural" ethnics provides a
socio-behavioral equivalent of the macro-cultural theory of
"structural separatism." Today, at least half of the Irish-American
Catholics continue to marry within their religion and ethnic group
(Greeley 1975).
18
Recent liturgical changes have resulted in a reported
resistance to new practices and a sense of impropriety in the
adaptation of familiar patterns of behavior on the part of both Irish
and Slovak informants. Boas hypothesized that
...the familiarity established through long use of...objects
may readily lead to an emotional attachment and finds
expression in permanence of form, and in the refusal to
accept new, unfamiliar shapes for everyday use, an emotional
resistance to change that may be variously expressed: — as a
feeling of impropriety of certain forms; of a particular
social or religious value, or of superstitious fear of change
(1955:149-150).
19
This was to be the last time the novena to the patron saint
would be conducted in both Slovak and English at this parish.
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20
These patterns will be described in the following chapter
on the site.

21

Ethnic has been described by Margaret Mead in a discussion
with Birdwhistell as a "version of culture" (Birdwhistell, personal
communication).

22

In 1957, the American Catholic church numbered about
36.023.000 members in 111 dioceses and 27 archdioceses. Catholics
constituted about 21% of the American people and just over 34% of the
country's church affiliated population. The clerical hierarchy was
made up of 4 cardinals, 34 archbishops, and 183 bishops. More than
50.000 priests cared for 17,000 parishes. Religious orders included
190.000 (164,000 nuns) engaged in teaching and other social works
(Herberg 1960:153). Today there are 170 United States dioceses and
281 active bishops (Greves 1978).
23
Lofland employs the term "social setting" to all of these
quite dissimilar forms of human association: "formal organizations,
or locales therein such as ...a typing pool...; loose 'worlds that
transcend space' such as a homosexual milieu...; and similar
circumstances of life wherein the relevant persons do not have direct
contact with one another, such as...persons new to a city...." These
varieties are seen as alike in their provision for "a similarity of
circumstances of action," which is accessible to direct engagement by
interviewing and/or participant observation (1971:16).
0/

Margaret Mead (1964:168) spoke of a biologically meaningful
context as a minimum of three successive generations — "those alive
together at any one point in time." Birdwhistell proposed that a
communicationally meaningful context encompasses three to five
generations, supporting not just procreation but the production of
fertile parents of viable young (Class 1977).
25
Two of these historians (one of whom is a nun educator at a
nearby Roman Catholic college) provided information about their
personal life experiences in Ireland and Czechoslovakia and, thus,
must remain anonymous.
26
Although no careful linguistic or paralinguistic analysis
was scheduled for this project, tape recordings of verbal data were
made to allow adequate time and attention for taking notes about
other features of the situational context.
97
Anderson's (1972) essay "On the Folk Art of Landscaping"
supports the premise. He described an outdoor front and back region
similar to that described by Goffman. He also contrasted a "pseudo"
back region with a "real" backyard with vegetable garden, play
equipment, crab grass, etc.
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28

The religion of a people like the Zuni, with their fixed
calendrical ceremonial lends itself to different type of
analysis than does the religion of the Western Plains. In
one case, the ground-plan of the culture is laid down and
individuals pass through it, their experience is subsidiary,
at least for a general understanding of the culture, to the
plan itself. In the other there is no such ground-plan; only
from records of individual visions, from a running record of
the lives of individuals, can an adequate picture of the
structure of religion be gained (Mead 1933:2).
9Q
The Slovak church uses a regional pamphlet called "Praise";
the Irish church, one entitled "Monthly Missalette."
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Chapter 4

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC PRESENT: SETTING AS CONTEXT

This study concerns sacred and secular spatial arrangements
and behavior as examined in a contrast situation —
Irish-American and a Slovak-American parish.

in this case an

This contrast does not

rest solely upon Roman Catholic doctrine but addresses sacred
practices in relationship to larger cultural traditions.

This social

communicational contrast has required the expansion of the notion of
a fieldwork setting to include the ethnographic present viewed as
context.
The groups chosen for contrast are both Roman Catholic, both
essentially derived from a peasant European background, and both from
groups dominated in their original setting by another linguistic
group and culture.

Each group participated in a different type of

settlement and social organization pattern in its homeland in Europe.
The Slovaks in Europe lived in cooperative agricultural villages; the
Irish, in dispersed farm settlements having a quid pro quo basis of
extra-familial cooperation.

The two groups made entry into American

history at different and, perhaps, significantly different points in
time.
The following description of the setting includes both a
historiography of earlier cultural patterns and an account of the
historical development and sociography of the larger community in
94
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which the selected parishes are now located.

The need for this

larger cultural definition of "the setting" for each parish emerged
from exploratory observations and from conceptual refinements of the
notion of a parish community.
A community has been characterized by Arensberg
(1961:250-251) as "a structured social field of interindividual
relationships unfolding through time."

Defined in this way, a

community serves as "a unit of minimum population aggregate" for
ethnographic study.
The community is not only a territorial unit and a unit table
of organization; it is also an enduring temporal pattern of
coexistences, an ordered time-progress of individuals, from
their births to their deaths, through roles and relationships
of each kind known to their species or their culture. In
short, it is the minimal common cast of characters supporting
the drama of the biogram, in biology, or in social science,
its analogue of the way of life. That is its character as
thing subsistent in space and time: an enduring natural unit
of both process and organization in living phenomena. Where
the drama of living is done by and with culture, in a
particular ethnographically differentiable human way of life,
a community is a natural sample too, because it is a natural
unit of the drama of successive repetitions of the life of an
enduring culture or society.
In the case of the parishes studied, immigration disrupted
the

"natural unit" which has most often served as the focus for

community studies.

For this reason, a concept

of a "parish

community" has been employed in the current project to expand the
spatial parameters of the ethnographic unit of study.

Many

antecedent parents, grandparents, or great-grandparents of these
ethnic parishioners lived and were buried in Europe or in other
communities in America.

To trace the "enduring temporal pattern of
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coexistences" of parishioners through a full range of cultural
relationships, it has been judged necessary to trace the events of a
larger ethnographic present for each parish beyond the current
physical setting, through the reported migration and settlement
routes, back to the countries of origin of the first parishioners.
To study the community setting as stressed here requires a different
"history" than that of the geographical or political setting of that
community.

The larger socio-political community in which both

parishes are located is but one portion of Arensberg's "natural unit
of the drama of successive repetitions of the life of an enduring
culture."

However, knowledge of local history and its influence on

current parish traditions is a necessary element of 'the setting' for
sacred interactions.*

The following treatment of the cultural

setting for sacred spatial events covers a number of generations.

It

begins with the proximate and the present and continually shifts
backward and forward in time and place, as we compare observable
current behavior with reported historical patterns.

I am trying to

put social practice into the perspective demanded by my problem.
"history" to follow is by no means exhaustive.
contrast stress are by necessity selective.
sense a perspective.

The

The emphases and the

A "setting" is in this

2

The.Community.

Centered in New York's Southern Tier, NY-PENN
3

County is the industrial hub of the surrounding five county region.
Central City, the county's largest urban center, is situated at the
juncture of two formerly important river canal routes and two
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currently major interstate highway systems.

This city of 65,000 has

remained contained within the valleys of seven encircling, low-lying
mountains throughout its fairly typical course of population
4
expansion and decline.

During the past thirty years, Central City

has been losing citizens to the surrounding hillsides.

Its growing

suburbs and the expanding adjacent towns and villages sprawl upward
and beyond the nearest series of hills (Temple Concord 1976).^
As the visitor approaches the city by highway from the east,
the pastoral scene of checkerboard fields and dairy farms gives way
to the profile of an aging urban center.

The low slung skyline is

pierced by an occasional greening bronze spire or wooden steeple of
an older generation of Catholic (mostly Irish) and Protestant
churches.^
Progressing westward beyond the central business district,
one is struck by the brilliant reflections from an array of freshly
gilded domes.

Throughout this Eastern European settlement area are

scattered clusters of bulbous, onion-shaped minarets.
with a triple-bar cross of the Eastern Orthodox church.

Each is topped
Interspersed

among these symbols of Byzantine orthodoxy are the broader domes of
vast Romanesque "cathedrals."^

These massive Catholic neighborhood

churches of the Slovaks, Poles, Ruthenians, and Lithuanians are each
dwarfed by a bell tower, which in its turn is capped with a plain
Latin cross.

Rising on a steep hillside beyond the city limits (but

well within the Eastern European community) are the hand-fashioned
wooden spinnets of the newest Orthodox church, a replica of a rural
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Russian chapel, made of naturally-finished shingles by the old world
craftsmen of the parish.
Traveling through the area, only gradually does one become
aware of the absence of the large smoke stacks and foul odors of
heavy industry.

Incongrously, this region of, for the most part,

freshly painted, single-family frame dwellings and well tended lawns
O

and gardens

—

a community enjoying one of the highest per capita
Q

incomes in the state

—

has been lumped together with the stricken

coal mining areas of Pennsylvania and West Virginia as part of the
Appalachian poverty belt.***

Ironically, this gift of poverty status

with its concommitant federal funds —
unlikely political favor —

a gift viewed by some as an

was bestowed upon a generation of

ethnics, many of whom had moved north to escape the economic problems
of Pennsylvania mining communities.**
Local history has it that this remote region of New York

v

State was first settled by soldiers returning from the Revolutionary
War, who, while traveling through the scenic rolling hillsides,
resolved to return after the fighting (Temple Concord 1976).
sources paint a less romantic version of history.

Formal

As in other areas

of post-revolutionary America, wealthly land speculators bought
"patents" or territories, recruited and brought in the first
permanent settlers (Lewis 1974).

The earliest to arrive in 1785 were

mainly Protestant, migrating from the New England States (Seward
1924:151).

This first wave of settlers brought with them a cultural

style which is still called Western New England (Gastil 1975).
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Settlements of hunters, trappers, and farmers grew up along
the rivers and streams, even though these waterways were
non-navigable and unconnected to the "main street" of state waterways
linking population centers.

By the early 1800's, small businesses

and trades of rural towns had been established: asheries, tanneries,
sawmills, shingle mills, gristmills, cooperages, blacksmith and
carpenter shops.

The first industries were related to the regionally

available natural resources of this isolated inland community.
Lumbering and maple sugar and syrup making developed.

A boot and

shoe industry sprang up, spurred by the abundance of hides and of
hemlock trees whose bark was used in the leather tanning process.
The coming of the canal in 1837 (Wilkenson 1967:5) and the
railroad in 1848 (Cawley 1967:201), built and maintained largely by
Irish-Americans, fostered the growth of the community and the
expansion of manufacturing in the area.

12

In shortly more than 30

years, the village (1834) was incorporated as a city (1867) (Cawley
1967:203).

By the late 1800's, the local cigar makers employed 5,000

people, becoming the second largest cigar production center in the
country.

The leadership in production in the area gradually shifted

to the shoe industry.

The social welfare and profit sharing policies

of this corporation attracted many central and eastern European
(communally oriented) immigrants to this area (Partners All, 1938).
Still later, the well-paying electronics industry brought many
scientific and professional people into the region (Temple Concord
1976).
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The largest area shoe company built two new neighboring
villages and established schools, parks, libraries, and medical
facilities.

At the height of its expansion, this organization owned

29 factories located in 5 communities stretching over 25 miles of
countryside.

Maintaining a policy of "benevolent socialism," this

shoe corporation constructed and subsidized homes for workers and
their families.
In 35 years, (the founder of this company) had 20,000 men and
women on his payroll in a factory town which he built from
the bottom up and named for...his benefactor. He loaned
money at almost invisible^nterest rates to shoe workers who
worked to build homes....
He welcomed a flood of Europeans
who headed straight for (the village he had built) from Ellis
Island. They came to his benches and learned the rudiments of
making shoes. He paid for their medical bills, footed the
bill for the delivery of thousands of babies. He hired^
doctors to staff hospitals and company medical centers.
He
subsidized public markets where food could be bought at
rockbottom prices. He gave real estate and money to
veterans' organizations. He gave land for parks and
playgrounds. It was a revolutionary form of industrial
paternalism that became known nationally as ...'Industrial
Democracy' (Cawley 1967:204-205).
Unlike the paternalistic shoe company, the later established
but rapidly expanding electronics corporation appears to have
satisfied its employees by offering more modern and conventional but
equally comprehensive and enticing "fringe benefits."

These benefits

included "pension plans, stock offers, insurance coverage of
employees' families and a company-sponsored recreation program of
high quality (golf courses, tennis courts, swimming pools, bowling
centers, study groups, art exhibits)" —

all of which mitigated

against any successful organizaton drive by unions (Cawley 1967:214).
It is probably of significance to this study that neither the
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employees of the older profit-sharing shoe company nor those of the
modern stock-optioning electronics corporation joined unions.

Each

of these industries continue to flourish in this ethnically complex
area.
Among the 220,000 people in the county, 32 ethnic groups are
represented.^

Both the Irish and the Slovaks constitute large

sectors of this population.

16

Their churches are and have been

important in the history of the area, and the official local history
of the Roman Catholic church for these groups reflects national
patterns of migration and settlement. Catholic history in the area
began with the record of a marriage ceremony performed by an Irish
clergyman in 1834.

The region's first Catholic church was

established in 1838, 29 years before the village became a city
(Cawley 1967:203).

This church was attended mainly by Irish

parishioners and was served by an Irish pastor (Seward 1924:482).'*^
It was not until over sixty years later, in 1905, that the first
Slovak Catholic Church in the area was erected (Ibid.).
Today there are 25 Catholic churches and 18 parochial schools
in the county.
this area.

These are part of the course of social mobility in

College preparation has been available in the community

since World War II and the GI bill.

Catholic educators proudly

report that ninety percent of the students graduating from the two
centralized Catholic high schools go on to higher education (Temple
Concord 1976).

Many parishioners, including both of the pastors used

in this research, have been educated in this local system which
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presently includes both a community college and a state university.

THE PARISHES
Large concentrations of Irish and Slovak Catholics reside in
opposite ends of Central City.

The two parishes selected for study

are each splinter parishes of the second generation for their
respective nationality groups.

19

Both congregations are made up of

parishioners of similar social class.
be referred to as St. Pat's,

21

20

The Irish church, which will

is located in the older and flatter,

more commercial (railway and trucking) section of the town, east of
the river.

The Slovak church, which will be called St. Cyril's,

22

stands on a hillside in the Eastern European residential area on the
far western border of the city.

This sector —

resplendent with its

newly reconstructed churches and freshly gilded domes —

lies

adjacent to the shoe factories of the neighboring village.
self-conscious but hardly close-knit communities.

These are

In small rural

parishes located in more culturally homogenous encompassing
communities, such as may still be found throughout the countryside in
Ireland, almost all parishioners may be personally known to one
another.

In the urban parishes studied, however, informants

acknowledged that many of their fellow parishioners are not
personally known to them

These informants, moreover, made it clear

that the rolls of fellow parishioners include only some "relatives,"
"friends," and "neighbors" and exclude many others.

23

The prevailing lack of parish-wide personal intimacy in
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American congregations currently concerns Catholic theologians. They
are particularly troubled by the absence of what has been dubbed
"base communities" within urban parishes.

They indicate that

although the word "community" is used to refer to the Church of
Christ, the way in which sacramental rituals are performed belies the
social reality of the existence of parish communities.
Hundreds of people may find themselves next to each other (in
church) without knowing one another at all. A base community
(which some theologians would like to foster), by contrast,
is composed of a restricted number of people who have
relationships with each other (Segundo 1974:32).
Concerned theologians hope that the re-establishment of base
communitiesmade up of relatives, neighbors, and/or friends who meet
regularly and discuss values will result in the elaboration of texts
being put forward to parishioners by the clergy.

They propose that

this change will result in a more active form of participation on the
part of parishioners who will become "gospel creators" rather than
"gospel consumers" (Ibid.:33).
For the purposes of this study, I have selected a less
restricted view of a parish community than that employed by these
Catholic theologians.

Thomas (1918) found that for the Polish

peasant, a neighborhood reached as far as an individual was talked
about.

A similar situation might be said to pertain to the

boundaries of a sacred community or "parish" in urban America.
Within this frame of reference, a 'parish neighbor1 or fellow
parishioner might be characterized not as someone who resides nearby
or is personally known but as someone who is encountered regularly in
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events associated-with a particular church and who is (potentially) a
subject of gossip.

Group membership is not restricted here by the

absence of Hall's (1956) "personal" or "intimate" verbal
interactions.^

Rather, it is defined by regular co-participation in

sacred interactions.
At the time of this study, quantitative data on the
demographic characteristics of each parish (physical) territory were
unavailable.

However, an impressionistic characterization of the

ethnic and religious mixes within these physical sectors of the urban
center offers a marked contrast.
The territorial overlap of national parishes in the Eastern
European sector of the city is made obvious by the fact that huge
church complexes are situated only a few blocks apart on the major
thoroughfares.

Members of these Slovak, Russian, Polish, Ukranian,

and Lithuanian churches live side by side.

In this sector of the

city in which the Slovak church is located, not one "Protestant"
church is visible.

Here the term "non-Catholic" is most often

employed to distinquish Roman Catholics from nearby Eastern Orthodox
Christians, Polish Nationals, and Hussites.

25

Within and surrounding

the boundaries of the territorial Irish parish, in contrast, only
Protestant churches may be found.

Irish parishioners use the term

"non-Catholic" interchangeably with the term "Protestant" to
distinguish Irish Catholics from neighboring Anglo and German
Presbyterians, Methodists, Episcopalians, and Baptists.

In both

parishes the use of these nominal distinctions supports a 'we-they'
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distinction.
Irish Parish.
in Central City.

In 1896 a second Irish parish was established

This enabled those Catholics living in the

neighborhood north of the railroad tracks to the city line (and a
little beyond in a northerly and easterly direction) to avoid the
long trip by trolley or on foot to center city to the original Irish
church.

It also made it unnecessary for the Irish in the area to

attend the nearby Italian church of which the Irish disapproved or,
at best, found alien.^
Although St. Pat's has never been officially designated an
"ethnic parish," the predominant nationality of parishioners and
clergy has always been Irish.

In studying this Irish "parish," I

also explored the encompassing physical "neighborhood."

Regarding

the diversity of ethnicity and religion within the physical
boundaries of theparish, the data given me by informants persuade me
that Greeley's (1977:11) reflections about growing up in an Irish
Catholic parish in Chicago concur with the attitudes of parishioners
of St. Pat's:
There were Protestants in the neighborhood, of course —
Baptists, Lutherans, Methodists, and Episcopalians
..................... What the neigborhood meant to them I
didn't know and don't know. To us, though, it was the parish
— not so much the ecclesiastical institution, not so much
even as a place of religious worship, but a community of
people not all of whom one knew but with whom one shared a
fundamental loyalty and affiliation. (Though often one would
be hard put to say precisely what the content of the
affiliation was.) But the distinction is perhaps not valid.
'Communal,' 'ecclesiastic,' 'religious' — those are
artificial social science distinctions which would have made
little sense to us in those days. The parish was the parish,
the neighborhood was the neighborhood, the neighborhood was
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the parish and the parish was the neighborhood.
The parish began with approximately 200 families who first
congregated in a converted skating rink.

This rink was described in

the Parish History (1975:4) as being:
...large enough to accommodate 600 to 800 people.... (It)
seemed well adapted for Divine Worship. However, many
parishioners objected to the 'rink' because of the bare
simplicity of the structure, the odious memory attached to
it, the distance, the danger in crossing the railroad tracks,
and the delay often caused, especially in cold weather, by
the freight trains standing over the crossings. For these
reasons and others, many of the families continued their
attendance and membership in (the original Irish church), and
refused, in spite of any influence brought to bear upon them,
to attend Divine Worship north of the railroads, in the old
'rink' church.
In spite of this rather inauspicious beginning, the new
parish continued to grow in size.
erected in 1905.

The present church structure was

Currently, the parish rolls include an estimated

4500 baptized members (Parish History 1975).

27

Many of the original parishioners of St. Pat's came from
Atlantic seaboard points of debarcation, during or immediately
following Ireland's "potato famine" (1847-1849).

Others migrated

from the Pennsylvania coal fields when the railroads expanded
northward to bring fuel directly to central New York.

28

Railroad men settled the East Side in the 19th century.
There are hundreds of grandchildren and great grandchildren
of the first railroad men to come to town with the old Erie,
the old Lackawanna and the Delaware and Hudson, which carried
coal in from Pennsylvaniia, and agricultural crops out
(Cawley 1977:IB).
In this east end of the city, the railroad tracks were
described as the original "division between Catholics and
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Protestants" (Kennedy, 77 year old female).

Most of the early

arriving Irish in the parish had settled in the vicinity just west of
the railroad yards.

Within another generation, these Irish Catholics

began spilling over the tracks, into the adjacent Protestant sector.
As in most cases of territorial infringement, the Irish Catholic
newcomers received much abuse from the "older Americans" already
settled in the far northeast.

A seventy-seven year old parishioner

of St. Pat’s, the daughter of an English Protestant father and an
Irish Catholic mother, was one of the first Catholics to attend
public school in this area.

She indicated that she and her siblings

were subjected to much ridicule and even physical abuse by their
Protestant classmates, until several other "Catholic families" moved
into the area (Kennedy, 77 years old).
With most employment, shopping facilities, an Irish church
and eventually both parochial and public schools located in this
eastern sector of the city (or in nearby center city), early Irish
residents rarely ventured further westward to the Eastern European
settlement area.

However, a few informants did mention having lived

for a very short period of time in the northwestern sector of the
city, near the shoe factories.
in the shoe industry.

Each of these Irish-Americans moved eastward

as soon as finances allowed.
Irish kith and kin.

One had even been employed for a time

They preferred to settle closer to

This local pattern of Irish-American movement

within the larger community is similar to that described by Warner
and Shrole in The Social Systems of American Ethnic Groups (1945:34).
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In spite of relative instability of residence in the areas
originally open to ethnic settlement, the ecological system
provides barriers limiting the range of residential movement
and the range of possible social relations, as well. One is
a relative stranger in most areas other than the one in which
he lives.
Although Irish-American informants did travel extensively on
railroad passes, their destinations of settling places were usually
cities in which relatives lived.

Well traveled and informed, they

remained relatively aloof from residents of the places visited, other
than for relatives (and their wider social networks).

Distance did

not seem to diminish identity nor, incidently, did propinquity
increase intimacy.
All of the parishioners of St. Pat’s interviewed identified
themselves as Irish or "half-Irish."

A few reported a parent or

grandparent of German descent, another group of early arriving
Catholics to this country.

Some of the Irish acknowledged familial

intermarriage with Protestant Scotch-Irish.

Many informants in their

70’s and 80’s mentioned one or two children or grandchildren who have
married Italians, Lithuanians, or Poles.

Only two mentioned

intermarriage with an "English" or a Slovak spouse.

29

Few of the American-born Irish whom I interviewed could
locate the birthplace or home of forebears in Ireland.

30

A number

explained that their inability to trace ancestry beyond the United
States resulted from the fact that parents or grandparents stopped
writing to relatives in Ireland when they themselves were still young
children.

31

Informants with a strong tradition of preservation of

family records (more common among the Irish than the Slovaks) and of
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visual artifacts could in most cases give statistical information and
trace their family genealogies back several generations but could
give little in the way of a description of life in the rural Ireland
of their antecedents.

It was explained that memories of Ireland were

"too bitter" and thus never talked about.

Those informants who could

name the place of residence of ancestors traced their roots to
Southwestern Ireland.

Many named Roman Catholic dioceses, confusing

the boundaries of dioceses with those of administrative counties.

32

(See map p.152)
Most of the Irish-Americans interviewed trace their ancestry.
to Western Ireland...and while my informants are not aware of the
force of tradition, perspective demands a more adequate picture than
that which my informants could produce.

Both the Slovaks and Irish

parishioners included in this study are of rural peasant stock.
However, the cultural patterns associated with Eastern and Western
European peasant traditions are quite different.

Descendants of

hunters and gatherers, Irish peasants lived in dispersed settlements
(Arensberg, personal communication).

33

In rural Western Ireland,

reportedly, the three generation family was the central unit of
social organization, operating small farms and cooperating on a quid
pro quo basis with individual families within the larger kinship
network (Arensberg and Kimbal 1940).

Two families bearing the same

name might live side by side yet not be considered friends nor bound
by kinship obligations; they were considered "too far out" (Arensberg
and Kimbal 1968:77).
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The farm family was patriarchal and patronymic; the farm,
house, and most household goods were usually passed on to the eldest
son.

34

But families did not own their houses outright.

their homes, having 99 year leases.

They rented

According to many informants,

this was the reason "the Irish did not spend much time fixing up
their places."
The thatched-roofed houses were a single story.
consisted of only one or two rooms.

They often

When "bedrooms and a parlor"

were added, the large central room was still not used exclusively as
a kitchen.

It remained the "family sitting room."

In this room was

often located a picture of the Sacred Heart, a statue of the Blessed
Virgin, and perhaps a small vigil light.

In rural Ireland, the

kitchen was (and still remains today) "the seat of family life"; here
the family (most often the women and children) gathered to pray the
rosary before the shrine of the "Blessed Lamp."

Here also stood the

"dresser" displaying the fancy porcelain and china used on special
family occasions and presented as gifts to marrying family members
(Arensberg and Kimbal 1968:128).^
Only distinguished visitors were admitted to the parlor
(which often also served as the bedroom of the old people or
grandparents).

Here were displayed not only the pictures of deceased

family members, but also photographs of those who had emigrated.

All

of the best furniture and wedding gifts were located in this room.
Here, too, were stored most religious objects, crucifixes, and
sacramentals used when the Mass was celebrated in the home
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(Ibid.:39).36
In rural Ireland the division of labor enforced a strict
sex-role segregation.

In this cool, damp climate, women (with small

children) worked in or near the home.

Their tasks were more

family-centered and less seasonally varied than those of the men.
Church going was almost the only activity which took women beyond the
confines of home and family (Arensberg and Kimbal 1968:372).

We

shall see below that this constitutes a significantly different
pattern than that which prevailed among the Slovaks.
The traditional Irish pattern of late marriage and late
inheritance of diminishing family farms has been correlated with the
movement of landless siblings into urban areas in Great Britain and
aboard.

37

Most of the Irish who immigrated to the United States came

during the first two major waves of immigration to this country from
1815 to 1860 and from 1860 to 1890 (Jones 1960:179).

Those

Irish-Americans interviewed in this study most often mentioned
antecedents who migrated during this second wave, the same period
during which Slovak-born informants migrated.
Irish immigrants to America were in a large part constituted
of the young and unmarried.

Since many Irish women came to this

country during the same period that males immigrated in large
numbers, it was possible for a high rate of endogamy to continue here
(Kennedy 1973:187).

Before marriage, young female immigrants often

served as domestics in middle and upper class Protestant households.
This type of work experience afforded Irish women greater
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opportunities■than Irish males for contact with the majority group
culture (Yetman 1976:352), but it did not seem to alter their general
reluctance to enter the homes of non-family members (or of
non-employers).
Once married, women usually discontinued working outside the
family home.

The perseverance of a strong norm against married women

working or moving about freely in the homes of non-relatives was
confirmed by all Irish female informants past sixty.

The only one of

these informants who did continue to work after marriage and children
had been widowed in her late thirties.

Several informants of this

age group had never been a guest in the home of a non-relative until
the past fifteen or twenty years.

They reported that after their

children were grown and they themselves began to work outside the
home (in retail stores or offices), they became friendly with some
fellow employees and occasionally visited one of their homes.

For

the most part these friendships did not take Irish-American women
outside their own physical neighborhoods.

Only a few women reported

ever traveling across town to visit the home of a Slovak fellow
employee.
Keller (1968:34) characterized the tradition of not inviting
non-relatives into the home as a general working class pattern.

She

described a tendency of working class families to confine social
relations to families, only occasionally neighbors, less frequently
to kinsmen, and only rarely to friends.

In her experience,

non-relatives were met more often in the street or the pub in working
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class neighborhoods.
The tradition associated by Keller with class may require
ethnic distinctions.

In this project, the tradition seems stronger

among Irish families than Slovak.

This difference may be related to

the Irish custom of keeping "sensitive information" "in the family"
(O'Hanlon 1966:83).

In contrast, the Slovaks have been observed to

reveal much personal information in gatherings with non-intimates
(Culture at a Distance files 1953). Another factor which may
influence these observed differences is the likelihood that different
cultural groups characterize different material as "sensitive" and
"reserved for family only"; these groups

may differentially calibrate

an interaction frame for sharing.
Among those few Irish female informants of any age who had
visited Slovak homes, a contrast was made between the priorities and
styles of interaction of the two groups.
The Slovaks are very clean people.
that clean (Daley, 74 years old).

A lot of Irish aren't

They're very strongpeople, I think, very hard working. And
they've just got tobe scrubbing and cleaning all the while.
I think I could just sit down a little more and rest
(Kennedy, 77 years old).
They never had a good sense of humor. They're more serious.
But I think the Irish are sort of snappy, they can^gort of
laugh and joke and things (Kennedy, 77 years old).
When these informants were pressed for contextual examples to which
these descriptions referred, I learned that the Irish women had
expected their Slovak hostesses to sit down with them and engage in
uninterrupted conversations.

Instead, the Slovak women often
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continued to pursue some household task while visiting or began
setting out large quantities of food.

Their Irish guests preferred

to center their attention on one activity at a time.

They also

enjoyed gossiping and a competitive repartee but found their Slovak
hostesses unwilling to offer a sharp rejoinder or to share a secret
on a quid pro quo basis.

They discovered, however, that their Slovak

hostesses were far less reticent to share "personal information"
about their own families.
The activity patterns of Slovak-Americans described here seem
"polychronic."
Nine-Curt 1974).

In contrast, the Irish are "monochronic" (Hall 1956;
This might suggest that Slovak women did not layer

ironically features of speech/body behavior.

The Irish seem to

prefer a "consultation style" of speech (Yoos 1967:19) which requires
frequent signaling of the attentiveness of the listener in a
vis-a-vis position.

Slovaks were observed quite often to discuss

personal topics outside a vis-a-vis, when the speaker must monitor
attention signals of a listener whose back is turned (i.e., a
shoulder lift).
In the effort to establish a base for the Irish setting, I
found that the descriptions of Irish social practice usually became
descriptions of "the Irish."

The history of the Irish is marked by

reference to the Irish spirit or soul.

The following pages reflect

my attempt not to Irishize or Slavishize the parish context.

Male

informants referred to an awareness of common stereotypes about Irish
cultural patterns.

They confirmed this knowledge by rejecting a
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"trait" or a "slur," citing numerous exceptions to familiar
characterizations and by acknowledging the accuracy of other "sayings
about the Irish" by providing an unfortunate example from the parish.
■ The apparent Irish resistance to self-reflexivity with the
interviewer was in sharp contrast with the way in which Slovak
informants responded to the request for historical information and
self-characterization.

What was learned from direct inquiry first

was usually a version of popular mythology about the Irish: "the
Irish tend to drink a little too much sometimes"; "the Irish are very
shy and reserved until they get a few drinks in them"; "the Irish
aren't much for spicy foods and fancy dishes"; "there's a bit of
shanty Irish in us all; we still wash up in the kitchen."
Greeley cautioned against the acceptance of stereotypes about
the Irish.

He suggested that the general acceptance of popular

mythology often obscures the realization that there is actually a
paucity of historical data about the Irish.
We know practically nothing about the Irish. At first this
seems like an absurd statement, for of course everybody knows
them.... They came first, and managed after several
generations to become respectable, conservative, lower middle
class members of American urban society. They drink too
much, they are racist, and their political ethics leave much
to be desired. They had too many children and accepted
everything their clergy told them. They insisted on keeping
their own schools, and during the McCarthy era became
super-patriotic anti-communists. At the present time they
may be assumed to be strong supporters of American
militarism.... What more needs to be said about the Irish,
save perhaps that after the Vatican Council it looks like
they are settling down to become good Protestants (Greeley
1972:5-6).
Many self-descriptions employed some abstact notion of an
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American norm as a foil for Irish cultural patterns.

Not unexpected

in an immigrant group whose history is marked by subjugation and
discrimination, these negative stereotypes may also be suggestive of
and derivative from more deeply rooted cultural attitudes.

In a

study which contrasted the value systems of several ethnic groups,
Spiegel (1964:307) found Irish-Americans to have "a rather harsh
morality, and a heavy load of guilt and shame.'’ Those studied shared
a sense of resignation and "a tragic view of life."
as living in subjugation to nature.
rather than be resolved.

They viewed man

They expected problems to recur

Present oriented, they found "fighting,

loving, fun-making, bitchery, and elaborate expression of sentiment"
more interestng than work for the sake of work.
Relations between husbands and wives, parents and children
are characterized by rapid transitions of mood. Extreme
candor gives way suddenly to disguise and deceit. Humor
replaces sadness and leads unexpectedly to anger. Finally,
such kaleidoscopic shifts are experienced not only in their
own right, but also for the sake of the wonderful tale that
can be woven out of them in the presence of an appreciative
audience (Ibid.:309).
Lineal group relationships —

the family, a bureaucratic

political organization, or the church —
individual.

often come before the

For example, several informants admitted they had

forgone attending a child's wedding "to a Protestant" when advised to
do so by the parish priest.

But frequently this respect for the

patriarchal backfired into hostility toward authority.

One man

bitterly denounced the priest who had given him such "moral counsel"
—

"Two years later that hypocrite left the priesthood and married a

nun."

This same man, however, remained a practicing Catholic until
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his death a few years ago.
Several informants suggested that the Irish have retained
their strong faith because they were ’’subjected to persecution” and
maintained in an ’’inferior status” in their homeland.

Greeley

(1973:81) described some of the abuses of the seventeenth century:
During the Cromwell years when the Papists were being driven
to 'hell or Connaught,’ most of the bishops were dead or in
exile, and every priest was a hunted man with a price...on
his head. Concentration camps were set up for priests on the
desolate Aran Islands. A larger number were deported to the
Barbadoes. Priests lived in caves on the mountains and kept
on the move to avoid spies and informers. They traveled at
night or in disguise, said Mass.by moonlight on ’Mass rocks'
or for small congregations in private homes. The sick were
also visited at night, and communion was distributed
furtively by priests wandering about disguised as peddlers or
farmers.
Most historians trace the zeal of Irish religious devotion on
both sides of the Atlantic to developments in Ireland during the
eighteenth century.

It may help us to gain perspective here by

recognizing that preceding the Great Famine of 1847-1849, Ireland had
only one priest for every 3,000 Catholics (Greeley 1973:83).

This

number may be more revealing of clerical practice than of Irish piety
but it is nevertheless an important marker of Irish religious life.
While the great expansion of the Roman Catholic Church would
not come until after the campaign for emancipation, during the
struggle the parish church served as a political as well as a
religious center:

"in the rural country side the small church, with

its earthen floor and thatched roof occupied a central position in
the lives of villagers" (Ibid.).

Moreover, during this period in

rural Ireland the parishes were the educatonal centers.

If Catholic
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children were educated at all, it was done in parish schools.

It

does not seem extreme to maintain that the role of the Catholic
school in the American ethnic community was pre-established in
Ireland.

The anti-foreign climate in the United States would serve

to reinforce and validate this direction.
Following Irish Emancipation, over 3000 new Catholic churches
were^ built in Ireland.

This revival was accompanied by an increase

in the number of priests, religious orders, and both charitable and
educational institutions.

By 1850, the emerging church (which had

formed diocesan synods) established a national church council, the
first since penal days.
The Irish who emigrated to the United States following the
Irish emancipation and famine carried with them a parish oriented
religious heritage and a longstanding familiarity with parochial
schools.

In 1850, New York Catholics established their own school

system (Glazer and Moynihan 1970).

In 1852, the First Plenary

Council convened in Baltimore with the purpose of strengthening
parochial life and establishing a Catholic school system (Dolan
1975:45-46).
The decision to establish a Catholic system of education
completely separated from American public schools actually
originated in Ireland in 1849. This action was prompted by
the renewal of proselytizing efforts of Protestants in the
north of Ireland, and especialy by their proposal to create
non-denominational schools to teach both Protestant and
Catholic children who would receive common religious
instruction (Levine 1966:81).
A similar concern was expressed by Irish priests in America alarmed
by the use of the King James version of the Bible and the Protestant
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form of the Lord's prayer in public schools.

39

In 1916, Gaelic was revived in Ireland.
learned in school.

It was taught and

Whole generations of Irish immigrants following

this period came to the United States with Gaelic as a second
language.
In the United States,
...the parish and school networks became sufficiently
comprehensive that the individual could proceed from cradle
to grave without substantial non-Catholic contact. It
represented a great social and financial investment in group
solidarity and tradition. It was a strong influence upon
local neighborhood life, reinforcing residential ties and
amenities. As part of the Catholic subculture, the schools
provided a medium for fostering Catholic marriages and
vocations to the priesthood, as well as a tutoring system for
Catholic orientation and practice (Clark 1973:99).
Upon arriving in the United States, the Irish continued
traditional ritual practices.

In New York City, reportedly, the

early Masses were carried out in the familiar simple and solemn
manner:
The early Masses took place in an atmosphere of solemn
stillness. The only sounds were those of people rising and
kneeling as they followed the actions of the priest. The
most solemn acts of the Mass were announced by the stroke of
the bell; an intense stillness followed the gonglike noise,
and 'a low eager whisper would occasionally be heard' as
people became lost in devotion. The priest rarely uttered an
audible word, and the people followed his movement and
gestures in which the Latin ritual was translated into their
mother tongue. The service lasted thirty minutes and after a
few brief announcements in English the priest left the altar
accompanied by two young altar boys who assisted at Mass
(Dolan 1975:59).
High masses, attended by those who could afford to rent pews,
included music and singing.
principal sermons of the day.

At these Masses were delivered the
But even these high Masses in the
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Irish-American churches lacked the pageantry and pomp displayed by
many other ethnic groups (Ibid.:60).^
In Central City, similar ritual practices were carried out by
the first Irish-American parishioners at St. Pat's.
from "the Old Country" also continued.

Other customs

A recent immigrant from

County Carey complained that many men at St. Pat's behave just the
way the men do in Abbe Dornay in Ireland:
...the men usually (stood) outside until the church bell rang
at home, and then they all went in.... They used to stand in
the back of the church...all through Mass, all the mejij not
just the ushers. Mostly women and children sat down.
There would probably be a few men in between, but most of the
men used to stand in back (Norris, 36 year old Irish-born
woman).
This informant went on to explain that with larger churches and the
priests now facing the congregation during Masses, men do seem to be
participating more.

Her aunt, who just returned from a visit to Abbe

Dornay and who had attended Mass there in the much larger new church,
corrected:
Don't be too sure they don't stand in the back. They line up
the steps to be the first one out. Only the priest goes back
there and chases them once in a while. He was out the last
time I was there, chasing them. The church is new now, but
they still stand out there. They've got to be the first ones
out (Norris, 52 year old Irish-born woman).
Many men at St. Pat's also still stand in the back.

The

pastor explained he does not like to reprimand the parish men too
often for this, for after all, when he was "a kid coming up" he did
the same thing (Reverend Kelly, first generation American born).
Familiar educational practices were also transplanted to
Central City by Irish immigrants.

Parochial schools in the city were
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well attended by Irish-American children, however.

The Irish

propensity to send their children to parochial schools was not shared
by all Catholic ethnic groups,

Gambino (1974:238) described the

reluctance of first and second generation Italian-Americans to send
their children to Irish controlled schools.
My experiences were carryovers of the antagonism established
years before, an antagonism that led immigrant generation
Italian-Americans to send their children to the public rather
than parochial schools. By tradition, loath to surrender
their children to the church, the immigrants' attitude was
buttressed by the new enmity against the American church.
Quite correctly, the Italians saw this Church's schools as
institutions organized around the ethnic traditions of an
alien group and operating to further these traditions.
Although they had great distrust of public schools, the
Italian immigrants chose to send their children to these
secular schools where often they soon became an ethnic
majority rather than to send them to parochial schools to
'become Irish.' The public schools were simply the lesser of
two evils.
St. Cyril's educated only one generation in its late opening
and recently closed parochial school.

It is important, too, to note

that unlike the Irish, the Slovak parish never established a
parochial high school.

The parishioners of St. Pat's built their

school, in 1924, thirty years after the church was established.
According to the Parish History (1977:9-10):
The registration in the school increased from 397 in 1939 to
648 in 1955. Because many of these children came from
families of ordinary circumstances, the pastor realized that
many of them would, of necessity, have to forfeit a Catholic
education because of the cost of textbooks. So with his
innate love for God's children who were committed to his
charge, he applied in 1941 the interest of the scholarship
fund to the purchase of textbooks of (the local) High School.
For a small rental fee, each child is furnished with a
complete set of books.
Although many former customs continue to prevail among the
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remaining parishioners of St. Pat’s, changes in the parish census
have resulted in changes in educational practices.

Parish supported

schools no longer educate the children of St. Pat's parishioners.
Geographical and socio-economic mobility along with declining church
attendance have emptied the parish schools of students.

Both the

parish elementary and high school are now (1980) closed.^

During

their final year, the parochial school enrollment for the parish was
162 elementary and 132 secondary students (for a total of 294
students in 1975-1976).

Added together with the 180 in the Sunday

religious education programs of instruction (taught by the pastor),
this gave a total of about 474 school age children registered in the
parish a few years ago.
Today the parish supports three daily masses (at 7:30, 8, and
8:30) and six sabbath masses (four on Sunday mornings at 7:30, 9,
10:15, and 11:30 and two Saturday evening masses at 5:15 and 7:30).
The weekly attendance at St. Pat's is an estimated 1700 (based on a
sabbath envelope count).
li/hen asked about changes in size or composition of the
congregation, the Irish pastor commented on the dwindling church
rolls with the reflection that he buries more people than he
baptizes.

He indicated that this trend is especially noteworthy in a

parish where people "still have a tendency to have good-size

42
families."

He estimated about four children per family in those

families which have exhausted their childbearing capacity.

This

estimate differs from that for Slovak parishioners, who tended to
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have one or two fewer children per family than did the Irish.

44

Of perhaps more importance than numerical size in the
differential shaping of family constellations is the timing of family
transitions in the two parishes.

Female Irish-American informants,

in general, began conceiving and continued to bear children later in
life than did Slovak-American women.

45

Many families of six or more,

which included children of a wide range of ages, wereobserved
attending Sunday masses together in the Irish church.

A focus on the

spacing of children or the timing distinctions among Irish and Slovak
families suggests potential status relationship differences among
family members of the two groups.
A focus on timing enables us to see the point at which family
members converge and diverge at different stages of their
individual development and how such patterns relate to the
collective experience of the family at different points in
its development. Even the use of the word 'children' within
a family is ambiguous, because in families with large numbers
of children encompassing a broad distribution, an older child
will be in an entirely different position with the family
vis-a-vis adults and siblings than either the younger ones or
those in the middle. As age configurations within the family
change, the status of each child in the family becomes
different as well; for example, after the oldest child leaves
home, the next child becomes the 'oldest' and takes on a new
status (Hareven 1977:60).
Perhaps the most readily apparent indicator of the
distinction between family time in the Irish and the Slovak parish
was the greater age span between Irish parents and their youngest
children.

In the Irish church, several grey-haired mothers were

observed carrying infants and young children, a circumstance rarely
seen in the Slovak church.
The apparent higher incidence of "late pregnancies" among the
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Irish may be coorelated with a higher rate of retardation among Irish
parishioners.

Three Downe's Syndrome children were observed to

attend services and receive the sacraments regularly at St. Pat's.
(In marked contrast, only one retarded youth was observed in the
Slovak church, and he appeared to be multiply handicapped rather than
Dome's Syndrome).

Slovakian-born informants from mountain villages

reported that several retarded children known to them were "kept at
home in the Old Country."

These children never attended church

services or traveled about the villages.

Informants indicated that

such children may continue to be "kept hidden" today by
Slovak-American families.

My observations of differences in the

apparent incidence in retardation in the two parishes may be skewed
by a difference in cultural norms for public behavior for the
retarded among the two ethnic groups.
All Dome's Syndrome Irish-American children I have
encountered have impressed me with their immense vocabluaries.

In

the Irish-American families with which I am familiar, the retarded
child often became a focus for much attention, receiving much
physical contact and numerous "treats" unavailable to other children.
One Irish-American family interviewed included a teenager who has
Downe's Syndrome.

This boy received Confirmation along with his

life-long neighborhood friend in 1977.

His family hailed his

presence among them as a blessing from God.

They explained this

belief with the maxim that "only those families which are strong
enough and can bear it are given blessing of having a retarded
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child.
When asked for details of family genealogies or social
histories, Irish-American informants most often consulted written
records (in sharp contrast to Slovak-American informants, whose
histories were almost exclusively committed to memory and were oral).
Those details which were part of an Irish-American oral tradition
were almost always associated with details of national history.
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When asked to chronicle family events, for example, both male and
female Irish informants generally recalled family anniversaries by
associating them with contemporaneous happening in the larger
political or social scene.
(My granddaughter, Kathy) was born in '63. She was born the
same year that John Kennedy was assassinated. In fact, she
was born on the same day that Jacqueline Kennedy had that
child, Patrick Bouvier Kennedy, that died of that membrane
sickness (Kennedy, 77 year old Irish- and English-American
female.)
The oldest generation of Irish informants remember recording
family anniversaries in a "family Bible."

They mentioned that

birthdates, dates of deaths, marriages, and arrivals in the United
States were all written in the Bible.

[In sharp contrast,

Slovak-American informants almost never dated family events by year
or by associating them with events of historical record.

Rather,

they associated dates for rites of transition with other events in
their personal histories, such as "the year I got out of the service"
or "the summer my father bought our house."

This practice follows

more closely that outlined for the Polish peasant by Thomas and
Znaniecki (1918)].

Most of this group of informants readily
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acknowdledged the commonly accepted truism that "Catholics rarely
read the Bible."

They explained that their own family Bibles seemed

to serve more as "heirloom" or as "sacred" family property,
preserving family records for succeeding generations.
One woman of this generation who did not have a family Bible
had numerous scrapbooks and a tin box containing family mementos,
such as envelopes containing locks of hair from each of her
children’s first haircuts.

Another mentioned a succession of female

family members who had acted as recording historians in her parent’s
family Bible, which dates back six generations.
The next generation of Irish (45 to 55 years old) mentioned
typed family genealogies.

Each genealogy had been drawn up by a

self-appointed family historian who then distributed copies to
nuclear family units.
Upon the death of the parents, the oldest child or "the child
who never left home" inherited the family treasures and distributed
items to various siblings.

Following the funeral of a household

member, surviving members at first avoid sleeping in the bed formerly
occupied by the deceased.

After several months, however, the bed

might again be used and felt to be comforting.

48

A husband or wife who survives a spouse, reportedly, has
difficulty adjusting to living in the households of grown children.
Many prefer to reunite with a sibling.

Many students of Irish

culture concur that in the Irish or the Irish-American family,
sibling ties seem stronger than ties between husband and wife or
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between parents and children (Greeley 1975; Scheper-Hughes 1979;
Smith 1976; Zborowski 1969).

Many informants mentioned households of

siblings who never married and who continued to live together
throughout their adult lives.

Several widowed informants lived with

siblings in the same circumstances.
seventy —

In one case, four sisters past

three widows and one "maiden lady" —

reunited and lived

in the family home inherited by the unmarried sister who had remained
with their parents during the couple's old age.

In another instance,

two widows reunited to take over the family store and share the
family home, sleeping in separate apartments but sharing meals and
social time.

Several widowers lived with married daughters; most

other widows lived alone (with the exception of a woman of 76 who
lived with her unmarried son).

Most informants regarded the most

customary arrangement to be a widowed mother living with an unmarried
child but a father with a married child's family.
In this urban setting, children less frequently followed "in
their fathers' footsteps" than did the rural Irish.

The Irish

pastor, who viewed his attitudes as quite typical of the area when he
was young, volunteered the following description of occupational
choices in the parish about forty years ago.
It was rare to go to college. But things changed after the
war and the G.I. Bill. Out of 25 of us growing up, 10 went
to college after the war. That was not typical of this Irish
community. Guys usually went into civil service jobs —
policemen, firemen, the railroad. Very few sons followed
their fathers on the railroad. Security then didn't require
a college education. The people had a very low level of
expectations about life — getting married, having a family,
paying bills. Now it's changed. No child can have a future
without a college education. But they still think of
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education in terras of a job; they don't value the education
per se, even the kids. It's something they must endure to
get a better job (Pastor Kelly).
Among the Irish interviewed, a wider variety of occupations
and salary ranges was represented than was among the Slovaks.
Occupations included retired railroad workers, grocery store
owners,

49

a maid employed in the public school system, factory

workers and middle to upper management personnel in the electronics
industry, a country club manager, sales personnel, a milkman,
stenographers, a postal worker, newspaper workers, saloon keepers,
truckers, a heavy machinery operator, teachers, housewives, a real
estate saleswoman,"^ and nurses. (One of the state's first
psychiatric hospitals is located in this sector of the city and has
provided employment for many of the Irish living in the easternmost
reaches of the parish.
Slovak Parish.

Central City Slovaks (along with some Czechs)

eventually supported four churches, all located in the "first ward."
These include a fairly representative spread among the Roman
Catholics (2), the Greek Catholics (1), and the Hussites (1).
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St. Cyril's occupies a hilltop prominence, rising above the
smokestacks of the nearby shoe industry.

Surrounded by single family

dwellings having deep front and back yards, the yellow brick church
topped with its gilded dome is at once massive and towering.

Flanked

on the left by the rectory, the right by the convent, and the rear by
a school building, the church dominates a well ordered complex with
angular walkways and lush green lawns.
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As in the case of its Irish counterpart, St. Cyril's was the
second parish of its nationality group in Central City.

This Slovak

parish was established in 1924, almost thirty years after the
founding of St. Pat's.

Made up of more recent immigrants who

journeyed from Slovakia in minor district streams, St. Cyril's
continues to have a strong ethnic identification.
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Unlike the

parishioners of St. Pat's for whom the identification seems to be
with "Ireland," many members of the Slovak congregation continue to
correspond with and to visit relatives and friends in Europe.
Moreover, they continue to maintain ties with parishioners of the
parent Slovak church closer to the center of the city.
families interviewed mentioned divided loyalties.
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Some of the

They have (or once

had) relatives in both the parent and splinter Slovak Catholic
parishes.^

A number of them had been members of one or the other of

these churches during various periods of family history as a result
of domiciliary movement within the larger community.

Several

households had been dislocated by highway construction, while other
families had moved into shoe company subsidized private homes in the
neighboring village or to privately financed homes outside the
original radius of church parishioners for each parish.
Concrete examples of the lasting ties between these Slovak
Catholic parishes is provided by continued formal and informal social
affiliations.

St. Cyril's parishioners continue to bury their dead

in a cemetery managed by the parent parish.

And members of both

Catholic parishes participate in the activities of the local Senior
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Citizens Center (in the newly refurbished Sokolhovnia gymnasium and
social center).

Here may be found evidence for continued loyalty and

for a growing ecumenical movement within this sector of the city.
Here Catholic parishioners congregate with once shunned membrs of the
nearby (Czech and Slovak) Hussite church (followers of John Huss),
comparing childhood memories of shared village life in Slovakia
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and

Czech-Slovak relations.
When questioned about their "background", most parishioners
of St. Cyril's offered first an ethnic identification."^
parishioner initially referred to herself as American.

Only one
The remainder

referred to themselves by what I later discovered were the labels
employed by United States immigration officials or census takers.
They referred to themselves as Austrian, Hungarian, Czechoslovakian,
Rusnak, or Slovak.

Most offered strong disclaimers of any Czech

heritage.
Upon locating the cities and villages of origin of the first
parishioners of St. Cyril's, I discovered that almost all informants
can trace either parents and/or grandparents to a few villages in
Slovakia.

The inconsistency of self-labeling of these

Slovak-Americans reflects some confusion about the political history
of the native land of their antecedents.

Few parishioners were aware

that their self-labels were inconsistent with their self-conscious
identification with Slovakian culture.
The widespread confusion among parishioners about their
Slovak heritage and about Slovakian political history may,
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period of Slovak immigration to this country.
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The frequent change

of political status of Slovakia during the past century and the
provincialism of isolated villages from which most immigrants came
understandably has contributed to this pervading confusion among
Slovak parishioners.

When questioned, many informants were unaware

of the difference between the terms Slav, Slovak, and Slovakian.
Slavs are an Indo-European language group —

The

the largest linguistic

group of the European continent (Strakhovsky 1949:1).

Over

200,000,000 Slavs speak a total of thirteen separate languages
(Gimbutas 1971:17).

Slovak is a Slav language spoken by Western

Slavs residing in what is now eastern Czechoslovakia.

This cultural

region known as Slovakia has been, in turn, a province of the
Austro-Hungarian empire, a region of the independent nation of
Czechoslovakia, and a sector of the Soviet satellite state also known
as Czechoslovakia.

In this region live Slovaks, Poles, Hungarians,

and Czechs, all of whom may refer to themselves as Slovakians.

As

has been the case for several other cultural groups whose countries
of origin obtained a short-lived independence after World War I,
accurate distinctions among "Slovakian" immigrants and statistics for
Slovak-speaking "Slovak" immigrants are difficult to trace.

Slovaks

entering the United States were often mistakenly tagged as Czech,
Hungarian, Austrian, or Ruthenian by immigration officials.

Their

children, .born in America after still another change in Slovakia’s
political stance, were characterized by school census takers as "of
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Czechoslovakian descent."
Most Central City Slovaks came to this country during the
Austro-Hungarian regime.

During this time in Slovakian history —

around the turn of the century —

the Hungarians occupied Slovakia

and the Austrians occupied the neighboring Czech provinces of Moravia
and Bohemia to the west.
Complicating Slovak historiography is the fact that the
Bohemians, Moravians, and Slovaks make up three distinct cultural
groups but only two language groups.
Moravians speak Czech.

Both the Bohemians and

In addition to language and cultural

barriers, peculiar topological relationships and divisionary natural
terrain separate the three cultural regions of the Czecho-Slovak land
mass.

Slovakia is more mountainous and agrarian.

Bohemia and

Moravia have a less rugged terrain and are more highly
industrialized. (See map on page 153).
During the Austrian occupation of the (mainly Protestant)
provinces of Bohemia and Moravia, the native Czech language continued
to be employed in the courts and the schools (along with German)
(Francis 1976:92).

This practice permitted the upward mobility of

Czechs through civil service employment (Govarchin 1961).

The

situation in Hungarian occupied Slovakia was quite different.
The Hungarians ruled Slovakia for over a thousand years.
Magyar landlords replaced the Slovak nobility as overlords of the
(primarily Roman Catholic) Slovak serfs and peasants (Raymond and
Martin 1971:67).

As Slovak villagers moved from feudalism to land
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ownership, they accepted the value of education and achieved the
highest rate of literacy in the Hungarian Kingdom.
Before the mass migration of Slovaks to America began in the
1880's, lay leaders in the Old World had stressed the value
of education for social mobility, and their people seemed to
agree with them. As early as 1845, for example, Jan Cipka, a
student at Vienna's polytechnic institute, anticipated the
abolition of serfdom and urged his countrymen to prepare
themselves for the approaching industrial age by sending
their children to technical schools. The editors of Narodny
Hlasnik (National Watchman), a monthly published in Slovakia,
agreed and in subsequent decades urged the founding of Slovak
trade and high schools. The editors of Obzor (Horizon), a
tri-monthly which preached self-help to the Slovak peasants
and craftsmen, added the sobering comment that 'knowledge is
power.'
Reacting to the urgings of their leaders, the Slovak
people built and supported institutions whenever possible.
By 1870 they had established three gymnasia (high schools)
and operated 1,822 religious grammer schools, with the result
that every second village had its own schoolhouse. So
successful was the Slovak educational system that by 1885 it
enrolled 88 percent of all children in its districts, the
highest percent in entire Kingdom of Hungary (Stolarik
1977:104).
During the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the Hungarian policy for
ruling the Slovaks changed.

The occupying Hungarians began to

institute a policy of forced acculturation.

Since they considered
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the Slovak language to be a corrupt dialect of Bohemian Czech
(The
Slovaks at Home 1901), they gradually barred the Slovak language from
use in both commercial and educational institutions.

In 1847 it was

decreed that Hungarian become the official language of Slovakia
(Portal 1969:357).^

By 1874, the Hungarians had closed the three

recently established Slovak gymnasia, ostensibly for promoting
"pan-Slavism."

And by 1905, all but 241 of the 1,822 primary schools

were removed from Slovakian "confessional" control (Stolarik
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1977:104-105).

Only the Hungarian language was permitted to be

employed in educational and commercial institutions.
Following the institutionalization of Magyarization, Slovak
literacy declined from 88 percent in 1885 to 76 percent in 1911.

By

the First World War, the Magyar public school system had virtually
destroyed education in the Slovak language (Ibid.).

Thus, the Slovak

peasants, although literate by the mid-nineteenth century, were
denied the means of mobility afforded to the neighboring Czechs —
the use of their native language in education and employment.
The Czech language advantage, as well as religious and
temperament differences,^^ have been mentioned by Slovak-American
informants as continuing sources of animosity towards the Czechs.
And the denial of political representation, heavy taxes, forced
service in the Hungarian army, and economic deprivation enumerated by
Govarchin (1960:10) were all cited by Slovak-born informants as
factors contributing to a general dissatisfaction and eventual
migration to America.
Previous to 1875, members of the Hungarian speaking Slovak
intelligentsia migrated, by way of Hungary, to other nations in
Europe.

By 1875, Slovak tradesmen and workers also began leaving

their homes.

These later departing Slovaks trailed Jewish craftsmen

and tradesmen, who had begun leaving Slovakia for America since the
1850's (Yurchak 1947:61,50).
Slovaks began arriving in Central City in 1879, five years
after the Hungarians closed all Slovak colleges and secondary schools
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in their homeland (Raymond and Martin 1971:78).

By 1883, a new

Hungarian School Act required that...
...the Hungarian language and Hungarian literature were to be
taught in all secondary schools, in non-Hungarian schools as
well, and also only Hungarian citizens having first obtained
a diploma from a national examining board were to teach in
Hungarian secondary schools (Kornis 1932:13).
These additional restrictions were followed by even more
departures.
City.

In 1885, only three Slovak families lived in Central

By 1900, eighty Slovak families had settled in the area and

were planning a Slovak church (Seward 1924:169).
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Today the Slovaks are one of the largest groups of
non-English speaking parentage in the Central City area, second only
to the Italians.
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Considering the historical circumstances just

discussed, it is not surprising that the parishioners who are
descendants of Slovak-speaking immigrants from the Magyar occupied
sector of the Austro-Hungarian Empire now known as Czechoslovakia do
not share a single term of self-reference.

The

self-characterization, settlement patterns, and religious practices
of contemporary Central City Slovaks may be better understood by
looking at Slovakia's strategic location in Europe and at the former
life style patterns of immigrants from rural Slovakian villages.
Unlike the Irish, most Slovak forebears came from isolated
mountain villages in which the children of many nationalities and
religious backgrounds attended the same Magyar-controlled public
schools.

There were no parochial primary or secondary schools in

these villages.

Roman-rite Catholic Slovak children, reportedly,
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attended public schools with their Hungarian Catholic, Eastern-rite
Slovak (often referred to as Ruthenian) Catholic, Czech Hussite,
Byzantine Orthodox, and Jewish neighbors.
Slovak Catholics also had regular contact with parishioners
of neighboring villages.

Once a year, practically the whole village

would march in procession to villages "two days away, singing and
praying the rosary all the way" (Pollack, 80 year old Slovakian-born
woman).

Girls slept on the kitchen floors of farmhouses along the

way, and boys slept "out of doors or in the barns."
usually lead the rosary.

An old man would

And members of each craft guild marched

behind their respective banners.

Women walked in the rear.

The

single people wore bright costumes; the young girls had more puffy
sleeves on their dresses than the married women (Ibid.).
In their own villages, in their integrated schools and
commercial activities, Slovak Catholics were exposed to different
calendars of religious holidays and ceremonial customs.

Among those

religions to which Slovak Catholics were exposed, Byzantine Orthodoxy
has had the most pervasive influence upon traditional and surviving
religious practices at St. Cyril's.

The continuing impact of Eastern

culture may be attributed to the unique position of Slovakia,
geographically and historically.
Yurchak (1947) described Slovakia as located at the boundary
of East and West.

The Slovaks built the first Christian churches in

Eastern Europe.^

In the 9th century they witnessed the split

between the Roman and Eastern-rite religious traditions (Smith
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1958:293).

Most Slovak Christians aligned themselves with Western

civilization through the use of Latin and the Roman liturgy, giving
up the Slavic literary and liturgic languages.

Though no longer

dominant, however, Byzantine Christianity and Eastern civilization
never became extinct in Slovakia.
Eastern Europe.

A unique situation occurred in

Those Roman Catholics who had employed a vernacular

liturgy for at least two hundred years were allowed by the Papacy to
continue previous practice.
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For Eastern-rite Roman Catholics this meant continuing to use
the Roman-Slavic liturgy, the Cyrillic alphabet, and the Julian
calendar of Eastern Orthodox Christianity.^

"Ruthenian" is the term

employed by the Vatican to distinguish Eastern Slavic people who were
united with Rome from those who remained tied to the Byzantine
Orthodox Church (Warzeski 1973).

For a time, the most easterly

portion of Czechoslovakia was called Ruthenia (Raymond and Martin
1971:54).
Even these divisive conventions could not prevent
acculturative and assimilative processes.

In Slovakian villages

where school children were brought into continual contact with
members of other nationality and religious groups, intermarriage did
occur.

Occasionally, a Roman-rite Catholic married someone from an

Eastern-rite tradition or a Hussite, although this practice was
discouraged by the dictates of each religion.

Before marriage, the

"non-Catholic" intended of a Catholic partner had to promise that all
children resulting from their marriage would be "raised Catholic."
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However, this edict was not always heeded.

Children of mixed

marriages were often raised in two religions.

Almost all Slovak-born

informants from mountain villages mentioned contact with (or personal
history of) families of "mixed marriages" in which the sons were
raised in the religion of the father and the daughters in that of the
mother.
The age of marriage, in general, was much younger than for
the Irish.

Ostensibly, the age at which people married varied more

by class than cultural background.

Reportedly,

...rich people with lots of land married at 16, 17. Poorer
people married in their twenties, either in the home or
outside. There was much singing and dancing. Since the
Communists took over, everyone is in their own home by 9:00
P.M. There are no loud noises (Katchmar, 81 year old
Slovakian-born woman).
Marriage was considered the beginning of a much more serious
stage in life.

For the young people, "there was always dancing and

singing at night, even if we went out in the fields at 5:00 A.M."
(Ibid.).

And every Sunday, a 3-piece band which always included a

harmonica, played at the church (Pollack, 80 year old Slovakian-born
woman from the same village).
Marriage and weddings were and are very important to Slovaks,
and we discover here a strong contrast between present day St. Pat’s
and St. Cyril's wedding arrangements.

The importance of food at

Slovak ceremonial occasions was mentioned by every Irish female
informant.
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Several elderly Irish women contrasted their own

"depression weddings" with those of the Slovaks as a case in point.
One woman boasted that she had been married at 7:30 A.M. on a
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Wednesday morning, had a family wedding breakfast, and left
immediately on a three day wedding trip in order to get back to work
as soon as possible.

She explained that in those days, the Irish...

...didn't feed all those people like the Slovaks did. They
didn't serve a sit-down dinner to hundreds of people the way
the Slovaks did (Hogan, 80 year old woman).
Somewhat more affluent Irish-American informants spoke of
catered receptions at some of the finer hotels in center city.
However, even in these instances, Irish-American weddings remained
adult affairs.

One informant volunteered that efforts to keep a

wedding reception free of children continue even though they may
cause "hard feelings" among some family members:
My uncle was older when he got married. He has a daughter
who is one year younger than my oldest. His smaller children
weren't invited (to my daughter's wedding). It had nothing
to do, you know, with relationship. It had to do with age
(Kelly, 52 year old woman).
By contrast, Slovak wedding receptions include family and
friends of all ages.

Usually scheduled for the evening, they almost

always include a "sit-down dinner" served at a local church hall and
dancing to the music of a local polka band.
Another point of contrast with regard to weddings among the
two groups is in the degree of parental responsibility for financing
the affair.

As an Irish informant explained,

...with the Slovaks, the groom's and bride's parents chip in
for the wedding. The Irish pay for the daughter's wedding
only. They don't pay for the son's, although they do have a
party the night before (the wedding) (Kennedy, 77 year old
woman).
These marriage and wedding customs appear related to older traditions
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of inheritance and of community ties present in each ethnic group.
They also seem to be reflections of differing world views —

the

Slovaks being more communally oriented than the individual
achievement striving Irish.
In Slovakia, class divisions were often correlated with
ethnic differences.

Slovak-American informants reported that in

Slovakian communities, the Slovaks were the (small) farmers, the
Czechs the civil servants, the Hungarians the larger propertied
farmers, and the Jews the tradesmen and burghers.
Slovak-run stores were "co-operatives."

The only

(To be a "money changer" is

still considered "un-Christian" by most Slovakian-born informants).
Some Slovaks were engaged in local crafts.

In 1872, the

Hungarian government abolished Slovak craft guilds, however.

Slovak

editors (and the clergy who ostensibly were in league with the
Hungarian government) encouraged the formation of religious
fraternal-benefit societies in their stead (Stolarik 1978).
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The

Catholic clergy sponsored the church controlled fraternal-benefit
societies, but the laity maintained much control over selection of
priests and expenditures of church funds.
In contrast to rural Ireland, where the houses were widely
dispersed and extra-familial contacts were usually on a quid pro quo
basis, there was more community-wide cooperation in the daily tasks
of living in peasant villages in Slovakia.
and animals was centralized.

Housing for both people

Widely dispersed family plots

surrounded the core residential areas.

Further out, often on higher
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ground, were located the communal grazing pastures for sheep and
cattle.

Animals were (and still are) herded along the main

throughfares of each village twice each day by children of both
sexes.
Much of the daily work of adult males and females was also
conducted in sexually integrated groups.

Women’s work was not based

solely in the home, as it was in rural Ireland.

As in other parts of

middle and eastern Europe, women worked in the fields along with the
men.

Older daughters acted as child nurses, tending infants lodged

in covered hammocks alongside the fields where their parents worked.
Much of the farm equipment for chores, such as the breaking and
stripping of flax, was water driven and required cooperative effort
for operation (portrayed in the ethnographic film, Zem Spieva 1933).
Slovak-born informants mentioned that as young boys and girls, they
had herded the animals in summer pastures together.
children tended the family chickens and geese.

The younger

And clusters of women

and children of both sexes congregated at dawn and dusk each day at
the village wells.

Groups which included non-family members of both

sexes often worked, played, and ate together in the fields.
Adolescents looked toward approaching adulthood as the time
for assuming harsh responsibility and endless toil.

They were

encouraged to enjoy their last taste of freedom; they danced and sang
many nights away, even though they had to arise at dawn for a full
day's work in the fields.
In rural Slovakian villages, a sharp division was maintained
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between human and animal dwelling space.

Houses had detached barns,

and grazing fields were located outside the radius of village houses.
Although animals were housed and herded in fairly close proximity to
dwelling space, house interiors were reserved for people only.
Slovaks took great pride in the cleanliness of house interiors.
Their homes had a travel book reputation for being especially tidy
and neat:
The immaculately clean Slovak peasant homes and huts, with
all their humbleness were adorned abundantly with works of
genuine peasant art (Lesinsky, in Kirschbaum 1967:42).
According to Slovak informants, "peasant art" in the "old
country" consisted of religious pictures or icons, elaborately dyed,
multi-colored Easter eggs, hand painted crockery, and gaily
embroidered dresser scarves (often used to decorate a "sacred
shelf.")

Many houses had a narrow shelf running all around the

kitchen walls about one foot from the ceiling.

A section of this

shelving was often reserved for sacred objects.
Slovak homes were often located in close proximity to the
dwellings of members of other ethnic groups and of unrelated Slovak
families.

In contrast to the Irish, Slovak females, as well as

males, reportedly had no compunction about entering the dwelling
space of non-family members.

The proximity of Catholic village homes

to those of Jewish tradesmen and burghers introduced an additional
source of income for peasant families.

Young Slovak girls (trained

early in housework and child care) often entered domestic service in
the homes of Jewish families.

Two of my informants told me that they
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had attended formal classes in Jewish cookery to prepare themselves
for service in wealthy Jewish households in larger towns and cities.
Their first jobs in the United States, in New York City, and later in
Central City, were in the homes of "wealthy Jewish families."

(This

tradition was carried down to the next few generations of
American-born Slovaks.

The first jobs of teenage girls have often

been in the homes of Jewish families "across town" before these
youngsters were "old enough for working papers" and any other kind of
work but domestic service.)
Movement of land-poor Slovaks to the cities saw a change in
many occupational and family structure patterns.

Although most of

the Slovak emigrants from peasant villages were described as
literate, Barton (1975) pointed out that they had been agricultural
(or domestic) laborers in their villages and they moved into manual
or domestic service as they migrated to the cities of the Hungarian
Empire or the United States.

Those peasant offspring who migrated to

Slovakian cities often worked in the mines and factories.
urban settings, they continued to have large families.

In these

However, new

patterns of family organization developed in the cities.
The large number of children, up to the First World War,
usual in workers families, had a specific significance in
family relations. In contrast to the bourgeois and farmer
families, where the property was divided among siblings,
which often led to a breakdown in sibling relations, in
worker's families an unwritten moral code was created in
which the older, wage-earning siblings had a duty to support
the younger siblings (Fojtik and Skalnikova 1973:26).
In the cities, the wife and children adjusted their schedules
to fit the working father's schedule.

In these homes, the men did
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only the most difficult housework (Ibid,).
In Slovak homes, the relationship between older daughters and
their mothers continued to be the strongest ties, but sibling
relationships also perservered in intensity throughout adulthood.
Sibling subunits often are identified with a particular parent (Stein
1978:38).

And widowed and/or infirm parents frequently reside with a

favorite child.
Upon arrival in the Central City area, Slovak immigrants
gravitated toward the Eastern European settlement area to the
northeast.

The first wave came to the area directly from Slovakia.

A second wave arrived a few years later, after a brief period of
settlement in the coal country of Pennsylvania, where they had
replaced their Irish predecessors.^
Preceding the establishment of a church in the area was the
organization of immigrant self-help groups.

Following traditional

practices in Slovakia, the first Slovaks to arrive in Central City
established fraternal-benefit societies modeled after the old craft
guilds in their homeland.^*

These first settlers, mainly from Gbely,

Slovakia, organized the parish and brought over from Europe a Slovak
clergyman.

They completed their church in 1903.

The church,

officially named St. Cyril's (limited to a single name by the Irish
church (Stolarik 1978:84), was know by parishioners as St. Cyril and
Methodius.

A rectory, convent, school, and social hall soon followed

(First Catholic Slovak Union 1955).
This church functioned in ways similar to those described for
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Slovak peasants immigrating to cities in Slovakia.

According to a

local historian,
...one of the first acts of the (newcomers) after their
arrival...(in Central City) was to seek out a church.... The
church acted as a nucleus for Slovak society. The words
parish and settlement mean the same in Slovak. The church
was used as a frame of reference and the parish as a source
of East European connections. It helped the strangers to
find work and a place to live. The clergy also helped the
immigrants in matters dealing with the law, such as deeds,
permits, and licensing. The Church encouraged7the newcomers
to become American citizens (Kavulich 1976:13)
Many newly arriving Slovaks found work in the local shoe factories.
A good number eventually bought property in the vicinity immediately
adjacent to the shoe factories or on the surrounding hillsides.

A

strong affiliation sprang up between Central City Slovaks and the
shoe industry.

The owner of the shoe company donated the organ at

the original Slovak church.

And when the Slovak people in the area

collected $20,000 to help establish the Czechoslovak Republic at the
end of World War I, a matching gift of $20,000 was contributed by the
founder of the shoe company, who employed many of these nationalistic
Slovak immigrants (Mazar 1919:314-315).
After a short time, some members of the original Slovak
church became dissatisfied with their clergyman.
controlling the tenure of priests in Slovakia,
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about to collect money to establish a new parish.

Accustomed to
these dissidents set
They held picnics

and bazaars, and in 1925 reached their goal of forming a new parish.
The new parish, according to Parish History (1979), began as a
missionary church.

This small white wooden building was known then

as a "Shrine Church."

Later the present edifice was begun, and
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Masses were held in the church basement.
present structure was completed.

Shortly thereafter, the

Most members of the parish were

members of the First Catholic Slovak Union (which had been
established in 1890 (Stolarik 1978).

They paid their insurance and

picked up their copy of the Jednota ("Unity'’) newspaper in the church
basement each Sunday afternoon following the last Mass.
In this community of diverse but culturally similar groups,
the Slovaks continued many familiar linguistic and social practices.
Here, they found little difficuly conversing in their native
language(s) with their Eastern European neighbors —

the newly

arrived Poles, Russians, Ukranians, Ruthenians, Lithuanians, and
Czechs.

Many Central City Slovaks related family histories of prior

exposure to both ethnic and religious diversity in Slovakian peasant
villages and a continuing (though similarly restricted) association
with people of these familiar groups in America.

Many current

conventions for association and religious practices can be traced to
familiar patterns in Slovakia.
In Slovakia, although they had been forced to learn Hungarian
in the Magyar schools, Slovak Catholics had continued to use Slovak
in their homes and churches.

Only religion had been taught in Slovak

in the Hungarian schools, usually by the local parish priest who came
to conduct classes for Catholic children a few hours each week.
the United States, this generation of immigrants —
educated, for the most part, in Hungarian schools —

In

who had been
continued to

speak Slovak in their homes and to teach it to their children.

As
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had their parents in Slovakia, the first generation of children of
St. Cyril's parish also attended public schools where they learned a
second language —

in this case, English.

At the church, sermons and

religious education classes were conducted in both of the most widely
used languages —

Slovak and English.
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But in the home,

multilingual parents occasionally lapsed into their "secret"
language, Hungarian, in conversing with each other and with other
adults

"when they didn't want the children to understand them"

(Belenski, 40 year old male).
Those Slovak informants who also could speak Czech,
Ruthenian, or "Church Slovak" often avoided these languages in the
United States.

Paralinguistic preferences were given as a reason for

avoiding Czech and Church Slovak:
Czech is a sing-song language, very different from Slovak.
It is more like good Slovak or hard Slovak (Zabadal, 59 year
old first generation American-born woman who lived during her
childhood in Slovakia).
When pressed to elaborate on the differences among these languages,
Slovak informants usually moved to class or cultural differences.
The Ruthenians were considered less educated and cultured.
conversely, the Czechs, another "out group," often were associated
with more wealth, power, or education.

References to the Czechs were

similar to those made about residents of neighboring villages or
counties.

Allusions to class differences usually included

distinctions in styles of dress, of movement, or of speech
75
patterns.
She's a Spishak.

Listen to her talk.

And the way she dolls
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up. They're always putting on airs (Kendrick, 58 year old
woman).
When asked what being a Spishak meant, the American-born,
middle-aged informant here quoted continued:
It's like being a Czech. Somebody who has a little more than
us poor people and thinks they're better than we are.
This first generation American (who had been orphaned at an early
age) had learned what she presumed to be a general derogatory label
—

"Spishak" —

from her Slovakian-born parents.

that Spish is a county is Slovakia.

She did not realize
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Among those Slovaks who eventually arrived in the Central
City area —

coming directly from their homeland or by way of the

Pennsylvania coal fields —

was a group of "newcomers" who arrived

during or shortly after "the Depression."

Informants from this group

of newcomers from the Pennsylvania coal fields mentioned having (or
being) an older sibling who had first moved away from the family
home, looking for better work opportunities in New York State.

These

former Pennsylvanians continued to "send money home" each week and
4

eventually they sent for various family members.

The latest arrivals

among the newcomer group were supported by older siblings until they
also secured jobs and established independent households.
Among all waves of Slovak immigrants to Central City, even
when early deaths occurred in the parental generation, surprisingly
little family disruption occurred.

At a time of crisis, an older (or

wealthier) sibling was expected to move into the role of surrogate
parent.

And aid was anticipated from a self-help organization.^
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Central City, the Slovak Catholic Union provided inexpensive life
insurance and support during such crises.

This society also

published a national newspaper, the Jednota (Unity), which provided
news of relatives and friends in other Slovak-American communities
(primarily in Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York).

(This society

continues to flourish to this day.)
Informants from the second wave of Slovak immigrants continue
to refer to themselves as "new" to the Central City area and St.
Cyril's parish, even though they have lived in the region for over
thirty years.

Since many of these "newcomers” lost daily contact

with relatives of the parental generation who remained in
Pennsylvania, their primary family associations have been with their
siblings and children.

Many of the longer holidays occasioned trips

"back home" to visit relatives.

78

When their parents, aunts, and

uncles died, these relatives were buried in the "old hometown(s)" of
the newcomers.

That being the case, some informants of this newcomer

group (now in their early sixties) have never attended a funeral at
St. Cyril's nor visited the church cemeteries.

79

In Central City,

the cemeteries do not surround the churches and the graves of the
forefathers of the newcomer generation are located in far-off cities.
Like Thomas and Znaniecki (1918:277), I have begun to
understand...
...what the peasant loses when he emigrates, why he moves
unwillingly from one parish to another and always dreams of
going back in his old age and being buried in the land of his
fathers. We understand also why the matters concerning the
parish church are so important and so often mentioned in
letters.
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It seems that the divided loyalties to two parishes located in
distant cities prevent the immersion in all of the ritual activities
of a single parish.

Among informants of this group a higher

incidence of emigration of the "younger generation" has occurred.
Older members of the parish refer to themselves as the
founders of the church.

80

Many can enumerate the gifts donated by

each of the original families, outlining a status hierarchy of
combined economic and sacred value (i.e., the "home for the
Eucharist" or tabernacle was mentioned as being the most expensive
gift and the gift "closest to God").

These original parishioners

(along with newcomers who eventually sent for their own parents)
continued to have frequent contacts with the parental generation.
Among this group of parishioners, there appear to be more family
intermarriages and more offspring who remain in the area.

Also, more

of their grandchildren attended the church's grammer school (which
was built in 1957-1958).
Public school children were released routinely for religious
services, holidays, and education.

Several American-born informants

reported past traditions of celebrating both "the regular" and "the
Russian" Christmas and Easter.

It was the custom in Central City

that children of the Roman and the Eastern-rite mixed marriages be
excused from public school attendance during the "Russian holidays"
as well as "the American" holidays.

And, reportedly, each year, one

or two additional students claimed a Russian grandparent, "just to
get out of school for the Russian holidays."
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As it has at St. Pat's, membership at St. Cyril's has
dwindled during the past several years.

Today St. Cyril's supports

only three Sunday masses and one Saturday Sabbath mass each week.
Here Sunday masses begin and end earlier than those scheduled in the
Irish church:

7:00 AM, 9:00 AM, and 11:00 AM at St. Cyril's

contrasted with 7:30 AM, 9:00 AM, 10:15 AM, and 11:30 AM at St.
Pat's.

Weekday masses begin at 7:00 AM and 7:30 AM.

No estimate of

attendance is posted in the church bulletin (as is done at St. Pat's,
along with Sabbath offerings).
The physical plant of St. Cyril's includes the same number
and type of building at St. Pat's:
and a school.

a church, a rectory, a convent,

Like the Irish church, St. Cyril's has also recently

closed its school.

Both the school and the convent are being rented,

providing another source of revenue for the financially strapped
parishes.

The sale of the school to a firm planning to use the site

for housing for the elderly is currently being negotiated.
School-aged parish children now attend either the local public school
or the Polish-American parochial school less than one block away.
Teenagers of the parish continue to attend ethnically mixed public or
parochial high schools in as many as five different school districts.
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REFERENCES

Ducey (1977:65) also found it necessary to study the larger
context surrounding religious ritual:
The historical social profile of the Church of the Three
Crosses is essential for understanding changes in its ritual.
The context of ritual tends to be the total social field of
its participants' experience, and this includes its history
as a lower-middle-class denomination, as well as the
personalities of its pastors, its move toward concern for the
city and the community, and the kinds of occupations its
members hold.
2

As Thomas and Znaniecki (1918:12) emphasized, the study of
an "artificial abstractly formal group of facts" such as a 'parish
community" cited here, demands an understanding of the connection of
this isolated group with the "rest of the social world":
...the system enters, through the individuals who are its
members, into relation with the whole complexity of each
social life.
3
Central City is a pseudonym for the urban center for a
central New York-Pennsylvania Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).
An SMSA
...consists of a county or group of counties containing at
least one city...having a population of fifty thousand or
more plus adjacent counties which are metropolitan in
character and are economically and socially integrated with
the central city (United States Bureau of Census, User's
Guide 1970:83).
^All places of more than two thousand five hundred people are
characterized as "urban" by the Census Bureau. In urban American,
half the population lives in cities and towns under fifty thousand
and over forty percent in cities of over fifty thousand (Rodnick
1972).
'’The 1970 population per square mile was 5,829, a population
figure 15.6% lower than that of 1960 (United States Bureau of
Statistics County and City Data Book 1972). The total population in
1970 was 64,123, a drop from 75,941 in 1960 (United States Bureau of
Census, Census Population 1970, Volume 1).
The visibility of Catholic churches in this American city
contrasts sharply with that of Ireland's urban churches, described by
0'Faolin (1956:108). Until recently, Norman churches were "relegated
to the remote or back streets (cheaper ground, also less likely to
attract attention)" and the Anglo-Irish Protestant churches were
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generally "plumb in the middle of a town square, or on a hill," The
arrogance of having a spire was forbidden by law to Catholic churches
in cities like Cork.
^Greeley (1977:39) used the term "cathedrals" to characterize
the vast churches in the Polish sector of Chicago. His description
of the contrast between Polish and Irish churches bears a striking
resemblance to my own contrast between Eastern European (including
Polish) and Irish churches in Central City, even to the view from a
highway associated with a Kennedy:
Now drive with me down the John F. Kennedy Expressway.... and
see the strings of Polish cathedrals.................
All these churches are vast structures — elaborate, ornate,
impressive if perhaps not exactly modern in architectural
tastes. Hardly an Irish church in the city can compare in
splendor to the huge edifices that the impoverished
immigrants put up.
O

Upon first glance, this community appears to fit the
stereotype for small American cities:
Almost all American towns and cities of from two thousand
. five hundred to one hundred thousand follow the suburban way
of life with its shopping center, neighborhood churches
(which have also become communal centers), its tree-shaded
streets with their one-family houses, backyards, and barbeque
pits (Rodnick 1972:106).

Q
New York-Penn County ranks fourteenth of sixty-two New York
counties in annual income per person (United States Bureau of Census,
Census Population 1970, 1973). This is an often-quoted but
misleading statistic which averages income by including adults and
children the ranks of population with income.
■^This Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area includes a
county in Pennsylvania (United States Bureau of Census User’s Guide
1970:83). This census designation links Central City socially as
well as economically to the south — a link that will become quite
evident during the discussion of Migration Patterns.
■^This area is a former Republican stronghold which supported
Robert Kennedy in 1964. In 1965, at Kennedy's insistence,
The Southern Tier was included in the (federal) government's
definition of poverty-stricken Appalachia, an act which
provided the funds to complete the modernization of the major
east-west highway (Cawley 1967:238-240).

12

The canal was closed in 1875, and its course became the
main street in Central City (Cawley 1967).
13
Low cost housing was first made available in 1916 (Partners
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^ T h e quality of health care in this region was then, and
continues to be, exceptional. New York-Penn County established the
first county medical society in the state in 1806 (Records of the
Medical Society of the County of (New York-Penn) 1806-1812).
Further, a county resident was an original founder of the American
Medical Association.
In 1938, the shoe corporation began to provide medical,
surgical, dental, and maternity care for all shoe workers and their
families at a charge of two and one-half cents per pair of shoes. It
also established a complete out-patient service plan for twenty-five
cents per week (Partners All 1938).
^Recent surveys by the New York State Department of Commerce
report that "fifty-six percent of (Central City's) urban area
population is of the stock of Southern and Eastern Europe" (Cawley
1967:202).
16

The Slovaks are the second largest group of non-English
speaking parentage in the area; their churches are and have been very
important in the history of the area. Local statistics lump the
Irish with other English speakers, but state figures indicate that
there are three times as many Irish as Slovaks in urban areas in New
York State (United States Bureau of Census 1970: Volume I).
^ B y 1865, the Catholic Church was the single largest
denomination in this country. Its membership numbered more than
three and one-half million. A number of important changes in the
composition and leadership of the American Catholic Church occurred
between 1815 and 1865:
The Anglo-American predominance faded into the background,
and the church became a decidedly immigrant community with a
heavy Irish flavor....As large numbers of newcomers settled
in the cities the church became increasingly more
concentrated along the urban frontier. Large Gothic
cathedrals symbolized its presence in the city, while wooded
chapels recalled nostalgic memories of an agrarian
past....Catholics throughout the nineteenth century were
predominantly an urban people (Dolan 1975:3).
18
For nearly one hundred and fifty years, this city was the
only community in the state of any consequence without a college.
New York State, like a number of other eastern North-South states,
did not have an expanded state-supported system until after World War
II. Small parishes and parochial schools were customary.
Central City became a college town following World War II as
part of this attempt to educate service personnel as promised in the
G.I. Bill (Cawley 1967:245). The Irish pastor acknowledged that he
would not have been able to enter the priesthood without this
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government subsidy of his college education. Diocesan priests were
expected to finance their own college education before they were
accepted into the seminary.
19
A greater class difference is apparent between parishioners
of the first Irish and the "potato famine" Irish of the second Irish
church than between the parishioners of the first and second Slovak
church.

20

Geographical boundaries do not define the size of American
Catholic parishes.
Because of...ethnic diversity, intensified by each successive
wave of immigrants, the concept of a national parish emerged,
based more on language than on geography. Later, as parishes
of one national group multiplied, fixed boundaries were
established, but only in terms of a particular language
group....(However), neighborhoods were not homogeneous; over
the years they changed their ethnic configuration, and parish
communities reflected this. The national parish served as a
buffer zone between different ethnic groups....Even within
the same (ethnic) community conflict over parish loyalties is
evident, frequently resulting in parish schisms. The
aftermath was often a new parish established a few blocks
from the old one (Dolan 1975:4-5).
^ • ^ B o t h "St. Cyril's" and "St. Pat's" are pseudonyms for
the actual names of each parish. Interestingly, neither nominal
selection reflects mere stereotypy. Each is the actual name of the
first Irish and Slovak church in an American city.
23
The use of these terms for social relationships by
parishioners corresponds with the definitions employed by Keller in
The Urban Neighborhood (1969:24).

24
As Joos (1967) pointed out, the five styles of English
speech (frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and intimate) may be
used during a single occasion.
With a single exception, there is no law requiring a speaker
to confine himself to a single style for one occasion; in
general, he is free to shift to another style, perhaps even
within the same sentence. But normally only two neighboring
styles are used alternately, and it is anti-social to shift
two or more steps in a single jump, for instance, from casual
to formal (p. 19).
Many parishioners in these two churches appear to interact
with each other only in the formal or consultative style of verbal
interaction.
25
Eastern Orthodox churches are seen as neither Protestant
nor Catholic. And Hussite churches (made up of Czech and/or Slovak
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followers of John Huss) were referred to as Protestant by only a few
second and third generation Slovak-Americans interviewed.
Several Irish parishioners and the pastor remarked about
the "very religious” customs of the older generation of Italians who
live in the larger physical neighborhood. The contrast betweenthe
everyday religious practices of the Irish and Italians made by
Gambino (1974:235-236) captures the discomfit experienced by Irish
informants.
My (Irish-American) informant relates that the people of his
ethnic group were aghast at the behavior of the newcomers.
The old women touched, kissed and foundled the statues and
paintings of his church in their expressions of closeness to
the spirits represented. Moreover, the younger Italians
insisted on talking to each other, usually about decidedly
non-religious topics, during the Mass, especially during the
parts in Latin. Both old and young Italians showed obvious
indifference to sermons they found uninteresting or
unrealistic, and clearly displayed impatience with the priest
who delivered them. Unlike their Irish co-parishioners, the
Italians made no habit of speaking of the peccadilloes of the
local priests in hushed tones. They spoke openly, seemingly
gleefully, about real or imagined faults or acts of improper
behavior among those who wore what the Irish termed the Roman
collar. Many of the Irish finally ended their encounter with
their strange Catholic brethern by switching parishes, often
accomplished by moving out of the neighborhood.
27
Both pastors began taking a parish census after being
interviewed for this study, in part, to determine more accurately the
degree to which each parish had been "shrinking” during recent yars.
28

"Before 1880, most of the miners in the Pennsylvania
bituminous coal fields had been either American-born or English,
Scottish, Welsh, Irish and German immigrants" (Jones 1960:217). The
Irish were also employed in the anthracite regions. "By 1880 the
Irish-born numbered 41,764 and constituted 8.8 percent of the
population in all the anthracite counties" of Pennsylvania (Rodechko
1973:23). Migrants from these counties traveled familiar routes to
new settlement areas. More Central City Irish informants, however,
mentioned moves from bituminous regions than the anthracite fields.
Geographical conditions (such as mountains and farmland)
divided the coal fields in such a way that different locales used
available transportation systems, shipping their coal to different
markets. The Wyoming-Lackawanna and Lehigh fields shipped to New
York State (Rodechko 1973:23). Migrants from these regions traveled
familiar routes to new settlement areas.
29

Herberg's classic, Protestant. Catholic. Jew (1960)
indicated that ethnic intermarriage was on the increase, but that
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religious intermarriage apparently was not. With the exception of
studies on marriages between Jews and gentiles, we still lack
detailed literature on ethnic intermarriage. One study of trends by
Abrahamson (1969), however, did indicate an increase in ethnic
intermarriage with generation, education, and occupational success.
In addition, groups such as the Irish, were shown to marry under
predictable ethnic lines. The Irish were more likely to marry
Germans, for instance, than Poles or Italians. Data from the current
study reflects a pattern similar to these generalizations surveyed by
Greeley (1977).
30
About eighty to eighty-five percent of those who left
Ireland in the nineteenth century came to the United States. Between
1820 and 1900, four million Irish entered this country (Yetman 1976).
31

The gradual change in types and spacing of letters home by
Polish peasants (described by Thomas and Znaniecki 1918) which
correlated with shifts in primary group loyalties, was described by a
number of older Irish informants and by one middle-aged woman who
emigrated less than twenty years ago.
However, mention was made by several informants of relatives
who never wrote home. Scheper-Hughes (1979:179) used the word
"escape" to characterize the pattern of harsh emigration. Sometimes
a child would leave on an errand and never return. "Shame and guilt
prevented him from writing home, but. the remittance checks arrived
faithful^ each month."
Early census reports did not distinquish between immigrants
from Northern and Southern Ireland. However, by the 1820's the
Protestant Scotch-Irish emigration had slowed to a trickle.
Between
1820 and 1900, most of the four million Irish who entered the United
States were field laborers who came from counties in Catholic
Southern Ireland, bringing with them social patterns of an
essentially "rural proleteriat" which were reconstituted in urban
areas. By 1910, more than four-fifth of the Irish in America lived
in urban areas (Yetman 1976).
33

The Irish have always been more herdsmen than farmers, and
the routine succession of taking the cattle to the higher
pastures at Beltane and bringing them back to the lowlands at
Samkain gives these two holidays rather more significance
than others. Even until recent times these were the
semi-annual rent days (Smith 1976:131).

34

Recently, the youngest son has become the inheritor in
rural Ireland (Scheper-Hughes 1979).
35

According to informants, Holy Water was often stored in a
kitchen cupboard next to the everyday china and/or on a stand in the
bedroom.
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0£
Irish-born informants mentioned the custom of a yearly
visit by the priest for the "blessing of statues." This tradition
began in penal code days, when the neighbors took turns having the
priest come to "say Mass." Refreshments ("tea") were usually served
afterward. Often during the priest's visit, he would consecrate the
family shrine to the Sacred Heart and bless the "grandmother's
statues" (Sr. Mary-Charles, "over sixty years old").
37

In a recent study of cultural patterns in rural Ireland,
Scheper-Hughes (Saints, Scholars, and Schizophrenics 1979) noted
changing patterns of family inheritance associated with a rise in the
rate of schizophrenia among Irish males, now more often the youngest
son in the family. In this work Scheper-Hughes explores...
...the particularly high vulnerability of young and
middle-aged bachelor farmers to schizophrenic episodes in
light of such social and cultural problems as the current
disintegration of village social life and institutions; the
remarkable separation and alienation of the sexes; a guiltand shame-oriented socialization process that guarantees the
loyalty of at least one male child to parents, home, and
village through the systematic scapegoating of this (usually
the youngest) son; and finally, cultural attitudes toward the
resolution of stress outside of family life and through
patterns of dependency upon 'total* institutions (p.4).
38

Scheper-Hughes (1979:184) describes a form of good-humored
Irish ridicule carried on by males and referred to in the vernacular
as "taking a mickey" or "having a crack." A more vicious form of
ridicule keeps the "victim" in suspense in an implicit kind of
"double bind": "If (the victim) treats the seemingly hostile ridicule
as a joke, he is lacking in masculine decorum; if he takes the
ridicule seriously, he is branded as lacking in humor, that
all-important Irish trait."
39

Irish Catholicism was
(1970:230) (1) as separatist in
community; (2) as having almost
having very conservative clergy

described by Glazer and Moynihan
attitude toward the non-Catholic
no intellectual tradition; and (3) as
(in New York City, at least).

^ I n The Immigrant Church: New York's Irish and German
Catholics 1815-1865, Dolan contrasted the more somber style of Irish
worship with the elaborate ceremonies of the Germans:
According to Catholic theology the Mass celebrated in Irish
and German parishes was identical. Priests recited the words
of the same liturgy in Latin, and their movements about the
altar were the same. The difference, however, was the style
of worship. Among Germans the sense of pageantry and the
pomp of ceremony were more evident. They took obvious pride
in elaborate ceremonies, which they expressed
enthusiastically in frequent letters to the editor of the
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German paper. The Irish also took pride in their liturgy,
but it was less well noted and more low-keyed (1975:78-80).
41

In rural chapels, reportedly, there were no pews. Women
sat in chairs surrounded by their standing or kneeling children
(Norris, fifty-two year old woman).

y

r\

Ellis (1969:168) attributed the closing of many parish
schools to the exodus of "the poor immigrant classes" from the inner
city.
43

According to one informant, however, who works as a real
estate agent, the community is fairly stable: "If people are looking
for a home right here on the East Side, it's hard because people
don't move often. There is a lot of Irish left here" (Kelley,
fifty-two years old).
^Gambino (1974:178) reported that "the staunchly Catholic
Irish-Americans" have the highest birth rate of all Catholic ethnic
groups. According to the 1970 census statistics, 22.9% of
Irish-American women had five or more children. This follows from
Irish fertility patterns. The Irish continue to have the greatest
amount of postponed marriages and permanent celibacy along with the
highest marital fertility rate in the world. To Scheper-Hughes, it
appears that...
...the former can be explained, in part, by the latter.
Villagers are reluctant to marry early when they can
reasonably expect to have a child each year or every other
year of their fertile married lives. The extraordinary
marital fertility rate is the result of Irish-Catholic
strictures against artificial birth control and of the
idealization of large families by the rural clergy and the
older generation. Not only are contraceptives morally
censored, they are banned by law in the Republic. A bill in
early 1975 to amend this law by allowing for the distribution
of contraceptives at nationally controlled clinics was vetoed
by the Irish Prime Minister and to date the sale and
distribution of birth control pills or devices remains a
criminal offense, although the use of them by individuals is
not (1979:137).
^Hareven (1977:60) attributed differences in "family time"
among ethnic groups to patterns of childbearing. She distinguished
between "Irish family time" and "French-Canadian family time," both
of which were seen to differ in late nineteenth-century Massachusetts
people who married and conceived children later in life than did
French-Canadians and native Americans. In addition, they continued
to bear children longer. "Irish families had larger numbers of
children spread over a longer period." To these differences in
childbearing patterns, Hareven traced differences in role
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relationships among family members.
^This attitude is consistent with Turner's (1969:49) finding
that, in some societies,
...the anomalous may be sacralized and regarded as holy.
Thus, in eastern Europe, (the retarded) used to be regarded
as living shrines, repositories of sacredness.... They were
entitled to food and clothing from everyone. Here the
anamoly, the 'stone that the builder rejected,' is removed
from the structural order of society and made to represent
the simple unity of society itself, conceptualized as a
system of heterogeneous social positions.
47

Sr. Mary-Charles suggested that the old tradition of
passing of history in Ireland was very effective. It was known as
the "University of the Hearth." "A date like 1014, when the Danes
were defeated, is known by everyone."
48

In rural Ireland, the bed (or at least the bedding) of the
deceased was often buried (Sr. Mary-Charles). Some other groups give
clothing of the deceased to charity but destroy particular articles.
For example, Jewish women, reportedly, cut up their husband's shoes.
49
Two octogenarian sisters who now run their father's grocery
store recently received a write-up in the local newspaper:
It's an old, old part of town.... The main traffic path
through (Central City's) East Side, a black iron railroad
bridge throws a shadow across the face of (Hogan's) Grocery
as the sun rises over the State Hospital Hill (Cawley
1977:1-B).
■^Smith (1976:93) suggests that many Irish mothers deal in
property, often devising elaborate schemes for buying, selling, or
renting — fixing up property and selling it.
"^Historically, this state institution was known as the "New
York State Inebriate Asylum." Founded in 1858, this institution was
the first inebriate asylum in the world. It was established on land
donated by the city and was designed to treat the "inebriate" as a
sick person rather than as a criminal. In 1879, an act was passed
which abolished the Inebriate Asylum and established the (Central
City) "Asylum for the Chronic Insane" (Smith 1885:109).
52

Here in the United States, in locations where there were no
Eastern-rite churches, Greek Catholic Ruthenians and Ukranians joined
the Latin-rite (Slovak or Polish) parishes by papal decree. This
posed a particular hardship for married clergy who had divided
loyalties to Rome and their families. A schismatic struggle began
with the formation of the Greek Catholic Union in Central City in
1929 and the founding of the Greek Orthodox church (Warzeski 1973).
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53 Barton (1975:6) advanced a theory of assimilation
analyzable at the community level:
Where there are no hindrances to movement, migration proceeds
according to a regular sequence of stages. In the earliest
stage, the pioneer immigrant, motivated largely by private
aspirations for a better life, journeys alone to a new
society in search of a new position. A successful pioneer
may communicate with family and friends at home and persuade
them to follow him. The second stage is the development of a
minor stream of migrants from one particular place to
another. If this intermediate stage establishes a
settlement, then a mass migration follows as villagers are
carried forward by a persuasive social momentum. This third
stage typically produces large urban settlements where
immigrants form ethnic groups by establishing societies,
parishes, and newspapers. Migration within well-defined
streams is important because settlements acquire many of the
social characteristics according to how migrants leave their
homelands and arrive at their destinations. Traditional
ties, for instance, are likely to persist in an immigrant
settlement recruited largely from one village or district,
while a settlement drawing its population from a variety of
locations typically develops a broader identity.
The Irish-American informants of St. Pat's mentioned a wide
variety of "parishes" of origin in Ireland. Slovak informants
mentioned only three villages and two cities.
variety of reasons were given for the split from the
parent church. A common theme of these explanations was a
disagreement with the philosophy and lines of authority established
by the Franciscan order of priests stationed in the original church.
Disaffected parishioners held fund-raising picnics until enough money
was collected to bring in diocesan priests ("the seculars") and to
build a new church. The Franciscans established social service
agencies connected with their parishes and had more control over
parish funds. Diocesan priests, in contrast moved with fewer
restrictions among their congregations and relied upon a group of
leaders from their respective parishes to plan expenditures and
construction.
55

Statistics for the first and second Slovak Catholic
churches recorded in Slovak Catholic Parishes and Institutions in the
United States and Canada (First Catholic Slovak Union 1955) indicated
that while the congregations of each included five hundred families,
the older church had approximately three thousand parishioners, while
St. Cyril's had only two thousand.
56

Weber suggested that an "ethnic collectivity" is an attempt
by people to...
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...keep alive, in their pilgrimage from peasant village to
industrial metropolis, some of the diffuse, descriptive,
particularistic modes of behavior that were common in the
past. The ethnic group was created only when the peasant
commune broke up, and was essentially an attempt to keep some
of the values, some of the informality, some of the intimacy
of communal life in the midst of an impersonal, formalistic,
rationalized, urban, industrial society (Greeley 1973:13).
Unfortunately, little is known about the changing ,fwe-they"
relationships among ethnics of varying faiths within American
communities, in the history of parishes or the life-spans of
immigrants and their children.
57
As I review my journal I am not at all sure that an initial
confusion about my identity and purposes did not contribute to the
apparent inconsistency of my interviewees. Moreover, I am not at all
sure that there was not something insidious about the choice of
ancestral home: one or the other being now seen as more prestigious
than the other.
58
Even avid readers of the Slovak-language paper Jednota
often gave inaccurate accounts of Eastern European history.
59

According to Kirschbaum (1975:22), Slovak is not a Czech
dialect. The differences between Czech and Slovak resemble the
differences between the closely-related languages of Dutch and
German. Slovak is one of the most archaic Slavic languages. It is
unique as a language in that it conserved many archaic forms and
expressions common to all Slavs, yet remained a spoken vernacular,
subject only to neighboring influences. It developed into a literary
language during the Reformation, when national languages began to
replace Latin in Central Europe.
^^At this point in time, the Slovaks chose a dialect of
Central Slovakia less similar to Czech as a weapon of resistance
(Portal 1969:357).
61
The Slovaks were described in the Culture at a Distance
files as "less disciplined and successful" than the Czechs, but as
"more creative, generous, and moody." The Slovaks were also
characterized as very open to public discussion of "family matters"
(1953). A similar description of the Slovaks was given by Kirschbaum
(1967:31). He stressed a reverence for authority and penchant for
forms and hierarchies. He described the people as moody, impetuous,
and easily depressed — they "can be very gay, friendly, and
talkative, or sad and depressed, but never for a long time" (p.42).
62
Kirchbaum (1967:9) reported that by 1914, an estimated six
hundred thousand Slovaks had immigrated to the United States. This
estimate far exceeds official totals. Because many Slovaks were
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listed as Hungarians or Austrians, the official sixteenth census
recorded only 477,267 Slovak immigrants to the United States between
1899-1914 (Yurchak 1947:176).
Yurchak (1947:169) estimated that nearly one-third of
Slovakia's population eventually came to the United States. This
meant that there was hardly a family in Slovakia that did not have at
least one relative in this country. By 1947, one-third of all the
Slovaks in the world lived in the United States and Canada.
^ O f the 302,620 people included in the Central City SMSA
1970 census, 7,298 were of Slovak-speaking parentage. Next to the
Italians, the Slovaks are the largest group of non-English-speaking
parentage in this area (United States Bureau of Census, Census
Population of 1970 1973).
^Barton's (1975:50-51) history of Cleveland Slovaks
indicated a peasant village composition in Slovakia similar to the
one described by Central City Slovaks. His check of the reports of
Cleveland Slovaks verified that Slovak Catholics did live near Polish
Jews, Hungarian Catholics, and Eastern-rite Ruthenian Catholics.
Central City Slovaks mentioned two additional groups — "non-Catholic
Byzantines” and "Hussites.” Although the accuracy of these reports
has not been documented by an exhaustive literature search, continued
ties among these groups is apparent in current social networks in
Central City.
Census data recorded a short time after the greatest surge of
Slovakian emigration verifies an ethnic and religious spread. Only
about one-half of the three-and-one-half million people in Slovakia
in 1919 were Slovak: thirty-six percent were Magyars and six percent
were German. Seventy percent of the Slovaks were Roman Catholic, and
the remainder were primarily "Greek Catholic" (five percent), and
Lutheran (twenty-three percent) (Prothero 1920).
An additional cultural group to which Slovak villagers were
exposed was the Gypsies.
Every town had its own Gypsies who lived far out in the
country. They came into town to beg when they got hungry
(Pollack, eighty years old, Slovakian-born woman).
65

Slovak culture has been described
as a blend of Northern and Eastern Slavonic
Slavonic culture, planted here in the ninth
adopted by Eastern rite churches in Russia,
Yugoslavia.

by Yurchak (1947:v-vii)
traditions. The seed of
century, was later
Eastern Slovakia, and

^Kucera (1964:94) related the deep roots of language study
in Czechoslovakia to the fact that Constantine (or Cyril) and
Methodius brought to Moravia (and Slovakia) not only Christianity but
also the first Slavic literary language, the first Slavic alphabet,
and the first literature. They brought with them the advocacy of the
rightful place of the vernacular in church services and affairs, a
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position which they vigorously defended in Rome. However, political
and cultural developments in the Czechoslovakian territory soon
interrupted the Church Slavonic liturgical and literary tradition.
Only the Eastern-rite churches continued this tradition. But the
acceptance of a national language as suitable and dignified
instrument for even the highest purposes continues.
^Roman-Slavonic Liturgy is the unique exception to the
general rule of the use of Latin in the Western Eucharistic
Liturgy, until the recent decree of the Second Vatican
Euchumenical Council, December 4, 1963 (Lacko 1963:79).

68

While an ethnographer might suspect an Irish distaste for
the ritual symmetrical gift exchange of food among the Slovaks, other
attitudes are at play here. Scheper-Hughes (1979:149) found that
among the contemporary Irish, eating (like sexuality) is still
considered an aspect of physicality which carries connotations of
anxiety, guilt, and shame. These attitudes influence the ideal body
image and childrearing practices.
The rural Irish are perhaps the only European or Western
'peasant' people who do not equate fatness with health in
babies. Fatness is abhorred in all age groups, for it is
associated with the 'deadly sins' of sloth, gluttony, and
idleness. The 'fleshy' baby is believed to be particularly
prone to respiratory ailments, influenza, and colds. He or
she is thought to be slower at walking and not as mentally
alert as the thin baby or child.
The irregular and often inadequate food supply in Ireland has
been presumed to have affected national food habits "including the
Irish proclivity toward fasting, abstaining from meat (even following
changes in Roman Catholic dietary rules), and participating in hunger
strikes for political as well as personal reasons.
69

The Hungarian government had abolished craft guilds on the
pretext that they served as impediments to industrialization.
"Shortly before the massive migration to America began, Slovak
editors anticipating the abolition of guilds urged their countrymen
to establish fraternal-benefit societies in their stead" (Stolarik
1978:70).
^ T h e places of the Irish in the anthracite region were taken
by Slovak newcomers, arriving in the 1880's and 1890's in more
massive numbers than earlier arriving immigrant groups (Rodechko
1973:34). A similar pattern occurred in the bituminous region.
After 1890, the Pennsylvania bituminous mines were worked mainly by
Slovaks, Magyars, Poles and Italians (Jones 1960:217).
^Stolarik (1978) demonstrated the inaccuracy of earlier
Slovak immigration histories, which failed to recognize the
continuity in the tradition of fraternal organizations among Slovaks
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in their native land and in the United States. He distinguished
among three types of lodges which eventually evolved in this country,
those unified by crafts, by religious affiliation, and by
nationality.
72
Like their counterparts in Slovakia, Slovak Catholic clergy
in America supported religious benefit societies. Some clergy did so
by refusing the sacraments and Catholic burial to members of secular
unions. The lodges, in turn, fostered religious observances by
requiring their members to attend the Sacraments and frequent
"Communion breakfasts" often held in church basements (Stolarik
1978:79).
73

Following Hungarian nobleman traditions, Slovak laymen
assumed rights similar to those of the patronage system. In
Slovakia, they had become accustomed to appointing and removing
pastors and to appointing lay "collectors" of parish dues. According
to Stolarik, this convention continued in America.
In the early years..., American congregations appointed lay
'collectors' to go into every member's home to pick up the
yearly assessment of parish dues. The parish committee then
paid the priest from this treasury. The Sunday collection,
so important in maintaining Irish parishes, played a minor
role in early Slovak parishes (Stolarik 1978:86).
^ T h e Slovak parochial school was opened in 1958. It was
started late (as compared with other United States Catholic parishes)
and operated for only a generation.
^ I n an address at St. Joseph's College (9/21/75), Michael
Novak observed that the Slovaks he met during his first visit to
Czechoslovakia a few years ago were very aware of distinguishing
movement styles among regional groups. During Novak's stay in
Prague, a streetworker approached him and asked whether he had come
from the same region as had the worker. Through an interpreter,
Novak informed this Slovak man that while he, himself, had been born
in America, his grandparents had immigrated from the region in
question. The streetworker then informed Novak that his presumption
about Novak's region of origin was based on the recognition of
familiar postures and body movements made during speaking (even
though Novak only spoke in English).
Several informants from "the old country" related similar
abilities to recognize the regional origins of Slovak immigrants.
They also indicated that they recognized similar postural and
movement habits in the American born descendants of these Slovak
immigrants.
^Barton (1975) estimated that nearly one third of all
Slovaks who settled in Pennsylvania and Ohio were from two counties
in Eastern Slovakia, Spish and Darhasnarish.
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When a member became ill, the lodges paid a form of
workmen's compensation. Upon the death of a member, elaborate and
expensive funerals were attended by the entire Society, leaving
little insurance money for the survivors. Neighborhood "collections”
and gifts of food often sustained the families until another family
member secured work and his/her first paycheck.
78

Fojtik and Skalnikova (1973:26) noted a similar pattern in
Slovakian cities: "annual holidays and important family events,
weddings, and funerals were occasions when the adult siblings met
with their parents." Most often the children traveled to their
parents' homes, and upon the incapacity or death of the parents,
began having the annual holidays at their own homes for themselves
and their children (and for surviving members of the parental
generation).
79
Thomas and Znaniecki (1918:277) suggested that the most
important events of individual, familial, and communal life of
Catholic peasant (Polish) immigrants occurred in and about the
church:
...All the essential changes which happen within the
parish-group are sanctioned there; the relations of the group
with the highest powers are identified with this place; moral
teaching, exhortation, condemnation, are received in the
church. In short, the most intense feelings are connected
with the place, which is therefore surrounded with a nimbus
of holiness, and is an object of awe and love. Its sacred
and familiar character is still stronger because it was in
the same sense a center and symbol of moral unity with the
preceding generations, since, as far as the peasant's
tradition reaches, his fathers and forefathers had met in the
same place, their bodies had been buried around it, their
souls might return there on All Soul's Day and celebrate
divine service.
80
Most numbered in this group who served as trustees also
belonged to one or more lodges.
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Chapter 5
CATHOLIC DOCTRINE AND THE SACRED

In the last chapter, an attempt was made to place
contemporary Irish and Slovakian socio-religious behavior in some
historical perspective.

The broad and selective brushes chosen give

a literal, matter-of-fact quality to the context I am trying to
establish.

There is another laminate (or facet) to this context of

sacred space and performance we are attempting to gain control over.
This facet is concerned with the belief system which provides both
official and everyday rationalization for sacred ritual practice.
This technical facet must be presented in some detail for in a sense
it is both script and message for the social communication carried
out in Irish and Slovakian social performance.
To draw any valid conclusion from the comparison of two
apparently similar customs in two different societies, we
must be sure that they are really similar, and to do this we
need to know the true meaning of each of them considered by
itself. The true comparative method consists of the
comparison, not of one isolated custom of one society with a
similar custom of another, but of the whole system of
institutions, customs and beliefs of one society with that of
another. In a word, what we need to compare is not
institutions but social systems or types (Radcliffe-Brown
1922, 1964:230).
It has been suggested that as individuals undergo religious
rites of passage they are in situations which enhance their learning
about the larger social structure of their communities.

In many

societies it seems to be enough that neophytes learn
169
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...to become aware of multiple relationships existing between
the sacra and other aspects of their culture, or learn from
the positioning of sacred symbols in a structure of
relationships — which are above, which are below; which are
on the left, which are on the right; which are inside, which
are outside; or from their prominent attributes, such as sex,
color, texture, density, temperature — how cultural aspects
of cosmos and society are interrelated and the hierarchy of
such modes of interlinkage (Turner 1974:240).
According to Levi-Strauss, neophytes learn ’’sensory codes”
underlying the details of myth and ritual.

Temporarily removed from

the rank of property status and stripped of structural attributes in
the social, legalistic, or political sense of the term, new members
of a sacred community gradually become aware of other distinctions,
such as the sacred/profane binary oppositions.

They learn the

’’homologies" between events and objects described in visual,
auditory, and tactile codes (Ibi(k241).

They learn the topological

relationships prescribed by centuries of church tradition and readily
become aware of any changes in this ritual structure.*
Changes in prescribed ritual space often have a profound
effect upon Catholic congregations.

As Thomas and Znaniecki (1918)

pointed out, attitude changes toward behavioral modification must
accompany changes in material conditions:
...material conditions do help or hinder to a large extent
the development of corresponding lines of behavior, but only
if the tendency is already there, for the way in which they
will be used depends on the people who use them. The normal
way of social action would be to develop the tendency to
create the conditions simultaneously, and, if this is
impossible, attention should be paid rather to the
development of tendencies than to the change of the
conditions, because a strong tendency will always find its
expression by modifying the conditions....
The following background discussion is based upon a
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literature concerned with the traditional liturgy, with church
architecture, and with the new liturgy.

This background■search has

provided information about changes in calendrical, textual,
extra-verbal, and architectural features which have been officially
prescribed as essential for Roman Catholic worship.

A variety of

students of religious liturgy, mythology, and iconography have been
utilized to examine doctrinal explanations for the changes in the
liturgy, for changes in structural architectural features of Catholic
churches, and for placement of icons relative to the changing spatial
orientation surrounding or constituting church rituals.

And

historians and sociologists have been utilized to gather data on the
temporal segmentation and structure of "events'* —

events ranging in

duration from an entire church calendar year to those lasting a few
minutes such as the weekly church ritual, the Mass.

SPATIAL ARRANGEMENTS
Early Dogma.

Church architecture, especially during the

medieval period often mirrored concepts of sacred or celestial order.
Some of these features are vestigal today.

However, although much of

the early spatial symbolism is no longer prescribed by church decree,
some currently binding prescriptions for essential features and
spatial relationships may be traced to the earliest records of
Christian churches.

In a social communication sense, some of that

which is (now) absent is, in fact, present in memory or tradition,
and although this is not the direct concern of the present study, the
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communicational significance of a relevant past seen in an enlarged
ethnographic present should provide a rich approach for future
historiographers.
During the great building period of the fourth century A.D.,
churches were modeled upon the form of the Roman basilica —
court and ceremonial center.

the law

Bringing together elements of Roman

domestic, civil, and temple architecture, the basilica provided for a
wide variety of religious activities.
Approached by a flight of steps, entrance to the atrium was
made through an arched gateway. This open courtyard, derived
from old Roman country villas, was surrounded by roofed
arcades, supported by columns; it provided space .for
congregations to gather, facilities for the instruction of
converts, and offices for church officials. In its center
was a fountain for the ceremonial washing of hands. The side
of the atrium toward the church became the narthex that
serves as a frontispiece to the church proper. Through the
portals of the narthex, entrance was made to the nave and
side aisles.... The spacious...nave...was flanked on either
side by two...aisles and a procession of columns that led the
eye...to the triumphal arch.... Beyond this was the wide
transept, the 'arms' set at right angles to the nave and an
area that functions as a second nave, and the semicircular
apse. The ground plan...was roughly T-shaped or cruciform,
resembling a long Latin cross with short arms (Fleming
1974:81).
During this period in liturgical history Christian dogma
taught that...
...the seed of spiritual nature, implanted
by baptism, is
nurtured by the body and blood of...Christ through the
participation in the Eucharist. The basilican church was the
Eucharistic room. In its apse, oriented to the East, where
formerly the Roman judges had sat facing the litigants, now
the bishop and his presbyters and deacons sat facing the
congregation; in the chancel or canceli — as the Romans
called the balustrade that separated the tribunal from the
litigants and the public — the singers were installed; and
between clergy and congregation was the altar, the place of
sacrifice, raised a few steps above the level of the nave,
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the altar represented the ancient sacred, high place where
God and nan could meet. It was also the actual table, bare
except for the chalice and paten, set for the Eucharistic
banquet. Over the altar a canopy, the ciborium, proclaimed
the table's special purposes and holiness. The basilica —
that is, the church, in its architectural meaning — housed
the congregation; and since the religious community of
Christians thought of itself as the temple of the living
God... a spiritual house built of living stones, in effect
the basilica housed the Church (Mirsky 1965:136-137).
Some details of these first documented spatial relationships
have prevailed, that is have been deemed necessary, throughout church
history.

Others have been recently reinstituted by the 1960

ecumenical council in reaction to intervening practices.

More Recent Traditions. During the period intervening
between the establishment of the first Roman churches and Vatican II,
a growing distinction between the clergy and the laity became
apparent in restructuring of the liturgy.
Until the eleventh century, the Eucharist remained basically
a community service, its corporate character being secured by
the fact that it was sung in some communal setting by the
celebrant, the assisting ministers, and the choir. But in
view of the special graces that accrued from the sacrifice of
the Mass and the devotion that attended its celebration,
there was every inducement to offer it frequently and in
private, for the benefit of the living and the dead (Thompson
1961:45).
A new "arrangement of liturgical materials" provided the priest with
the necessary texts to celebrate the Eucharist without the choir and
ministers (later necessary only for High Mass).

What had formerly

been a private manner of celebrating the Eucharist became the usual
form of public worship known as Low Mass.

The more elaborate High

Mass was reserved for special or solemn occasions (Ibid.).
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The growing distinction between the clergy and the laity
introduced in the changing liturgy was also reflected in the
rearrangement of the original basilican sanctuary.

Clerical seating

was shifted to a position between the Eucharistic table and the
congregation; and the altar was pushed back against the East wall.
(By the twelfth century, the candlesticks and cross, which
formerly had been carried into the church when the liturgy
started, adorned the altar.) The Eucharist, now generally
called the 'Mass,' became the liturgical act performed by a
priest assisted by the server; facing the altar with his back
to the people, he said Mass on their behalf while they, from
afar, witnessed a solemn ceremony. The east wall was further
changed to meet the needs of the thousands of priests who,
with the growing custom of saying Mass daily, required
additional altars (Mirsky 1965:137).
The need for additional side altars also arose from the prohibition
to say Mass or distribute communion from an altar where the Blessed
Sacrament is already exposed, as it is during the yearly parish Forty
Hours Devotions (Collins 1946:83).
Other innovations gradually began to affect the nave:
...as the veneration of saints and holy relics increased, for
instance, the nave accommodated numerous shrines and, when an
intense commiseration for Christ's Passion became an
increasingly important part of the religious experience, the
fourteen Stations of the Cross, as well (Mirsky 1965:137).
In Western Christianity, the rectangular ground plan of early
basilicas, with the modification of the transept to form aplain
Latin cross, was used in many Romanesque and Gothic churches (Wallis
1973:227).

The main floor of a cruciform church has been

traditionally divided into at least six types of walled or
partitioned areas: an anteroom or vestibule, the nave, the sanctuary
or altar, the sacristy, offices, and a baptistry.

The following is a
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1. Baptistry.

In addition to the Eucharistic space of the

church proper was a distinct baptismal space.
The other basic sacrament, baptism, by which the Christian is
reborn, had its own building, the baptistry, near the
entrance of the church at the end of the basilica. The
entrance might open on a space separated from the nave by a
wall, or screen, or railing, to form a vestibule, the
narthex; this was a place set aside for those who for one
reason or another were not entitled to membership in the body
of the congregation (Mirsky 1965:1937).
Centrally located in the baptistry was a font over which an
infant was held during the sacrament of Baptism.

This more private

ritual was performed by the priest and attended only by those members
of the congregation who served as "Godparents” and/or were closely
related to the new church member.
2.0ffice(s).

2

Outside the church proper, office space in

Catholic churches has been most often set aside for the use of lay
leaders of the parish.

Such space may be used for the storage of

collection baskets and records kept by the parish ushers.

Office

rooms generally open off the main vestibules, removed from the
trajectories of traffic flow connecting the exterior and nave space.,,
No smoking, eating or drinking is permitted in this space.

However,

loud talking can be heard coming from office spaces.
3.Vestibule. The vestibule is considered an essential
division of a church.

Historically, its important liturgical uses

included the blessing of the new fire on Holy Saturday (the day
before Easter) and the administration of the first part of solemn
3
baptism (Collins 1946:270).
Its practical function was that of an
area of transition between the outdoors and the "church proper."
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Unlike the foyers of Protestant churches or Jewish synagogues, no
provision was made here for the storage of outerwear or ritual
garments.

Lay parishioners were not required to vest and devest

before and after services.
was worn inside the nave.

Even during inclement weather, outerwear
Only priests, nuns, altar boys, and

members of the choir routinely wore distinctive costumes.
Customarily, vestibules were equipped with both inside and
outside doors and, where possible, with doors at the termini of each
and every nave aisle. Recommended furnishings included a board
announcing the hours of "divine services," a poor box, and Holy Water
stoups.

Members of the congregation blessed themselves here before

entering the nave.
4.Nave. This central open space of the church was located
between the sanctuary and the main vestibule.

A central aisle was

prescribed, and two or more side aisles were recommended. About this
ritual space were distributed fourteen stations of the cross,
confessionals, and pews and kneelers.
hard woods.

Kneelers were made of firm,

(Only during the past few decades has padding for

kneelers been introduced.)
Male members of the laity have been traditionally required to
uncover their heads upon entering this space.
recently, were required to cover theirs.

4

And females, until

Priests entered the nave

wearing a head cover called a baretta, which they removed as the
service began.
Customarily, upon entering the nave (before the sacraments),
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Roman Catholics have been required to genuflect on one knee."*

This

was done either adjacent to a pew (to which entry was about to be
made) or near the altar or first pew, when entrance to the nave was
made by way of a side door.
accompanied the genuflection.

Another self-blessing usually
Still another series of blessings

bracketed a period of private 'prayer.'

This routine was carried out

in reverse order following the service.
5.Sacristy. In most Catholic churches two rooms were set
aside as places of preparation respectively, for the priest and for
the "altar boys" who "served" at Mass.

In the priest's sacristy (on

the "Gospel side" of the altar), sacred vessels and vestments were
stored.^

Here was located the "prie-dieu" for prayer before Mass.^

Here also was housed a safe for the storage of sacred vessels and a
sacrarium ("a basin with its drain connected directly with the soil
below the sacristy") for the disposal of blessed water or wine and
for the cleansing of sacred objects.

This room also has

traditionally housed a control panel for lights in the sanctuary and
throughout the nave (Collins 1946:236-240).
Because the sacristy was not blessed or consecrated with the
church, it was not considered "a sacred place in the canonical sense"
(Collins 1946:236).

Often an ambulatory behind the altar connected

the two (backstage) sacristies, since "to pass in front of the altar
in going from sacristy to sacristy" was considered "unbecoming when
the congregation was assembled" (Ibid.).
6. Sanctuary. This is regarded as the most important section
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of the

church. Since the main altar is situated here, it is also the

mostprominent.

This area has been traditionally set apart from the

nave by its elevation and "altar railing."

Prescriptions for the

number (always an odd number) and for the relative height of the
elevations of the altar steps or rises have been made for
various-sized churches.

8 Side altars routinely have been located in

separate chapels or recesses (Collins 1946).
The chief object in the sanctuary has been the central altar.
Traditionally, this altar could be either "portable" or "fixed."

A

fixed altar...
...must be of stone with the table and base permanently
united.A relic of at
least one martyr is buried in it.
The
whole top (the 'mensa') of the altar is of stone and joined
by stone to the ground; it is all consecrated as one thing
(Fortescue and O'Connel 1973:221).
A canopy covering both the altar and the celebrant had been
originally required.

And the altar was required to be free-standing

(to allow the consecrating bishop to go around it).

q

The Holy Eucharist has been stored in a solid tabernacle
(located on the main altar).

It was required that the Eucharist

tabernacle be both opaque and unbreakable.

The presence of the

Eucharist in the tabernacle was indicated by a veil or "in another
suitable way determined by the competent authority"; an oil lamp or
beeswax candle was to burn constantly "as a sign of honor which is
shown to the Lord" (Catholic Book Publishing Company 1976:11).
Rules were also established for the display of flags.

Since

1911, flags have been permitted in the sanctuary: the state or
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national flag on the Gospel side and the Papal flag on the Epistle
side.

It was required that the two types be of the same height.

When positioned outside the Communion rail, the two types of flags
were reversed:

the state flag was positioned to the right of the

Papal flag (Ibid.).
Church law regulated the number of candles used for various
services:

the perpetually burning "sanctuary light"; a seasonally

present Paschal candle; two other candles for Low Mass (or six for
High Mass); and twelve additional candles for devotions including the
Exposition of the Eucharist and a Benediction.

All of these altar

candles were required to be made of at least sixty-five percent
beeswax.^

In addition to candles, flowers or plants were also used

to decorate the altar.

However, tradition prescribed that no plants

embedded in soil could be placed upon the altar.

Flowers (real ones

or artificial ones made of silk) were either forbidden or permitted
on particular holidays by canon law (Collins 1946).

An entire body

of symbolism has developed through Church history to suggest the
timeliness of particular flowers and plants. (See Ferguson's Signs
and Symbols in Christian Art 1961.)
7.
under the church.

Basement.

No church legislation forbade a basement room

However, until Vatican II, it had been expressly

forbidden to use a Catholic church basement "for merely profane
purposes, such as dances, noisy banquets, or theatrical performances"
(Collins 1946:5;italics mine).

Excluded from these prohibitions were

sodality meetings, parish libraries, or catechism classes.
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Implicitly excluded were celebrations surrounding religious ritual
events —

celebrations honoring one or more parishioners.**
In the United States, the cruciform plan for churches just

described has been the most familiar.

Most regional, ethnic, and

avant-garde variations of the cruciform church plan built until
recently in America have accommodated the prescribed and/or
conventionalized topological relationships in their overall designs.
In local communities in the United States, the earliest
churches were in many ways replicas of familiar churches in "the old
country,” incorporating many similar architectural features and
bearing familiar names (Dolan 1975:6).

12

Here in America, favorite

national religious heroes continued to be honored, and their special
devotions continued to be conducted.

Both sacred and secular

national customs were brought to the United States by transplanted
parishioners.
Both the Irish- and Slovak-American churches included in this
study had ground plans and topological relationships similar to the
model just described prior to Vatican II.

In each church, an icon of

the patron saint was positioned above the main altar.

In each, the

(gospel) side altar was dedicated to Mary.
Throughout church history, the spatial arrangements within
churches have been said to symbolize heirarchical relationships
between the sacred and profane. From the fourth through the fifteenth
century, churches were described as replicas of the universe (imago
mundi).

Generally, the elevated eastern sector (including the altar
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and dome) represented heaven, the nave the earth, and the western
part the infernal regions (Wallis 1973:224).
placed heaven and hell into a spatial context.

Catholic theology
In this traditional

cosmology,
...heaven is conceived as being U£ in space and hell down
inside the earth. This is part of a general conceptualization
placing definite value on relative height. Churches,
cemeteries, and important buildings are placed on eminences of
land. Holy statues are placed on the walls. The altar is
raised, and its steps each have a significance with respect to
their superior position. Contact with the earth is felt as
degrading for sacred objects. Adoration is indicated by
looking upward; submission by downcast eyes. Kneeling shows
a humble spirit; and prostration even more, by the intimate
contact with the earth. The placing of social value on
superposition is one of the most profound things in the
ideology. It permeates purely secular activities. Socially
important persons are conceived as higher than others. Social
positions which control others are conceived as higher. The
ideology of social and religious power is in terms of this
basic concept (Miner 1939:96-97).

THE LITURGY
Old Liturgy.

Looking for a shape in which to fashion their

reform, members of the modern liturgical movement reviewed the history
of church liturgy and architecture and selected the congregational
forms of original church practices.
As some commentators read the New Testament, the authority
structure of the first Christian communities had no split
levels, of those ruling and those being ruled. If there was a
heirarchical principle at work, it was inside the community,
not over and above it (Hardon 1977:212).
Extremists held that originally the Christian church did not ordain
men to perform the liturgy and exercise authority; this practice was a
later innovation, "borrowed from 'Jewish tradition'" (Ibid.:213).
Measures were taken to reform intrusive heirarchical
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practices.

Vatican II (1964) instituted changes in the orientation

and level of the clergy during services which were intended to result
in a "more active" form of participation by the laity and a less
elevated status position for the priest.
The restoration of Christ to a central position in church
ritual was symbolized by a rearrangement of icons and altars in church
naves.

A living model for this reform was found in the Eastern

Orthodox Church, which has faithfully preserved the tradition of
treating the church as a Eucharistic room, never permitting more than
a single altar in a church.

Coincidental with these structural

changes was the renewed demand for the abandonment of distracting
"side involvements" such as praying the rosary during the sustained
"focused interaction" of the new liturgy.
All of my informants agree that Central City was effected
immediately by these reforms.

The goal of a community form of parish

authority has resulted in some changes in the major divisions of
sacred space in cruciform churches, with a consequent or parallel
re-positioning and/or replacement of many icons in the Catholic
churches studied.

Changes —

such as the centralization of the

crucifix, the lowering of the pulpit, the addition of a lectern (for
lay recitation) to the right of the altar, and the inclusion of a
free-standing altar table permitting the officiating clergy to face
the congregation during Mass —
churches.

have already been instituted in both

Still other reforms have been incorporated by one or the

other parish.

Not the least effect of these reforms has been the
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sensitization of both the priesthood and the laity to the "symbolic"
value of space organization and ritual performance.

13

As shall be

seen below, this awareness, which in a sense, legitimatized the
questions of the investigator, undoubtedly structured some informant
responses.
In the introduction, I said that I was going to deal with
social space and that this is clearly only manageable by heuristic
control of the time dimension.

This methodological decision maintains

when the data leads to the calendrical organization of space
allocation.
Social time...provides its own definitions, meanings, and, if
one likes, ’distortions,* which reflect the technological and
symbolic necessities of life...(Seeley, Sim, and Loosley
1956:63).
Traditional Church Calendar.

Rites and festivals have been

posited as a link connecting the linear time of events in the everyday
lives of individuals with the mythical time of their ancestors
(Gurvich 1976:232).

Throughout recorded history, the rhythms of

different social phenomena —

agricultural cycles, genealogical

history, biblical history, and liturgical calendars —

have been

interconnected, forming a global system of coordinated social rhythms.
For Catholic societies during the middle ages, the Church was said by
Gurvich to be the "mistress of social time."
It was the clergy who fixed the entire system applied to the
calculation of time. The chronology of historical time was
counted from the creation of the world and the birth of
Christ. The astronomical year was also the liturgical year,
punctuated by religious festivals; and even the day was
regulated by the Church, with its offices and prayers. The
population was informed of the passage of time by the church
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bells summoning them to matins, mass, vespers, and so
on....(Gurvich 1976:239).
Since Christ was considered the center of Christian worship,
the events of His life formed the basis of the church calendar and the
"rites of intensification."^
By fixing the times of Christmas and Easter on the calendar,
all other events could be arranged around these two most
important feasts. Four Sundays before Christmas, the season
of Advent begins, a period of anticipation and expectancy of
the birth of Christ. The forty days before Easter comprise
the season of Lent, a time of mourning and penitence for the
death of Christ upon the cross with which He bought the
salvation of mankind. Other days related to the life of
Christ are fixed by their relation to the days of His birth
and death. In addition to these central observances, the
church in its long history had added to the calendar other
feasts in honor of the saints. These commemorative services
are fitted into the order of the church year without
interfering with the feasts celebrating the life of Christ.
The church year, then, begins with the fourth Sunday of
Advent, and proceeds through Christmas, Lent, Easter,
Ascension Day, Pentacost and on through the summer and fall
months, to begin again the next Advent season (Cannon,
Johnson, and Waite 1960:34-35).
This "annual re-creation of the Cosmos" each Church calendar
year has been traced to the hope for the resurrection of the flesh of
the faithful by enabling the dead to return to life:
The New Year repeats the creation that the twelve days before
Christmas and Epiphany are looked on as foreshadowing, the
twelve months of the year; peasants all over Europe judge the
temperature and rainfall to be expected during each of the
months to come by the ’meteorological signs' of those twelve
days (Eliade 1958:402-404).
Sacraments.

Catholicism is often referred to as a religion

which ministers to its members "from the cradle to the grave."
Complementing the liturgical calendar and the rites of intensification
are a series of rituals called "sacraments" which mark the milestones
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of biological development of church members correlating with changes
in social (and religious) status.
Since the twelfth century the number of Sacraments in the
Roman Catholic Church has been fixed at seven. In a striking
way these parallel the great moments and needs of a man's
natural life. Man is born, he comes of age, he marries or
dedicates himself completely to some purpose, he dies.
Meanwhile he must be reintegrated into society when he
deviates, and he must eat. The Sacraments provide the
spiritual counterparts to these natural events. As birth
brings a child into the natural world, baptism (by planting
God's first special grace in his soul) draws him into the
supernatural order of existence. When he reaches the age of
reason and needs to be strengthened for mature and responsible
action, he is confirmed. Usually there comes a solemn moment
when he is joined to a human companion in holy matrimony, or
he dedicates his life entirely to God and his work in holy
orders. At the end of his life, extreme unction closes his
eyes to earth and prepares his soul for its last passage.
Meanwhile two sacraments need to be repeated frequently. One
of these is confession or absolution (Smith 1964:296).
The second is "the central Sacrament of the Catholic Church," the
"Mass," which is also known as Holy Communion, the Holy Eucharist, or
the Lord's Supper (Ibid.

297).

Because the timing of the sacraments marks both biological and
social milestones, it provides the opportunity within the practice of
Catholicism for marked cultural variability.

The age of reason, the

usual age of marriage, the age at which maturity is reached, are all
culturally learned and regulated.

The "rites of passage" (van Gennep

1960) are performed at socially-determined points in the individual
life cycle.
Each of the first five sacraments just described is conferred
a single time (or in some cases, but a few times) in the life of an
individual.

Those sacraments most aligned with bio-physical
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processes, such as the "anointing of the sick" or Extreme Unction, are
frequently performed in locations other than a church mass assembly.
Those sacraments repeated regularly as part of daily Mass —
and Communion —

Penance

serve to link the individual sacraments with the

church calendar.^

However, even those sacraments received in a

communal setting have been ...
...received individually (even if within a celebration
attended by many people). Baptism, confirmation, penance,
matrimony, and the anointing of the sick are given to a
specific person — not to a community (Segundo 1974:10).
A communal celebration of the graces conferred through
individual sacraments is provided by the church calendar of feasts.
Catholics "go to church" to participate in a yearly round of
sacraments and sacramentals.
During the course of the liturgical year... Christ renews the
grace he communicates in the several sacraments. Easter is
the baptismal feast of all Christians, a time for renewing
promises and for sharing in the death and resurrection of the
Lord, into which all Christians are baptized. Pentecost
recalls effectively the anointing with the Spirit received in
confirmation, the second step in Christian initiation. Lent
and the ember days are times for penance, for returning to God
in sorrow with the firm resolve to serve him more faithfully.
Lent is also a time of preparing for the baptismal feast of
Easter. Scripture readings throughout the year recall the
power of anointing of the sick by bringing to mind the healing
miracles which Christ worked while on earth. Holy Thursday
and the whole time of Easter and Pentecost renew the power and
meaning of Holy Orders. Christian marriage is especially
recalled during the Epiphany season, but also in every Mass
because it celebrates the marriage of Christ and his Church
(Liturgical Conference 1964:139).
Calendrical rites, for the Roman Catholic, also may be said to
"make present" mythical time.
The time of the event that the ritual commemorates or
re-enacts is made present, 're-presented' so to speak, however
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far back it may have been in ordinary reckoning. Christ's
passion, death, and resurrection are not simply remembered
during the services of Holy Week; they really happen then
before the eyes of the faithful. And a convinced Christian
must feel that he is contemporary with these transhistoric
events, for, by being re-enacted, the time of the theophany
becomes ritual (Eliade 1958:393).
The distinction between calendrical rites which re-create
mythological time and life crises rites and rituals has been
emphasized by Turner (1969:168-196).

He sees the calendrical

celebrations as almost always referring to large groups and embracing
whole societies.

In contrast,

...life crises provide rituals in and by means of which
relations between structural positions and between the
encumbants of such positions are restructured, often
drastically (Ibid.:175).
These rites of passagae most often might be viewed as rites of status
elevation, according to Turner.
For the purposes of this descriptive study, the sacraments
will be characterized as rites of status change rather than of a
priorily presumed status elevation.

16

The culturally specific modes

of celebration of rites of status change will also be treated as
nationally distinguishable links between pan-Catholic ontological
doctrine and local ontogenetic time frames.

For example, "the age of

reason" and the chronological age for receiving for the first time
penance and communion have varied from culture to culture, as well as
throughout history, from generation to generation within particular
cultures.

Here liturgical time interacts with the "family time" of a

specific culture during a particular period in history.^
ritual —

each spate of sacred space —

And each

is seen as not merely
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repeating the ritual which came before, but rather, as being linked to
it and continuous with it, whether rituals occur at fixed points or
otherwise (Eliade 1958:391).
Closely associated with sacramental obligations are social
obligations involving a larger social occasion.

18

As Goffman

(1976:265) observed, an event such as a wedding ceremony often has
formalized starting and stopping (religious ritual) brackets which are
themselves bracketed by less formal ones, as in the case of a
three-day Slovak wedding.
religious holidays as well.

Several secular holidays were once
For example, until recently, in Slovak

parishes in the United States and in the Old Country, people did not
celebrate their "birthdays" in the American way.

Instead, they joined

in a parish-wide celebration of the "feast day" of several
parishioners (who either were born on or near a "saint's day" or were
named for the saint of the day).
cycle rite

This is just one example of a life

which had historically been associated with a communal

religious ritual and the church calendar and which is now celebrated
primarily as a secular ritual.

19

Although the age for receiving the sacraments has varied with
the culture and historical period, the order in which the sacraments
were conferred was prescribed by Church doctrine.

For example, a

child who had not been baptized could not receive Extreme Unction nor
be buried in consecrated ground.

No Mass was said for the soul of an

unbaptized infant which was presumed to rest in the netherland (Limbo)
between heaven and hell until the last judgement.

20

Once baptized,
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however, a child or adult might receive several of the other
sacraments outside the usual time frame prescribed by his or her
culture.
If one assumes that transitions in the individual life cycle
create interaction crises, rites of passage may be viewed as
ameliorating these crises by formalizing the status change process and
prescribing what Goffman has called "access rituals."
Religious Services.
of worship ritual —

The Catholic church has two basic types

the Mass and the Daily Offices or Hours.

has a different purpose and general mode of worship.

Each

The Daily

Offices are devoted to prayer and praise.

They begin in the early

morning and continue until after sundown.

There are a total of eight

Offices: Matins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers, and
Compline.

Of these eight, only two are observed by the laity —

Matins and Vespers.

All continue to be a part of the daily exercise

of monastic orders (Cannon, Johnson, and Waite 1960:35) and of many
other religious orders (McCabe, 70 year old Irish man).
Historically, it had been prescribed that the Mass come
between the Daily Offices of Terce and Sext (Ibid.).

In addition, the

old liturgy prescribed the distribution of the sacraments to insure
the primacy of a single liturgical celebration.

It had been required

that...
...in liturgical celebrations, the community should not be
disrupted or distracted from its common purpose. Care (was)
taken not to have two liturgical celebrations at the same time
in the same church, since it (distracted) the people's
attention (Flannery 1975:114).
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Baptisms, marriages, exhortations, and the common or choral
recitations of the Divine Office were all avoided during the
celebration of the Mass "in accordance with the public time table of
the church" (Ibid.).
Throughout church history, the Mass has been considered the
central act of Roman Catholic worship.

To insure its special status,

the church mandated that...
...no other activity, however important and praiseworthy in
itself, should ever be allowed to compete with it. This
includes private and semi-private devotions of whatever sort,
and even the celebrations of sacraments, not properly
integrated into the Mass being celebrated, for example, the
hearings of confessions during the earlier part of the Mass
(Liturgical Conference 1964:64).
Common practice, however, frequently diverged from this rule.
People may be seen waiting in line for Confession during the earlier
part of the weekday Masses in many churches throughout the Atlantic
seaboard region.
Historically, the Mass was also divided into two separate
parts:

the Preparation and the Sacrifice.

Confession, prayer, and

scripture readings prepared worshippers for the Sacrifice or
Communion.

The first part of the Mass, the Preparation, was

originally an entirely separate service.

Intended for the

uninitiated, this service was called the "Mass of the Catechumens."
This first service was immediately followed by a second, the "Mass of
the Faithful," which was divided into three successive acts:
...first, the Offeratory, the offering of the bread and wine;
second, the Consecration, during which the bread and wine
(were) changed into the body and blood of Christ; and finally
the Communion, the receiving of the sacred offering (Cannon,
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et al. 1960:35).
Stylistic distinctions produced another type of segmentation
of the Mass.

Parts of the service dispersed throughout the

Preparation and Sacrifice were selected for their appropriateness to
the season or feast being celebrated.

These seasonally varied

selections became known as the Mass ’’Proper."

Segments which treated

"the Lord's supper" and which remain unchanged throughout the year
were referred to as the "Ordinary" of the Mass (Cannon, et al.
1960:36-42).
These two divisions of the Mass seem comparable to "core" and
"peripheral" phenomena described by Margaret Mead.

Utilizing Mead's

concepts in her own analysis of foodways, Mary Douglas (University of
Pennsylvania Colloquium 1/31/79) hypothesized that core phenomena are
more highly structured or formalized, occur less frequently, and
change less rapidly than peripheral phenomena.

A behavioral analog

of this duality is evident in Ducey’s (1977) distinction between
"mass ritual" and "interaction ritual" and M.C. Bateson's (1974)
distinction between less repetitive actual communication behavior and
more highly fused "praxons."
The Sabbath and Sacred Continuity.

Eliade (1956:391)

proposed that...
...the heterogeneousness of time, its division into 'sacred'
and 'profane,' does not merely mean periodic 'incisions' made
in the profane duration to allow of the insertion of sacred
time; it implies, further, that these insertions of sacred
time are linked together so that one might almost see them as
constituting another duration with its own continuity. The
Christian liturgy for a given Sunday is one with the liturgy
for the previous Sunday and the Sunday following. The sacred
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time in which the mystery occurs of the transubstantiation of
bread and wine into the Body and Blood of Christ is different
not only in quality from the profane succession from which it
is detached like a space enclosed between present and the
future; not only is this sacred time linked with that of the
Masses preceding it and following it, but it can also be
looked on as a continuation of all the Masses which have taken
place from the moment when the mystery of transubtantiation
was first established until the present moment. The profane
succession, on the other hand, which flows between two Masses,
not being transformed into sacred time, cannot have any
connection with the hierophanic time of the rite: it runs
parallel, so to speak, to sacred time which is thus revealed
to us as a continuum which is interrupted by profane intervals
in appearance only.
But the sacred also exists outside the calendrically-spaced
rituals.

The sacraments and sacramentals insure the inclusion of

religiously significant status changes of the individual within the
continuity of Sacred Time.
Type of Masses and Common Structural Divisions.

Gradually,

temporal regularities were established for conducting Low and High
Masses.

Before Vatican II, Low Masses were said early on Sunday

mornings and were followed by a High Mass shortly before noon.

Dolan

(1975) provides a description of these two types of Masses in the
neighboring churches of Irish immigrants in New York City in the
1860's.
The early Masses took place in an atmosphere of solemn
stillness. The only sounds were those of people rising and
kneeling as they followed the actions of the priest. The most
solemn acts of the Mass were announced by the stroke of the
bell; an intense stillness followed the gonglike noise, and 'a
low eager whisper of prayer could occasionally be heard' as
people became lost in devotion. The priest rarely uttered an
audible word, and the people followed his movement and gesture
in prayer books in which the Latin ritual was translated into
their native tongue. The service lasted only thirty minutes,
and after a few brief announcements in English the priest left
the altar accompanied by two young altar boys who had assisted
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him at Mass. It was a simple but solemn ritual, carried out
in the same manner as in the old country.
At ten thirty, the grand Solemn Mass took place. Music and
song enlivened the service, and a further attraction was the
principal service of the day. People who rented pews
generally attended this Mass, and the church was crowded with
numerous parishioners (pp. 59-60).
The styles in which these two types of Masses have been
conducted in the United States were subject to much ethnic variation.
For example,
...in both German and Irish parishes music enhanced the
Solemn Sunday Mass, but unlike the custom in English-speaking
parishes, Germans also featured music at other Sunday Masses
(Ibid.:79).
According to Catholic theology, however, the masses celebrated in all
Roman Catholic churches were identical. The essential structural
"particles" and the sequencing of these particles, though not
behaviorally identical in each parish, are socially comparable.

The

words of the liturgy and prescribed spatial relationships during
"core" sequences are comon to all Roman Catholic parishes.
The sacred spatial cosmology described in the previous
section has been reflected for centuries in the general postures and
orientations of the clergy and parishioners during temporal divisions
of the Mass.

The Order of Low Mass prescribed that...

...when the priest enters, those present rise and remain
standing until he descends to the foot of the altar to begin
the Mass. They then kneel throughout the Mass except during
the two Gospels when they stand; but usage permits them to
sit from the Offertory to the beginning of the Preface, and
after the giving of Holy Communion until the reciting of the
Communion antiphon (Thompson 1961:55).
In the study of comtemporary ritual, Ducey (1977) described
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many territorial regularites of traditional mass rituals.

21

He

concluded that though traditional rituals differ in details
reflecting denominational or local theologies and conventions, they
are similar in their positional significance.
They all limit the origin of sacred utterance and action to a
space set aside and put lay participants in a less sacred
zone, clearly marked, in which behavior is predominately,
immobile and passive or directly reactive to the ritual
action taking place up front (p.125).
Devotions.

Unlike weekly Mass and yearly Confession and

Communion, devotions and benedictions are not compulsory.
local customs performed by members of a congregation.

22

They are
For example,

the Slovak church studied has a yearly devotion to its patron saint.
Each year, this novena is well attended, especially by older
parishioners.

Interestingly, recent services were the last in this

particular Slovak-American parish to be performed in both English and
Slovak.

In the future, only English will be used.
Still other distinctions may be made between devotions and

the sacraments.

Stark and Gluck (1969:256) characterized "rituals"

as public and as formal religious rites and sacred practices which
religions expect adherents to perform.

In contrast, they

characterized "devotions" as relatively spontaneous, informal, and
private.

Devotions in the parishes studied were less public than the

Mass, but each type of worship included more and less formal
sequences.
A series of interdictions insured the "keeping holy" (and
separate) of liturgical feasts and of sacramental states.

Some

Commandments of God and of the Church pervaded the realm of otherwise
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secular activities, suffusing them with sacred strictures and
purposes:
...the church forbade work on feast days (the observation of
religious interdictions were considered more important than
the supplementary output that might have been achieved by
working on holidays which represented more than a third of
the year); decided what foods were authorized during various
periods (fast days); and interfered with sexual life,
indicating when sexual activities were permitted, and when
they were a sin (Gurevich 1976:239).
Many interdictions, influenced by accidents of cultural
history, continue to influence local customs.

For example,

Scheper-Hughes (1979:119-120) found contemporary evidence for the
continuing "puritanical nature" of Irish Catholicism, more
restrictive of sexual behavior than the other varieties of
Catholicism:
As late as the 1940's and the 1950's, the "peasant priests"of
Maynooth Seminary were trained in a moral theology so
repressive that the sacrament of marriage was seen as an
occasion of sin that necessitated constant supervision on the
part of Mother Church. The affectionately termed 'penny
catechism', on which most Ballybran villagers were raised
taught that celibacy is the highest status in life, and that
the married state is a problematic union of two concupiscent
natures. Sexual intercourse in marriage was lawful but only
when indulged in modestly and for the purpose of procreation.
The sexual sins of marriage included intercourse for pleasure
alone (or 'lust', as the Irish clergy referred to it),
deviations from the approved coital position, and
contraception. Irish women were prohibited from cooperating
in sexual intercourse if the husband used a condom. The
clergy counseled such women to resist their husbands as a
'virgin threatened with rape' (Blanshard 1953:156). In
addition, sexual intercourse was forbidden on the eve of the
reception of Holy Communion and on high holy days. The rural
clergy, armed with the ability to forgive and retain sins as
well as with the authority to withhold Holy Communion at the
altar rail as a sign of public censure (a form of social
control still effectively used in the Irish countryside),
maintained a firm control over the bodies as well as the
souls of their notoriously obedient parishioners.
New Liturgy. A case has been made for the growing ascendency
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of secular clock-time with industrialization and urbanization
(Gurevich 1976:241).

Synchronized schedules are required by the

"mechanical exactitudes of industry and commerce" and are required for
the integration of social events in an urban setting (Seeley, et. al.
1956:64).

An increasing dependency upon the rhythms of machines and

of commerce has been correlated with a decreasing dependency upon the
cycles of nature.

With an expanding division of labor, "work" came to

be measured in "clock-time."

By the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, town clocks were said to symbolize "secular time," in
constrast to the church bells which signaled the time of religious
worship (Gurevich 1976:241).
A number of traditional conventions distinguished the sacred
from the secular.

Until Vatican II, Latin had been the language of

most Roman Catholic services and of music performed during the "more
sacred" portions of the Mass (the Sacrifice) and of other devotions
(the Exposition of the Eucharist).

The vernacular was the currency of

regular sermons and bible readings; and folk music was reserved for
special occasions, such as carols for the Christmas season.

Today, in

America, the entire Mass employs the American-English vernacular.
Language switching no longer marks the boundary between the more
secular ("peripheral") and sacred ("core") portions of Catholic
ritual.

24

Instead, more subtle speech style shifts mark temporal

structural transitions.
In a study of an American city in 1956, Lynd and Lynd reported
that an increase in secular activities was correlated with a narrowing .
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temporal and spatial (scope of) religious specialization.

These

researchers observed that...
...as religious rites tend to concentrate in the church and
allied buildings rather than pervade the home, club, and civic
and social groups, so, too, there is a tendency to center them
more exclusively in the one day in seven that traditionally
'belongs to the Lord' (p. 339).
They did note, however, that the church had begun to reverse this
trend of increasing secularization by reaching out into the schools
and shops (through religious associations, church clubs, and allied
organizations) and had begun to re-establish itself during the other
six days of the week.
One example of a reversal of this trend is the recent
expansion of the parameters of "the sabbath."

With the increase in

population density and productivity has come around-the-clock "work
shifts" and "staggered work hours."

Among the ranks of Catholics may

be found shift workers and weekend workers, vacationers, and world
travelers.

Like many of their fellow Americans, many Roman Catholics

in service professions and communications industries are now required
to work on Sundays.

All of these individuals may now fulfill their

sabbath obligations by attending Mass either on Saturday evening or on

2q
Sunday morning or afternoon.

The old stricture, which limited daily

Masses to the time slot between the Daily Offices of Terce and Sext,
is no longer binding.

And along with the expansion of the sabbath and

the change in the timing of Masses has come a relaxation in the
fasting rules for receiving Communion.

In the past, those who planned

to receive Communion on Sunday morning were required to fast
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overnight.

The length of fasting has gradually decreased from

overnight to one hour.

And the Host, which once could only be touched

by the consecrated thumbs and index fingers of ordained priests and
the mouths of the receivers now may be placed in the hands of members
of the laity.
Many of these changes, although officially ordained, have not
yet been accepted by many Roman Catholics.

One Irish informant

complained,
I see them...handing out Communion. I won't go. That fellow
broke every law of God, man, and nature (or technical,
informal and formal convention). I won't take Communion from
him. You know, I thought Communion was the most sacred part
of the Mass. An altar boy dropped Communion and there was
Hell to pay. But now. Today, I don't know. They're getting
away from all traditions. It's too bad (Gallagher,
seventy-seven year old male, italics mine).
Many of the rules for daily living which once distinguished
Roman Catholics from members of other religious faiths have now been
eliminated.

The elimination of the requirement to abstain from meat

on Fridays has become the subject of "an Irish joke."

As one Irish

informant explained,
You know, in the old Irish, like my parents and many thousands
like them, eating meat on Friday was a bigger sin than
committing adultery. That's a fact. They tell a story about
this old Irish fellow went to Confession. The priest
recognized him. Oh, he stole and he done this and that, all
mortal sins. And the priest said to him — thought he'd have
a little fun —
he said, 'Pat, did you eat meat on Friday?'
'What do you think I am,' he says, 'A Protestant, Father?'
You know, eating meat is a terrible sin (Gallagher,
seventy-seven year old male).
The background search for official prescriptions for Roman
Catholic worship has focused upon changes in calendrical, textual,
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extra-verbal, and architectural features.

The preceding doctrinal

prescriptions have been included to serve as a background of tradition
upon which current expectations are based.

It is the official Roman

Catholic tradition and belief system upon which each parish community
has drawn in conventionalizing and explaining local practices.
(1)A society depends for its existence on the presence in the
minds of its members of a certain system of sentiments by
which the conduct of the individual is regulated in conformity
with the needs of society. (2) Every feature of the social
system itself and every object that in any way affects the
well-being or the cohesion of the society becomes an object of
this system of sentiments. (3) In human society the
sentiments in question are not innate but are developed in the
individual by the action of the society upon him. (4) The
ceremonial customs of a society are a means by which the
sentiments in question are given collective expression on
appropriate occasions. (5) The ceremonial (i.e. collective)
expression of any sentiment serves both to maintain it at the
requisite degree of intensity in the mind of the individual
and to transmit it from one generation to another
(Radcliffe-Brown 1922, 1964:233-234).
This review of Catholic doctrine and prescriptions for church
architecture and ritual provides the core of a common Catholic
tradition from which both parishes diverged.

It provides, as it were,

the technical ’rules’ for religious ritual which are explicit, yet
expandable.

It remains for later chapters to give perspective on the

variability possible without violating these official covenants.
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REFERENCES

As in Turner's paraphrase of McLuhan, "The medium is the
message, and the medium is nonverbal, though often meticulously
structured."

2

Ethnic exceptions to the general practice are numerous.
Recently, at St. Cyril's, twenty people entered the Sanctuary for the
christening of a Phillipino-American baby during Mass.
3
Excommunication rituals were performed in the narthex, or
porch of a church, not in the nave or main body, from which
the excommunicated was being expelled symbolically (Turner
1974:232).
^In Mann's The Magic Mountain (1924:54), Hans Castorp
admonished his cousin for not wearing a hat after they encountered a
priest bringing the sacraments to a Catholic man based in the
tuberculosis sanitarium:
You see now, you ought to wear a hat. Naturally I've noticed
that none of you do up here; but you should, so you can have
something to take off when it's proper to do so.
^When a consecrated host is "exposed" in a Monstrance on the
altar, Roman Catholics genuflect on two knees.
^Vestments were required to be predominantly one of five
liturgical colors: white (or silver or gold), red, green, violet, or
black. Mixed color vestments not having a predominant hue were
expressly forbidden. It was also forbidden for priestly garb to
depict the figure of Mary.
^Clergy, too, were obliged to spend some time in solitary
prayer to prepare themselves for the communal sacrifice of the Mass.
O

Newer synagogues often borrow from the amphitheater model,
positioning seats on an incline, higher than the Torah tabernacle to
insure visibility. Strictures regarding Roman Catholic churches have
not permitted this type of design.

q

In institutions where the chapel in which the Blessed
Sacrament is reserved is built into the house, it is forbidden
to use the rooms above the altar for living rooms or for
sleeping rooms (Collins 1946:6).
Housing for members of religious orders of priests and nuns
which includes a chapel has a recessed altar, jutting beyond the walls
of the living space.
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Early Christians, convinced of the virginity of bees,
regarded beeswax "as typifying in the most appropriate way the flesh
of Jesus Christ born of a Virgin Mother” (Collins 1946:121). Beeswax
candles also have been considered very clean candles because they give
off little or no smoke.
In church basements, however, many activities of members of
the congregation expressly forbidden during religious rituals have
traditionally taken place. External entrances permitted the entry of
people not dressed "properly" for services. Secular activities,
considered profane during sacred rituals, such as smoking, eating,
drinking, gambling, dancing, or playing, were all permitted in this
parish space in many Roman Catholic congregations with which I am
familiar.
In the churches of some ethnic parishes, however, there has
been a much stricter adherence to Church rules for the use of space
within the church building. Many parishes enforce a much stricter
separation between religious ritual areas and those dedicated to
eating, sleeping, and sanitation. In the latter parishes, a separate
building often serves as a parish social center (and frequent source
of additional revenue). It may be, however, that separate "halls"
are constructed when non-church-related activities are to be included
in the functions served by these social centers. Many of these church
halls include bars, bingo games, and banquet rooms used by a wider
public.

12

Some of the newest churches in Central City have again
incorporated vernacular "old country" features, but often on a grander
scale and with materials differing from those available locally for
building in native villages and towns. A parishioner of St. Cyril's
showed me a picture of the 'cathedral' in his home town in Slovakia —
the church vaulting and the light fixtures were identical to those of
St. Cyril's.
13
Sovik (1973:175) questions whether it is...
...really possible that the congregations of America are going
to give up their ecclesiastical prejudices? Can they possibly
be persuaded to believe that sixteen hundred years of church
building tradition have been an error, even if they concede
that the three hundred years previously were right?
He concedes that although during the past decade,
...altars have been brought forward as tables, communion rails
abandoned, baptismal rites brought out of seclusion, choir
screens removed, and other changes made — these changes do
not mean that a change in the conception of the plan has
occurred.
He feels that for most Catholics, the church remains an
ecclesiastical enclave (Ibid.:16).
^Chappie and Coon (1942) distinguish between seasonal
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religious ceremonies associated with a change in human activity and
those related to crises of the individual life cycle. Only the latter
are subsumed under van Gennep's (1960) "rites of passage." The
seasonal "group events" are characterized as "rites of
intensification."
^Since they have most frequently taken place within Roman
Catholic churches, in prescribed places such as the confessional and
the altar, sacred space was carried incarnate in the ceremonies — the
ceremonies became a place.
^ A s Turner (1974:232) observed, rites such as that of
excommunication represent descents, not elevations.
^Hareven (1977:59) provides a useful distinction between
"historical time" and "family time."
Timing has...become a central feature in scheduling family
events and the transitions of individuals into different
family roles. One of the most fascinating problems is that of
synchronizing all of the different 'time clocks' that govern
both the movement of individuals and families through life and
the larger patterns of societal change. Historical time is
generally defined as a linear chronologic movement of changes
in a society over decades or centuries, while individual
lifetime is measured according to age. But age and chronology
both need social contexts to be meaningful. Social age is
different from chronological age: in certain societies, a
twelve-year old is an adolescent; in others, he is already an
adult; in certain societies, a person of fifty is middle-aged;
in others, he is old.
18
The appropriateness of some gifts associated with receiving a
sacrament is often dependent on religious symbolism of the artifact.
For example, during one family interview the eight year old daughter
began to show me her "treasures" which she kept in her jewelry box.
When I asked if the frog necklace from her father was a Communion
gift, her mother corrected her affirmative reply saying,
No,
, he wouldn’t give that to you for your Communion.
It was a present for your birthday. The cross was a present
for your Communion (Ann Novak, thirty-two year old woman).
19

Thomas and Znanecki (1918:207-208) observed that peasants did
not use numbers but individual dates for over one-hundred days of the
year. In proverbs, Polish peasants often substituted the saint for
the day, thus anthropomorphizing time. "Thanks to this tendency, time
becomes a part of nature, and individualized periods of time become
natural objects." For the peasant, objects in thought were animated
and endowed with conscious intention. A vital condition of existence
was the solidarity of nature (p. 221).
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20

A special Mass for the Burial of Infants has been prescribed
by Vatican II (Flannery 1975:24).
21

Ducey, a former Jesuit, distinguished between "mass ritual"
and "interaction ritual" on the basis of social locations assigned to
"meaning-giving" and "moral authority." His use of the term "mass
ritual" is not analogous to the (entire) ritual of the Mass. It is
restricted to only the more traditional nature of the formal ritual.
Likewise, Ducey's employment of the term "interaction ritual"
is not synonymous with Goffman's use of the term. The distinction
made by Ducey seems to be based on the degree of acknowledged
(technical) formality and the degree of specialization of behavioral
propriety.
22

Even these local devotions, however, share a common core of
prescribed liturgy, clerical behavior, and spatial relationships.
Here "the sacred" does not include the consecration of the Eucharist
but rather, the display and worship of a consecrated wafer
representing Christ.
23

Interacting with all of these official interdictions were
folk beliefs and customs. For example, Slovak lore prescribed the
patterns of behavior after Mass related to receiving communion —
practices still carried out by some parishioners (who reportedly
learned them from Slovakian grandparents).
Our grandmother always said after you had the host you had to
come home. The fist thing you had to do was to drink or eat
something to take the host out of your mouth....You weren't
supposed to spit until you got home and had a drink. And I
still do it today. Yes, you treat it as something very
sacred. Now the kids don't always do it. They want to visit
Ronald McDonald (Pollack, thirty-eight year old female, second
generation American-born).
^ I n his study of Synagogue Life, Heilman (1973) was able to
linguistically underscore the distinctions between "sociological and
theological realities" by selectively employing Yiddish and Hebrew
terms. Among contemporary Catholics, the code switching employed to
differentiate between sacred and secular time-spaces is more subtle.
Members of both congregations studied continue to alternate Latin
terms and liturgical expressions with secular descriptions and labels
in a patterned way. These distinctions have been helpful in
differentiating between architectural spaces and social places and
between sacred and secular time frames.
^Ducey (1977:92) observed that the...
...operational meaning of Sunday as a day of worship...is
different in mid-twentieth century America than it was in
Europe in the Middle Ages. Going to church on Sunday is no
longer a universal custom of society. Participation in ritual
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begins, as one informant notes, on Saturday night, 'when you
have to make decisions about how late you are going to stay
out and when you are going to prepare your meals for Sunday.'
Going to church on Sunday often forces the participants in
ritual to deviate from more common use of the hours of the
day. When in the ritual the participants refer to themselves
as 'people set apart,' they...are using an image substantiated
in part by their appearance of being different from their
coworkers and neighbors in their use of Sunday.
Occurring two days in seven, the Sabbath does not commemorate
rites of passage but rather, interprets 'everyday life.'
Sunday worship...expresses a continuous encounter withthe
sacred...(Ibid.).
26

New liturgical rules allow that for the ill and infirm,
viewing Mass on television satisfies member's obligations "to hear
Mass on Sundays and Holy Days of Obligation." Without this hardware
for interaction, television, no shared participation is possible for
these non-church-attending viewers.
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Chapter 6
CHURCHES AS CONTEXT

The rules which order communicaton behavior are themselves
participants in a communicational system as social interaction can be
seen to be maintained through social communicational activity.

To

the extent to which this ordering may be observed, the working rules
for social interaction are interpretable in social communicational
terms.

"Sacredness” or "secularity" as rules for ordering

institutionalized social interaction can be studied by techniques
developed to investigate other orders of social interaction.

In a

sense, sacred or non-sacred or profane or secular are determinants of
context.

As contexts, they may be profitably investigated as social

communication.^
The presentation of observational data which follows focuses
upon church contexts for communication.

The sacred-profane context

dichotomy which guided early observations has gradually given way to
the recognition of a greater diversity in the coding of the continuum
of sacred-profane.

Five distinct coded contexts have emerged from an

analysis of church observational data.

A structural analysis of

church data has resulted in the designation of three distinct social
parameters: church behavior, church ritual behavior, and sacred (and
profane) church ritual behavior —

social behavioral parameters which

may, in turn, be subdivided into five distinct contextual codes for
207
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communication.
In the following discussion of empirical data, the reader
will be guided through the physical locales of each church, will be
provided with a description of behavior patterns commonly associated
with each locale, and will be transported through spatio-temporal
shifts in framing for interactions.

This discussion has been given

shape by the examination of the interrelationship of four contextual
conditions:
(1) physical configurations (space and time);
(2) cultural regularities and reported expectations;
(3) participant constellations (group membership and cluster
formations); and
(4) patterns

o

of participant interaction.

1. Physical Configurations —

Spatio-Temporal Locales.

Traditionally, students of human and animal behavior have preceded
the description of "social space" with a cartography of the physical
context in which the behavior of interest occurs.
Undeterred by the impossibility of logical justification,
explorers use maps, scientists use mathematics, and linguists
use the descriptive techniques of •linguistics.' All three
have the same attitude toward the map. One proceeds across
the terrain and simultaneously traces a line across the map;
one notes discrepancies between one's reading of the map and
the sense impressions from the real world, until the
discrepancies seem to form a pattern themselves; then one
corrects the map and starts all over again. All this is
intuitive behavior and logically unjustifiable. The place
for logic is inside the map, not between the map and the real
world (Joos 1950:350).
Adapting this mapping strategy in the process leading to the
eventual definition of sacred space, I began by determining the
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general limits to acoustic and visual transmission within
evidentially-bounded regions (Goffman's terms) in both churches.

The

following description of the actual physical spaces emphasizes
features and boundaries of potential significance in sacred
interactions.
3
With the aid of architectural drawings, photographs ,
geometric measurements, and light and audio recordings, I first
attempted to establish for each parish church a physical baseline
with which a social baseline is adapted from paralinguistic research.
Hockett and Smith (McQuown 1971:65) discovered that baseline
measurements of paralinguistic patterns were relative measures based
not only on the "individual voice set" of a given speaker but also on
the speaker's adjustment to room and audience size and room "noise"
(Carey 1978:48).^
The utility of physical and social baseline distinctions in
spatial communication research may be illustrated by the following
example from ethology.

Calhoun (1963) explored the regularities of

the behavior of a Norway rat colony by first establishing a physical
baseline.
community.

He began by charting the trails and burrows of the rat
This physical map served as a necessary preliminary for

the investigation of the multi-channel structure of a social
behavior.

Pinning behavioral data to this map of the locations of

pathways and their destinations, Calhoun discovered a differential
dominance of unanticipated sensory modalities.

His study of "home

ranges" indicated that individuals frequently oriented themselves to
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actual, that is, straight line, rather than locomotive distance in
returning to their burrows.

This finding demonstrated that

vocalizations rather than the anticipated visual markers were
employed for orientation in approaching a burrow.
Precedents for boundary and baseline mapping in the
investigation of sacred space are provided by Funchion (1973) and
Heilman (1973).

In his attempt to define sacred space, Funchion was

able to show that the boundary of the sacred is not simply a function
of measured distance from a "sacred object" but rather a function of
visual access and orientation toward the object (1973:3).

However,

his definition of sacred space was contextually incomplete; it did
not include a reference to activities occurring at the time, nor did
it deal with stages in the ritual proceedings, or with the degrees of
formality of the occasions.

His findings may be seen as analogous to

my own, which were gathered while mapping the general church behavior
of parishioners assembled to participate in some religious ritual.
This category of behavior is, of course, broader than that of sacred
space and is less time-bound.

And, as will be seen below, it deals

with different dimensions of social space.
Heilman’s definition of the sacred more closely resembles the
contextual definition of sacred behavior, the description of which
will conclude this analysis.

Heilman focuses upon the social

relationships determining a sacred context rather than upon
'unanchored1 (yet time-bound) relationships between participants and
a (temporarily) sacralized object.

In stressing the temporal
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dimensions of the sacred, Heilman acknowledges that...
...the same liquid which at one time may be simply an
alcoholic beverage drunk at dinner becomes at another time a
sanctified fluid which only a select few may drink and only
after the required benediction and actions. The items
themselves do not actually change; the context in which they
are used makes people relate to them differently (1973:107).
2. Cultural Regularities and Expectations. The trajectory
through each church follows the "logic of the liturgy” of Roman
Catholicism.
Liturgy requires space because it involves people and things.
Furthermore, the people move, and the logic of their motion
implies certain configurations of space. There is a spatial
consciousness in the mind of the worshipper who remembers
what sequence of spaces he has come through, and anticipates
what his next movements will be. And this sequence is
inferred from the logic of the liturgy (Sovik 1965:13).
The trajectory through each church varies with distinctions
in local architectural design and ethnic practices.

While it may be

true, in part, that various religious denominations in this country
have become "Americanized, so that they now resemble one another much
more than they do the same religion in the eastern hemisphere"
(Zelinsky 1973:95), it is also apparent that ethnic variations within
the same faith can provide remarkable contrasts in architectural
features, in expectations, and in actual religious practices.
Diversity is not only doctrinal but also spatial and
behavorial (Ibid.:95).
My research decision to explore two ethnically and physically
distinct Roman Catholic churches was made contemporaneous with an era
of liturgical reform.

Recently, modifications of ritual procedures

and of architectural features have been made in both churches to
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comply with new liturgical canons.

The decision to map behavior in

and about these two churches during a period of reform led to the
discovery of spatial relationships prescribed by both old and new —
by pre- and post-Vatican II —

dogma and ritual requirements yet

realized in contrasting physical and social spaces. My description
of the cartography of the two churches underlines the commonalities
and differences in religious practices and the concommitant
similarities and dissimilarites in the character of sacred space in
the two parishes.
Roman Catholic tradition incorporates conventions which
distinguish places of worship from secular physical spaces.

Places

of worship are commonly considered "sacred” by members of the Church
body.

In the case of the Catholic parishes studied, the "symbolic"

sacred status of parish churches had been legitimized by an
institutional blessing.^

And here, in these formally designated

"houses of God," the span of sacred observances seems spatially
fixed.

Yet, as was pointed out by Durkheim, the "sacred character"

of a space is not intrinsic to the nature of physical objects or
places used in religious services.
trappings.

Nor is it coextant with physical

Rather, it is socially imposed upon physical space for a

measurable duration of time.^
Preparation for entering Roman Catholic churches depends upon
the status of the entering individual, the event scheduled, and the
cultural expectations and conventions of the participant(s).
Within a particular church context, a person selects from
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among a number of behavior patterns in his or her repertoire

for the

physical setting those which are. more or less .appropriate'for .the
particular frame for interaction established by co-participants —
whether it be informal, formal, and/or doctrinally technical church
behavior, church ritual behavior, or sacred church ritual behavior.
An etiquette of church behavior is prescribed for both lay
and religious members of Roman Catholic parishes.

Canonical

instructions regarding proper decorum in a church are generally
provided to the youth of a parish by clergy and nuns.

However, young

parishioners also learn much about how to behave in their local
parish churches through the example of older parishioners.

Through

time, they discover permissable and profane exceptions to-proper
church behavior.

These exceptions, as will be seen below, provide

alternatives which contribute to the viability of custom by providing
flexibility.
Each parish develops, insofar as I have been able to see, its
own folk conventions and preferred ways of following liturgical
dictates.

Church spatial arangements and decor are subject to local

tastes as well.

And a range of appropriate attire and cosmetology is

adopted by parish members.

Even permissable exceptions to usual

church attire and cosmetology become conventionalized relative to
secular routines of parishioners, such as occupational shift work
and/or clothing or uniform requirements.
Parishioners over thirty-five years old in each parish
remember having been taught to wear new clothes first to church.
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However, currently, it appears most customary for people to dress for
Mass in a manner appropriate for earlier- or later-scheduled secular
events.

Adolescents in blue jeans with knapsacks may attend Saturday

evening Masses with some adults attending in semi-formal evening
clothes (men in darksuits;and women wearing long dresses).
Those receiving many of the sacraments wear distinctive
clothing —

First Communion veils and white dresses or suits, wedding

gowns or tuxedos, etc.

At times, a manner of demonstrating respect

for the sacred is related to the removal of an article of secular
apparel, such as men's hats.

As secular conventions of dress change,

however, customary patterns of deference are lost.

For example, in

The Magic Mountain (Mann 1927), Hans Castorp bemoaned the fact that a
familiar differential pattern was no
given up wearing hats.

longer available to men who had

Upon unexpectedly encountering a priest

"holding the Sacrament to his heart" bringing Extreme Unction to a
Catholic "moribund,"

Hans admonished his tubercular cousin with the

following:
You see now, one ought to wear a hat. Naturally, I've
noticed that none of you up here do; but you should, so you
can have something to take off when it's proper to do so
(Mann 1927:6).
Many patterns of church behavior observed in the two parishes
studied may be traced to the ethnic heritage of parishioners.

The

establishment of both a physical and a social baseline for the sacred
integrates recent observations with reported local and "Old Country"
traditions.
3. Participant Constellations.

Viewed as a time-space
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manifold, the designed spaces of the two churches studied may be seen
to accommodate periodic variations in type of participant occupancy.
Attempts to map the sacred by previous researchers often treated
"spatial configurations of ceremony" as being isomorphic with
particular physical locales.

This former type of mapping imposed a
9
geographic grid upon ceremonial behavior.
To avoid an a priori
presumption of isomorphism, the current study employs a strategy of
treating church behavior as a complex of time-space laminates.
In my description of the church as context, I have focused
upon a range of church-based contexts for social interaction found to
occur within each parish.

Using the more dynamic mapping concept of

a time-space manifold, I have traced the prevailing conventions for
the shape and for the temporal and spatial distribution of
participant formations and trajectories.

The shapes of participant

constellations have been identified by discovering the changing
parameters of membership.
Lay participants attend services in a wide variety of
groupings —

spouses, spouse with children, children, friends,

siblings, etc.

Others participate as members of the choir or as

ushers or altar boys.

Participants in religious rituals may include

small groups of nuns as well as officiating clergy.

Some membership

boundary markers prevail throughout the services; others are dropped
during particular sequences of the processional movement through the
churches.
Within Goffman's system of terminology, the churches may be
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seen to accommodate various types of "social situations"*^* in which
differential monitoring possibilities are available to participants.
A type of behavioral relationship mapping which accommodates the
changing temporal-spatial boundaries and monitoring possibilities of
participant formations and trajectories is a topological system.

In

a previous investigation of dwelling space (Lynch 1972), I adapted a
procedure for topological mapping from an outline for the process
provided by the architect, Norberg-Schulz (1971).

Unlike a geometric

floor plan or the proxemic notation system developed by Hall,*'*' a
topological map provides a graphic through-time ordering of social
relationships within an evidentially bounded region.

12

Topological relations within a particular space-time laminate
are non-geometric.

They do not deal with the more permanent

distances, angles, and areas mapped in an architectural floor plan.
However, a series of topological maps may be overlaid upon a
geometric floor plan.

Each topological overlay schematizes a number

of short-lived though visible behaviorial relationships which,
although not geometrical in themselves, may be charted on a
two-dimensional floor plan.

Time-ordered overlays can indicate

points on the floor plan where transitions in participant formations
and trajectories occur.

Gating maneuvers of participants may then be

associated with particular features of the physical locale.

13

Several recurring formation types have already been described
in the spatial literature: (1) clusters maintaining a common focus of
attention (Scheflen 1976:81-92): (2) clusters facing each other over
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an open space (Ibid.) —

Kendon's "face formations" or Goffman’s

(1972:64) "face engagements or encounters"; and (3) a group
identified as being together principally because members occupy a
small space, often within touching distance, without a common focus
of attention or face orientation, and often displaying a wide range
of body positions (where spacing is distinct from surrounding
formations or the formation in question is surrounded by much free
space) (Byers 1967:20-25).^
Although topological notions underlie much of the previous
participant formation mapping, these relationships have remained
largely unspecified.

Included in my structural descriptions of

church assemblages is an attempt to systematically and
self-consciously employ topological principles to spatially map
participant behavior and to describe the process by which this
spatial mapping is accomplished.
One way of conceptualizing assemblage formations is to treat
clusters as topological centers —
formations.

as was done in describing cluster

Relations of propinquity among participants establish

formation centers.

And differences in the trajectories of visual

orientation distinguish among the three types of topological centers
already described in the literature.

The following description of

movements of parishioners through the churches and through the
liturgy established the typical formations for church locales during
the sequences involved in the process of "going to church" and
correlating shifts in formative types with shifts; in the-sframes for
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church behavior.
Several graphic notions which employ mutually exclusive
combinations of topological relationships will be used to describe
church behavior.

In addition to (1) centers, places, or formations

employing relations of propinquity (just described), these are (2)
directions of paths or trajectories which employ relations of
continuity and, (3) locales, areas, or domains which create
conceptualized enclosures.^
4.

Patterns of Participant Interaction.

In addition to a

determination of the range and the shapes of formations and the
patterns of movement of clusters through the two churches, I will
distinguish patterns of participant interaction within and among
clusters associated with stages of church behavior.

This will be

accomplished by changing the focus of observation from participant
formations to units of interaction.
Another way of viewing one of the participant formations or
centers just described is to focus upon relations of closure and to
treat each cluster as a topographically enclosed area or interaction
unit.

In Scheflen's (1964:325) notion of territoriality, the

relations among postural configurations of participants define or
make up a cluster, define an activity space, and delimit access to
and within an interactional unit (here viewed as a conceptualized
enclosure).

Social mapping includes the identification of and

location of the more stable features of the immediate behavioral
context of sacred space in the two churches —

behavioral
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relationships which remain relatively unchanged and those which shift
during sacred transactions.

Postural and orientational transfixes

(or holds) and shifts (or juncture markers) bind units of performance
within single frames which Scheflen (1973:24) labeled "positions.11
Postural configurations of formation participants are
described by determining the congruence/noncongruence of stance and
the similarity/difference in positioning of extremities observed
among participants in interaction.

Particular postural

configurations have been associated in the literature with boundary
maintenance of an interactional unit.

A number of postural-kinesic

"frames" for interaction have already been described by Scheflen.
Types of barrier behavior discovered included "bookending,"
"blocking," and "tight proximity spacing" (1972:27-29).

Here

relationships of continuity, succession, and proximity among the
postural configurations of participants appear to define what is
inside and outside a particular interactional frame and to maintain
its separation from adjoining frames.

However, individual

participants may be included in more than one frame, their dual
postural configurations often serving as a link between the two
frames, creating a composite larger frame. An example of this is the
presence of an usher in the rear pew of the Irish church, kneeling as
the participant in front of him, but facing the rear and chatting
with another usher standing behind the last pew.
My analysis of the behavior patterns of participants in
church contexts began with the "timing" operation of historical
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sequence.

As was the case with earlier attempts at spatial

orderings, common sense prescriptions about social time (borrowed
from physics or elsewhere) can be arbitrary and misleading in mapping
the boundaries of a sacred context.

In addition to measured duration

or " c l o c k i n g t h e sacred time of Roman Cathoic ritual embodies both
"historical sequence" (Leach 1965:108-116) and "mythical time"
(Gurevich 1976).

My goal was not to discover isochronic intervals of

exactly the same duration (Michon 1967) in each church, but rather to
determine intervals of comparable social shape.

In other words, the

processoral sequence of comparable segments of ritual events was
determined.

The horological calculation of the duration of units was

not considered appropriate to my problem.
In the analysis of church-based transactions, a sequential
"stage" was first isolated and abstracted by operationally defining
any duration of apparently structured continuity chosen for special
attention as a timing interval (after Birdwhistell 1970:158-163).
Within the temporal brackets of the Mass, a number of transfixes and
shifts in behavior of most members of the congregation accompanied
particular patterns of behavior of the officiating clergy; these
shifts included standing, sitting, and kneeling.^
Because observed intervals of transactions often included
differential patterns of behavior of varying participant
constellations —
—

patterns which did not begin and end simultaneously

a type of mapping evolved which could handle this absense of

simultaneity.

A simple distinction was made between those patterns
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which co-occurred or overlapped, those which occurred in some
sequence of repetitive order, and those which appeared to arbitrarily
precede or follow each other.

A. CHURCH BEHAVIOR
Rather than relegate all behavior observed in the two
churches to the category of church behavior. I have relied on
informants1 descriptions of the boundaries and of the violations of
church behavior to shape the parameters of this category.

Most

simply, a transition to church behavior occurs when the participants
reportedly anticipate their imminent participation in a religious
ritual or a social occasion closely associated with a religious
ritual.

Preferred entrances, trajectories, and gating maneuvers are

used by particular participant constellations at particular times
during the church calendar year and the life cycle of the family.
My cartography of church behavior begins with a general
description of the church complexes of Roman Catholic tradition and
doctrinal prescriptions, and of local church etiquette.

The decor

and spatial relationships of the Slovak-American and the
Irish-American church are described from an ethnic history
perspective.

The interior physical floor plans are described with

reference to their associated behavioral patterns.

The reader is

directed through the two churches in the order experienced by those
entering the space to participate in the religious ritual of the
Mass.
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CHURCH COMPLEXES
Each of the two churches included in this study is part of a
complex of parish-owned buildings.

In addition to the respective

churches, each parish plant includes a rectory (a residence for
parish-affiliated priests), a convent (the former residence of
parish-affiliated nuns), and a school building (formerly attended by
parish children).

Because neither the convents nor the schools are

currently being used primarily by local parishioners, no detailed
study of these spaces has been included in the following cartography.
A description of parish rectories will be reserved for the chapter
dealing with dwelling space and the sacred.

The focus of the

following description will be limited to the two churches.

1. CHURCH EXTERIORS
Architecturally, the two churches reflect the stylistic
preferences of their respective ethnic congregations.

The Irish

church is pseudo-Gothic; the Slovak, R o m a n e s q u e . E a c h church is
situated directly upon a walkway running parallel with a city street.
The Irish church has an open outdoor ("front") staircase designed for
the climatic conditions of this temperate region.

The Slovak church

now has an enclosed ("front") stairway leading to the level of the
nave.

The original stairway had been built of materials more

appropriate for a Mediterranean climate and the Italian architecture
preferred by the Slovaks.

These stairs, exposed to mid-Atlantic
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winters, rapidly deteriorated, creating hazards when wet and icy.
The new enclosed entrance was built in 1966,

18

ostensibly because

"the older people (of the parish) complained about having to climb so
many (outdoor) steps in bad weather, when the worn and sloping steps
were slippery and dangerous" (Pastor).

As in Slovakia, parishioner

pressure achieved the requested changes and strongly influenced both
architectural and procedural decisions.
Upon entry to the two churches, a marked contrast in climate
control is immediately apparent.

During the summer, St. Cyril's

thick walls and closed windows keep the interior much cooler than
outdoors.

At St. Patrick's, the windows are kept opened during the

heat of summer, and the temperature indoors varies little from the
temperature outside.
Structural differences in the entrances of the two churches
coupled with differences in the amount and type of local traffic
contribute to the markedly contrasting character of 'street noise'
present along the entranceway, in the front vestibule, and in the
nave of each church.

The Slovak church is located upon a street in a

residential neighborhood with green lawns and trees.

Most heavy

traffic is diverted by the new stretch of major highway running
parallel to this street, several hundred yards further up the hill.
Opposite the Irish church is a small shopping center.

No trees or

landscaped lawns surround this church which is situated on a
heavily-traveled city thoroughfare.

19

(The traffic is so heavy in

this area that a policeman is stationed directly in front of the
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church to direct traffic on Saturday evenings and Sunday mornings.
No traffic officer monitors the flow of vehicles during the sabbath
hours outside the Slovak church).
Outside both churches, parishioners may be heard to shout to
each other to cover the distance between them.

Inside the churches,

however, unless maintenance work or a rehearsal is being carried out
as the only “situated activity," people instead close the distance
between them before speaking and often verbalize in very hushed tones
similar to those heard in a hospital, a theater, or a mortuary.

20

Another point of contrast between the two churches is the
trajectory connecting each church with its respective rectory.

An

enclosed breezeway connects St. Pat's with the parish rectory,
located on the street perpendicular to the church.

22

Only an outdoor

cement pathway links the. Slovak church and rectory next door.

The

breezeway leading from the Irish church slants upward, joining the
rectory at the rear on the "bedroom floor."

(Churches were required

to be free-standing, to permit the consecrating bishop to pass
completely around them during dedication ceremonies.

It was

forbidden "to have a door or window opening from the church into the
house of lay people," but this stricture did not apply to the
residence of the clergy (Collins 1946:6,17).)
Still another point of contrast

in the two churches is the

degree of stylistic consistency of external architectural elements.
As in the case for the dwellings of Irish-American and
Slovak-American informants, the facade of the Irish church is more
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eclectic in design than that of the Slovak church.

21

The brick

exterior of the Irish church is painted a drab reddish-brown.
series of mock buttresses line each side wall.

A

Bronze-colored

tubular railings flank the outdoor front staircase.

The

’institutional-type1 metal doors differ stylistically from their
windows.

The panes of the windows form a squared-off cross at eye

level in each door.

The metal doors, with their symmetrical

squared-off crosses, contrast sharply with the pseudo-Gothic facade
of the church.

23

The overall appearance is one of a modernized urban

church, with blacktop or cement paving abutting the foundation on all
four sides.
St. Cyril's offers an immediate contrast.

Its recent

addition, the enclosed staircase, stylistically complements the
yellow brick Romanesque facade of the original structure whose domed
bell tower is capped by a freshly-gilded Roman cross.
—

originally the portals to the vestibule —

new ground-level entrance way.

Wooden doors

have been set into the

From the street, the plant with its

well-kept, landscaped grounds looks suburban.

Toward the rear of the

church, however, the appearance is more rural or backstage
residential.

Vegetables appear lining a ridge of soil recently

overturned for plumbing repairs.

This single line of plants

straddles the walkway between the rectory and the church.

Both this

solitary row of crops and the large vegetable garden behind the
rectory were planted and maintained by the Polish pastor.
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2. CHURCH INTERIORS
In moving through the church, parishioners' behavior is
shaped by technical, formal, and informal strictures.

During some

spates of time, one or more of these overlapping contexts appears to
dominate the situation.
Parishioners entering either of the two churches just before
services are accompanied by the peal of blessed church bells —

bells

whose use is forbidden "for purely secular purposes" (Collins
1946:16).^

Upon entering the church vestibules, parishioners find

themselves in architecturally enclosed areas of transition between
"the street" and "the church proper."

25

As prescribed by Church

canon, church vestibules in both churches are equipped with "inside"
and "outside" doors (Ibid.).

Moving from the outside to the inside,

parishioners have been observed to shift their foci of orientation in
distinguishing the front of the church from the back.

In describing

the church from a perspective outside the church, parishioners refer
to the facade having the largest entry way and abutting on the street
as the "front" of the church.

As they shift to a perspective inside

the church, the altar/sanctuary becomes the front of the church.

26

At this point in the trajectory of parishioners (who remain unaware
of their shift in orientation), the entire church might be considered
to be a conceptualized enclosure —

a topological locale —

an

architecturally defined area or domain (Norberg-Schulz 1971)
supporting a range of participant clusters, trajectories, and
patterns of interaction.
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Foyers. Defining the "front vestibule" as the space referred
to by parishioners as "between the front doors and the doors to the
church" (or the nave), I discovered different physical and social
spaces in the two parishes.

The most obvious physical distinction

was the multi-level transitional space of the Slovak front vestibule.
Abutting directly upon the sidewalk, the front doors of the Slovak
church open onto a foyer a bit wider than their combined span.
furnishings are included in this entry way.

No

And no provisions for

the storage of outerwear are visible; American Catholics have
traditionally worn their street clothes (including outerwear for the
particular season) during services.

Occasionally, however, during

stormy weather, one or more umbrellas may be seen propped against the
door jambs at St. Cyril’s.
The absence of ash trays and cigarette butts on the floor
correlates with the observation that cigarettes, cigars and pipes are
discarded before parishioners enter this foyer.

27

Side involvements,

such as smoking, are not usually seen in Roman Catholic church
vestibules, whatever the social occasion.

The cessation of smoking

by regular parishioners seems to mark the boundary of
church/non-church behavior in both parishes.

(Previously women were

required to cover their heads at this juncture, and men, other than
clergy to uncover theirs.

Since men conventionally wear hats or caps

only in inclement or cold weather, the marker of doffing hats is less
visible today.)

Many Slovak-American informants carry this boundary

far beyond the actual walls of the church building, complaining about
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people who "light up" and begin smoking "right outside the church."
As one middle-aged woman reported,
I'm very against this. It's not proper. It's a religious
place. It's not for that. You can do without it (smoking)
that little while (Zabadal, thirty-seven years old).
A red carpet marks the traffic pathway leading from the front
doorways to each of two sets of stairs at the rear of the foyer.
These stairs, opening off the right and left rear of the foyer on
either side of a shrine of the crucifixion, lead to the level of the
church proper.

The chevron-shaped marble ledge around the shrine

diverts traffic to the left and the right.
Never have I observed a parishioner lingering before this
shrine in contemplation or 'prayer.'

Occasionally after funerals,

several bouquets of flowers may be seen lining the ledge.

But this

area is not treated as 'sacred' by the passing congregation.

No

genuflections, head bows, or self-blessings were observed being made
before the painted statues of the shrine.

28

Rather, these

technically regulated patterns of behavior were reserved for the
chamber housing the Tabernacle and Eucharist.
appears to serve as a parish monument.
Society.

The cruxifixion scene

It was donated by the Rosary

While tones were hushed and side involvements were avoided,

behavior reserved more exclusively for the sacred was not
commonplace near this shrine.

Instead, the behavior observed here

might be considered church behavior.
No physically comparable foyer or shrine
Irish church.

However, many parishioners

29

is included in the

enter the "front
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vestibule" by way of a socially-comparable side entrance which opens
off the parking lot to the north of the church.

Upon entering this

side door, parishioners may proceed from the landing down a
half-flight of stairs to the rest rooms or social hall or upward to
another landing.

On this upper landing each Sunday sits a "newsgirl"

who sells both secular and Catholic Sunday papers.

Parishioners

often buy papers before Mass "to get change" for their collection
envelopes.

No comparable money exchange was seen to occur beyond

this point in the entryway, except for an occasional parishioner who
requested change from an usher.
Side entranceways and the lower-level,foyer of the Slovak
church are usually the settings for a continuing transition from
non-church to church behavior.

Voices become more hushed upon entry

into these spaces, but the topics of conversation often remain
secular for both groups until the Holy Water fonts are passed.
Behavior patterns in these foyers are dominated by informal,
out-of-awareness 'rules.'
The link to "non-sacred" space provided by these entrance
ways is two-fold.

The foyers connect the naves to both the outdoors

and to the church basements.

In the tour through the church to

follow, the basement space will be explored before entering the nave.

Church Basements. A differential history of the use of
basements of each church was reported by parishioners.

Irish

informants in their thirties mused that as children, they had never
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been in the church basement of St. Patrick's.

Following the

installation of a school cafeteria, some amateur theatre was
performed in the basement space.

30

As school rolls dwindled, the

space was redecorated and the kitchen remodeled.

It is now used for

catered ceremonial events in the lives of parishioners, such as
showers and small wedding receptions.

Unlike its Slovak counterpart,

this space has never been used for games of chance, such as Bingo.
St. Patrick's church basement lavatories open off an entry
way to the larger social hall.

In contrast to the lavatories in the

Slovak church, these are kept locked except when the hall is in use.
Occasionally, a sabbath church-goer may be observed requesting the
key from an usher.

In the Slovak church, teenage girls may

frequently be seen descending the basement stairs to check their
appearances and to "comb their hair” before entering the church nave.
The church basement at St. Cyril's has always served as a
social gathering place for parishioners.

The left corner (beneath

the clerical sanctuary) was early partitioned off as a communal
kitchen.

Women of the parish often worked together in this kitchen

preparing "Communion Breakfasts" for one or another of the parish
organizations receiving "Communion in a body."

Festive meals

continue to be shared by participants of "sacred events" in the
Slovak-American parish.
The kitchen and two small classrooms in each apse are used
for "Catechism" lessons and for special instructions for receiving
"the sacraments" (such as pre-Canna Conferences in preparation for
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marriage).

During religious ritual-associated occasions, the

behavioral code is more comparable to what I have described as church
behavior.

A prayer frequently precedes such meetings.

And formal

prescriptions for reverential behavior are employed informally
(out-of-awareness).
The larger, open basement "hall" includes a stage where
holiday children's programs are performed, religious films are
projected, and the local polka band rehearses each Sunday afternoon.
Folding chairs and tables allow for a flexible use of this large open
space.

A dry bar, a recent donation from a parishioner, stands off

to the side on the left, abutting on the back wall of the classroom.
The library of the former parish school is set up in the rear of the
hall, along with some comfortable lounge furniture acquired from a
number of older parishioners "thinning out" their possessions "after
the kids left home."
Until a few years ago, St. Cyril's hosted a yearly "harvest
festival" or vino obrane.

31

Each fall, the basement "hall" was

decorated with leaves, cornstalks, and pumpkins.

"Prizes" were hung

from wires strung about seven feet off the dance floor.

Parishioners

who jumped up and yanked down prizes without being observed by a
"policeman" got to keep their prizes without paying for them.

Those

spotted by the policeman were startled by a shrill whistle and
escorted to "the bank" to pay their "fines."
earmarked for the current church project.

The money "donated" was

Games of chance, such as

"pitching pennies," were lined against the side walls.

Children
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"dunked for apples" and ran about freely beneath the feet of the few
teenagers or adults brave enough to dance.

The parish priests

routinely danced at least one polka with a female parishioner, often
an elderly woman or small child.

Beer and liquor were served on this

occasion, along with non-alcoholic beverages.

Smoking was permitted;

even the priests might be observed smoking here.

To my knowledge, no

Slovak parishioners questioned whether these secular activities might
be considered profane practiced in the basement of the church.
Parishioners of all ages participated in these parish festivals.

Men

and women clustered together in small "face formations" and danced
both "circle" dances in groups and "close" dances in couples.

A more

cosmopolitan informant, a St. Cyril's parishioner who moonlighted
with a local wedding band, observed the sharp contrast of these
sexually integrated Slovak festivities with Irish practices.
If this were an Irish church basement, all the men would be
on one side of the room and the women on the other (Kovac,
thirty-nine years old).
Although occasionally a sacred ritual may be performed in the
basement, the presence of sacred objects and the enactment of sacred
rituals define this occasional frame.

Otherwise, secular social

events or religious educational activities provide the frame for
basement social interactions.

During secular fetes held in the

church basement, however, excessive drinking, the use of profanity,
the telling of risque stories or jokes, arguments, and verbal abuse
are all negatively sanctioned.

Again, formally recognized profaning

behaviors are avoided.
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Vestibules. As mentioned previously, the front doors of the
Irish church open directly onto a narrow hall situated on the same
level as the church nave.

Here social activity comparable to that

seen in the large second floor entry way immediately above the
ground-level foyer in the Slovak church was most often observed.
Although these contextually comparable chambers are positioned
differently in terms of contiguity with the street and with the nave,
both are located on the same level as the nave.
from the nave.

Both are visible

In addition, the passing of holy water fonts is not

included in making entry to these two socially comparable spaces from
the street.

Similarity of these spaces is based on topological

relationships, not actual physical dimensions, appearance, or mere
contiguity with other locales.
In my initial search for an observational vantage point for
the establishment of a social baseline for the sacred, I intended to
take up a position in the anteroom of each church nave.
point of architectural transition —

I sought a

a vestibule leading to the nave

which I presumed to serve as a potential rim (Goffman's term) or
interface between sacred behavior and the external world in which
sacred behavior is anchored.

Preliminary observation in the chambers

described above convinced me, however, that I had to first establish
social comparability of my observational contexts to avoid the
selection of an observational field based solely upon architectural
similarities.

This preliminary investigation proved fruitful; I

discovered that the architecturally-defined anterooms to each nave
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were clearly not coextant with the interpersonally or behaviorally—
defined rim of the sacred.
In vestibules much parish "business" is conducted.

Baptism

and clerical visits to the homebound or hospitalized are scheduled.
In addition, social engagements with the priests are planned —
events which occur far more rarely in the Slovak parish.
The patterns of occupancy in these otherwise interactively
similar chambers provide a sharp contrast in practices in the two
churches.

Many Irish males (and an occasional late-arriving female)

remain in the anteroom at St. Pat's throughout religious services.

32

Often these men and teenagers might be observed to arrive late and to
leave before the ritual recessional.

In contrast, rarely did any

Slovak parishioners remain in either the old or the new vestibule
during services.

Each time someone was observed to tarry outside the

nave during services in the Slovak church, this deviancy was
discovered and commented upon -from the pulpit by the priest
officiating at the service.

While the Irish pastor also admonished

this type of behavior on occasion, such admonishments were rare.
Privately, the Irish pastor admitted his conviction that he could not
change such a long standing Irish tradition, for after all, as an
adolescent he, too, had taken his place in the back of the church
"with the other men."

33

Parishioners refer to the two interactionally similar
chambers described above as "the vestibule" in St. Pat's and "the new
vestibule" in St. Cyril's.

Structurally, the original vestibule at
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St. Cyril's —
and the nave —

the

space now situated between "the new vestibule"

had holy water fonts positioned just inside the doors

which then opened to the street.

Unlike the old vestibule, this new

one is used more frequently as a greeting place for priests and
parishioners before and after services.

This much larger and lighter

anteroom appears more conducive to social conversations.^

For

example, a wide range of greetings were observed here:
Did your son get married all right?
Glad to see you back from your vacation.
time?

Did you have a good

Father, that was a beautiful sermon (accompanied by a kiss on
the lips of the fully-vested priest).
Aunt Mary! When did you get out of the hospital?
(Accompanied by a hug.)
The new vestibule in St. Cyril's has an additional ritual
function not observed in the smaller vestibule of the Irish church.
This large enclosed space provides a 'not sacred' area for portions
of religious rituals not permitted in the "church proper." For
example, it is used "during inclement weather" for "burial services"
—

services traditionally conducted at the grave site —

after

funeral masses within the nave on stormy days when members of the
funeral party prefer not to travel to the cemetery with the casket.
Although this 'not sacred' yet technically regulated portion of the
burial ritual is permissible here in this entrance hall, "it would
not be acceptable to hold this (type of) service inside the church"
(Pastor).

At this point in the ritual proceedings the focus is upon

the corpse as a dead body and not upon the deceased as a living
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spirit and member of the church.

Therefore, this ritual takes place

outside the church proper, at the rim of the sacred, beyond the
perimeter established by holy water fonts.

35

In the case cited here,

this technical religious ritual is held within the church but outside
the church proper and is not considered sacred ritual.

Although the

degree of technicality of the ritual is comparable to that performed
within the church proper, this ceremony is one example of the
distinction between non-sacred technical ritual behavior and sacred
technical behavior conducted in a church.
Holy Water Fonts and "Vestibule Behavior."

In the Slovak

church, the wall which separated the original vestibule from the
outdoors now divides "the old vestibule" from the new one.
wall, two sets of holy water fonts are currently in use.

At this
Both the

original wall-mounted, stone fonts inside the old vestibule and the
newer free-standing marble fonts inside the new vestibule are
positioned along this dividing wall, between each of the three
doorways.

In the Slovak church, all the holy water fonts in the

front of the church are located outside the church proper.
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B U L L E T IN BO ARD
T O B A P T IS T R Y 1

OLD VESTIBULE
O F F IC E
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H O LY W ATER

NEW VESTIBULE

PEW

SLOVAK CHURCH- NEW AND OLD VESTIBULES
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A single set of free-standing marble fonts serves
parishioners entering the Irish church by way of the front doors.
Unlike their counterparts in the Slovak church, these fonts are
positioned a few feet inside the church proper, behind the last row
of pews.

The free space between these pews and the dividing wall is

treated much the same as the old vestibule at St. Cyril's.
These socially comparable spaces more closely resemble Goffman's
rim between the sacred and the profane.
In this space at St. Pat's, greetings are exchanged and
informal conversations frequently occur before and after the
services.

Here 'casual' body stances

36

and conversations often

continue during the mass, even though no physical barrier separates
this region from the nave proper, as is the case in Slovak church.
Male parishioners and ushers stand here during all but the
consecration (and perhaps Communion).

The important structural

features serving as a social barrier to profane behavior are the holy
water fonts —

not a wall.

The wall separating the nave from the

vestibule of St. Cyril's seems to be a more imposing barrier than at
St. Pat's.

In the Irish church, social conventions appear to be less

isomorphic with particular locales.

With Irish-Americans, evidential

boundaries were not observed to be utilized in establishing the
boundaries of ritual or sacred performance in the same manner as they
were in the Slovak church.
Another point of contrast between the two churches is the
positioning of the vestibule-nave doors with relationship to the nave
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aisles.

The nave of each church includes the recommended three

aisles leading from the vestibule to the altar.

However, only the

central aisle at St. Pat's is aligned with its respective doors.

The

side vestibule-nave doors are in line with the external doors but are
positioned more centrally than (the greatest length of) each side
aisle, diverting the flow of traffic around a corner and slowing the
progress along these aisles.

Much social bantering occurs during the

more leisurely exiting of the nave 'vestibule' at the Irish church.
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In the Slovak church, there appears to be less contrast
between church behavior, ritual behavior, and sacred behavior; the
tightness of many behavior patterns within the church changes little
with the event in progress.

The wall separating the nave from the

vestibule of St. Cyril*s seems to be a more imposing barrier than
that at St. Pat’s.

In the Irish church, social conventions appear to

be less isomorphic with particular locales.

With the Irish-

Americans, evidential boundaries were not observed to be utilized in
establishing the boundaries of ritual or sacred performances in the
same manner as they were in the Slovak church.
Ritual Props. Located on tables in the old vestibule at
St. Cyril's and on tall radiators just inside the nave at St. Pat's
are stacks of monthly missalettes.

Unlike the personal

(Latin-English or Latin-Slovak) missals formerly brought to church
each week by parishioners, these standardized English texts are
borrowed for use during the services.

Several parishioners alluded

to a subtle but very important change created by this new practice.
We had beautiful prayerbooks, you know, that we carried to
church. Now you have the little pamphlets. I had thousands
of Holy Cards in my prayerbook. Mine had curls of every one
of my kids. I'd cut off a nice little curl and put it in,
just put it in the prayerbook and keep it. I didn't know
which was which after a while (Norton, seventy-six years
old).
Currently, parishioners of both churches carry Holy Cards in their
wallets or in small books of prayer.

Many now display their most

recently-acquired Holy Cards at home, located within a personal
shrine, around the edges of mirrors, or around the molding of the
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window sills near the kitchen table —

all areas of high visibility,

and frequent orientation in the home.

Older Slovak parishioners

continue the practice of kissing these mementos upon completing
special prayers —

prayers which previously had been said each week

before, during, and following Mass as well, prayers which formerly
integrated memorialization of the lost loved ones into the parish
ritual.' Personal prayerbooks and rosaries used during Mass had
served as reminders of personal milestones, as well, often having
been received as gifts commemorating ritual events such as First Holy
Communion or Marriage.

The advent of the use of communal props has

been greeted by Slovak parishioners as one more evidence of the
influence of Protestantism:
Everything that was old and familiar is being lost*7
Now we're all the same — dull (Novak, sixteen years old).

B. TECHNICAL. FORMAL AND INFORMAL RELIGIOUS RITUAL

An initial working definition of ritual is repeated customary
procedure associated with religion and involving at least two
human participants (M. C. Bateson 1974:150).
Many Roman Catholic rituals require particular formations of
*

participants during particular sequences of the liturgy.

To describe

these formations. I will use the term gathering in a non-technical
sense.

39

By gathering I am referring to a 'group' of people in a

setting or context.
marked.

A gathering may be both temporally and spatially

It begins with the ongoing preparation for entrance and

continues until the conditions for gathering are passed.
Church rituals may include technical, formal, and informal
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sequences of behavior.

The "technical"/formal"/"informal" dimension

employed here is based upon the presence or absence of written rules
for ritual behavior, the equation of rules for behavior with what is
natural, and the unawareness of rules governing behavior.

In common

usage, these terms suggest poles on a continuum regarding "the kind
of clothing that is worn, the degree to which the sequence of acts in
a social occasion is codified in advance and heavily enjoined and the
range of activities that is permitted" during an entire ritual
interaction (Goffman 1963:199).

This type of distinction was

elaborated by Ducey in Sunday Morning: Aspects of Urban Ritual
(1977).

In Ducey's study of changing religious ethos and eidos, he

contrasted "mass ritual" with "interaction ritual."
Mass ritual is so designated because in this performance
there is an audience that responds to the presentation of
sacred symbols as a unified body, a mass. Interaction ritual
is so-called because in its performance participants do not
merely react to the presentation of sacred symbols but
interact among themselves without the dominant interaction of
religious specialists. They modify the presentation as it
unfolds. They also interact with one another in the process
of constructing the ritual (Ducey 1977:6).
Currently, many Roman Catholic rituals combine some aspects
of each of these two forms of ritual behavior —
delineated as technical and formal/informal.

aspects here

As Ducey observed, the

mass ritual's (in the more technical aspects of ritual) seem to be more
sharply compartmentalized in terms of roles of performers and
physical space.

However, highly conventionalized formal and informal

aspects have also become codified in local parishes.

Though

unwritten, these codes may be described by an observer, and their
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violations may be observed to be negatively sanctioned by
co-participants.
To distinguish between the technical (or written) and the .
formal/informal (though also conventionalized) aspects of
church-based religious ritual, it is essential to describe the
behavioral distinctions of the technical.

Four aspects of

(linguistic) " formality” des.cribe’dby Irvine (1979) seem relevant to
the technical.

These four aspects may or may not co-occur in the

same occasion: (1) increased code structuring —
and predictability; (2) code consistency —

increased reduncancy

the absence of

contradictory behavior keying a competing frame (i.e. G. Bateson's
[1956] "The Message 'This Is Play'"); (3) invoking of public and
positional identities —

less individualized and dependent upon the

particular history of an individual's interactions; and (4) emergence
of a central situational focus —

only certain people have the right

to speak or act, and the speech is constrained in topic, continuity,
and nature (Irvine 1979:76-779).
Technical church-based Roman Catholic rituals require the
participation of officiating clergy.

The officiating priest(s) is

defined by Roman Catholic liturgy as responsible for initiating the
ritual, guiding the main activity, sustaining order, and terminating
the event.

From Goffman's perspective, occasions such as religious

rituals might be generally characterized as those which have been
"programmed in advance, possessing an agenda of activity, an
allocation of management function, a specification of negative
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sanctions for improper conduct, and a pre-established unfolding of
phases and a high point” (1963:18).

Within religious rituals, a

fuller differentiation of particular roles can also be drawn
following careful observation.
Many religious rituals of the Roman Catholic church might be
included in Goffman's category of "regular” occasions, occurring with
calendrical repetitiveness: weekly masses, special masses, and
devotions associated with religious holidays, confession, and
communion.

Others occur with a regularity associated with doctrinely

recognized transitions or change-points in the human life cycle:
Baptism, First Penance and Communion, Confirmation, Matrimony, Holy
Orders, and Extreme Unction.
Traditionally, the church proper has been reserved almost
exclusively for technical rituals such as the mass, or the rehearsal
of religious rituals.

Church architecture has been influenced by

and, in turn, continues to influence the performance of religious
liturgy.

Only since Vatican II has the "church

proper” been used as

a place for informal dialogue between clergy and the laity.

Even

these informal (scheduled) dialogues, are highly conventionalized and
linked with religious ritual; for example, those preparing for
Confirmation met in St. Cyril's nave with their families, sponsors,
and religious instructors to discuss the far-reaching implications of
the reception of this sacrament.

During these "interaction rituals,"

participants were observed to turn in their pews to face a speaker
behind them, break into a discussion with a neighbor, or stand (while
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others remained seated) to emphasize a point.

These informal

behavior patterns contrast sharply with the patterns associated with
the more technical religious ritual insofar as shifts of standing to
sitting to kneeling in formal rituals are pre-programmed and include
large groups of participants.
The Nave or Church Proper.

In both of these traditionally

designed churches, the large open ritual space which includes the
sanctuary and the nave is structurally similar to a meeting hall with
an elevated platform.

Each is a room with a high vaulted ceiling,

multi-colored stained glass windows, and reverberating acoustics.

40

Recently, church architects revised their conceptions of the
nave to conform with revisions in the church liturgy.

Rather than a

throne room, the nave is now conceived of as a banquet hall for a
meal commonly taken.
When it was thought that the efficacy of the Mass lay in the
holy action performed by the bishop or priest, a certain
setting was acceptable, namely the throne room of the great
king or a splendid stage for a sacred drama. The thrust of
the Reformers was in the direction of the production of the
Word of God. This meant that the church became a sacred
auditorium, its chief axis being that between reading stand
or pulpit and the chairs or pews of attentive listeners
(Sloyan 1975:29).
Throughout history, church architecture and furnishings have
fostered traditional communication patterns of Roman Catholic ritual.
Most nave designs included a central aisle and two side aisles
dividing the rows of pews, and providing access to the altar,
confessionals, and side (or rear) exits.
toward the front altar(s).

Pews have been oriented

A continuous altar rail separated the
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celebrants of the ritual from the remainder of the congregation on
the main floor.

And members of the choir were suspended above the

main floor of participants, in a loft.
Positionally, Ducey (1977:7) had found that the locale for
mass (or technical) ritual was compartmentalized:
The space for ritual is a special room or a part of a room
set aside for the performance of ritual only. Moreover,
within this space there is a more sacred zone, with a
fencelike partition marking the boundary between them. The
clergy move in the more sacred zone, and the laity stay in
the less sacred zone.
Recently, changes have been made in altar railings of Roman
Catholic churches separating the nave from the sanctuary.

In each

church studied, the usual altar railing is on.the first step of
elevation of the altar.

However, the swinging gates have been

removed from the railing in the Slovak church and the new altar rail
in the Irish church has been designed without gates to emphasize the
continuity in the participation of the officiating clergy and the
remainder of the congregation.
Changes in the liturgy have altered participant demarcations.
Innovations in the Irish church included a change of some pews in the
left transept.

Positioned near the new organ, these pews now face

the central aisle and the remainder of the congregation.

Choir

members and the organist now remain on the main floor of the nave of
the Irish church, using the balcony only for any special and crowded
religious rituals such as the recent Confirmation services.

This

change is in keeping with the most recent architectural canons which
stipulate that both the organist and choir need to be forward, not in
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a gallery behind the rest of the participants (Sloyan 1975:32).

It

is interesting that the choir now faces the congregation rather than
the altar, as well.
The Slovak church choir, in contrast, continues to congregate
in the choir loft.

The current director uses a hand-lettered sign on

the door to forbid entry to non-choir members.

Here the older

practice of using architectural boundaries to separate functional
types of ritual participants persists —

as does the orientation of

all pews toward the altar.
Entry into the nave of St. Pat's introduces a stylistic
conformity inconsistant with the decor of the church exterior.

The

entire nave and altar of the Irish-American church were refurbished
in 1970, for the most part, in accord with the directives of the new
liturgy:
Everything in the church is new except the stations of the
cross and the windows. We gutted the church and started from
scratch. New front doors were installed, a new floor was
laid under the pews, a new carpet was laid throughout the
church, in the vestibule, waiting room, sacristy, etc. The
old altar, made of wood, was done away with and was replaced
with the new marble altars, a new altar for the Blessed
Mother and a new baptistry along with a new marble altar
railing, a pulpit, and a new lecturn. Four new confessionals
were added and a whole new lighting system was installed.
Each chandelier now has 1,000 watts of light with the eight
beams of light
the center of the church carrying 1,000
watts of light.
The church was then redecorated (Church
History 1970).
Here the replacement of a side altar with a baptistry
introduced into the Irish church nave a potential social space
previously segregated from the church proper and from the ritual
celebration of the mass.^
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The interior design of St. Cyril's repeats the stylistic
consistency introduced in the exterior.

The same type of highly

varnished oak used in the entrance doors and paneling is repeated
throughout the church proper.

The Slovak-American parishioners

preferred to employ wood in all church fixtures —

pews, the pulpit,

the lecturn, the confessionals, and all of the altars and the
sanctuary railing.

44

More traditional in design, this space has also undergone
some recent alterations.

The large wooden crucifix which originally

hung on the wall to the left of the pulpit on the gospel side has
replaced the statue of the patron saint above the main altar.
Several feet along the base of the original pulpit were removed,
adjusting the height of the pulpit to a level more equal to that of
the congregation.

The most recent change has been the moving of the

baptismal font from the baptistry to the epistle side altar in the
sanctuary of the church proper (1980).^
Another recent addition in the nave are several oil paintings
of Slovak peasants done by a parish artist.

These paintings have

been hung on the rear wall of the nave, above the last row of pews.
These secular artifacts, interestingly, are positioned at the
dividing wall which separates the "church proper" from the vestibule,
viewed most often as parishioners are exiting the nave.

Overhead, on

the railing of the balcony, is positioned a wall clock, which
reorients parishioners to secular time as they exit the church.
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CLUSTER TRANSITIONS

Regular transitions in cluster formations correlate with
stages in religious ritual described by Van Gennep.
the rites of passage —

In his study of

the rites which accompany every change of

place, status, social position, and age —

Van Gennep (1960)

distinguishes three stages: (1) separation; (2) liminality, and (3)
aggregation.

During Roman Catholic religious rituals such as the

Mass, the celebrant and those receiving the sacraments
ritualistically become "sacred” to those remaining profane.

This

condition requires formal ritual behavior to first separate and then
re-incorporate the sacred individual(s) back into the larger group
and everyday life (Van Gennep 1960:vii).

This technically prescribed

behavior is accompanied (and often preceded) by much formal and
informal though highly conventional ritual behavior which complements
technically prescribed transitions.
Separation.

Upon entering the foyers of both churches,

parishioners were observed to drop non-church types of "tie behavior"
(Goffman's term) and to adapt forms of tie behavior more appropriate
for the church context.

A husband often placed an open palm upon his

spouse's back, using the other hand to open doors and select a pew.
Most often a husband stood next to the pew selected, allowing his
family to precede

him into the seating.

Behavior associated with

the courtship dance between adults such as hand-holding or placing
arms about each other's shoulders or waist were usually dropped.
Such behavior was, in fact, only observed three times in two hundred
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visits; each of these times it was negatively sanctioned by other
participants following the religious ritual.

Comments such as, "They

should save that stuff for the bedroom," were made by many adults who
witnessed this "improper" or "unnatural behavior."
This young couple comes in holding hands and go on from
there. He puts his arm around her during Mass....And then,
when that part comes in the mass, he gives her a big kiss
right in church. You know, long. You wonder what's going to
happen next (Novak, thirty-five year old man).
Still other changes in behavior were observed as parishioners
entered the nave.

Upon entering church naves before religious

rituals began, the parishioners of both churches were usually
observed to increase the distance between one another, taking up
locations spread throughout the nave, and displaying a wide range of
body positions and visual postural orientations.

However, they did

potentially share in the audio experience of being greeted by "church
music."

In the Irish church, the earlier-arriving parishioners enter

the nave to the strains of recorded music.

The assistant pastor (of

German descent) has wired a phonograph to the church amplifier
system.

He frequently plays his favorite recordings —

chants and classical "sacred music" —
church organist.

Gregorian

until the arrival of the

In both churches, the organist continues to play

familiar church music until the ritual officially begins.
During the period preceding the inauguration of the technical
ritual, some churchgoers light candles and bow their heads in prayer
for a time at the altar railing.

Others begin to "say the stations,"

moving along the central or side aisles, pausing a few moments before
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each of the fourteen stations of the cross, then kneeling at a nearby
pew for a short prayer.

Only smaller family units within the larger

assemblage remain within touching distance.

But even those

participants who form small clusters often adopt differing postural
and visual orientations.

Only the music is available continuously to

all present for a more or less focused audio orientation.

The mere

presence of members of the gathering within the nave, rather than
degree of proximity, delimits this type of cluster formation.
Gradually, the illumination in the nave is increased.
Additional overhead light is switched on by the superintendent or one
of the priests at the control panel in the clerical sacristy.

The

scent of freshly-cut flowers is particularly strong on Saturday
evenings and Sunday mornings, the

altars

having been recently

"dressed" for the sabbath masses.

The required number of candles are

then lit by a vested altar boy using a long-handled taper.

On week

days when altar boys may be late or absent, the candles may be lit by
an unvested janitor or priest, often with a match or sometimes even a
cigarette lighter.
Before the beginning of a ritual such as the Mass and the
inauguration of a shared main activity, an "away" stance or
orientation appears socially sanctioned.

46

This middle-distance

stare has been described by Bateson and Mead (1942:68) as
"withdrawing without departing an ecological position."

(This

behavior was far more prevalent in the Slovak-American church.
Slovak-Americans, who frequently have overlapping conversations in
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secular settings, have been observed to assume an "away" position
often as they drift in and out of interaction clusters.

47

Analogous

to Goffman's "fading out," this behavior is not reacted to as though
inappropriate unless prolonged beyond the next overtures for
conversation by others.)
Initiation of the Technically Prescribed Ritual. According
to the new liturgy, the Mass begins with an entry procession by the
priest and his attendants.

Determining when the procession began in

each church employed much behavioral data in addition to the actual
entree of the priest and altar boys into the nave.

In both churches,

since Vatican II the priests routinely enter the nave from the left
sacristy vestibule in preparation for the procession.

However, in

the Irish church, the priest and altar boys pass through the nave to
the rear of the church to begin the procession.

In contrast, in the

Slovak church, the procession begins at the sacristy vestibule door
and moves along the front aisle dividing the altar from the nave —
one more example of the contrast between the two parishes in the
use/nonuse of evidential boundaries.

The procession in each church

is preceded by the reading of announcements from the pulpit by a lay
reader.

48

As the first selection of music of the Mass begins, the

priest (or priests) and altar boys move toward the altar in the
measured cadence of the procession.
At St. Pat's, much occurs between the entry into the nave by
the priest and attendants and the beginning of the formal procession.
Like his counterpart at St. Cyril's, Reverend Sweeney wears the
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required white surplice and colored tunic.

However, he carries his

stole (which, according to Reverend Dusak of St. Cyril's is worn only
when "exercising spiritual authority") over his arm.

In their

transit to the rear of the church, the Irish priest and his
attendants walk either at a faster pace than when processing or amble
along at an unmeasured pace, maintaining unequal distances from each
other.

The altar boys carry the crucifix and candles at various

angles approaching, yet avoiding, a perpendicular relationship tothe
ground.

Often the priest stops to chat with parishioners entering

from the front vestibule or those seated in the two rear pews.

As

the music begins, the priest transfers his stole from his arm to his
neck, and procession begins.

Gradually,

the members of the

congregation rise and shift their visual orientation to the
procession or to the front altar.

(This shift in posture and visual

orientation occurs more rapidly and universally in the Slovak
church.)
Seating Patterns.

Older parishioners of St. Patrick's recall

a time when their families rented pews.
Our whole family shared a pew. Our name was on it. When
each person arrived we often chatted. We saw our cousins and
uncles. And we usually had (them for) company after church
(Garrity, seventy five years old).
Another Irish informant, when asked about pew rental, brought
out a receipt from 1919 for $9.60 for one-half year.

She explained

that in those days,
...the whole family walked to church together. We had to go
to different Masses when we worked in the store. Now we sit
on the right side in the front, the third seat towards the
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center.
old).

We always get home late (Calahan, seventy-six years

Although neither church rents pews any longer, secular social
status continues to be reflected in ritual seating patterns.
Parishioners have been observed to regularly select the same seating.
When I mentioned that I had gotten into the habit of taking a
back-row seat, recently changed masses, and discovered that there are
people who attend other masses who sit in that same place regularly,
too, my host laughed.
Oh, yeah. That's probably right. Probably. Did they give
you a funny look, did they? (Laughter) (Garrity, seventy-five
years old).
Formerly, the social groups within each parish were made
visible by the custom of "receiving Communion in a body."

On

selected Sunday mornings, the Christian Mothers, the (all-male) Holy
Name Society, the young girls' Children of Mary, and the adolescent
and teenage girls' Sodality, and the boys' Catholic Youth
Organization teams respectively sat together in the front several
pews.
When a school had been established, at children's masses the
students filed into church by grades.

One Slovak informant recalled

the time when there were special children's masses:
The whole family always went to church together. But the
children sat up front (for communion in a body). And the
parents sat in back together (Yonda, fifty-nine years old).
Changes in seating preferences with changes in social status
were reported by many informants.

And regular seats for family

members have reportedly shifted through the course of a family life
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cycle.
Adolescents attending Mass without parents for the first few
times often prefer the back, where they can follow the appropriate
behavioral shifts of others.

One compared his seating behavior in

church with that in school:
In school, I usually sit in the front row or towards the
middle. But two different things are going on — me
learning...absorb more in school... maybe shows my
preference. At church, you have to pay attention all the
time. You’re more relaxed in school. You're to act a
certain way in church. Like, in school if there's something
doubtful or in question, you can refer to a buddy and ask
what's meant by this or that. Where in church, it's just not
proper to turn to your neighbor (Novak, seventeen years old).
Teenagers frequently attend Mass in small groups, employing
the peer preferences apparent in so many other spheres of daily
activity.

An Irish-American informant explained,

As a child, the whole family went together and sat up front.
When I got to be sixteen, I began to drive my Dad's car. I
went to church with my girl friends. Later we went out for
breakfast. We could smoke then; (we) couldn't with the
family. When I went to church with a boyfriend, it (the
relationship) seemed more serious. I only went with a boy a
few times only, and later I married him (Mahoney, thirty-four
year old woman).
When a courting couple continued to sit with their respective
families, they often managed to position themselves close to each
other during some sequence in the ritual.

As described by a

Slovak-Araerican informant,
It seemed like when I went to Communion, he'd try to be
behind me. And he'd...He'd tell me my hair looked nice...or
something...outside the church as two or three of us
(teenagers) stood around in a small group. If he didn't
happen to go to Communion, there was something wrong. Like,
how often would you expect him to go to Communion? Every
week. Or, oh no, like once a month. We didn't go that often
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as they go now (Yonda, fifty-nine year old woman).
During the period described, people usually received Communion only
once after each Confession.

Many parishioners received Communion

near the First Friday or Saturday.
Following marriage and the establishment of a new nuclear
family, couples often establish new church-going habits and seating
patterns.

A few young parents mentioned attending other churches.

For example, the Irish informant cited above is now married, with two
young daugthers of her own; she and her family usually attend the
’’mission church” located nearer to their suburban home.
When our family goes to church...we prefer to sit in front so
the children can see, but we're also seen by others there.
We go to the back when the kids are bad — use the cry room.
We go to a different Mass each week (Mahoney).
Even when couples continue to attend their childhood parishes, it
seems that new family units select locales different from those of
their families of origin.
Our own family sat in the front on the left side. There you
can see everybody you want. On the wing, you're close to the
pulpit and you can hear (Zabadal, thirty-seven year old
woman).
A usual family seating pattern was described by several
Slovak-American informants who resumed attending Mass with parents
infirm with age.

A fifty-nine year old woman reported:

We take my parents to Mass every week; my father is
eighty-six and he doesn't drive. They insist on going at
4:30 (to attend the 5:00 p.m. Mass on Saturdays) to get their
seat. They always sit in the same place — the third pew
from the back — my mother, my father, myself, and my
husband. And they say hello to all the people around them.
And if we're not there, the people who sit around them wonder
what's happened (Yonda).
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Arriving early for private prayer and reassuring conversations with
familiar friends seemed more prevalent among the elderly of both
parishes.

Long conversations, eschewed by their children, often are

engaged in by the aged who seem immune to the usual sanctions against
such behavior.
Mama, if it’s somebody she knows, will even talk for about
fifteen minutes, which if it was us (her children) we would
have been stopped, you know (Yonda).
This same pattern of regularity was reported by parishioners
accompanying the elderly of the Irish church.

One informant

mentioned driving her elderly aunt to the same Mass, each week,
forty-five minutes early, so that they could get ’’their seats,” the
third pew from the rear.
Some informants indicated varying seating preferences,
depending upon who might accompany them or upon other scheduled
activities.

As a Polish-American parishioner of the Slovak church

explained,
I sit down front, the first seat in the middle when I go with
(my wife). We come in the back (altar) door. We're right
there for Communion. We come fifteen minutes early.
When I go by myself, I sit in the back. Sometimes you get
out earlier. I have to make her supper, sometimes, so I get
out a little early (Musak, fifty-five years old).
Most informants mentioned sitting near the front when they
planned to receive Holy Communion.
Lately I was sitting in the front because I had Holy
Communion bringed (sic) to me. I couldn't walk any more
(Sopchak, eighty years old Slovakian-born woman).
Another reveled in the freedom of choice when attending Mass
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alone.
Anytime I went with the family, I
sat in the third row from
the back. But any time I went by
myself, I used
to thinkit
was great because I could sit anyplace I wanted to (Zabadal,
thirty-six years old).
Still other locales seemed to be preferred by parishioners
occupying some unique, often transitory status associated with
general health, well-being or emotional condition.

During daily

Masses in both churches, rear pews were rarely occupied.
Occasionally, they were selected, however, by individuals who kept
their eyes downcast or averted throughout
penitent or mourning a loss.

the ritual, as

though

These individuals appeared to

self-select an isolated position with reference to the remainder of
the assembly.
Rear pews in both churches are reserved for ushers,
informally in the Irish church and formally (by a hand-lettered sign)
in the Slovak church.

Participation in the role of usher during

services requires sexual segregation.

A Slovak informant admitted

having "quit the ushers" after being "snubbed" by fellow ushers for
bringing his wife to sit in the rear with him.

His request of the

pastor's approval did not insure the acceptance of this change in the
cluster formation (Novak, twenty-five years old).

He used shift-work

as an official excuse for removing himself from the ranks of the
ushers.
In the Irish church, rear pews had a different use during
sabbath masses.

Most ushers remained standing between the rear pews
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and the back wall.

The last few pews were often chosen by mothers

with crying children, mentally-retarded parishioners attending
services alone, police officers and nurses in uniform, the disabled
and the infirm, and people of extreme age, who often exuded a
pronounced odor of urine.

Others who selected this locale frequently

arrived late and left before the recessional.
Although these patterns of seating reflective of secular
social status continue, they are merely present in the situation;
they do not provide a definition of the situation.

All individuals

present, family and peer groups, are participants in a larger
formation or constellation.
Entering even this loose assemblage before religious rituals
begin, individuals must pass across a series of relational boundaries
or "gates” enroute to becoming full participants.

Full participation

in this and other church-based formations is achieved when an
individual's behavior does not disrupt the ongoing proceedings.

At

this stage in the process of going to church, an infringement of the
dress, vocalization behavior, or nave entry behavior codes all may
serve as potential disruptions.

For example, one man in a back pew

of St. Pat's was overheard commenting to his wife about the attire of
a woman who proceeded them into the confessional.

When the woman

left her pew just ahead of the couple to go to Confession, the man
exclaimed about her bare midriff, explaining that even teenagers have
more sense than to dress that way in church.
Walking into the nave, an informed parishioner (or for that
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matter, any informed Roman Catholic) observing a veiled tabernacle
and the red glow of a burning sanctuary light would presume that "the
Eucharist" was present on the altar and would, if following
liturgical prescriptions, genuflect on one knee, perform a
self-blessing, and begin a private prayer.

49

Roman Catholic rituals are not "public" in the sense that
"the general cultural definition permits many people from many
diverse categories to be present for periods of time and...for
varying reasons" (Cavan 1963:18).

Instead, they require sustained

coparticipation of all present, coordination of movement, a shared
focus of attention, and a limited range of body positions.

Although

the beginning and the end of religious rituals are fairly sharply
demarcated and the levels of attention and varieties of activities
tolerated are fairly limited, the transition to ritual behavior is
gradual.
In each of the church-based rituals observed, the frame shift
from non-ritual church behavior to ritual behavior began with a
change in body orientation and posture of most participants.

Like

the transition from off-camera/off-mike behavior of presidential
candidates to on-camera/on-mike behavior described by Carey (1976),
however, the transition to ritual behavior was not immediate.

Even

prior to Vatican II, when the ringing of the sanctuary bells summoned
all present to stand for the entrance of the officiating clergy and
altar boys, some people continued to kneel and complete their private
"church entry prayer."

Since Vatican II, the strains of organ music
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playing the first selection noted on the Mass program boards, now
located in or near the sanctuary in each church, summon parishioners
to stand and face the altar.

Upon finding their places in the

monthly missalettes, many participants begin to sing or to silently
follow the words of the musical selection; others continue to gaze
about at members of the congregation or at the clerical procession
entering the nave from the left front sacristry door.
Throughout the stages of church-based rituals, an
"involvement contour" of the "degree of general engrossment in the
occasion's main activity" may be traced (Goffman 1963:18).

Once the

Mass has begun, parishioners remain in their pews or go up to the
altar railing to receive Communion.

Except on occasion when a

sacrament is administered at the altar, there is no crossing of the
barrier between the sanctuary and the nave by parishioners stationed
at pews.

With the exception of a procession, the receiving of the

sacraments, and the offertory collection, generally all movement
through space takes place in the sanctuary.

However, certain

participants routinely behave as though exempt from maintaining the
same degree of general engrossment as the remainder of the
congregation.

Although often visible to the rest of the

participants, this group performs "backstage" activities during many
stages of religious ritual.

In both churches, the ushers use the

last few pews in the rear of the nave.

However, the backstage

activities of ushers in the Irish church achieve a much greater
degree of visibility.

These ushers often move about in the space
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behind the last few pews in the Irish church.

Here they assume

postures "out of frame" with the ritual behavior "in play" by the
remainder of the congregation during religious services.

They behave

as though exempt from most of the rules of ritual behavior observed
by their fellow parishioners.

The behaviorally visible status

distinction of ushers in the Irish church was resented by Slovak
informants who attended the Irish service.
The handling of collection envelopes in the two churches
provides a strong contrast in the ethnic versions of Van Gennep's
separation.

Alongside each holy water font in the rear of the nave

in the Irish church is positioned a table upon which is stored a
large wicker basket.

Envelopes^ are dropped into this basket from

smaller collection baskets by the ushers during each service.
(When not in use, the collection baskets are stored beneath these
small tables.)

After the contents of each collecton basket have been

emptied into the larger basket, an usher carries the large basket(s)
down the left side aisle on his way to secure the money in the
rectory safe.
apparent.

The procedure in the Slovak church is far less

Ushers at St. Cyril's store their wire-mesh collection

baskets in a locked office which opens off the old vestibule.
Baskets are emptied outside the nave.

The head usher exits by way of

the side left door, on his way to the rectory with the envelopes from
each service, moving through the old vestibule, unseen and unheard by
the congregation in the nave.
After witnessing the Irish practice, one Slovak informant (a
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former usher in the Slovak church) remarked,
Their march down the aisle is ostentatious. They act so
worldly, as though they enjoy the spotlight (Novak,
thirty-one years old).
This man felt that the ushers' behavior in the Irish church detracted
from what should be the central focus, the "saying” of the Mass by
the celebrant.

However, parishioners in the Irish church did not

negatively sanction the behavior or appear to find it distracting.
For the Slovak informant, familiar formal aspects of the ritual were
presumed to be "natural" and universal in Roman Catholic tradition
and technically prescribed ritual.
C. SACRED AND NON-SACRED BEHAVIOR
The Catholic lives in a world in which the sacred is mediated
to him through a variety of channels — the sacraments of the
church, the intercession of saints, the recurring eruption of
the 'supernatural' in miracles — a vast continuity of being
between the seen and the unseen (Berger 1967:112).
Although Roman Catholics usually do behave differently upon
entering their churches and upon participating in their religious
rituals, neither all church behavior nor all ritual behavior is here
equated by parishioners with the sacred.

In the case of Roman

Catholic ritual, both the Mass Proper and Ordinary are formally
programmed in advance and unfold in a pre-established sequence of
stages.

Performances which alter the required sequence and essential

content would not alter the fact that partials of the established
ritual did indeed occur; but these performances of ritual partials
would not necessarily be experienced by participants as sacred.

The

whole, if performed according to technical prescription (without a
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profaning negation), is greater than the sum of the parts.
—

The whole

or that part of the entire religious ritual prescribed as being

essential —

is sacred.

An essential distinction between sacred

religious ritual and formal secular ceremonies or customs is that
there can be no complete "dress rehearsal" of sacred religious
ritual.

If the technically prescribed words are said in the proper

order in the proper place employing the proper props by the proper
participant(s), no metamessage "This is play" can negate the fact
that for the believing participant(s) the occasion is sacred.

Only

an act perceptually reacted to as profane could negate the sacred.
Although most informants consider the rituals such as the
Mass to be generally sacred, they concur that certain portions of the
ritual are most important and "most sacred."

As stated previously,

the sacred in this study is characterized as being socially imposed
upon physical space for a measurable duration of time.

What is

euphemistically referred to as "sacred space" in the title of this
dissertation is actually a synthetic concept borrowed from modern
physics —

the concept of space-time.

Time as well as space is implied in all measures. The
fundamental measurement is not an interval between two points
in space but between two points in space associated with
instants of time (Eddington 1964:174).
Any (sacred) ritual...unfolds not only in consecrated
space...but also in a ’sacred time’...(Eliade 1954:20-21).
The ’sacred’ may be operationally defined as framed intervals within
a complex set of religious ritual occasions (after Goffman 1971).
Actual frames of the sacred are continuously dissolving and
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reappearing within both religious and secular settings.

Within a

ritual space-time frame, often co-occuring with the technical aspects
of ritual are those formal and informal aspects which are not
considered profaning by the assembled membership.

For this reason,

each type of sacred context observed will be defined with reference
to both spatial and temporal parameters.
Liminality. The high point inthe "involvement contour"
(Goffman 1963:18) of the Mass ritual for parishioners of both
congregations begins with the consecration (or of Devotions with the
exposition of the Eucharist in a monstrance).

According to Roman

Catholic liturgy, only an ordained priest can consecrate a host —
can change water and wine to the body and blood of Christ.

During

this portion of the formal ritual, fewer non-prescribed behavior
patterns are observed.

52

Even the ushers at the rear of the Irish

church kneel, bow their heads, and strike their breasts.

All present

are expected to behave for a time as members of a single participant
constellation.

53

(Membership in this constellation also requires a

ritualized decompression.

As van Gennep (1960:viii) observed, the

sacred condition of liminality requires rites to reincorporate
"sacred" individuals back into the group and return them to everyday
life.)
According to the pastor of the Slovak church,
...at the Offertory, we put wine into the chalice, and then
we add a few drops of water, and it has a special
significance. Two of the things it signifies are: the wine,
as it were, represents Christ; and the water represents
us...Also, the wine represents the Divine Nature of Christ
and the water the human nature — and the wine being the
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greater absorbs the water (Pastor Dusak).
Deviations from this procedure have been provided for in
Roman Catholic liturgy:
If you, say, accidentally pour in more water than wine, you
either have to get rid of that and start over again or just
add more wine, to make sure that it's wine because if it's
watered down too much, it really isn't wine anymore (Pastor
Dusak).
To reverse the consecration process and ritually dispose of
"consecrated elements", still another canon is followed:
We call it — it's a strange word to use in that context —
we call it purifying the chalice at the end of the Mass...The
word purifying — actually what it means is simply that you
are making sure that the elements of consecration of the Mass
are no longer present. It doesn't mean you're making it more
pure — like better, but you are making sure that these
elements are no longer present (Pastor Dusak).
Victor Turner (1969) suggested that a strong sense of
communitas (or what he labels the sacred) is achieved during the
stage of liminality in a rite of passage, the period when an
emotional state of groupness is achieved.

Within Roman Catholic

ritual occasions, past shared experiences by parishioners with
particular others in particular places facilitate the establishment
of "ritual" in the social anthropological sense of the term.
Arenas of discourse can be managed and contexts so structured
that for brief durations particular symbols are so insulated
that they can have invariant reference value. Conversants
may within such highly structured durations submit to
constraint, accept authority and use particular symbols in a
precise and nonproductive (that is, so that they can elicit
only prescribed responses) manner. However, it is my feeling
that this is ritual. The agreement not to disagree is a
foreclosure of investigation. The agreement to invariant
elicitation becomes the primary communicational unit. In
such structured situations the symbol is relegated to the
position of a bound form, its seraiotic contribution as aspect
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of the whole piece, and, its presence or absence in the
larger structure its primary relevance (Birdwhistell
1968:25).
This notion of ritual is analogous to Hockett's (1958:172)
concept of an "idiom" extended to extra-linguistic behavior by Mary
Catherine Bateson's (1974:159) conceptualization of a "praxon."
Bateson defined a praxon as a "minimal structural segment whose
meaning is not deductible from its structure" (Ibid.:162).

In her

own study of religious ritual behavior, Bateson found high level
praxons —

durations of highly fused communication behavior.

discovered a number of conditions of fusion which included:
addition of meaning or semantic enrichment —

She
(1)

a process by which the

meaning of the fused praxon becomes greater than the sum of its
parts; (2) atrophy of components or semantic attrition in which the
original meaning of parts is lost; (3) blurring of boundaries via the
entry into a multimodal total experience; and (4) hyperregular
surface structure, an increased regularity and redundancy which
fosters a response to the whole (Bateson 1971, 1974).
In my own analysis of religious ritual, I found that
informants designated as "sacred" those sequences of ritual behavior
having the characteristics of highly fused communication behavior
described by Bateson.

In those instances, the three levels of

significance distinguished by Turner (1967:50) were in accord: the
exigetical, the operational, and the positional.
The exigetical meaning is what people say a ritual means.
The operational meaning is what can be inferred from what
they do in ritual. The positional meaning is what can be
inferred from the position of ritual elements in spatial
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arrangements (Ducey 1977:6).
In those instances, technical, formal, and informal constraints were
also in accord.
For most parishioners interviewed, doctrinal prescriptions
for the sacred were employed in distinguishing sacred behavior from
the larger class of church ritual behavior.

However, as Van Gennep

(1960) also discovered, the sacred for informants was not an absolute
value but a value relative to the situation.

54

New changes in the liturgy have created theological,
segmentable statements and patterns of extra-linguistic behavior
rather than fused rituals.

Changes in the Creed, for example, have

been followed with participant reactions of discomfort and a feeling
of "strangeness.”
The effect is, predictably, fission: turning the recitation
of the Creed from a ritual to a theological act, which makes
everyone present uncomfortable, having been assured that this
was not a word-by-word matter. On the other hand, if one
part of the whole is to be changed without too much loss of
sacredness, it is handy to have a temporary fission so that
the change or substitutioon occurs in a small praxon, which
can thgg perhaps be re-fused (Bateson 1974:163; underlining
mine).
Fission of Sacred Frames; Disruptions of Automatic Behavior.
The source of sacredness of "social objects" has been attributed by
Redfield to mere habituation.
Probably the individual organism becomes early adjusted to
certain habits, motor and mental, and to certain associations
between one activity and another, or between certain sense
experiences and activities; and it is almost physiologically
uncomfortable to change or even to entertain the idea of
change (Redfield 1947:25).
As it has been described by Boas, there is "...a feeling of
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impropriety of certain forms, of a particular social or religious
value, or a superstitious fear of change” (Boas 1955:149-150).

Some

effort to "unlearn” and to "relearn" is required to change these
patterns of automatic behavior (Boas 1955).
Many older parishioners of both churches refused to change
what they felt to be the most "natural" patterns of sacred behavior.
For example, several informants reported that older people refused to
alter their formal patterns for receiving Communion to conform with
Vatican II (technical) recommendations.
Pa says he won't say "Amen" after Communion. He just blesses
himself. We never spoke before (Yonda, fifty-nine year old
Slovak woman).
In the Irish church, many procedural changes were achieved
more gradually and less completely.

The Irish pastor opted to allow

the congregation to continue the practice of kneeling on the altar
stair to receive Communion.

It was his belief that when participants

received Communion while kneeling, "no other sign of reverence was
required" since kneeling in itself is generally considered "a sign of
adoration" (Flannery 1975:122).

He also delayed the practice of

distributing Communion to participants in their hands.

He

anticipated additional liturgical procedural changes and predicted
that this practice would be better accepted by the laity if it were
to continue to take place at the altar rail while the recipients were
kneeling (Pastor Sweeney).

56

A single change, such as the acceptance of the host in the
un-consecrated hands of the laity or a change in the rules for
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fasting before Communion had rippling effects upon preparatory formal
ritual practices.

As one parishioner explained:

You know, when I was a kid, going for instruction for First
Confession and First Holy Communion, the priest told us never
let anything touch our lips after midnight until you received
in the morning. You wouldn't let nothing — not a cigarette,
not nothing touch your lips. That's the way we were
taught....It's different today. Now you can go off to sleep,
eat. Now they’re handing it to you in your hands. I don't
go. I don't like it. (Panchak, thirty-six years old).
An Irish parishioner observed,
I see then handing out Communion. I won't go. That fellow
broke every law of God, man, and nature. I wouldn't take
Communion from him. You know, I thought Communion was the
most sacred part of the Mass. An altar boy dropped Communion
and there was hell to pay. But now — today, I don't know.
They're getting away from all traditions. It's too bad
(Boyle,
eighty-seven year old man).
Multi-modal Total Experience. As M.C. Bateson suggested,
boundaries are blurred via the entry into a multimodal total
experience, such as the consecration of the Eucharist.

Inversely,

many sacred ritual behavior patterns are performed with difficulty
out of the context of the sequence of the ritual or apart from
particular spatial locations.

As example was given by the pastor of

St. Pat's of a priest trying

to recite the prayerfor the washing of

the celebrant's

hands during the preparation for Communion.

Like the priest said one time, 'What's the prayer for washing
your hands?' He said, 'Just a minute.' And he went over and
turned on the faucet and looked at the water, and the words
came (Pastor Sweeney).
Often Catholics associate a particular ritual with a particular
feature of the physical environmental structure.

For example, the

same priest admitted that he has a hard time remembering the prayer
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for absolution unless he was sitting in a confessional.
The Profane: The Proper Not-Sacred.

Behavior often

considered profane was found to occur within the walls of both
churches and was found to be performed by some participants within
the overall frames of religious rituals.

This observation suggested

that a total context rather than mere sequence of behavior must be
included in a definition of the profane.
Literally, "pro-fane" means "outside the temple" or having to
do with the secular world

57

(Cox 1966:52).

The dichotomy between the

sacred and profane is not a spatial separation of what goes on inside
and outside a church, however.

It involves the introduction of the

"merely secular" into a 'ritual* sacred context.
Many informants resent the introduction of the formerly
considered "merely secular" handshake into the formal ritual of the
Mass.

During the Offertory, participants (including the celebrants)

are now encouraged to greet their neighbors with the words, "Peace be
with you"

Often sanitary (natural/formal) considerations are

included in complaints about this new convention.
I don't like that set-up cause you get one guy next to you
choking in his hands — and it's not sanitary. Now and then
— if you just nod, I think it would be better. Like a
friend sits near us and we just nod 'cause we can't reach her
(Novak, sixteen years old).
Elaborating on his reluctance to accept this new custom, he went on
to explain its lack of fit into a purely informal secular sense as
well.
Well, like I met (my cousin) in the hospital. We didn't
shake hands — to kowtow — to parents or elders....For
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different officials, like the Legion National commander,
you'd shake hands to welcome or greet him now-a-days to your
Post (Novak, sixteen years old).
However, such secular customs have gradually been accepted by most
participants in both churches, another example of successful fusion
of a new ritual partial.
"Merely secular" patterns which may be performed often are
both positional and behavioral exceptions to ritual being performed
by a congregation —

in Turner's terms: the exigitical, the

operational, and the positional.
Control Frame Maintenance Feature.

Several secular

activities were almost always observed to be profaning when
introduced into a sacred context.

These activities include smoking,

eating, and drinking, and sexual behavior.
The following example is excerpted from a letter of
commendation to a state trooper administrator written by the pastor
of a nearby Slovak church following a threat of profanation of a
sacred ritual:
On Saturday, July 2, 1977, during a very solemn part of our
5:15 p.m. parish mass, with over five hundred worshippers
present, a very husky, tough-looking and dishelved man
disrupted the religious service. He paraded up the middle
aisle and around the sanctuary with arms raised aloft and
smoking a cigarette (Casey 7/14/77).
It was the combination of infringements of the conventions
for behavior for particular constellations of participants during a
sacred frame which rendered this event an example of near profanity.
This strange man, dressed in an inappropriate manner, continuing to
pursue a side involvement (smoking) during his entry into the church
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proper, "paraded11 down the central aisle at a time when members of
the laity were not expected to do so, and with his arms in a position
not assumed by the laity, he entered the sanctuary although not a
main participant in a sacrament.
Trooper (Novak) was in the congregation, off-duty in plain
clothes. Trooper (Novak) in the best tradition of the New
York State Police, quietly, professionally, and efficiently
escorted the intruder back down the aisle and took him
outside the church were he calmed him down, got his name,
arrested him, and had me call the (West Town) police who took
over from there.
I want to highly commend Trooper (Novak). He handled a very
difficult situation. A few parishioners were on the verge of
overacting, the intruder was no man to engage physically, and
a sacred setting could have easily turned into a very messy
scene (Reverend Casey).
SUMMARY
The employment of context control in this description of
churches as context required that observations of the macrobehavior
patterns of parishioners be made under comparable conditions in a
variety of location types in each parish.

Social comparability of

locations was first determined by establishing physical features
always associated with respective behavior patterns, constellations
of participants, and cultural expectations.

The naive presumption of

social comparability of the vestibules of the two churches was first
observationally tested and rejected.

A visual spatial barrier could

not be employed analogously to Carey's (1976) sync-slate to determine
the code shift from off to on for sacred behavior.

Instead a

multilaminal description was required to distinquish sacred ritual
(in the anthropological sense) from the ongoing stream of a religious
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service.
Beginning with a behavioral description of situations
technically, formally, and informally considered sacred, I have
documented instances of profanation of the sacred by unacceptable
variations in the physical environment, in behavior patterns, in
constellations of formation of participants, and in social
expectations of informants in contrasting ethnic parishes.

The

employment of a multilaminal theory of 'meaning* required a final
statement of context that incorporated technical, formal, and
informal definitions of the situation complete with descriptions of
isolates, particles, and patterns for each respective contextual
lamina or combinations of contextual variations.
The sprawl of the material —
informant reports, and observations —

examples-from literature,
employed here and the apparent

lack of discipline were required to justify the need for greater
integration of findings across disciplines and the development of a
system of analysis of ethnographic data to complement microanalytic
research.

A second phase of research could focus upon the micro-

analytic description of each code discovered here and a finer
distinction between ritualized and non-ritualized behavior codes.
This chapter has provided a test of the method of context
analysis in the exploration of spatial communication.

It

demonstrates the value of conducting a structural analysis of a range
of related contexts before describing the code or out-of-awareness
rules for ordering behavior and social significance of what may be a
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particular variant of a class of contexts.
It has been demonstrated that in the trajectory through the
churches to participate in a Roman Catholic ritual such as the Mass,
an informal, formal, or technical system of constraints may dominate
each socially distinct situation.

During those spates of the service

considered sacred by the participants, the technical (written rules),
formal (constraints considered to be natural), and informal
(out-of-awareness rules) are fused.

What people say about the

sacredness of the situation (exigetical meaning) and what can be
inferred from what they do (operative meaning) and the position of
ritual elements in spatial arrangements (positional meaning) are in
accord.

In addition, for Roman Catholics, the technical prescription

indicates that the ritual being performed is sacred.
In each parish, culturally derived formal and informal
conventions monitoring aspects of behavior during sacred (technically
prescribed) ritual may prove profaning to Roman Catholic members of
other cultural groups.

Although mutually exclusive or common codes

have not been fully described in this research, their existence has
been amply demonstrated.
At this juncture, research could be directed toward a micro
level multichannel analysis of the code shift from ritual to
non-ritual behavior.

And much more could be stated conclusively

about the striking contrast between a particular variety of true
ritual and non-ritual behavior.

Researchers who prefer a descriptive

method yet remain reluctant to develop the requisite skills for
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microanalytic research
research could
could focus
focus upon
upon aa further
further refinement
refinement of
of the
the
microanalytic
method of
of macro
macro context
context analysis.
analysis.
method
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REFERENCES

"Exclusive methodological preoccupation with isolated events
can obscure the larger social conditions which are necessary
to and contain many of the ingredients necessary to these
particular encounters. Perhaps the points can be made by
analogy. The ’double-play* in baseball, the assist and shot
in basketball or hockey, or even, the pitcher-batter
relationship in baseball are all critical incidents within
their respective games. However, there is no way by which
even the most careful observer can understand these plays or
the games in which they occur if they are seen as microcosms
containing all the conditions and processes of the larger
social situation from which they are isolated (Birdwhistell
1978).
o
I am using "patterns" here in a rion-technical manner.
using the term in the structural sense.

I am

3
Gainsaying their distortions, photographs, like
descriptions, often include information not understood at the
time of observation but later verifiable (Scherer 1975:65).
Photos were used in my analysis but are not included in this
report to insure the anonymity of the parishes studied.
^The "speaker" is a reflexive position. Included in the
concept of a speaker is the notion of anticipation of audience
reaction (Birdwhistell, personal communication).
^It is useful to set such baselines so long as it is
recognized that the "physiographic" chart is abstracted by a social
logic. In Birdwhistell*s terms, the "physical" baseline is no more
real than the "social."
£
Catholic churches are...
...set aside for the exclusive purpose of divine worship by
one of two forms of dedication, a more elaborate
’consecration' or a simpler 'blessing by the bishop’ (Stanner
1946:17).
Both churches in this study were dedicated by way of the
latter form.
^Formal prescriptions for the desecration of a church include:
homicide or suicide, unjust shedding of blood, use of the church for
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impious (superstitious worship) or sordid (i.e. use of the church as
a stable) uses, and the entombment of an infidel or an excommunicant
in the church (Cox 1966:52).
O

The repertoire may have been derived from training, written
instructions, or, as in the case of small children or retarded or
otherwise handicapped, as learned from others who did it in the same
way.
Q

The trend to isomorphize was carried to its ultimate
conclusion by Stanner (1967) whose conceptualizations of a "geometric
idiom of ceremony" treat geometric forms as conventional signs. His
system of symbolism presumes congruence between spatial
configurations, gesture language, music, and geometric imagery. Such
a system focuses upon a formalized "language of ceremony rather than
patterns of actual performance."
^Goffman (1972:63) defines a social situation as...
...an environment of mutual monitoring possibilities,
anywhere within which an individual will find himself
accessible to the naked senses of all others who are
'present1 and similarly find themselves accessible to him.
Structures such as a church "quiet room" (a glass-partitioned
enclosure for families with "noisy" children) and a "confessional"
differentially influence the range and channels of sensual
accessibility of participants.
^Discrete spatial areas mapped in two dimensions can relate
to each other only at their respective borders (relations of
contiguity). Superimposing several laminates upon a geometric grid,
a topological map can deal with some temporal relationships between
space-time frames as well as with relations of contiguity within a
single frame.

12

Although Hall's proxemic system describes spatial
relationships from a multichannel perspective, it employs a static
notational system. Only the orientation of full bodies to each other
at a particular point in time are described by the proxemic coding
system. Hall's concentration upon changing whole body orientations
does not deal with potential spatial frames defined by shifting
partial orientations and postural changes relative to other
participants and to aspects of physical setting.
13

"Gating" refers to a sequence of behavior partials in a
program of activity. The sequence may be both temporally and
spatially ordered in the behavioral examples to be described.
14
According to Byers, this last formation is typically
un-American (Ibid.). However, I have observed this type of formation
frequently in assemblages of members of single American ethnic groups
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(most notably Slovak-American) and in assemblages of groups of
participants of a single focused activity during a "time out."
^These concepts have been adapted from Norberg-Schulz
(1971:17-33). Schulz discussed five topological relationships: (1)
proximity, (2) separation, (3) succession, (4) closure
(inside/outside), and (5) continuity.
■^Explicit titles (for segments) seem to occur in situations
of ritual change, where the theological import of the ritual
change is problematic. Where the operations of the ritual
are not grouped into titled units, the segmentation is
indicated in other ways (Ducey 1977:83).
^When the Irish arrived in the New World the parish church
was a familiar landmark; it provided a link with the old and
even the architecture resembled the Gothic style of the new
churches in Ireland (Dolan 1975:45-46). (See also Chapneys
1910,1970).
Having few native architects and artists, the Slovaks for
centuries imported them from Western Europe. Slovaks have generally
preferred Italian art and architecture to German, French, or Spanish
(Antonin Liehm, cultural historian, personal communication). (See
also Mikus and Kirschbaum 1971:38).
18
Both the new front entrance and two side entrances were
finished in February 1966 (Parish History 1979). The addition
followed the construction of a school (1958) and the paving of a rear
parking lot to accommodate the increasing number of cars of
parishioners who (now) live beyond walking distance from the church
(Pastor 12/26/75).
19
In his treatment of landscaping as folk art, Anderson
(1972) discussed the nature of planting around businesses, churches,
and schools. He reported that churches indicate their intended place
in society. The designs of the "front region" of churches — designs
of both architecture and landscape — solicit the congregations
desired.

20

Both priests mentioned that strictures regarding silence
had historically been maintained by nuns. As a short story-writer
recalls:
...the nuns used mahogany clappers to avoid shouting orders
across the sanctuary. Clap! Clap! 'Stop that laughter at
the West altar.' (Pintauro 1975:58).

21

I could find no explict reason given in the literature for
the prevalence of breezeways leading from Irish-American churches.
However, the out-buildings on farms in rural Ireland were often
connected to the dwelling space. Rapaport (1969) distinguished
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between two types of concentrated settlements: one in which the whole
settlement is considered the setting for life and the dwelling merely
a more private, enclosed, sheltered part; and the other in which the
dwelling is regarded as pretty much the total setting for life and
the larger settlement as merely connective tissue or waste space to
be traversed and secondary in value.
It appears that the Slovak orientation is similar to the
former description, and the Irish the latter. Interview patterns and
contexts support this assumption.
22

Aware of the stylistic inconsistency created by the
existing entrance way, the current, more cosmopolitan pastor recently
announced progress in designing a new one in the Sunday Bulletin
(7/17/77):
Rather than rebuild the existing steps, the plan will offer a
totally new entrance design that is in harmony with the rest
of the church architecture.
23
The Irish pastor explained that the Irish never owned their
own building in Ireland, and were often charged higher rents if they
made improvements in the property. He surmised that this was the
reason the Irish never developed decorating skills or a taste for
consistency in style. Perhaps the scarcity of lumber may also have
influenced their choice of structural design and interior decor.
24
Provisions have been made for some exceptions to this rule.
Blessed bells may also be rung "whenever a legitimate custom (such as
a national victory) sanctions their use" (Collins 1946:16).
25

Recently, the Catholic mayor of Bethlehem, Elias Freij,
toured the United States soliciting contributions for the
construction of a pedestrian plaza outside the Church of the Nativity
— an external enlarged transitional space. In his appeal for funds
on the "Today Show" (12/13/74) he described the plight of the
"faithful" or the tourist, coming out of the church which is "the
spiritual center of the world" — the place "where Our Lord was born"
— into a traffic jam: "Such ugliness".
26

Interestingly, a corresponding shift in labeling does not
occur when either Irish or Slovak parishioners describe dwelling
space. The front of the house remains that portion oriented toward
the public traffic trajectory.• For the Irish, the "front room"
remains the parlor reserved for visits by guests or "strangers."
27
A Slovakian-born informant reported that in Slovakia early
in the century, "people didn't give much money to the church"
(Sopchak, eighty year old man). Instead, they brought food or coffee
each week for the poor and elderly who collected in the church
vestibule. Since the smaller villages reportedly did not have alms
houses, the poor and the infirm stayed in the churches for hours,
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praying for the sick and the dead. They often lived in a house owned
by the village where they took care of each other. (However, ’’when
the Communists took over, they forced the [formerly] cloistered nuns
to take care of the poor and the sick.”)
Although most parishioners did not eat, drink, or smoke in
church, these older Slovaks did smoke and drink home-brewed plum
whiskey in the vestibule.

28

This ’public’ shrine — the only one located outside the
church proper in either parish neighborhood — has a very different
character from European street shrines. In Rome, for example, street
shrines were built to mark pilgrimage routes and to serve as
reference points during processions. Their care is assumed by
members of the local community:
Housewives on their daily shopping trips buy flowers for the
shrines near their homes. Opening-night bouquets from the
city opera house and theaters often decorate street shrines
the next morning.
At one time the only light in the streets at night came from
the tiny oil lamps of the shrines. A shrine's lamp was
usually fitted in a moveable arm that reached to a window.
Either the owner of the building...or neighbors would light
the lamp at dusk (Madden 1976:101).
Both Slovak and Irish informants mentioned that
Italian-Catholics "love shrines” and usually have one on their
property. This practice may be viewed as an American version of the
Roman street shrines. Home-owners maintain and decorate their own
shrines; but the shrines often serve to mark the dwelling space of
Italian-American Roman Catholics.
29
A secular shrine was present in the Irish church, however.
A Catholic Youth Organization Basketball Champion’s trophy was
displayed here for several weeks after the church's team was
presented the award.
30
Older informants described the pastor who administered the
parish at that time as a religious who wanted "no part in groups
getting together.” During his tenure, church society rolls dwindled,
teenagers were chastised for joining sororities, and the church
basement was almost never used as a social gathering place. The only
exception was...
...a sort of tradition...St. Patrick's Day. At this time,
the priest dressed up in green silk suit and gave a song and
dance performance (Kelly, sixty-nine year old man).
Following the performance, many adult parishioners
congregated at a local pub owned by a fellow church member.
Here it was green beer and wall-to-wall people — all of them
known to each other (Mahoney, seventy year old man).
Reportedly, St. Patrick's Day was the only sacred/secular
holiday when special Irish foods were a must. Most people served
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ham, cabbage, and boiled potatoes, "ham being cheaper than corned
beef." Each year, the local electronics firm continues to serve this
dish in its cafeteria on St. Patrick's Day (Mahoney). Traditional
foods for Irish informants were more often associated with secular
feast days such as St. Patrick's Day.
31

This harvest festival was reinstated in 1981.
Interestingly, the importance of such communal celebrations in the
maintenance of parish rolls had been discussed with the pastor by
this researcher.
32
An occasional late-arriving female may join the men, but
the assemblage remains predominately male.
33
Gender segregation was rarely observed in the Slovak
church. However, it was seen to occur in secular settings such as
bars, a veteran's hall, and local social clubs.
Q/

Recently a few pews were removed from the mid-section of
the nave in the Slovak church to open up an aisle running
perpendicular with the major aisles. The pews which were removed
from the nave have been installed in the "new vestibule." In this
same location, a rack for outerwear was also installed. Collapsible
tables hold religious reading materials, church bulletins, monthly
Missalettes, and advertisements of church social activities.
35
The body is then interred in "consecrated ground" —
it has been the vessel of the spirit.

since

'Casual' body stances include leaning backward or forward,
leaning on the wall or the back of a pew for balance. They exclude
the attitudes assumed during the sacred portions of the ritual —
erect kneeling, head bowing, etc.
37
This parishioner associated standardization of props and
ritual dress with Protestantism, unaware of the Irish influence upon
changing conventions.
38

I concur with M.C. Bateson that "although many rites are
performed in solitude, they are best (understood) in terms of an
interaction model" (1974:151). In reviewing the history of the use
of the term "ritual", Leach (1968:521) discovered that both
"ceremony" and "custom" have been commonly associated with the
secular and "ritual" with religious phenomena. Redfield (1953:20)
used the terms "moral order" and "technical order" to make the same
distinction. He viewed these two types of order as mutually
exclusive opposites; the technical included "all the other forms of
coordination of activity which appear in human societies" that are
not considered a part of the moral order. For Redfield (1947:26),
ritual implied the repetitious character of the conventional, just as
for Goffman it implied much that is repetitious in everyday life.
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Presently* the terms custom, ceremony, and ritual are often
used interchangeably to denote "any noninstinctive predictable action
or series of actions that cannot be justified by a ’rational1
means-to-ends type of explanation” (Leach 1968:521).
QQ

"Gathering" as employed by Goffman (1972:63-64) refers to
an aggregate of participants. For Goffman, such a formation
arises...
...whenever two or more individuals find themselves in each
others immediate presence, and it lasts until the next to the
last person leaves.
Ostensibly, each type of aggregate has its respective cultural codes
or rules for behavior.
^ T h e acoustics at St. Cyril's have attained local fame.
Recently the church was the scene of a secular orchestral performance
(Pastor Dusak).
41

In contrast to the Slovak church, stands of vigil lights
are located inside the altar railing at each side altar in the Irish
church. Similar banks of candles (one in the shape of a heart) were
previously located in the front vestibule of St. Cyril's and now
stand near the side exit doors, closer but not within the sanctuary.
One might wonder about the Irish romanticization of death and the
candles near the altar lit in remembrance of deceased family members
and friends. Parishioners cross the threshold of the altar in the
Irish church to lit candles. The Irish pastor has retained these
candles in their familiar location, although he is aware that the new
liturgy does not subscribe to this practice. He recognizes that
"people need to do something physical" to accompany their petitions
for the dead.
42
A previous pastor was reportedly very eccentric regarding
the use of electricity. The pastor of the Slovak church was aware of
his reputation for frugality and described him as having been "the
sort who turned out the lights in the back of the church after the
procession passed" (Pastor Dusak).
This bit of gossip suggests the existence of a clerical
community, although both pastors denied that much socializing among
clergy occurred across ethnic lines.
43

In her study of contemporary Ireland, Scheper-Hughes
(1979:143-144) found that Balybran residents refused to comply with
the Vatican II revision of the sacrament of Baptism, calling for its
integration with the celebration of the Mass.
44

Readily available in mountainous Slovakia, wood was used
extensively in secular and religious buildings. Wood was often used
in smaller items, such as crosses and religious icons as well. A
newly ordained priest from St. Cyril's received an altar set (a
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chalice and paten) from his father. It was made of a hard wood
native to Slovakia and was hand-crafted (including the lining of gold)
by the priest's father.
45
Many parishioners of St. Cyril's have had negative
reactions to this integration of Baptism within the Mass. The pastor
explained that Baptisms are announced in the Bulletin a week in
advance, so those people who don't like to attend church with crying
babies can go to other Masses.
Other parishioners were unhappy with architectural provisions
for Baptism in new churches. A male Slovak-American high school
student complained,
...I was very disappointed to see my brother...his girl being
baptized in — well, it wasn't a church. The altar was a
metal sculpture that just hung from the wall. There were no
pews; just chairs. And they did two baptisms at once. I
kind of like our system better; it's more personal (Novak,
sixteen years old).
^Bateson and Mead (1942:68) described away behavior as a
"form of insufficient involvement among the Balinese, a social group
noted for their trance behavior.
An obverse of the Balinese love of crowded scenes is their
habit of withdrawal into vacancy — letting themselves slip
into a state of mind where they are, for the moment, no
longer subject to the impact of interpersonal relations.
This withdrawal occurs in a large variety of contexts, but it
is especially common in parent-child and teacher-pupil
relationships, and following some rather definite activity of
work or play. The face of the mother or child, or both, will
become vacant immediately after active play; or the face of
an artist will be similarly unresponsive after he has just
finished carving.
Ostensibly, for the Balinese, this behavior was not followed by
fatigue, but by a sudden resumption of work.
47
This behavior is often negatively sanctioned in culturally
heterogenous groups, however; and Slovak-Americans learn to avoid
this behavior outside their ethnic enclaves.
48
Just before Mass begins there should be a brief
three-to-five minute period during which the
commentator/leader of song makes the necessary parish
announcements, explains any new elements to be added to the
participative program, and rehearses the people in responses
and hymns. The period has been found to be of immense
psychological importance as a warm-up period (The Liturgical
Conference 1964:74).
49
During Forty Hours Devotion, when the Holy Water is removed
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from the fonts, parishioners are aware that the Eucharist has been
moved from the altar. In St. Cyril's, the monstrance is exposed in
the baptistry, where a statue of the dead Jesus lies recumbent on the
lower ledge of the small altar. People kneel at the doorway, adore
the statue by walking on their knees, kiss its feet, drop a donation
in the basket, and then pray for a few moments.
“^Weekly family envelopes now have amounts listed on them
which may be checked off. Previously a blank allowed parishioners to
enter any amount. Recently churches have employed consultants to
organize public relations efforts and to encourage large donations to
cover inflationary costs of maintaining parish plants.
"^The placement of the collection baskets in this highly
visible area in the Irish church may relate to former collection
patterns in the Irish churches. The following contrast between
Italian and Irish conventions and attitudes by Gambino (1974:236)
might apply equally to Slovaks and Irish.
Following Irish custom, Catholic in the United States gave
money to their church as they entered it for a Mass or other
service. The Italian immigrants ignored this custom and
continued to give their offerings at or near the conclusion
of the rite. They laughed at the notion that one should pay
in advance of the services rendered. How, they argued, with
the Irish, could a person tell how much to give if he has not
yet seen the value of what he will be given? The Irish
regarded the Italian attitude as irreligious. The Italians
responded by terming the Irish custom with the pejorative
"American" "like paying at the movies" as some put it, and as
troppo buono. the disdainful epithet meaning naive,
excessively pious, thin-blooded, prissy, and most of all, the
attribute of him who is thereby easily taken for a fool.
52
Carey (1976) referred to this phenomena as a narrowing of
the range in which features and patterns occur.
53
Tolerated exceptions are crying infants, restless children,
and unresponsible elderly or retarded parishioners.
54

In her structural analysis of an emerging type of religious
ritual analogous to Ducey's (1977) interaction ritual, Bateson found
different levels of meaning appropriate to different degrees of
fusion.
The change in behavior during the consecration is so markedly
different that the observer's attention is called by the shift. As
Fichter described,
The ultimate test of devoted Mass behavior...comes at the
time of the Consecration of the Mass. After the warning bell
is rung by the altar boy at the 'Hanc |.gitur,' a complete
silence engulfs the congregation. They are almost motionless
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as they watch the priest elevate the Sacred Host and the
chalice, and then bow in adoration of Christ really present
on the altar. This is the moment when any observer must be
convinced that these people have a deep realization of the
central mystery of Catholic worship (1951:139).
^ U po n returning to the Slovak-American church two years
after completing the field work for this study, I discovered that
many parishioners no longer remembered the old version of the
Apostle's Creed. Apparently, this is one instance in which re-fusion
has occurred with the new liturgy.
56

Both churches provide physical barriers and conventions for
"monochronic'1 (Hall's term) turn-taking during the reception of the
sacraments. The most obvious physical barriers include confessional
doors or windows, altar railings, and elevations, and the walls
separating the nave and the sanctuary from the clerical space.
Social conventions included queues for Confession, Communion, and
Confirmation.
A common assumption made about Anglo-American "interpersonal
space" is that it is "monochronic" — people relate to people one at
a time.
In the United States, most interpersonal relations whether
formal or informal are carried out in a one-to-one sequence.
If you go to a store, the clerk takes care of one person at a
time in the Anglo world. You form lines at stamp windows,
etc. I learned my lesson in New York City....I interrupted a
dialogue a clerk was having with a customer to ask her about
some beads she had in front of her. She snappily told me to
wait for my turn. Mono (one) chronic (time) — one at a
time. In Puerto Rico and other Latin countries, a clerk
takes care of two, three, four people at a time. Poly (many)
chronic (time). A newcomer has priority over the previous
customer. But after five customers I have seen a clerk
getting anxious. Some of them start calling the manager for
help (Nine-Curt 1974:8).
■^The secular may be characterized as equivalent to the
mundane, the everyday, common, or ordinary. It subsumes the profane
and the unholy (Becker 1950).
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Chapter 7

DWELLING SPACE AS CONTEXT

DWELLING SPACE OF PARISHIONERS
Ethnic Domain. Ostensibly, the creation of an ideal cultural
environment can be expressed through the specific organization of
space, an organization more fundamental than the architectural space
of a society.

However, an ideal environment may be given manifest

form through buildings or other artifacts —

ceremonial or for

everyday use.*
Historically, the organization of dwelling space has been
closely related to the concept of an "ethnic domain" (Rapoport
1969:49).

My experience of the dwelling space of the parishioners of

two ethnic parishes suggested some quite distinctive features
associated with religious practices and social interaction patterns
of the two groups.

Slovakian-born informants maintained their

Eastern European heritage of a sharp architecturally defined division
between clean and dirty, animal and human, and sacred and profane.
In Europe, the animals were housed and herded in close proximity to
the houses, but the house interiors were for people only.

Houses had

detached barns, and the animals spent much of each day grazing in
fields located some distance from the dwellings.
pride in the cleanliness of their homes.

Slovaks took great

Each Spring, all of the

interior walls were freshly white-washed in preparation for Easter.
288
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The custom had its roots in Slovakia where low gable roofed wooden
cottages were covered with plaster and white washed inside and out
each Easter.

Currently, in Central City, the preparation for

religious holidays continues to include much house-cleaning and
repair.

Many Slovak-American men may be found busily completing

painting interior house space (often favorite Slovak colors; light
buff, blue and green) on the eve., of Easter or Christmas, the seasons
of the year when homes are open to even more visitors than usual.
These contemporary practices may be traced to Byzantian-Slovakian
traditions.
In Europe, Slovakian homes had a travel book reputation for
being especially neat and tidy and for being decorated with brightly
colored folk art.

Carved woodwork often embellished the exterior

gables and colored patterns (painted by women) adorned the walls or
outlined the windows (Balch 1910).

According to Slovakian-born

informants, "peasant art" in the "old country" consisted of carved
wooden objects, pictures, religious icons, elaborately-dyed and
multi-colored Easter eggs, brightly painted china, ornamental
glassware, and gaily embroidered dresser scarves.

In the following

discussion of dwelling space in the two parishes the changing
placement of these objects in house interiors will be traced.
Irish-American homes also reflect the continuation of their
European heritage.

In these homes, the division between clean and

dirty is more often reflective of a separation of "loose" eating and
conversational space from "tight" entertaining space (Goffraan’s
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terras).

Sacred relics are stored deeper in the interior of homes.

Fewer icons are displayed in space reserved for entertaining
strangers.

As one Irish-Araerican informant explained,

I've got medals and different things like that, but not
displayed out (Morris, eighty years old).
The following discussions will progress from a description of
the most public to least public spaces of the dwelling interiors of
members of the two congregations.
Outdoor Space.

In Center City, the Slovak-American homes

visited were often surrounded with informal arrangements of shrubbery
and flowers.

The "back yards” almost always included a vegetable

garden and/or patio area containing lawn furniture and a picnic
table.
permits.

Cooking and eating are often done outdoors when weather
Neighbors and friends often visit in each other's yards, a

custom far less prevalent among Irish-American informants.
Another distinction between the yards of the two groups is
the frequent presence of "out-buildings" in Slovak-American yards and
their absence in the Irish-American yards.

Many elderly

Slovakian-born informants continue to dry fruits and vegetables and
to store yard equipment and furniture in small sheds (detached from
their houses).

Slovak-American property is often larger and more

fastidiously maintained.
The yards of both groups often include secular ornaments.
Those observed in Slovak yards were more often objects of folk art.
An example is a hand-crafted metal replica of a Slovakian windmill.
Irish yards often include more formal arrangements of white metal
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chairs and tables, used more for decoration or "formal entertaining"
than for everyday living.
No Irish yards visited included a religious shrine and only
one Slovak yard included a plaster cast of Mary.

This statue had

been a fifty-third wedding anniversary gift from the couple's son and
his Irish-American wife.

When asked about outdoor shrines, both

Slovak and Irish indicated that as a rule neither the Slovaks nor the
Irish have a love for statues outside their homes.

One Irish

informant offered that...
...the Italians like statues, though. Italians often have a
statue of Mary outside on the front lawn. Even in the
cemetery (shared by many Roman Catholicethnic groups), they
are more showy than the Irish and the Slovaks.
They like
bright colors and fancy headstones. Some of them even have
pictures on them (Kennedy, seventy-seven years old).
The Italian family yard shrine may be an Americanized version of the
European tradition of having street shrines mark pilgramage routes.
In this country, yard or house-front shrines often mark
Italian-American neighborhoods and sometimes even isolated
Italian-American homes.

The only community shrines found in the

Slovak and Irish parishes were the Crucifixion shrine in the entryway
at St.

Cyril's and a shrine located in a grotto at the Catholic

hospital, donated in memory

of an Irish parent.Each of these

shrines is maintained by institutional custodians (unlike Italian
street shrines).
Porches. Most Slovak-American homes visited included at
least one "outdoor porch" and one or more "indoor porches."

These

porches were usually equipped with lounge chairs and tables for food
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and beverages.

They served as areas of transition between the

outdoors and the indoors.

Yard and recreation equipment, outerwear,

and fishing or hunting gear were often stored in these areas.

"Dirty

clothes" were removed before entry to the house proper.
The Irish-American homes visited often did not have a front
porch, and those that did, did not have porch furniture (with the
exception of a chair or rocker or two).
porches include tables.
"out of doors."

Rarely did Irish front

And informants claimed they almost never ate

Those who did so had screened-in rear porches or

sheltered backyards.
Among both groups, these dwelling spaces were devoid of
religious artifacts, with the exception of an occasional Holy Water
font on the doorway leading into the (heated) house space of elderly
Slovak-Americans.
Entrance Halls. Almost no Slovak-American or Irish-American
home visited included a front entrance hall.

The absence of a front

hall is in keeping with the style of domestic architecture introduced
into the area by early settlers from New England.

o

For the Slovaks, outdoor and indoor porches served as storage
areas and areas of transition.

More outerwear, boots and rubbers,

umbrellas, an extra refrigerator or freezer, cupboards, and some food
supplies were often stored in enclosed but unheated back porches or
side porches of Slovak-American homes.

(I am uncertain regarding the

presence of a comparable space in Irish-American homes.

When

visiting Irish-American homes, I was never permitted entry to any
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comparable domestic space.)
The few informants who lived in modern ranch-style or
split-level houses did have entrance halls.

These halls served as

passageways; household items stored in these passageways were not
visible to people making entry into the houses.
miscellaneous items were stored in closets.

Outerwear and

Halls wider than the

norm often housed a table and small chair used for telephoning, but
according to informants this space functioned more as a passageway
than actual dwelling space.
Traditionally, in rural Ireland the entranceways of homes
were considered "less sacred" than the actual living space.

In

Slovak homes, as in the Slovak church, the entranceway marks the
division of outside from inside, and of the "ritually blessed" from
the profane.

For the Slovaks, the entrances were the areas in which

a record of the yearly house blessing was displayed.

Over the

doorway were inscribed in white chalk the initials of the three kings
and the date of the most recent house blessing.

The local parish

priest routinely came to the houses of his parish during the period
of the Epiphany.

Each room (along with each house occupant) was
3

sprinkled with Holy Water during house blessings.

In Central City,

this tradition has been maintained at St. Cyril's.

The only change

is that now parishioners must call the parish priest to schedule an
appointment for the house blessing.
Kitchens and Dining Rooms.

It has been suggested that even

today there is a link between behavior and the form of the family
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house (Rapoport 1969:131)

A critical area of investigation is that

of the impact of attitudes toward eating on house form.

Neither

Slovak-American or Irish-American informants were found to regularly
take meals in a family dining room.

However, there was a contrast

between the two groups in the use of the kitchen, of outdoor space,
and of other rooms with reference to the preparation and consumption
of food.

Food habits may be traced to broad cultural values and

religious attitudes of the two ethnic groups.
In the United States, ethnicity and class seem to blend to
shape the use of dwelling space.

The stereotypical middle-class

tradition of the separation of activities through the use of
connecting halls may be traced to the conventions of early immigrant
groups such as the British, who achieved a high status and influenced
local building customs.

In our suburbs, family members have been

observed to spend many hours pursuing different activities in
separate rooms.

However, the same kind of division and regularized

use of the entire dwelling space was found among working-class
Afro-American families.

In sharp contrast, working class Italians

and Puerto-Ricans were found to congregate frequently in a single
room and pursue either common or separate activities (Ashcraft and
Scheflen 1976:59).4
In Europe, both the Irish and the Slovaks had two kitchens —
one for baking and the other for the actual preparation of meals and
for eating.

However, the Slovaks in Central City were found to

prepare and eat food in almost any room of their homes.

Eating and
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food preparation are not considered "dirty" occupations to the
Slovaks whose ancestors wore white tunics "to dig in the mud and
still looked clean" (Balch 1910).

Activities associated with food

preparation and ingestion are conducted throughout most of the Slovak
outdoor and indoor dwelling space.
In Central City, an equaly sharp contrast was found in the
Irish-American and Slovak-American use of dwelling space.

The most

notable distinction between the two (working to middle class) groups
is in the use of the kitchen.

As a thirty-five year old suburban

Irish-American mother of two and business executive put it:
Irish live in the kitchen" (Murray).

"The

As in rural Ireland, the

kitchens of Irish-American informants visited all were located toward
the rear of the house.

In the homes of farmers and shopkeepers in

rural Ireland, the kitchen was observed to be...
...the center of family life. The kitchen is the province of
the woman as she discharges her never-ceasing domestic
duties, but it gathers other members of the family at
mealtime and for evening activities. Here too is found the
family shrine. On the wall hangs a brightly-colored print of
the Sacred Heart of Jesus which is illuminated by the glow
from a small red lamp placed beneath, and nearby a framed
plaque announces the dedication of the family to His Sacred
Heart (Arensberg and Kimball 1949:364).5
Similar artifacts, pictures of the Sacred Heart, and small
crucifixes, were found in the kitchens of almost all Irish-American
homes visited in Central City.

These religious artifacts differed

from those found in Slovak-American kitchens.

As an Irish-American

informant observed,
I have a crucifix in my kitchen. I don't have the Last
Supper in the kitchen like Slovaks (Morris, eighty years
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old).
Several Irish informants found the concept of having a picture of the
Last Supper so foreign, they presumed it to be a Protestant
tradition.

With the Irish, the sacrifice of Christ is emphasized;

with the Slovaks, the feast of the anointed.
The differing preferences in kitchen artifacts is also
reflective of attitudes about body image and food consumption.
Fasting and abstinance continue to be practiced by many
Irish-American informants, even when no longer prescribed by canons
of the church.

And evening meals are extended periods associated

with the sharing of "family secrets."

Non-family members

infrequently share meals in the homes of Irish-American informants.
In contrast, eating is associated with socializing with both
family and friends for Slovak-American informants.

Details about

family life such as illness and recent marital crisis —

details

which would be considered private and for family only among the Irish
—

are shared with even casual acquaintances.

Almost everyone

invited into the family home is offered food and/or drink and
'casual' conversation.

In Slovak homes, food is consumed throughout

the day and throughout the house.

As a middle-aged Slovak-American

woman observed,
We gather in different rooms at different times, for
different activities. We eat on the porch in the summer
(Zabadal, thirty years old).
Many Slovak informants mentioned strict attitudes of parents
regarding wastefulness:
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You didn't set anything down on your plate that you didn’t
finish — as far as food goes. I have some daughter-in-laws
that poke around a little bit — and it's better if my
parents aren't around if I'm going to have them because
they're a nervous wreck if anything's left on that plate —
'cause you know, you just don't waste things (Yonda,
fifty-nine years old).
Patterns of food consumption and leisure activities have been
cited as influential in determining structural changes in the homes
of several Irish-American informants.

In Central City, a number of

middle-class Irish-American families altered the physical structure
of their new homes to accommodate larger family groupings in the
kitchen.

As one woman explained,
...as soon as we had enough money to make some changes in our
new house, we took out the wall between the dining room and
the kitchen and made the kitchen larger (Murray, thirty-five
years old).
Though described as "the province of the woman," the Irish

kitchen is also the central gathering place for the whole family
during the protracted family mealtimes and the evening hours.

Many

diverse but commonly shared activities often occur in the
Irish-American kitchens visited.

Many of these kitchens combine

sitting and dining spaces as they did in rural Ireland.
Most of the larger houses (in Ireland) had two kitchens, a
back kitchen and a front one. Mom used to do lots of her
cooking and baking there. The other one we ate in was a
kitchen and^a sitting room combined (Kennedy, seventy-seven
years old).
A similar pattern was observed in Central City.

In one home shared

by three widowed sisters and their unmarried youngest female sibling,
more comfortable furniture and mass communication appliances were
installed in the family kitchen.

As the granddaughter of one of the
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widows described the arrangement,
My grandmother had to have a second TV put in the kitchen for
her stories because that's where the sisters congregated all
day. They often played cards there. The TV in the living
room is broken and probably won’t even be fixed. People just
go in there sometimes later in the evening, to stretch out
and relax (Murray, thirty-five years old).
Since meals are not typically served in the homes of
Irish-American informants to non-family members, a formal dining room
was not considered necessary by many parishioners of the Irish
church.

Irish-American homes which did have dining rooms often also

had musical instruments stored in these rooms.

Ostensibly, some

dining rooms were used "during the holidays," when members of the
extended family gathered and there was not adequate space in the
kitchen to accommodate the larger group.

During these occasions, the

family musician(s) often played an accompaniment for family singing.
Such occasions were rare, however.

Only a very few

Irish-American informants reported feeding large numbers of people
(outside the immediate nuclear family) in their houses.

Instead,

often after funerals, for example, although a large group of family
members might convene for a meal, this meal would most likely be
shared at a restaurant.
In contrast, Slovak-American informants reported that "a
sit-down luncheon" was usually served "at a church hall or basement"
following a funeral.
welcome.

All those who attended the service were

Afterward the large, extended family of the deceased

gathered at the home of one of the family elders for drinks and
snacks (and often a cold evening meal).

At these gatherings
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relatives spread throughout the house.
children might nap in the bedrooms.
doors.

Older people or very small

Small children might play out of

And other adults and interested children collected in the

largest room or in the yard to retell "family stories" and to
reaffirm relationships.
The subject of loss brings up the related subject of
deference behavior associated with loss.

Respect is often shown for

the deceased among Irish-American informants by some form of
abstinence or self-denial.

For example, the retarded grandson of a

recently deceased woman was observed to avoid a special treat often
prepared for him by this woman in the past.
He hasn't had a milkshake since (his grandmother) died. She
used to make them for him all the time, but he won't touch
one now (Garity, seventy-two years old).
Another Irish custom is the following of the mention of the
name of a deceased individual with the epitath "God rest (his or her)
g
soul" or "May (he or she) rest in peace."
Commonly, it is presumed
that the presence of some underlying hostility is inferred from this
practice.

It is viewed as the magical undoing of any negative

thoughts for the deceased.

However, empirically, we are limited to

the observation that such epitaths seem to follow the mentioning of
the name of any deceased individual.
New liturgical canons have influenced many secular customs
associated with mourning a loss.

Vatican II recently prescribed

that:
Funeral rites should express more clearly the paschal
character of Christian death, and should correspond more
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closely to the circumstances and traditions found in various
regions. This also applies to the liturgical color to be
used (Vatican 11:24).
In the past mourners wore the liturgical color associated
with death —

black.

The liturgical color is now white; yet mourners

most closely aligned with the deceased still may be seen to wear
black or dark colors.
Slovak funerals often continue to be followed by a sit-down
meal for all those who attend and for a large family gathering for
the remainder of the day (or several days).
disperse after the formal ritual.

Irish funeral parties

Usually, only close family members

attend the cemetery ritual; the immediate family often later repairs
to a local restaurant to share a meal.

Both of these ethnic family

occasions entail much reviewing of changes in status and provision
for the assumption of some of the responsibilties of the deceased
family members.
Still other customs are associated with loss.

Following the

death of a family member, adapted European customs are performed by
members of both ethnic groups.

Reportedly, the bedding and bed of

the deceased were destroyed in rural Ireland.

In Central City, Irish

family members often destroy bedding and avoid sleeping in the bed of
the deceased for several months.

After this time, a family member

might find it comforting to use the bed of the former family member,
however.

Frequently, the child inheriting the family home and/or

belongings after the death of the parents offers some mementos of the
deceased to other siblings.

When I asked an Irish informant to show
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me some photos, she hesitated, saying,
...my oldest sister, she gave me two albums of older
pictures. Well, when I showed them to my family — not so
much the grandchildren as my own children — well, they got
hysterical. So I haven't brought them out in quite a while
(Kennedy).
Often a copy of a photograph of deceased persons, usually one taken
during their youth is distributed to each sibling.
casket are taken by the closest relative(s).

Objects from the

These objects and/or

photographs may be prominently displayed on a television set, or
mantle in the living room.

Objects of kitsch art and profaning

activities are excluded from this "sacred shrine" in Irish-American
homess.
surface.

Ashtrays and beverage glasses are not placed on the same
Middle-class Irish informants mentioned a new custom —

the

planting of a tree (sometimes bearing a memorializing plaque) in
honor of a deceased relative.
In Slovak-American homes, religious artifacts were observed
to be more widely distributed throughout the living space.

A less

strict separation of religious and mundane mementos was observed.
Blessed palms, (distributed in American Roman Catholic churches at
Easter time) might be seen draped over the frame of a photograph of a
9
child or grandchildren as well as a religious picture or icon —

a

practice frowned upon by the Irish who clearly distinguished between
deference practices associated with religious figures and those
associated with deceased or living humans.^
Moving on to the kitchens of Slovaks, some contrasts in the
decor and the use of the space are apparent.

In rural Slovakian
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peasant dwellings, the kitchen was usually one of two rooms.

Like

the kitchens in Ireland, those in Slovakia were decorated with
religious artifacts.

Running around the walls about one foot below

the ceiling was a band of continuous shelving.
the brightly-colored secular artifacts.

Here were displayed

But a section of this

shelving was reserved for religious items.

This "sacred shelf" was

covered with a plain white cloth marked by the absence of colored
embroidery.

The cloth was often made of "pure linen."

Upon it were

placed a religious icon, a candle and/or flowers, and sometimes a
photograph of a deceased loved one.

A shrine in honor of the Virgin

Mary might include a statue beneath a glass cover.

Family members

often said "special prayers" of remembrance or for special intentions
in the vicinity of this "sacred shelf."

A deceased family member, as

well as a saint, might be asked to intervene with "the Lord" on
behalf of a petitioner.
Slovaks in their seventies and eighties remember family
prayers and recitations; many were required to explain the message of
Sunday sermons upon returning home from church.
around the "dinner or supper table."

This usually occured

When this older generation

became parents, they often brought newspaper clippings to the dinner
table about people who had undergone hardships and overcame them
through hard work and frugality.

The theme during these meal-time

discussions was "the American success story," the shunning of
government charity, the determination to conquer adversity and
provide the means for a better life for "the children."

When these
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children came of age, they more often became the audience for
recitations by their own children of prayers or dogma from religious
education classes.

This next generation of children made the "May

altars" (as instructed by the nuns).

Now in their thirties and

forties, this generation of parents is most often found with the task
of reconciling conflicting messages being reported by their children.
In Center City, the traditional type of shrine area in the
home might more often be found in the dining room or in a bedroom
than in the kitchen.

Religious artifacts are distributed throughout

the interior dwelling space.

A photograph of the Last Supper is

often hung above the family dinner table.

Slovak grandparents

recalled a former family meal tradition in which bread is shared with
all present.
Sunday dinner was the special family meal of the week. We
always started a new loaf of bread, first marking the bottom
crust with the sign of tljij cross. Everyone had to have at
least one taste (Yonda).
Visitors are often invited into the kitchens of Slovak—
American homes.

It has been argued that the opening of the kitchen

(and the visibility of food preparation) to the visitor is a kind of
trust in itself —
1979:78).

much as the actual sharing of food (Welsch

However, among Slovak-American informants, actual dwelling

space might be considered merely a more private, enclosed, and
sheltered part of the entire living realm which takes part in the
larger settlement (Rapoport 1969).
Parlors and Living Rooms. The room "behind the hearth" in
rural Ireland was occupied by "the old couple" upon the marriage of
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the inheriting son (or upon occasion, the daughter).

Here were

stored the "symbols of unity" and "the religious symbols of the
house" (Kimball and Arensberg 1940, 1968:128).

In the homes of

shopkeepers, these symbols were displayed in the front "parlor" along
with family mementos.

Arensberg and Kimball described the parlor as

a room reserved for formal entertaining:
On the mantle above the fireplace is a variety of objects,
bric-a-brac of brass, or china which are mementos of some
holiday or presents received in celebration of some event.
Scattered among these items are family photographs portraying
the bridal couple in their wedding finery and the children at
the time of first communion or confirmation and others
preserving the memory of some special occasion. In some
instances enlarged and tinted photographs of the couple's
parents hang in a place of honor above the mantle.
Brightly-colored lithographs may adorn the walls.
The heirlooms, photographs, and furnishings are symbols which
embody and reflect family status. Here the secular ritual of
social class and of life crises are acted out. When clergy,
or special guests call, they are received here. At the
marriage and death, kin and friends gather here as one. On
occasions other than these, the room is seldom used (1940,
1968: 362-363).
For contemporary Central City Irish-American informants, "the
parlor" continues to be reserved for formal entertaining.

Located

frequently "on the other side of the house" (from the kitchen), it
can be used for entertaining "guests" when the rest of the house "is
not cleaned up" for visitors (Murray, thirty-two years old).
Following celebrations involving kith and kin, however, "after the
party thins out" family members often reconvene in the kitchen.
Usually one of the older ladies will move into the kitchen
and then we'll all trot in. It's closer — and better
conversation around the table, close to drinks, ice. People
help themselves (Murray).
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In the Irish houses visited, there appeared to be an
unwritten rule for separating the photographs of the living from the
dead.

One Irish widow, a mother of four, displayed the photographs

of her twenty grandchildren on a parlor bookcase bought specifically
for the purpose.

She explained that her sister had complained about

"the jungle of pictures" previously scattered about the room.
Several of the photographs were Mother's Day gifts.

In this woman's

parlor only two photographs remained outside the bookcase, one
situated on an end table on either side of the sofa.

She explained

that the woman in each photograph had been cloer to her than anyone
else; one was her mother, and the other a family friend who cared for
her mother during her last illness.

Both women were no longer living

(Kennedy, seventy-seven years old).
Living rooms in Slovak-American homes are family rooms.
Usually dust-free and freshly vacuumed, the living room is forever
ready to receive visitors —

friends, relatives, or strangers.

Families that eat in shifts (due to varied work and school schedules)
may take meals here in front of the television set.

People entering

this room from outdoors are often offered food and/or drink before
they are seated.

12

Infrequently was the living room referred to (or

treated like) a parlor.
When questioned about changes in decorations of her home,
this woman said that when the grandchildren began to come, she moved
the childhood pictures of her own children to her bedroom.

(This

pattern was repeated by four other widows visited.)
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Interviews with both Slovak and Irish informants indicated
that the display of family memorabilia and religious artifacts
shifted with the stage in the family life cycle.

In the homes of

newlyweds, wedding photographs and/or a framed, engraved wedding
invitation were prominently displayed.

For a brief time, the

couples' wedding cake decorations were also displayed.
New spouses brought with them to their shared domain a
collection of "sacred objects" collected over their relatively short
life spans.

Couples often received at least one religious artifact

as a wedding gift, from a family member or friend who is a member of
a religious order or from an older person.

Over the years, certain

types of religious artifacts were favored for periods of time.

Many

informants in their sixties, for example, had received a "sick call
cross" whose crucifix front slips off to reveal a compartment stocked
with holy water, two beeswax candles, and a white cloth (articles
required for a visit by a priest offering the "sacraments" to a
shut-in).

These artifacts often were first displayed in the living .

room, and later moved to the couple's bedroom.
As children arrived, artifacts associated with their "rites
of passage" assumed prominence.

Older children's photographs, after

a display period in the living or dining room, found their way into a
family scrapbook or less public room in the house.
As children matured, they also began to influence the display
of artifacts.

To examine the change through time in the placement

and composition of shrine areas in the home, informants were asked if
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their children influenced their taste in decoration.

As one Slovak

couple in their eighties explained,
Oh, to a certain degree. I think they all do. You have, to
take down pictures that you have on the wall.... We probably
did the same thing to my mother, too, 'cause she had a lot of
old ones from Ireland (Novak).
Influenced by their peers and their own awareness of status markers,
many girls (during their courtship period) modernized the family
living room, often moving family photographs and religious icons to
less public areas of the home.

As one Slovak couple in their

eighties explained,
The kids have their own ideas about decorating.
all the.pictures and things upstairs (Novak).

They shifted

And these "kids," now in their forties and fifties, have lived
elsewhere for over twenty years.
The decor of family living rooms often changed dramatically
when daughters began to date.

Family photographs found their way

into the deeper recesses of the house —

the bedroom, or basement.

One couple in their eighties have furnished their basement with
"leftovers" their daughters had discarded from the living room and
dining room.

Family portraits from the "old country" now adorn the

basement walls over the barber's chair of the husband and "old stove
and refrigerator for summer cooking" of the wife.

Scattered about

the room are "the old living room furniture, ceramics, and holy
pictures" which once furnished the family living room upstairs.
Parents in both ethnic groups recall the teenage years of their
children as years when things could disappear and reappear in a new
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place —

pictures, furniture, tools, record players, etc.

Often

religious artifacts were also moved out of the parlor or living room
during this period of the family life cycle.

A similar pattern was

reported in the homes of Slovak and Irish widows.
Bedrooms. Over forty years ago in Middletown. U.S.A., the
Lynd's (1956) found that although in the past family homes provided
"scenes for religious activities," the "family altar" and daily
family prayers were disappearing.

A Roman Catholic pastor of a

working-class parish attributed this change to competing schedules of
family members:
Not ten percent of my people have family prayers. The
fathers and the children get up at different hours, and it is
almost impossible in many homes to assemble the family
regularly (1956:337).
Although only a few Slovak-American families with young
children and with parents very active in religious socieities
reported regular family prayers, a number of "shrine areas" were
discovered in the homes of members of both parishes.

In contrast to

rural Slovakia and Ireland, however, these shrines of contemporary
Americans were more often found in the bedroom than the kitchen or
family room.

The family ritual of prayer before a statue lighted by

a votive candle has become the private ritual of, for the most part,
members of the older generation, usually of women.
In the bedrooms of Irish-American informants, funeral
crucifixes of deceased relatives gradually replaced older bedroom
crosses or crucifixes which had been received as wedding gifts of
bought by the parental couple.

One widow explained that she now has
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only one bedroom cross.
Just a small one in by bedroom. I used to have one in each
bedroom (in the family home just sold). I have one now in my
bedroom out of my husband's casket. And I gave my children
the other ones, when I moved. You know, this is the time to
get rid of a lot of stuff. I had a big seven-room house
before. And I gave theij^what they wanted (Norton,
seventy-six years old).
Several widows described plans for distributing family
mementoes.

One explained,

I made my oldest boy an album — from the time he was born
'til he ended up with his four children. And I guess he had
the best time with that than you could ever imagine. I
bought albums for all of them, but I haven't only finished
one. Everybody that came...he got that album out and showed
it to them. I couldn't believe it (Kennedy, seventy-seven
years old).
There were fewer crucifixes in evidence in the
Slovak-American homes.

Children's rooms more often displayed a "holy

picture" with a child's prayer.

Bedrooms of parents included a

sick-call cross.
After their children left home, some elderly Slovak-American
couples began sleeping in separate bedrooms "to use the extra space."
Back problems, arthritis, and difficulty sleeping were all given as
reasons for this change in sleeping arrangements.

Widows in both

ethnic groups frequently moved or redecorated following the death of
a spouse.

Often the bedroom decor changed dramatically during this

phase of the family life cycle.

One Slovak-American redecorated her

room in pink and white organdy, a style she felt her husband would
have found "too fussy and frilly."

Family photographs in the

bedrooms of widows were often of children —

photos of the woman's
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own offspring or of grandchildren.

All widowed men visited claimed

to have kept their houses or apartments just as their wives had left
them.
Bathrooms. The only room in the house found to be devoid of
most religious artifacts was the bathroom.

But even in the case of a

bathroom, occasionally a "holy card" or a small icon was observed in
the homes of the elderly of both groups.

DWELLING SPACE OF THE CLERGY
Role Territories. As has been mentioned earlier particular
locales have been associated with specific role behavior by Ashcraft
and Scheflen (1976).

This territorial conception of "role" expands

upon the sociological notion of a fixed set of actions performed by a
single individual.

An initial consideration in the mapping of the

sacred and secular roles of the Roman Catholic priests included in
this study was to establish the range of locales permitted them.
Both the second generation churches studied are now served by
diocesan priests.

The original parishioners of St. Cyril's had

"broken away" from the parent church, ostensibly to be served by
priests less removed from their secular concerns.

Historically,

priests of religious orders have had more confining strictures placed
upon their activities than diocesan priests.

Unlike the convents and

rectories of nuns and priests of religious orders, the rectories of
diocesan priests are "just houses that two or more priests live in"
(McCabe, forty-five year old Irish priest from Narberth,
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Pennsylvania).

No chapel is included in these rectories.

No hours

of common prayer are mandated for "the seculars."
During the period from 1815 to 1865, priests of the
Rederaptorist order, for example, had a rather severely restricted
daily round of activities.
The respect rendered the priest did not necessarily arise
from close personal relations with the laity; in fact the
rule of the order prohibited such familiarity. When lay
people visited the home of the priests, they had to remain in
certain rooms, and most of the house was off-limits to them.
Priests were not to visit the homes of parishioners alone,
and when they did visit, it was only to comfort the sick and
the dying. They were not allowed to attend parish picnics
and excursions 'under whatever pretext, ever, without the
written permission of their superior.' The rule was more
strict regarding their contacts with women than it was
regarding their contacts with men. It provided for
exceptions with the permission of the superior, but its
general tenor was clear: a priest in New York would smoke,
but 'never in those places where one can be seen by lay
people' (Dolan 1975:82-83).
Priests 0f religious orders are not "under the Bishop" or
Cardinal in the same way that diocesan priests are.

Orders have

their own superiors and are more loosely associated with the diocesan
hierarchy.

Parishes (such as the parent parish of St. Cyril's)

served by such priests, reportedly had a "different emphasis," since
priests of religious orders brought their parishioners "under their
own rules to live by."
the poor."

Some orders, for example, were "dedicated to

Parishes served by priests of these orders might even

have run "soup kitchens" (Pastor Sweeney).
In contrast, diocesan priests were being described as being
"more like apostles" —

ordained to live among the people (Ibid.).

Although dubbed "seculars," diocesan priests, too, followed
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strictures forbidding social relationships available to members of
the laity.
There were rules, not really written down anywhere, that
(priests) learned in the seminary. There were rules about
drinking and smoking...where you could do it. And about the
company of women. Like the two of us talking like this would
never have happened back then (before Vatican II).14 And
there were even rules about visiting peoples' houses — what
hours you could be out until and doing what (Pastor Sweeney).
When asked about the effects of these strictures, the Irish
pastor explained the need to separate the priest from the rest of the
congregation.
The church has a sense of mystery. The more (the priests)
meld in with the people, the more the mystery disappears
(Pastor Sweeney).
A cultural separation among diocesan priests was also alluded
to by the pastor of the Irish church:
You'd have to look very close to see the difference. But
priests aren't very clannish. At church parties they don't
invite other nationalities. There are cultural lines in the
church — Italians, especially in the Polish....Buffalo has a
Polish League (Pastor Sweeney).
Some differences were observed in the deference behavior
surrounding the Slovak-American and Irish-American diocesan priests.
Many current customs can be traced to the European countries of
origin of parishioners.

In Slovakia, the separation of the clergy

from the laity has been maintained and reflected in part, by a
special greeting for priests.

This practice continues at St.

Cyril's, most often enforced by elderly parishioners.

In Slovakia,

women often kissed the hand(s) of the priest as they offered the
greeting, "Poh Pan Yeh Pan, Jesus Kristus" (Blessed be the name of
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our Lord, Jesus Christ).
clergy at St. Pat's.

No comparable greeting is reserved for the

But reportedly the priests

of the

Irish-American parish also have less secular contact with their
parishioners.

The Irish pastor complained that he has only been

invited to dinner in the
return —

home of a parishioner a few times sincehis

and the parishneighborhood was where he had grown

up; this

pattern is similar to that described by Irish parishioners.
Slovak priests enter the dwelling space of parishioners each
year for a house blessing.

At one time, they also visited

parishioners on Holy Saturday to bless the Easter baskets.
Currently, parishioners bring their baskets to the nave of the church
on Holy Saturday for the blessing of traditional foods to be shared
by the entire family on Easter Sunday.
Among the Irish clergy, many have continued to follow the old
strictures.

A middle-aged assistant pastor in Philadelphia

acknowledged that several Irish-American colleagues "still will not
ride in the front seat of a car with their own sisters" (Reverend
O'Hara, forty years old).

Although Vatican II has left many of these

rules subject to personal interpretation, familiar practices continue
with some adaptations.

Although often more cosmopolitan and

well-trained, the Irish clergy interviewed continue to experience
"discomfort" in the presence of female non-relatives.
Personal Possessions.

Diocesan priests enjoy repeating the

statement that priests in religious orders take a vow of poverty and
diocesan priests keep it.

Unlike priests belonging to religious
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orders, diocesan priests receive a monthly salary of about three
hundred dollars with which they purchase clothes, insurance, cars,
and all personal necessities (except room and board).
When asked whether priests always owned their own cars or
whether some parishes supplied cars, the Irish pastor explained that
"the rule used to be that a priest couldn't have a car for six years
after

he was ordained," He went on to offer that priests often "go

in for luxuries" (especially in the case of automobiles) because
there were so few things they would take pride in.
pastors and bishops often drove Cadillacs.

Traditionally,

But with the loosening of

strictures for younger priests,
You couldn't pick out bishops by cars today. Some of the
youngest priests now have the biggest cars (Pastor Sweeney).
All of the priests interviewed own their own radios and
stereo equipment.
bedrooms.

Most have personal television sets in their

The Irish pastor recently purchased his own organ.

That's my pride and joy over there. It was never heard of —
for a priest to own an organ, at one time. It gives me much
pleasure. I'm not very good, but I love to play the old
tunes. Especially the old Latin hymns we don't have in the
Mass anymore.
The Rectories. The sense of mystery which has surrounded
parish priests has also surrounded parish houses.

Members of the

laity (outside the privileged ushers and maintenance personnel) have
been permitted very little access to most rooms within the rectories.
A degree of tightness (Goffman's term) surrounds life in the
rectory which does not surround life in the dwellings of
parishioners.

As the Irish pastor mused,
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Have you ever thought about this? In what other job do you
live in your place of employment and live with your boss?
(Pastor Sweeney).
Traditionally, a very inflexible hierarchy influenced the
routines of rectory living.

The local pastor often made final

decisions about the style of decor, the use of dwelling space, and
even the meals served.

In cases when a church dignitary visited a

parish rectory, the local pastor deferred to the wishes of the bishop
or other members of the church hierarchy.

And the visiting dignitary

was expected to maintain a rather formal distance during his stay.
Priests expected the bishop, when he visited, to show a
certain decorum toward the (parish) priests. You would greet
him formally and ceremoniously at the door with official
pleasantries. Then you would bring him to the proper room to
dress or vest,,, always aware of the aura and environment of
the sacristy. He was a ritual figure depending on the
ceremonies...and formal. You'd conform when he visted.
After all, it was meeting your boss (Pastor Sweeney).
Traditionally, the status distinction between the pastor and
assistant(s) was reflected in the division of space and furnishings.
The bigger room was usually set aside for the pastor...and
the better furniture. He even selected the food. (The
assistant) lived in the (the pastor's) house (Pastor
Sweeney).
Presently in the Irish rectory, the assistant pastor has
quarters on the second floor —

quarters which include a living room

and sitting porch "for entertaining personal friends" (Pastor
Sweeney).

The situation in the Irish church is "a little unusual" in

that the pastor's bedroom is on the ground floor. As Reverend Sweeney
explained,
My quarters are on (the first) floor (next to my) sitting
room/study/office. Only the housekeeper goes in there.
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When asked whether the upper floors were generally "off bounds" to
lay people, the Irish pastor explained,
Not, really. We sometimes have guests — priest or lay
people (family members). And Father Bob sometimes has people
in for dinner. He has the screened-in porch upstairs where
he can sit and relax in the evenings — and entertain friends
if he wants to.
Just as "family time" has changed with the changing size and
shape of contemporary families, so too has the relaionship among
priests sharing a rectory changed with the changing age relationships
of local clergy.

Several decades ago,

...typically there was a twenty-five to thirty year age span
between the pastor and an assistant. You wouldn't get a
parish until your fifties, and the assistant was usually just
ordained (Pastor Sweeney).
Currently, an age span of ten to fifteen years separates the clergy
in each of the parishes studied.

In both rectories, fewer decisions

are being exclusively made by the pastor.

As the Irish pastor

explained,
I let (my assistant) make decisions about the place — like
the color of the paint. We both do some minor repairs around
the place. We don't always eat together, but when we do, he
gets to select dishes he likes, too. And sometimes we fix
something for ourselves... (We both) feel this place is home,
(Pastor Sweeney).
In both parishes studied, the front main floor is "open to
the public."

Here are located the "offices" and/or "stations" of the

clergy and the parish/rectory staff.

Religious pictures and icons

are prominently displayed in these settings.
clergy of St. Cyril's are quite austere.

The offices of the

Hard-backed chairs flank

the white walls and hooked area rugs dot the highly-polished hardwood
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floors.

Here schedules are firmly adhered to and the conversation is

quite business-like.

Upon completion of formal business, a

parishioner is often escorted into the comfortably-furnished and
carpeted dining room or living room for some refreshments and casual
conversation.

As in the Slovak church, particular behavior patterns

are associated with physical locales and do not seem to vary with
time.
In contrast, the offices in the rectory at St. Pat's includes
massive cherry desks and overstuffed chairs and/or couches.

Brighter

colors, a variety of fabrics,' and wall-to-wall carpeting lend an air
of warmth and provide acoustic comfort.

Meetings in these offices

frequently run past their scheduled durations.

It was clear that the

office(s) also served as living rooms for the clergy.

When food was

served to guests, however, it was served in a small "sunporch off the
office," the place where the priest sometimes entertained "close
friends and relatives."
Living Space. Both rectories were built during a period when
parish houses were massive enough to accommodate large numbers of
visiting clergy.

It was the custom for local clergy to entertain

several visitors during the yearly Forty Hours Devotions.

The Irish

pastor regretted the fact that...
...now we don't have the Forty Hours party anymore,,..They
would stay long for forty hours. That was the reason they
built such a large rectory.
Both pastors acknowledged a greater degree of personal
comfort with the lifting of former strictures.

However, the Irish
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pastor did regret that with the changes came a loss of "the esprit"
shared by members of the clergy in the past.

He suggested that

currently many members of the local clergy "don't even know each
other any more."

Spare rooms are now more frequently used by close

personal friends or family members than by touring members of the
clergy.
Along with the decline in entertaining large numbers of
clergy has come the beginning of entertaining a large number of lay
persons in the parish rectories.

After a recent fund-raising

campaign at St. Pat's, for example, the clergy invited workers to a
party at the rectory.

The priests had set up a table of sandwiches

in the dining room and "a keg of beer on the back porch."

This event

was the first of its kind in the history of the parish.
The personal habits of the priests interviewed have changed
dramatically during the past thirty years.

Changes in dress and

socialization patterns reflect a loosening of sexual inhibitions.
The pastor of St. Pat's commented upon strictness of the discipline
in the recent past.
In certain orders of priests, the first thing they did when
they got up was to put on their cassock...then take off their
PJ's, then put on their underwear and clothes under the
cassock. This was about thirty years ago, to cultivate
celibacy and to distract you from your body.
Reportedly, before Vatican II, what members of the clergy
wore outside the rectory was what they wore during waking hours
inside.

But...
Vatican II changed all that.
same time (Pastor Sweeney).

The baretta went out about the
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According to the pastor of the Irish church,
Many priests had to get used to "civies" again, by degrees.
I remember the first time....I went on a vacation in the
Ozarks and was just exhausted. The first day I wore my
golf-type clothes and was sitting in the lobby reading
the
paper and somebody came up to me who had recognized me
asa
priest. I felt I had betrayed my whole priesthood (Pastor
Sweeney).
Apparently, the standards for dress and leisure activity had
been gradually changing for some time without official approval.
However, even more liberal-minded clergy prefer wearing religious
garb under certain travel conditions.

For example, while traveling

in Poland, the pastor of St. Cyril's saw the
special

garb."

"value of wearing

When recognized as a cleric, he often received

special hospitality.
Each diocese regulates the amount of vacation "seculars" get
each year.

They usually have three weeks of vacation.

They also

have two weekends off per month and one and one-half days of each
week.

"Covering for each other," clerics may establish a more

flexible work schedule.

And as one priest stressed, time-off is

regulated by Canon Law.

Assistants do not have to thank their

pastors for days off.
While on vacation, priests usually prefer to escape their
priestly role and garb.
On vacation you try to escape from the clerical, mostly from
the way people treat you in that role. For instance, if you
like horse racing, you can't very well place a bet at a
window in clerical garb (Pastor Sweeney).
Vacations for the Irish pastor included weekends of golf with lay
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friends in the suburbs.
The gradual change in leisure attire has not totally blurred
the secular and priestly behavior of clerics.

Often priests refrain

from certain secular activities until dressed "appropriately."

As

the Irish pastor explained,
Even now, I hate to go into a drugstore to buy a carton of
cigarettes with a collar. So if I'm out in lay garb for any
reason, out to dinner or something like that, I get extra
cigarettes.
No provisions are made by the Diocese for the retirement of
parish priests.

Any diocesan priest may retire at seventy; all must

retire at seventy-five.

The infirm are cared for in a retirement

villa, but the remainder are left to their own devices.

The Irish

pastor has already purchased a van and hopes to tour the country upon
his retirement, living in his truck.

SACRED CONTEXTS WITHIN DWELLING SPACES
Although sacred rituals are rarely performed in the dwelling
spaces of parishioners or clergy, in the parish houses of the clergy
social situations are more closely governed by technical precepts
and their attendant formal constraints regarding "proper behavior."
In spite of the growing secularization of modern life, for the clergy
the scope of technically explicit constraints governing the secular
activities seems broader and the force or centrality of these
constraints in their daily activities seems far greater than for
their lay parishioners.
Sacred rituals performed in the homes of parishioners often
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lack the degree of fusion attained by rituals performed in the
churches.

The newness of celebration of the Mass in the home and the

rarity of the performance of the sacrament of Extreme Unction in the
experience of each parishioner may account for the fact that few
formal and informal conventions have yet been established through
repeated social performance to fuse with technical precepts.
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REFERENCES

In some societies, architectural boundaries have been found
to separate the native sacred and profane divisions space.
An example is the way the pueblo is built to protect the
sacred room in the center, reflecting the way the corn is
planted. Reasons for the great number of house types not
easily understood in the context of relatively few climatic
types, limited numbers of materials, or other physical
factors, become much clearer if viewed as expressions of
ideal environments reflecting different world views and ways
of life (Rapoport 1969:49)

2

Ashcraft and Scheflen (1976:59) observed that
British-American homes were most likely to have entrance halls.
Ostensibly, members of this ethnic group do not like to enter one
room by passing through another and "disrupting activities there."
In Slovak-American homes, the newcomer would often be included inthe
activity in progress and would not be viewed as being disruptive.
3
Eastern Catholics preseved the tradition of the annual
recreation of the Cosmos, which included a house blessing (Eliade
1959:402).
In Romania, to bless a house, the attendance of a village
priest was sufficient, while to consecrate a church, several
priests were necessary. Ostensibly, the more participants of
higher religious rank, the more sacred the church would be
(Stahl and Stahl 1976:248).
The consecration in itself gives the building its function as
a church; the consecration only makes the house habitable.
Relics are brought and installed,...icons, kept for some time
inside a church or sanctuary, sacred plants, and holy water
from the church are also placed in the new house. Thus, the
two classes of monuments convey their supernatural qualities:
the difference consisting only of size, intensity, and
importance (Ibid., p. 249).

4

It is quite typical for Puerto Rican families to spend an
entire evening huddled together at close quarters watching
television, conversing, or doing homework. What would be an
intolerable intrusion of noise in one group, then, would be
rather normal in another (Ashcraft and Scheflen 1976:59).
^According to several Irish-American informants, during
their lifetimes in kitchens in rural Ireland, as in Central City,
there was no "sacred corner." But the religious pictures and other
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artifacts were hung on all the walls of the kitchen.
C.

Ashcraft and Scheflen (1976:58) found that in America total
dwelling space decreases with urbanization, at which point...
...the clarity of defensive barriers among portions of the
living quarters decreases also. Sleeping and eating
entertaining areas will not be separated by a floor, or in
many apartments, even by a corridor.
It may be the case that as different ethnic groups become
more affluent and able to influence the actual physical shape of
their dwelling spaces, they may return to familiar patterns more in
keeping with actual family patterns of interaction. As an
Irish-American informant mused, the ideal for the Irish would be "a
kitchen off a family room with fireplace." (Murray, thirty-five years
old).
^The back kitchen in European Slovak and Irish homes has its
counterpart in America. For example, many Slovak-American homes
visited had an old stove in the basement where summer cooking and
canning was done.
g
Hymes (1974:6) emphasized that "groups differ in their
definitions of participants in speech events in revealing ways,
particularly in defining absence (e.g., children, maids) and presence
(e.g., supernaturals) of participation."

9

Blessed palms are symbolic of the palms raised to greet
Christ during his triumphant ride into the Holy City. Older
Slovak-Americans often burn palms and/or candles during storms "to
keep from being struck by lightning" (Churnowski). Each year after
families receive new palms at Easter, the old ones are burned —
returning the blessed object to dust of the earth, and desacralizing
it. Personal decorations are fashioned out of some palms — braided
crosses, baskets, etc. The remainder are draped over crucifixes and
icons.
"^In Irish homes, palms were more often stored in a drawer.
Occasionally, a braided "St. Bridget's Cross" (orginally made of
river rushes) might be seen hung over a door to welcome visitors and
bring good luck.
"^Several generations back in Slovakia, for Byzantine
Slovaks...
...there were no meals without prayer. Before starting to
eat the bread, they were supposed to make the sign of the
Cross on the bottom of the bread. When starting to eat they
were to make a sign of the cross on the bottom of the plate
with the spoon. Prayers were said often and usually
together, except for the morning prayers, which were private
(Rusnak 1963:173).
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Stein (1980-1981:98-99) remarked on such hidden qualities
of Slovak ethnicity:
...ethnic ties are often maintained in the absence of
conspicuously ethnic content — and here 1conspicuity' refers
all too often to the preoccupations and categories of the
observer. Ethnicity takes on an especially ’hidden* quality
(Hill and May 1973) ... when the observer expects traditional
meanings to take traditional forms. The more subtle,
out-of-awareness (Hall 1977) aspects of ethnicity are the
most intractible because they are preverbally taken for
granted and cannot be verbalized. Thus for instance, I will
know without a doubt a Slovak-American woman or man has
acculturated more toward the core of the metaphoric personal
'onion' when children — or the ethnographers — are forcibly
lavished copious quantities of food, when I am invited to
visit with a family in their "living room' or 'dining room'
instead of the kitchen; or when the implicit roles of
maternal dominance and paternal distance in the home have
become less pronounced, and the affected atmosphere less
brittle.
13

"This is the time to get
familiar plaint. Often the timing
family development. When children
some of the family "treasures" may
children by the parents. It would
considered discarding them.

rid of a lot of stuff" is a
is associated with the stage of
have established their own homes,
then be "given away" to the
have seemed uncomfortable to have

14
The Irish pastor explained that these rules actually
changed much before Vatican II and have always been subject to much
regional variation.
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS

Attracted to the study of communication by an initial
interest in kinesics, I struggled with the need to imbed
microanalytic research within a manageable macrocontext analysis.

A

focus upon spatial behavior as a social communications process
required the testing of a methodology for justifying the parameters
of a field selected for observation.

The attempt to establish

performance rules for a behavioral frame for communication (such as
sacred space) forced me to locate, isolate, and describe the context
which limits the applicability of abstracted rules for sacred
communication behavior.

In numerous articles, Birdwhistell has

warned against a simplistic definition of context which is limited to
a description of the physical situation and its (technically)
documented or (formally or informally) inferred meaning.

As my work

proceeded, I found it desirable and necessary to develop both direct
and indirect data gathering methods.

From written doctrine and from

interviews and observations a context definition of sacred space was
derived and described extensively above.

This could only be

accomplished by utilizing context controlled observations designed to
distinguish common institutional patterns which occurred in the range
of situations found in the two subculturally defined ethnic
325
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communities.
Previous definitions of sacred space had established
performance rules for 'ritual' sacred communication.

However, these

definitions did not establish contextual boundaries which would make
it possible to utilize linguistic or macrokinesic data in
establishing the rules for performance.

The challenge of the design

of this study has been to establish a contextual definition broad
enough to encompass the culturally defined sacred behavioral
regularities and expectations of the two contrasting ethnic parishes.
A methodological goal has been the testing and refinement of a system
for analyzing ethnographic data which precludes biased
interpretations yet justifies the reduction of masses of empirical
data to a few simple conclusions which may lay the foundation for the
future microanalytic study of sacred space.
A broader implication is the refinement of a process of
ethnographic data selection and analysis to complement microanalytic
research.

A self-reflexive review of methodological choice points

may provide future researchers employing context analysis with
justification for focusing upon particular types of ethnographic data
relative to particular research problems.

To say it more directly,

in order to look for critical, structurally defined moments that can
be analyzed for finer-grained strings of behavior, I found it
necessary to investigate larger (more extensive) behavioral contexts
to justify my segmentation.
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It seems fair to summarize this thesis as a largely
substantive investigation which, because of its theoretical
underpinning, has methodological implications.

It must be made clear

that I started with the position that sacred and secular, as
communicational concepts, could be seen to be both conceptually and
behaviorally distinct.

The historical material and much of the

official doctrinal writings supported this supposition.

However, as

I continued my interviewing and observation, I was forced to realize
that however useful "sacred" and "secular" were as idealized
A
constructs, they did not hold up as definitive frames for
macro-cultural scrutiny.

Clearly, as programs for idealized

performance and interaction, they were powerful.

However, important

as is religion in the everyday world of the Irish-American and the
Slovak-American, sacred and secular served more as guideposts than as
clear boundary markers.
Involved as I had been as a member of the Slovakian
community, I grew up knowing that the Irish were different.

From the

outset of this research it was clear that I had to study both groups
if I was to find out what it was that was different and what it was
that was significant about discovered differences. The research into
the diachronic aspects of the two groups supported my growing
realization that a synchronic (contemporaneous) view would lead me
from the intra-cathedral into the home-life of parishioners.

I

gradually recognized that the physiographic and architectural
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boundaries of the churches did not contain all the data I needed to
understand or,

at least, to investigate the similarities and

differences in the sacred patterning of these two versions of
Catholic life.

Perhaps the most important thing I found out was

something I already knew.

For those whose lifeways are church

centered, sacred behavior does not stop at the edge of church-owned
property; the study of church behavior cannot be understood either by
reading doctrinal tracts or watching church-goers as they operate
within the church portals.
The review of doctrine about and the history of church
architecture in general and of these two churches in particular
provided some insight into some of the techinical aspects of
intra-cathedral activity.

In depth interviews with the clergy

provided further insight into the affairs of the two parishes.
However, it was not until I watched, talked with, and interviewed
parishioners in their respective churches and homes that I began to
recognize the shortcomings of the a priori determination of context.
I do not think I understood the concept of context until I
found that events were contexts and that these events could only be
comprehended in the structures which provided other layers of
context.

A contextual description of sacred space must include

analytically derived 'rules' for participation.

The following

summary of the research process and my findings reflects this
expanded appreciation of contexts.
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No performance 'rules' having finite, explicitly defined
exceptions have been attempted in this exploratory study of dynamic
patterns of communication of religious ritual.

However, a

tri-partite codification of communication behavior which regulates
participation in the Mass has been distinguished for participants
present in the two ethnic churches: church behavior, church ritual
behavior, and sacred church 'ritual' behavior.

A statement of levels

of context has been described which incorporates technical, formal,
and informal definitions of a situation (Hall 1956).
During sacred 'ritual,' the technically prescribed features
of all three codes seem operative.

Fewer Roman Catholic canons

regulate church behavior outside the parameters of church ritual
behavior and sacred church 'ritual' behavior.
doctrinic-like regulation.

This is not a simple

An overlay of distinctions is apparent,

however, even in technically prescribed religious rituals such as the
Mass.

Formal and informal expectations can be so incompletely met

that, for the individual, technically defined segments of ritual may
not be considered "sacred."

Moreover, local priests have always

taken the liberty to deviate from new prescriptions enough to
maintain the participation of all present (e.g. refusal to take the
Host in lay parishioners hands or to say "Amen" after receiving it).
It is not only the priest-in-charge whose behavior varies
(within in what I could see but cannot, as yet, fully delimit) so
that the parishioners, lay and clerical, are not locked in Rockette
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repetitive precision.

After I watched and recorded service after

service, I recognized the flexibility present in these ceremonies.

I

began to be able to trace monitoring (and monitors) that operated to
maintain an acceptable order.

Yet, again, the regulatory procedure

remains incompletely analysed.

The codification here is evident; the

code is not.
As contrasted to a prioristic, interpretive methodologies
which tend to stress intrinsic meaning for rites, rituals, games and
the like, a descriptively based context analysis procedure may seem
tedious and even pedestrian in its insistence upon explicit,
analytic, and synthetic investigation.

A full description of each

communication code discovered would require a complete description of
isolates, sets, and patterns for each type of situation analyzed
(Hall 1956).
Control of these varying data requires that the investigator
keep the investigation within bounds by controlling the context(s).
For the data to be comparable, the observations of macrobehavior
patterns must be made under conditions which are comparable yet
provide "significant” contrasts.

The present study was given one

order of control by the fact that the Slovak and Irish groups studied
in America in the same town came from Europe and descended from
cultural groups which had been Roman Catholic for many generations.
Narrowing the focus to facilitate investigation and
comparison, context control in this descriptive study required an
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empirically derived typology of physical locales.

The review of

Church architectural and liturgical history provided a traditional
floorplan of designed spaces in Roman Catholic churches and their
respective canonically prescribed liturgical functions which were
empirically tested for social comparability of formal and informal
adaptations.

This traditional network of designed spaces was tested

for social comparability by establishing the physical features
routinely associated with respective patterns of behavior,
constellations of participants, and cultural regularities and
expectations in each parish church.

The naive presumption of social

comparablity of the traditionally defined Roman Catholic "vestibules"
in the two parishes was first observationally tested and then
rejected as 'a type of socially comparable time-space or locale' in
the trajectory of parishioners movement through the churches for
participation

at Mass.

A visible spatial barrier —

to the nave in each church —

the threshold

could not be employed analogously to

Carey's (1976) audible sync-slate to determine the code shift from
off-to-on for sacred communication behavior.

Instead, a multilaminal

description was required to distinguish the boundaries of sacred
'ritual' having invariant reference value from the ongoing stream of
non-sacred religious services.
However, several types of socially comparable locales were
defined by spatial and temporal mapping.

Before or after church

services, Roman Catholics following canons for proper behavior inside
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a blessed church were observed to behave differently upon passing
architectural gates: the threshold to the church, the threshold to
the nave, and Holy Water fonts.

The passage of all three gates

rather than the mere visibility of the altar was most often
associated with a genuflection before the Eucharist whose presence in
the sanctuary was marked by the burning of a red sanctuary light.
Here the greatest degree of dissimilarity in behavior patterns was
almost always observed in constellations of participants exempt from
full compliance with technical prescriptions: ushers, the infirm, and
standees in the Irish church.
Church behavior differs from church ritual behavior and
sacred church ritual behavior in that parishioners have not yet
shifted to a focused interaction as co-celebrants of a technically
prescribed ritual.

Some of the behavior observed follows the

parameters for deferential treatment of a blessed church, but local
formal and informal behavior patterns dominate the scene.
Methodologically, the most significant implication for future
research is the determination of social comparability of physical
locales or spatio-temporal configurations of the physical
environment.

In general, ethnographic research employing cultural

contrast has emphasized the need to establish social comparability of
three types of contexts:

participant constellations, behavior

patterns, and cultural regularities or reported expectations.
Preconceptions regarding the social comparability of a fourth type of
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context —

structurally similar designed physical spaces —

have

often resulted in a tendency to consider participant interaction
patterns to be isomorphic with architectural form.

Such a

preconception, although eschewed, guided the exploratory observations
of this study which were at first limited to two church vestibules.
The initial presumption was that nave or 'church proper1
behavior patterns began at the thresholds leading from the vestibules
of the two ethnic churches.

The design for this research project was

altered after it was learned that parishioners began to behave
differently after passing the Holy Water fonts located inside the
nave of the Irish-American church, and outside in the Slovak-American
church.

Methodologically, it was discovered that observations of the

processual trajectory through the designed space were required to
establish the location of communication code shifts within Catholic
churches.

Controlling for a locale in the application of context

analysis requires the continual testing for social comparability of
physically similar designed spaces via spatial and temporal mapping.
No one type of context can a priorily be judged socially comparable
in the application of context analysis methodology.
As seen above in Chapters 6 and 7, there were clear
differences in the quality of performance of the parishioners (and
the clerical staff) between the two churches.

Parishioners and

priests alike handled and operated in their respective churches in
ways recognizable by me —

and often by the parishioners who saw the
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differences as "Irish” and "Slovak."

However, it was not until I

explored some of the extensions of Irish-ness and Slovak-ness in
their homes that I began to see some of the integrational activity of
the sacralized behavior patterns.

Slovak and Irish home-life

extensions of the sacred gave more insight into larger social
contexts of the sacred.

The student who would understand the

interactional, the maintenance, the socialization, and the
recruitment processes of these two Catholic groups must go outside of
the church, outside of the immediate realm of the priest and into the
larger parish if the social communication processes of these
communities are to be located and described.
In a sense, this thesis is a report of one ethnographically
motivated student's search for context(s).

The control of data

collection leads to the development of social regularities that
constitute context.

These contexts, even as they are heuristically

established lead the investigator toward and into data defined as
significant by the context.
This is not a report of an exhaustive study of Slovak—
American or Irish-American sacred or secular life.

It is a report of

an attempt to discover those contexts the study of which lead to a
better understanding of the role played in these two communities by
the maintenance and regulation activities provided by religion.

As I

came to see the sacred and secular as contexts rather than as clear
differences in specific and personally immediate behavior patterns, I
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began to understand more about sacredly defined behavior and to be
less confident of the delineation of behavioral sequences
intrinsically sacred or otherwise.
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APPENDIX I

Tradition of Microanalysis and Context Analysis.

The context

analysis of more macro behavioral patterns employed in this study is
shaped by the methodology of descriptive linguistics.

A review of

microanalytic techniques is included here to provide illustrations of
techniques applicable in the analysis of macro spatial behavior.
The traditon of microanalytic investigation follows from the
heuristic decision that one basic theory of communication structure,
set of terms, and methodology may be applied productively to both
lexical and non-lexical behavior

(Birdwhistell 1952; Pike 1964:54).

The procedure for the isolation and contrast of stuctural units
developed by linguists has been employed in other communication
investigations to describe paralinguistic and kinesic behavior, as
well as linguistic behavior.

More recently, ethnographic procedures

have been incorporated in the multi-modal analyses of (filmed)
microbehaviors in an attempt to provide a diachronic history of
events and to establish boundary conditions under which specific
patterns of behavior might be found to occur.

The following brief

discussion of the development of microanalytic and context analysis
procedures will establish the need to refine descriptive procedures
in the future to deal microanalytically with codes shown in this
study to be extant in and perhaps constitutive of sacred space.
Although this study has not produced a refined microanalytic
336
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behavorial definition of performance variability of a sacred
codification, it has demonstrated how variability can be stored in
familial and social practices in both home and church arrangements.
Historically, the impetus for the development of
microanalytic techniques may be traced from taxonomic analysis in
biology and botany to the field of descriptive linguistics.
Sapir was a prime mover in this field.

Edward

Following in the tradition of

Boas and students of culture and personality, Sapir accepted the
general premise of earlier students that language is the unconscious
work of anonymous generations.

Shaping and being reshaped by the

thought and life patterns of each new generation, all of cultural
behavior was viewed by Sapir (and in a less explicit fashion, by his
contemporary Bloomfield) as an organic social process which
accommodates changing patterns of regularity —

changing patterns

which make a priori distinctions between sociogenic and idiosyncratic
regularities arbitrary and unreliable (Sapir 1950; in Mandlebaum
1944:590-597).

Concerned with the relationship of all language

behavior with other cultural behavior, Sapir included in his
discussion features now studied under the rubric of
"para-linguistics."

Sapir and Bloomfield (and in greater depth their

students) recognized that an understanding of language depended upon
the development of an adequate description for all of spoken language
behavior (Birdwhistell 1970:75).

Implicit in their position was the

realization that some at that time undefined system of patterned
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activity, in addition to language proper, utilizes the audio-acoustic
channel and that these systems interdependently comprise a larger
infracommunication system (Birdwhistell*s terminology 1970:71).
The task of structural description and the analysis of this
infracommunicational system was assumed by Trager (Sapir's student)
and Smith (a Sanskritist) and by a number of other linguists, often
working independently of each other.

The initial treatment of

intonation and stress in Language (1933) by Bloomfield was
instrumental in channeling subsequent studies toward the isolation of
pitch contours which were ostensibly phonemic and the determination
of their roles in defining syntactic constructions (Lieberman
1967:180-181).

With the development of analytic techniques and

technology for phonologic analysis, "it became possible to include
accented phenomena of many kinds (hitherto inaccesible) in linguistic
analysis (Trager 1964:274).
Taking as a point of departure Sapir*s outline of a series of
levels of speech behavior requiring separate analysis, Trager and
Block first isolated from the overall linguistic matrix and then
identified patterns of stress.

They described a number of prosodic

features (length, stress, and pitch) in their Outline of Linguistic
Analysis (1942).

Shortly thereafter, Pike completed an independent

analysis of The Intonation of American English (1945), including
these same prosodic features with the important addition of the
isolation of pauses at the end of "rhythm units'* (realized intonation
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contours).

Following Bloomfield's lead, Pike purported that there

are potential pitch contours which may be employed to make the
''meaning” of sentences clearer (Lieberman 1967:182-187).
A few years later, Wells (1947) introduced a formalized
strategy for the analysis of layers or levels of syntactic
constructions.

In breaking down sentences, Wells began by isolating

the "imediate constituents” of a particular construction, that is,
its constituents on the next lower level of analysis.

Constructions

on any still lower level are also constituents, but not immediate
constituents (Gleason 1961:133).

Proceeding in this manner to

identify constituents in a number of levels of structure, Wells
discovered that pitch contours and pauses divide a sentence into
phrases and indicate phrase relationships.

Pitch contours were said

to be "determined” by the immediate constituent structure of
sentences, but no.mention was made in this research about how such
contours could be described in a manner which would let us understand
how they signal the immediate constituent structure to the listener
(Lieberman 1967:187-188).
In their Outline of English Structure (1951), Trager and
Smith began the work of tying prosodic features, such as pitch
contours, both to immediate constituent structures and to syntax.
Their study indicated that physically realized paralinguistic
contours provide acoustic cues for the division of sentences in
syntactic analysis.

Unlike Pike, these investigators insisted that
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their data be constituted only of behavior performed and recorded,
i.e., prosodic patterns which actually occur in speaking.

Prosodic

features were viewed as superimposed upon (or as linkagees over)
segments of language (vowels and consonants) and thus dividing
sentences into linguistic units —

superfixes indicating the

structure of words and phrases and intonations indicating the
structure of sentences.

This structural analysis of intonation might

be viewed as a "logical extension of Bloomfield's (search for)
'objective' facts" or of Durkheim's investigation of social facts —
the empirical facts here related to the appropriate structural level
of immediate constituents (Lieberman 1967:188-191).
Following these developments in paralinguistic analysis, this
structural model was applied in the analysis of features of body
motion.

In 1952, Birdwhistell joined Trager and Smith in a research

seminar at the Foreign Service Institute —

a seminar which led

Birdwhistell to compile and publish his material on body behavior as
an Introduction to Kinesics (1952).

Influenced by Sapir's

presumption that all of communication behavior is as strictly
"socialized" (or socially patterned) as language behavior and by the
evidence supporting this contention provided by the fieldwork of
Bateson and Mead (1942), Birdwhistell found linguistic techniques to
be of strategic importance in his development of a coding system for
non-lexical communicative behavior.

Because Birdwhistell viewed

language as "probably the only cultural system sufficiently analysed
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to permit separation of socially from individually patterned
behavior" (1962:5-6), kinesics employed structural linguistic
requirements for: (1) an exhaustive analysis of communication
behavior; (2) the testing of data alternatively as a unit and as a
structural component; and (3) a provision for structural units which
may be isolated, manipulated, and contrasted, thus avoiding (a priori
and a posteriori) psychological and sociological explanations of
events (1970:xiii).

It is interesting that Birdwhistell's

meticulously detailed structural analysis of body behavior was
preceded by his earlier ethnographic studies which related patterns
of interpersonal behavior to carefully detailed descriptions of their
socio-cultural contexts.
Within Birdwhistell's system of kinesic notation, movement of
a part is described with reference to the body by the use of symbols.
A letter abbreviation for a body part is combined with an arbitarily
derived symbol for the position of that part.
employ a reference to other bodies in space.

Kinesic symbols do not
Using the kinesic

system of notation, one can map the patterns of a sequence of
positions of individual body parts with relationship to each other
and to accompanying patterns of verbal interaction.

However, the

kinesic system is not designed to map the distance between body
parts, the paths of movement of body parts, or the positions of body
parts in space.

This spatial mapping is achieved only by reference

to other symbols and to a system of word mapping.
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The present study is built upon the work of The Natural
History of an Interview team who in the fifties set about to map
speech and associated body behavior and to intergrate their analyses.
Working in close association, Birdwhistell, Hockett, McQuown, Smith,
and Trager outlined a structural prospectus for the coordinated study
of kinesic, linguistic, and paralinguistic behavior (Trager
1964:274).

For purposes of fine-grained recording, communication was

operationally defined in behavioral terms, facilitating the direct
study of visible and audible phenomena.

Employing a social

communication model, these investigators avoided the problem of
partial inaccessibility inherent in other communication approaches.
When the boundary of the basic assumed communicating entity
is moved from the biological individual of the
’psychological1 approach to the edge of the group in the
’social' approach, the division into private or hidden and
public or visible worlds is removed. The boundary of the
group is defined with respect to differences in behavior, not
with respect to an opaque covering such as the skin. This
transparent behavioral boundary allows the observer,
potentially, access to all parts of the communication system.
Just as a newcomer or newborn must learn the language and
body communication codes of the group, so the observer can
also learn the behavioral system; in principle, nothing is
hidden. While in practice informants may systematically
neglect or conceal certain kinds of information from the
observer, the behavioral system is accessible in the way that
encoding, decoding, and feeling or thinking processes of
communicating individuals are not (Zabor 1977:IV-12).
A decade of extended collaboration between these linguistic,
paralinguistic, and kinesic researchers and Bateson resulted in the
production of a manuscript which went unpublished until 1971.

This

volume, The Natural History of an Interview (McQuown 1971), attempts
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to synthesize developing traditions of a number of communicationassociated disciplines.

It describes in detail the microanalytic

method for communication research.

Procedurely, microanalysis

consists of a number of operations aimed at relating every level of
(filmed) communication behavior to the full range of behavioral
contexts in which such behavior occurs (Scheflen 1973:311).

The

prefix "micro" here refers to the technique of analysis, not to the
size or duration of behavioral units analyzed.
This method for communicational investigation was further
developed by Birdwhistell, Scheflen, and their associates.

An

overall context analysis was designed to investigate the relationship
between the microanalytic structure of human communication behavior
and the process by which participant coordination is implemented.
Birdwhistell emphasized the importance of context analysis in the
discovery of how communication processes "order, set limits on, or,
at times, determine the interaction process" (1970:75).

In the

marriage of linguistic and ethnographic techniques, this more
comprehensive analytic model encourages contextual exploration and
the discovery of culturally patterned "communication events" and of
their natural history.
This larger analytic framework accommodates larger
integrational considerations and incorporates potential spatial
relationships not exhaustively coded in this study.

It opens the way

for the future development of a system of notation for describing
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spatial behavior in a manner compatible with those in use with
kinesic, linguistic, and paralinguistic systems.
Context analysis has been extensively employed by Scheflen
(1975), Scheflen and Ashcraft (1976), and by Kendon (1977) in mapping
spatial behavior accompanying speech behavior.

The research here is

by and large limited to a range of context types of "face-to-face"
interaction.
Much of the spatial mapping employing context analysis
methods deals with more macro-behavior integrating social
interaction.

A large share of this finely detailed analysis deals

with the interaction of participants, unanchored to a particular
physical and, by consequence, to particular social settings.

This

study attempts to anchor spatial interaction patterns to contingent
features in space-time mapping.

This mapping can avoid the

misleading presumption of any causal or one-to-one correlation
between type of setting and type of interaction while establishing
socially coded variations in spatial behavior correlated with
particular time-spaces and combinations of contextual features.
Moving from these theoretical abstractions to their concrete
manifestations, I find certain procedural advantages in the use of
context analysis techniques in the study of sacred space.

Some

discussion of the procedural adaptations of microanalytic and context
analysis considerations in the mapping of sacred spatial behavior is
required to clarify these advantages.
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1.

An initial goal of structural analysis is to establish

manipulable isolates (units) of social event structure.

Piaget

(1970), in a discussion of the dynamic qualities of these isolates,
describes them as, by definition, transforms of social structure
rather than as identical, unchanging elements of form.

That is, he

sees these isolates as social events, not as incomplete social
building blocks.
In the search for communicationally significant units of
sacred space, the present investigation begins with Durkheira's
equation of the social (or for our purposes, social communicational)
with both the experiential and the structural.

In the continuous,

multi-modal whole of the communication process, experience is
punctuated by perceived "events" and "objects" (Bateson 1971:10).

It

is clear that humans often react to their own behavior and to the
behavior of others, below the level of awareness, as though such
behavior (or the perceived events of which such behavior is a
component) were segmented (or segraentable) into discrete units
(Sapir, Hall, Birdwhistell).

The linguists (Pike, Trager, and Smith)

insist that the search for minimal units of social significance
begins at the level of "substance" —
movement and audible sound.

at what is estimated as visible

This substantive level of observable

behavior may later be tied to the articulatory level of structure.
This may be accomplished by treating items of movement and sound
perceived by members of the society and by the investigator as
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incomplete "partials" of communication structure —

as isolatable

partials or as bound morphs of behavioral relationships (Pike
1964:54).
Both the analysts concerned with microcultural events and the
symbolic interactionists begin with what Goffman has seen as the
experiential (i.e., with the event as perceived) —
arbitrary slice from the ongoing activity (1974:10).

a strip or
For Goffman,

this strip is selected by the member observer, acting in terms of his
membership in a culture.
tagging, naming) —

In this research the acts (testimony,

the labeling behavior of a culture —

as behavior in itself.

are treated

As such, they are considered data, not

evidence for the items in the construction of the coded system
created by the investigator for the description and analysis of
structural units.

Although ideally a structural description aims at

the exhaustion of data, all isolated items of spatial behavior under
analysis may not be of demonstrable communicational significance in a
particular culture.

A systematic analysis of behavior in a

multilevel context is aimed at the provision of significant units of
structure.

To avoid premature judgements concerning minimal units of

sacred structure, I have attempted to deal with statements made by
the members of two parishes about segments of behavior or sacred
events as a body of data separate from my own behavioral
observations.

It must be made clear that consistent with the methods

utilized by other students of social meaning, the local descriptions
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of behavior, whether elicited or derived from conversational flow,
are themselves behavior.

As Birdwhistell stresses, they are data,

not evidence, for the descriptive analysis of social meaning.

Only

when behavioral isolates are seen invariably to occur together, not
one appearing without the others, are these isolates considered from
one perspective as interdependent and from another as forming a unit
of communication structure.
This strategy for segmentation in the study of the social
process for framing perceived or reported events was adapted to
obviate the a priori treatment of an object, of a participant, or of
any isolatable item of behavior as a minimal ("natural") unit of
study.

Thus, in the case of sacred space, a unit of abstracted

structure can not be conceived (preconceived) of as an architectural
element or a physical artifact nor as an isolated individual or even
a collection of individuals.

Rather, a unit of sacred spatial

structure must be conceptualized as a socio-spatial relationship,
derived by description and analysis.

As soon as I began abstracting

structural relatedness, I was no longer dealing with an individual or
an artifact in space but with a "program of order" —

an order

described by Birdwhistell and Scheflen as existing independently of
the idiosyncratic behavior of changing participants.

Abstracted

patterns of structural relatedness allow participants to change while
structurally patterned behavioral units may be seen to occur over and
over again (Scheflen 1965).

Clearly, by "participants" I am not
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talking about personages but about substitutable members of the
situation (ritual or otherwise structurally regulated).
2.

Another goal of structural analysis is to contrast

ostensibly comparable isolates.

Changes in overall communicational

patterns appear to be intimately related to changes in the orders of
combination of structural units.

The term "program" has been

employed by Scheflen (1964) to designate any apparently standardized
order of combination of structural units.

And the larger patterns,

or collections of programs, in a culture have been said by Scheflen
to form the "mores"

(or 'frames') for the social behavior of the

members (1964,1973).

Stated communicationally, this implies that

recurring orders (of combinations of behavioral partials) become the
cross-reference system, the out-of-awareness guides or rules for
behavior, which have been the focus of the current study.
In the light of these assumptions, the discovery of recurrent
programs or pattern of structure definable as sacred has, (and at
this stage of our knowledge should have), theoretically and
methodologically preceded the establishment of minimal manipulable
units of sacred social structure.

Within a dynamic socio-spatial

order, a spatial transform may be viewed as an intelligible change
which does not alter, at one stroke, sacred patterns beyond
recognition.

"Points of invariance" on one level of structure allow

topological connections among constituent partials on a lower level
to be maintained and to be investigated (Piaget 1970).

It is these
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temporary but recurring patterned frameworks (or Well's
constructions) which provide the background gestalten for later
isolation and contrast of component units of segmentation (Well's
constituents —

both immediate and those further removed on the

structural hierarchy of levels).

These background customs may

provide the parameters for later microanalytic definitions.
One goal of contrastive analysis in this study is that of
identifying features which remain relatively stable within a sacred
frame.

Another goal is to locate the conditions in a larger program

or pattern of sacred behavior wherein variations in particular units
of behavior are possible.

Within larger units of pattern may be

discovered slots (or Pike's spots) of variance wherein substitutions
may be seen to occur.
At each level of focus in (a) church service, classes of
segments occur and are determined by the slots they fill:
there are classes, so defined, of organ preludes, of
invocations, of announcements, sermons, benedictions; of
junior, senior, and primary services; of morning and evening
service types; of musical introductions to hymns; of types of
arm movements for leading the singing; movements of the
congregation standing, sitting, bowing the head; of words or
phrases to serve as subjects of sentences, words to serve as
modifiers of subjects, consonants in pre-vocalic position, in
syllables and so on. On these other levels, too, segments
inappropriate to a slot but occurring in it may get reactions
of sacrilege; whispering instead of listening; or children's
misbehaving during the service (Pike 1971:83-84).
At each slot, a series of alternate partials may be possible.
Subject to abstraction and manipulation, partials may be observed to
operate in a number of patterned positions.

A particular item may be

(1) withdrawn and/or (2) replaced, with the responses elicited from
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participants seen to (a) differ or (b) remain the same (Pike
1964:55).

For example, a self-blessing may be seen to alternate with

a head nod in one slot of entry behavior into the nave of a church
with no observed difference in participant responses.

Borrowing a

term from linguistics, one may consider these two units of behavior
to be in free variation in this slot in a particular church.

Yet,

the same two units may alternate in another slot with marked
differences in participant responses.

In the second slot, the

behavioral units may not be substituted for each other freely, with
no change anticipated in participant response.
Employing the isolation and contrast techniques just
outlined, sacred spatial events were segmented into interrelated
though perceptually discontinous units of analysis.

The isolation of

behavioral partials by-passed the need for establishing minimal units
of structure at this stage of analysis.

The use of this isolation

and contrast method led to the discovery of programs or patterns of
order and change —

the discovery of structural loci and of the

conditions under which substitutions did and did not occur in each
parish.
The shape, duration, and structural location of
communicationally significant units were discovered both for frames
that were relatively constant and for those which changed more
frequently.

This structural-descriptive method was relevant in both

situations.

Clearly "structure" is not used here in a static sense.
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Stability or rate of change is not an issue in the applicablity of
these techniques.
3. A final goal of structural analysis is to perform a
multi-level contextual analysis.

Birdwhistell proposed that a

communication "...code exists whenever a pattern of behavior
presented in regularly structured contexts of behavior will serve
regularly to trigger, regulate, or modify the behavior of an
influenced membership" (1968:27).

The third task of structural

analysis is the discovery of larger situational contexts relevant to
recurring patterns of behavior.
To underscore the importance of this task, one might turn to
numerous examples from anthropology which describe comparable
sequences of behavior whose "meaning" varies with changes in the
social situation of
pattern

which it is a part. The significance of a

of behavior can be

seen to varywith changes in participants,

in staging, in the placement of the pattern in the larger
socio-behavioral and physical context.

A case in point is contained

in the following description of a Peruvian dance:
The Peruvian Marinera is danced as a courtship ritual, it is
also danced before the altar in honor of the patron saint.
It is often danced in both sacred and secular contexts in the
same festival by the same dancers. Music, words, and
movement remain constant, yet the significance changes
according to the place of the behavior in the festival (Smith
1972:169, emphasis mine).
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acculturation, 60
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anthroposemiotic, 33
architectural transition, 233
assimilation
cultural pluralism, 59
melting pots theory, 50
structurally enclosed, 59
avoidance ritual, 50
away behavior, 285
back region/backstage, 51, 262
baptism, 48, 284
baptismal fonts, 284
baptistry, 177
barrier-behavior
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tight proximity spacing, 219
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benevolent socialism, 100
biogenic
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biogenic analysis, 28
body buffer zones, 33
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burial services, 235
cartography, 208
casual style, 78
causal criteria, 24
change point, 50
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dwelling space of, 310
personal possessions, 313
living space, 317
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Communion breakfasts, 230
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cultural relationship, 10
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de facto social unit, 58
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ecological systems, 24
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ethnographic present, 53, 56
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face engagements, 217
face formations, 217
face-to-face interaction, 52
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fixed-feature space, 29
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ideal typical, 16,22
fonts
baptismal, 48
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full participants, 260
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Hall's spatial system, 29-30
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fonts, 48
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ideal phenomena, 12
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industrial paternalism, 100
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informant, 11
inner and outer form, 33
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institutional style, 55
integrational aspect, 18
interpersonal distance(s), 34
interpretive contrast, 54
intimate space, 29
intimate/personal (transactional sets), 29, 38, 39
isolates, 16,17
juncture markers, 219
kinesics, 68
kinomorphic constructions, 6
kinomorphs, 6
kitchens, 293
lineal group relationships, 116
linguistics, 6, 8,
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macro:
environment, 29
kinesic, 62
space, 30
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marginal subgroup, 63
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of the Faithful, 192
Preparation of, 192
Sacrifice of, 192
melting pots, 59
mentifactual dichotomy, 44
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monochronic/polychronic, 114
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multi-channel perspective, 45
multi-laminal context, 38
mythical time, 220
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nature/nurture controversy, 33
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nominal categories, 13, 15
non-Catholic, 104
nonverbal system(s), 33
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observer, 71
office space, 177
orientational transfix, 219
organic structuralist. 45
outdoor space, 290
paralinguistic, 68
parish
neighborhood
de facto/nationality, 57
dejure/territorial, 58
national (Greeley), 89
transitional, 89
parish neighbor, 103
parlors, 303
partial(s),8
participants:
classes, 52
full participant, 260
gathering, 284
participant spacing,6
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perceptive cognitive map, 26
personal possessions, 313
personal space, 4, 29, 33
phenomenological criteria, 24
physical baseline, 209
polychronic/monochronic, 113
postural kinesic frame, 219
postural transfix, 219
porches, 291
positions, 219
prayer, private, 179
praxons, 93, 268
present-oriented, 116
prie-dieu, 179
pro-fane, 13, 72
profane sacred contrast, 47
proxemics, 4, 6, 28, 29
proximate environment, 29
psychogenic analysis, 28
public transactional space, 29
rectories, 222, 314
religious-secular, 23
remedial interactions, 51
restricted code, 78
rim, 42, 233, 238
ritual, 31
avoidance, 51
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mass, 193, 243
interaction, 193, 243
props, 241
role territories, 310
role-theory, 36
informal out-of awareness rule(s), 229
sacraments, 186
sacrarium, 179
sacred
society, 22
sacred/profane perspective, 13, 27
sacred situations, 9
sacred space, 13, 51
sacristy, 179
Saint Cyril's, 102
Saint Pat's, 102
sanctuary, 179
light, 181
school building, 222
seating patterns, 254
self-blessing, 48, 149, 179
semi-fixed feature space, 30
semi-public/semi-private, 78
semioticans/ semiotic, 33
sensory signs, 43
separation, 250
shifts, 219
side involvements, 184
situated activity (Goffman), 31, 214
situated events (Goffman), 31
social anthropologists, 34
social boundary, 50
social communication, 9
social context, 7, 13
social fact, 11
social knowledge, 22
social mapping, 13, 15
social realism, 10, 103
social space, 29
social system(s), 10
social time, 220
socially coded space, 27
sociogenic analysis, 28
sociography, 94
socio-spatial relationships, 18,38
Sommer's spatial system, 29
space-time, 35, 38
spatial territory, 35
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spatial notations, 62
spatio-temporal context, 29
speech styles/ codes
elaborated/restricted, 78
informal/formal, 78
casual/ consultative, 78
"strange”, 57
stoup, 48
structural, 10
structural approach, 10
structural-functional, 22
structurally enclosed, 59
subculture, 63
symbolic interactionists, 35
synchronic relations, 22
syntactical code (for environmentics), 40
[See environmentics]
technical, 17
territorial systems, 24, 25
territoriality, 4
thicker culture, 58
threshold/portal, 48
tie signs, 51
tight proximity spacing, 219
time-space laminates, 215
timing, 219
timing interval, 20
topological relationships, 91
areas, 218
centers, 217
domains, 218
locales, 218
mapping, 218
relations, 217
trajectories, 218
traditional, 17, 22
tranformational grammar, 45
transactional space (Hall's), 29
transitional areas, 50
universalists, 34
vestibule, 177, 233
old, 234
new, 235
vino obrane, 231
Watson's spatial system, 30
Weltanshauungen, 13
Western New England cultural style, 99
zoosemiotic, 33
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